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Following the entrance into force on 18th March 2016 of Legislative Decree No. 25 of 15th February 2015, 
which amended the Consolidated Finance Law (Legislative Decree No. 58/1998) with reference to 
“Financial Reports” pursuant to Art. 154 ter (eliminating the obligation to publish interim financial reports 
for the first and third quarters) with Resolution No. 19770 of 26th October 2016, the Consob (Italian 
securities market authority) amended the Issuers Regulation by introducing Art. 82 – ter (additional periodic 
financial disclosures), which has been applicable since 2nd January 2017. Listed companies have been 
given the option to choose whether or not to publish periodic financial reports that are additional to the 
annual and half-yearly financial reports provided for by Art. 154-ter of the Consolidated Finance Law.  
Companies that chose to publish these on a voluntary basis were obliged to inform the market specifying 
the information that they intended to report. Any decision taken to stop publication must be publicly 
disclosed with the reasons given and will take effect from the following financial year. 
 

As had been declared at the time, UBI Banca decided to continue with the format already in use for its 
quarterly financial reports, with possible simplifications of the contents not strictly indispensable for an 
understanding of performance in the period, until possible alternative decisions are taken, considering also 
the establishment of different practices in the sector. 

 

 
 
We report that the data and information of a forecast and forward-looking nature contained in this 

document has been drawn up from a standalone viewpoint and therefore they do not reflect the possible 
effects of the public exchange offer on all the Bank’s shares announced by Intesa Sanpaolo Spa on 17th 
February 2020. 
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Legend 

The following abbreviations are used in the tables: 
 dash (-): when the item does not exist; 

 not significant (n.s.): when the phenomenon is not significant; 
 not available (n.a.): when the information is not available; 
 a cross “X”: when no amount is to be given for the item (in compliance with Bank of Italy instructions). 

All figures are given in thousands of euros, unless otherwise stated.  
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UBI Banca: company officers 

Honorary Chairmen  Gino Trombi 

   Emilio Zanetti 

Board of Directors 
(appointed by a Shareholders' Meeting on 12th April 2019) 

 Chairwoman  Letizia Maria Brichetto Arnaboldi Moratti 

 Deputy Chairman   Roberto Nicastro 

 Chief Executive Officer  Victor Massiah  (*) 

   Letizia Bellini Cavalletti 

   Paolo Boccardelli 

   Paolo Bordogna  

   Ferruccio Dardanello 

   Silvia Fidanza 

   Pietro Gussalli Beretta 

   Osvaldo Ranica 

   Alessandro Masetti Zannini (**) 

   Alberto Carrara (**) 

   Francesca Culasso (**) 

   Simona Pezzolo De Rossi (**) 

   Monica Regazzi (**) 

General Management 

 General Manager  Victor Massiah(*) 

 Senior Deputy General Manager  Elvio Sonnino 

 Deputy General Manager  Frederik Geertman 

 Deputy General Manager  Rossella Leidi 

Senior Officer Responsible in accordance with  
Art. 154 bis of the Consolidated Finance Law Elisabetta Stegher 

Independent Auditors DELOITTE & TOUCHE Spa 

 

 
 

 

 

 
(*) Appointed Chief Executive Officer and confirmed in the position of General Manager by the Board of Directors on 16th April 

2019. 

(**) Members of the Management Control Committee, of which the Chairman is Alessandro Masetti Zannini. 
 

 
* * * 

 

 

Reference is made with regard to the Corporate Governance system adopted by UBI Banca and to the roles, responsibilities, composition, 

functioning and powers of the governing bodies in particular, to the detailed illustration contained in the “Report on Corporate Governance 
and Ownership Structure of UBI Banca Spa (in accordance with Art. 123-bis of the Consolidated Finance Law)” for the financial year 
2019, which may also be consulted in the Corporate Governance Section of the Group’s corporate website www.ubibanca.it.  

http://www.ubibanca.it/


UBI Banca Group: main investments
as at 31st March 2020

(1) The remaining 1.44% is held by Cargas Assicurazioni Spa (the former UBI Assicurazioni Spa).

The percentages relate to the total interests held (directly or indirectly) by the Group in the entire share/quota capital.

UBI Banca Spa

Fully consolidated companies

Companies accounted for using the equity method

BANKS FINANCIAL
COMPANIES INSURANCE

ASSET
MANAGEMENT AND

TRUST SERVICES
OTHER

IW Bank Spa 100% UBI Leasing Spa 100% Aviva Vita Spa 20%
Pramerica
SGR Spa

65%
BPB

Immobiliare Srl
100%

Prestitalia Spa 100%
UBI Trustee Sa
Luxembourg

100%
UBI Sistemi

e Servizi SCpA 98.56%(1)

100%
UBI Academy

SCRL

BancAssurance
Popolari Spa 100%

UBI Factor Spa 100%
Lombarda
Vita Spa

40%
Pramerica 

Management Co Sa
Luxembourg

100% Kedomus Srl 100%

Zhong Ou
Asset Management

Co. Ltd China
25%



UBI Banca Group: branch network 
as at 31st March 2020

1

5 2

1

165151 258

Lombardy
(581)

Trentino Alto Adige

Valle d’Aosta

Piedmont
(144)

Sardinia

Tuscany
(89)

Latium
(114)

Campania
(64)

Calabria

Basilicata

Apulia
(76)

Abruzzo
(57)

Umbria

Marches
(204)

Veneto

Emilia Romagna

Friuli Venezia Giulia

Molise

1

1140

3

Liguria
(32)

31

4

1

2

60 4

67

17

75 1

7

2

44

9

26

1

Branches in Italy 1,566

UBI Banca Spa 3

UBI Banca Spa - North West Macro Geographical 
Area 172

UBI Banca Spa - Milan and Emilia Romagna Macro 
Geographical Area 196

UBI Banca Spa - Bergamo and West Lombardy 
Macro Geographical Area 261

UBI Banca Spa - Brescia and North East Macro 
Geographical Area 201

UBI Banca Spa - Latium Tuscany Umbria Macro 
Geographical Area 229

UBI Banca Spa - Marches and Abruzzo Macro  
Geographical Area 258

UBI Banca Spa - South Macro Geographical Area 226

IW Bank Spa 20

Branches abroad 1

UBI Banca Spa
Nizza, (France)

International Presences

UBI Factor Spa
Krakow (Poland)

Pramerica Management Co. Sa
Luxembourg

Zhong Ou Asset Management Co. Ltd
Shanghai (China)

UBI Trustee Sa
Luxembourg

Representative offices
Russia (Moscow), Asia (Mumbai, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Singapore and Dubai), 
North America (New York), South America (Sao Paolo) and Africa (Casablanca).

112

85 55

203

32
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UBI Banca Group: key figures and performance 
indicators 

31.3.2020
31.12.2019 

restated

ALTERNATIVE PERFORMANCE MEASURES (1)

STRUCTURAL INDICATORS

Net loans and advances to customers at amortised cost/total assets 67.8% 66.8%

Direct banking funding from customers/total liabilities 74.4% 75.4%

Net loans and advances to customers at amortised cost/direct funding from customers 91.2% 88.5%

Equity (inclusive of profit/loss) /total liabilities 8.0% 7.5%

Assets under management/Indirect banking funding from ordinary customers 74.0% 72.0%

Financial leverage ratio 

(total assets - intangib le assets)/(equity inclusive of profit/loss + equity attributable to minority interests - intangib le assets) 14.8 15.9 

PROFIT INDICATORS

ROE (net profit/equity inclusive of profit/loss) 3.7% 2.4%

ROTE [net profit/tangib le equity (equity inclusive of profit/loss - intangib le assets)] 4.5% 3.0%

ROA (net profit/total assets) 0.3% 0.2%

The cost:income ratio (operating expenses/operating income) 65.0% 64.9%

Staff costs/operating income 38.9% 39.2%

Net impairment losses on loans and advances to customers at amortised cost/

net loans and advances to customers at amortised cost

(loan loss ratio) (2) 0.73% 0.87%

Net interest income/operating income 44.3% 47.4%

Net fee and commission income/operating income 46.0% 45.7%

Net result on financial activities/operating income 5.9% 2.9%

RISK INDICATORS

Net bad loans/net loans and advances to customers at amortised cost 1.93% 2.02% 

Net impairment losses on bad loans/gross bad loans (coverage for bad loans) 51.51% 51.98% 

Coverage for bad loans gross of write-offs 67.66% 67.12% 

Net non-performing exposures/net loans and advances to customers at amortised cost 4.70% 4.93% 

CAPITAL RATIOS  

Basel 3 phased-in 

Tier 1 ratio (Tier 1 capital after filters and deductions/RWAs) 13.58% 12.34% 

Common Equity Tier 1 ratio (CET1 after filters and deductions/RWAs) 12.90% 12.34% 

Total capital ratio (Total own funds/RWAs) 17.08% 15.88% 

Total own funds (f igures in thousands of euro) 9,932,062 9,221,356

of which: Tier 1 capital after filters and deductions 7,497,574 7,165,193

of which: Tier 1 capital (Common Equity Tier 1 + Additional Tier 1) 7,895,522 7,165,193

Risk weighted assets (RWAs) 58,143,142 58,086,349

INCOME STATEMENT, BALANCE SHEET FIGURES (in thousands of euro), 
STRUCTURAL DATA (numbers)

Profit (loss) for the period/year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 93,572 233,103 

Profit (loss) for the period/year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent before the impact of the Business Plan 93,555 322,956 

Profit (loss) for the period/year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent normalised 99,345 331,349 

Operating income 913,596 3,637,935

Operating expenses  (593,558)  (2,360,037) 

Net loans and advances to customers at amortised cost 85,778,114 84,564,033

of which:    net bad loans 1,655,419 1,707,130

        net non-performing exposures 4,033,393 4,171,464

Direct banking funding from customers (3) 94,048,596 95,513,706

Indirect banking funding from ordinary customers 92,244,042 101,452,337

of which:   Assets under management 68,297,353 73,091,588

Total banking funding from customers 186,292,638 196,966,043

Equity attributable to the shareholders of the Parent (inclusive of profit/loss) 10,095,693 9,539,424

Intangible assets 1,731,379 1,739,903

Total assets 126,492,592 126,615,985

Branches in Italy 1,566 1,575

Total staff at the end of the period/year (4)

(actual employees in service + workers on agency leasing contracts) 19,629 19,940

Average total staff (5) 

(actual employees in service + workers on agency leasing contracts) 18,317 18,764

IW Bank financial advisors 703 688
 

 

The notes to the table are reported on the following page.  
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With regard to the income statement and balance sheet figures reported in table, as of this financial report and 

therefore for the figures as at and for the period ended the 31st March 2020 the UBI Group has adopted a new fair 

value criterion to measure real estate assets.  

In compliance with IAS 8, the comparative figures for previous periods in the column for 31st December 2019 in the 

table have been restated following retrospective application of the change in the measurement criterion for real estate 

assets, subject to IAS 40 rules. On the contrary, the change in the measurement criteria for operational real estate 

assets, pursuant to IAS 16, has been applied prospectively from 31st March 2020, in compliance with IAS 8. On this 

subject, see the “Explanatory Notes” to the Interim consolidated financial statements. 

(1) The indicators have been calculated using the reclassified figures contained in the section “Reclassified 
consolidated financial statements, reclassified income statement net of the most significant non-recurring items 

and reconciliation schedules” in the Interim Consolidated Management Report. 

The Alternative Performance Measures (APM) reported in this document (in the Interim Consolidated Management 
Report) take account of the ESMA guidelines issued on 5th October 2015, which the Consob incorporated in its 
supervisory practices (Communication No. 0092543 of 3rd December 2015). Those guidelines became applicable 
from 3rd July 2016.  

In compliance with this, on 18th August 2016, the Management Board approved the new UBI Banca Group 

guidelines on the identification of non-recurring items. 

Information on the share is given in the pages that follow. 

(2) The loan loss rate as at 31st December 2019 was affected by disposals of non-performing positions, both concluded 

and currently under consideration. 

(3) Direct banking funding from customers comprises liability items 10 b) and 10 c) in the balance sheet and also 
partially includes items 20 “Financial liabilities held for trading” and 30 “Financial liabilities designated at fair 

value” relating to certificates issued in December 2019 and in January 2020.  

(4) The figures for total staff at the end of the period may be different from those published previously. Reference is 
made to the section entitled “Changes in staff numbers” for details of any changes which may have occurred” 

contained in the section “Significant events in the first quarter of 2020”. 

(5) Part-time employees have been calculated within average total staff according to convention on a 50% basis. 
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The rating  

The ratings assigned to the UBI Banca Group by the main international agencies are given 

below. 

 

 

 
 

(I) Rating on the ability to repay deposits which also reflects 

the expected loss given default 
Long-term: original maturity of one year or more (Aaa: best 

rating – C: Default) 
Short-term: original maturity of 13 months or less 

(Prime-1: highest quality – Not Prime: not classifiable within 

any of the prime categories) 

(II) The BCA is not a rating but an opinion on the intrinsic 
financial strength of the bank in the absence of external 

support    
(aaa: best rating – C: default) 

(III) Rating on the ability of the issuer to honour senior debt and 
bonds in the long-term 

(Aaa: best rating – C: default) 

(IV) The Counterparty Risk Ratings (CRRs) are opinions of the 

ability of entities to honour the uncollateralised portion of 
non-debt counterparty financial liabilities (excluding those 

generated by a bank performing its essential operating 
functions) and they also reflect the expected financial losses 
in the event such liabilities are not honoured 

(Aaa: best rating – C: default) 

(P-1): best rating – Not Prime: not classifiable within any of 

the prime categories] 

(V) The Counterparty Risk (CR) Assessment is not a rating but 

an opinion on the likelihood of a bank defaulting on 
payment obligations generated by it performing its essential 
customer-serving operating functions 

[Aaa (cr): best rating – C (cr): Default] 

[P-1 (cr): best rating – Not Prime (cr): not classifiable within 
any of the prime categories] 

 
 
 

 
 

At the beginning of January 2020, at the time of UBI Banca’s inaugural Additional Tier 1 

issuance, Moody’s announced that it had assigned a “B2 (hyb)” rating to this new type of debt 

issued1. 

 

On 17th February the agency announced that it had completed its periodic review of UBI 
Banca’s ratings. 

This was a periodic review of the appropriateness of the ratings in light of their methodologies, recent 
developments and a comparison with the financial and operating profiles of peers with similar ratings.  
As this was not the result of decisions taken by a committee, this communication constituted neither a 
rating action nor an indication of the likelihood of whether a rating action will take place or not in the near 
future. 

 

Following Intesa Sanpaolo's announcement of its intention to launch a voluntary public 

exchange offer on 100% of the UBI Banca shares, on 20th February 2020 the Moody’s placed 
the Baseline Credit Assessment (BCA) and all UBI Banca’s long-term ratings on watch for a 

possible upgrade, with the sole exception of the Long-term Counterparty Risk Assessment, 

restricted by a cap linked to the sovereign rating.  

 

 

1 The ratings assigned take account of the high level of this instrument’s subordination, similar to Tier 1 capital, the ability to cancel 

coupons and the clause for reducing the nominal value. 

 

 
    

 

MOODY'S   
  

 Long-term Bank Deposits Rating (I) 

Baa2  
On Watch-Possible 

Upgrade   

  Short-term Bank Deposits Rating (I) Prime-2   

 Baseline Credit Assessment (BCA) (II) 

ba2 
On Watch-Possible 

Upgrade  

 Long-term Issuer Rating (III) 

Baa3 
On Watch-Possible 

Upgrade  

 Long-term Counterparty Risk Rating (IV) 

Baa2 
On Watch-Possible 

Upgrade  

 Short-term Counterparty Risk Rating (IV) Prime-2  

 Long-term Counterparty Risk Assessment (V) Baa2 (cr)  

 Short-term Counterparty Risk Assessment (V) Prime-2 (cr)  

 Outlook (Long-term Bank Deposits Rating) 

Ratings Under 

Review  

 

Outlook  
(Long-term Issuer Rating /Senior unsecured debt) 

Ratings Under 
Review  

  RATINGS ON ISSUES    

  Senior unsecured debt 

Baa3 
On Watch-Possible 

Upgrade   

 Senior non-preferred debt 

Ba3 
On Watch-Possible 

Upgrade  

 Subordinated debt 

Ba3 
On Watch-Possible 

Upgrade  

 Hybrid debt (Additional Tier 1 – AT1) 

B2 (hyb) 
On Watch-Possible 

Upgrade 

 

 

 

Covered Bonds  
(First programme – residential mortgages) Aa3 
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On 26th March 2020, this agency reported that it had downgraded its outlook for the Italian 
banking sector from negative to stable. 

This new downgrade reflects the agency's expectation that the closedown of production and commerce 
designed to restrict social interaction and the spread of Coronavirus will have a strong impact on economic 
activity and impair the ability of debtors to make repayments leading to an increase in non-performing 
exposures. According to Moody's, government and ECB support measures will only partly compensate for 
the deterioration in the credit profiles of Italian banks, with new pressures expected on profits due to lower 
volumes of loans and assets under management and forecasts of additional stress on capital caused by the 
growing risks and the widening of sovereign spreads.  

 

Finally, with regard to sovereign debt, the periodic review carried out in February 2020 did not 

result in any actions on the Italy’s ratings, which remained unchanged since October 2018 at  

“Baa3”/”P-3”, together with the stable outlook. 

In its credit opinion published at the beginning of April 2020, the agency underlined that the ratings 
assigned reflected a combination of a broad and diversified economy and high levels of household savings 
and, on the other hand, potentially weak growth and high levels of public debt. The short-term outlook for 
the country, taxation and growth is weakening due to the pandemic and therefore a credible fiscal 
consolidation strategy in the medium term will be crucial. 

 

 
(i) The Issuer Credit Rating reflects the bank’s ability to meet 

its financial commitments. It is based on an assessment of 
its intrinsic creditworthiness, supplemented by an 

assessment of the potential extraordinary support (from 
government or from the group……….. to which it belongs or 

alternatively from its additional ability to absorb losses) on 
which the bank could count if it ran into difficulties 

 Short-term: ability to repay short-term debt with a maturity 

of less than one year (A-1: best rating – D: default) 
 Long-term: ability to pay interest and principal on debt with 

a maturity of longer than one year  
(AAA: best rating – D: default) 

(ii) The Resolution Counterparty Rating is a forward-looking 
opinion on the ability to honour certain financial liabilities 

that may be protected from default within a bail-in process 
[Long-term AAA: best rating – D: default; short-term A-1: best 

rating – D: default] 

(iii) The SACP is a rating of the intrinsic creditworthiness of the 
bank in the absence of external support (from government, 

from the group to which it belongs, or from additional 
capacity to absorb losses). It is calculated on the basis of an 

“Anchor SACP”, which summarises economic and industry 
risk for the Italian banking sector. This is then adjusted to 

take account of bank-specific factors such as capital and 
earnings, business position, exposure to risk, funding and 

liquidity, which are also assessed from a comparative 
viewpoint 

 

 

At the beginning of January 2020, following UBI Banca’s first issuance of Additional Tier 1 

(AT1) hybrid debt, the S&P Global Ratings assigned a “B+”1 rating to the new instruments. 

 
Following Intesa Sanpaolo's announcement of its intention to launch a voluntary public 

exchange offer on 100% of the UBI Banca shares, on 19th February 2020  S&P placed all its 

ratings for UBI Banca on positive “CreditWatch”. 

 

On the following 26th March 2020, the agency confirmed all its ratings on positive 
“CreditWatch”. 

According to the agency, the potential effect of its acquisition by Intesa Sanpaolo, for which there is no 
certainty over the outcome, would be able to compensate for the uncertainties surrounding UBI Banca's 
financial profile associated with the economic effects of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

On 24th April 2020, as part of its usual half-yearly review, S&P Global Ratings confirmed its 

ratings for Italian debt (BBB/A-2) with a negative outlook. 

In order to mitigate the economic consequences of the health emergency, the Italian authorities launched 
additional budgetary measures and provided guarantees on behalf of small to medium-size enterprises as 
well as exporting firms, which according to the agency will lead this year to a public deficit of 6.3% of GDP 
and public debt close to 153% of GDP. The ECB is providing a safety net for this new public debt through 

new purchasing programmes.  In S&P's opinion, Italy's other strong points, its rich and diversified economy, 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

    

  

S&P GLOBAL RATINGS  
  

 Long-term Issuer Credit Rating (i) 
BBB- 

Watch Positive  

 Short-term Issuer Credit Rating (i) 
A-3 

Watch Positive   

 Long-term Resolution Counterparty Rating (ii) 
BBB 

Watch Positive  

 Short-term Resolution Counterparty Rating (ii) A-2  

 Stand Alone Credit Profile (SACP) (iii) bbb-  

  RATINGS ON ISSUES    

  Senior unsecured debt 
BBB- 

Watch Positive   

 Senior non-preferred debt 
BB+ 

Watch Positive  

 Subordinated debt 
BB 

Watch Positive  

 Hybrid debt (Additional Tier 1 – AT1) 
B+ 

Watch Positive  
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its net creditor position with foreign counterparties and the low level of private debt compared with G-7 
countries, is partially offsetting the impact of its high public debt on the creditworthiness of the country.  
 
 
 

 
 

(1) The ability to repay debt in the short-term (original maturity 

of up to 13 months) (F1+: best rating – D: default) 

(2) The ability to promptly meet financial commitments in the 
long-term, independently of the maturity of individual 

obligations. This rating is an indicator of an issuer’s 
vulnerability to default 

(AAA: best rating – D: default) 

(3) An assessment of a bank’s intrinsic strength in the event 
that it cannot rely on forms of extraordinary external 

support  
(aaa: best rating – f: default) 

(4) A rating of the likelihood of possible extraordinary external 

support (from the state or large shareholders) if the bank 
runs into difficulty in honouring its senior obligations 

[1: high probability of external support – 5: no reliance may 
be placed on any possible support (as is the case for 

European banks subject to the BRRD resolution regime)] 

(5) This rating gives additional information, closely linked to 
the Support Rating, in that for each level of the Support 

Rating it identifies the minimum level which the Long-term 
Issuer Default Rating could reach if negative events were to 

occur (No Floor for European banks subject to the BRRD 
resolution regime)  

 
 

 

At the time of Intesa Sanpaolo's announcement of its intention to launch a voluntary public 
exchange offer on 100% of the UBI Banca shares, on 24th February 2020 Fitch Ratings placed 

all its ratings for UBI Banca on positive rating watch.  

 

Following the publication of an update of its methodology for bank and non-banking financial 

institutions which involved, amongst other things, changes to the rating criteria for debt 
instruments, on 4th March 2020 the agency placed the ratings of 67 European banking groups 

“under criteria observation". For UBI Banca, ratings for its senior non-preferred debt and its 

subordinated debt were placed “under criteria observation”. 

 
In relation to the Coronavirus pandemic scenario which has no precedent, on 24th March 2020 

Fitch carried out rating actions on 14 Italian banking groups.   
All UBI Banca's ratings (Long-term Issuer Default Rating, Viability Rating and deposit and 

debt ratings) were confirmed on positive rating watch.   

Furthermore, on that occasion the "under criteria observation" status placed on UBI Banca's 

instruments on the previous 4th March was lifted. The new ratings, on which the positive 

rating watch was maintained, are as follows:  
Senior Non-Preferred debt: BB+ (da BBB-) 

Subordinated debt: BB (da BB+). 

 

At a much earlier date with respect to the scheduled half-yearly review (10th July 2020), 

justified by developments in the situation in Italy, on 28th April 2020 the agency announced 

that it had downgraded its Long-term Issuer Default Rating for Italy from “BBB” to "BBB-” with 
a stable outlook [the previous rating (“BBB”), and the relative negative outlook had been 

confirmed in the agency's review on 7th February 2020]. 

The factors which led most to the downgrade were the impacts of the Coronavirus pandemic on the Italian 
economy. The agency estimated a fall in GDP of 8% in 2020, hypothesising containment of the spread of the 
virus in the second half of the year sufficient to lead to a significant economic recovery in 2021 and public 
debt rising to 156% of GDP at the end of 2020 and possibly stabilising at those levels also in the medium 
term which would give rise to debt sustainability risks.  
In the agency's opinion , the stable outlook partly reflects the fact that the net purchases of securities by the 
ECB will facilitate Italy's fiscal response to the pandemic, thereby lessening the risk of refinancing by 
maintaining interest rates at low levels in the short-term. Notwithstanding this, downward pressure on 
ratings could re-emerge in the absence of a credible economic growth and fiscal strategy that strengthens 
confidence in a reduction over time in the public debt to GDP ratio.   

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

    

  

FITCH RATINGS     

 Short-term Issuer Default Rating (1) 

F3 
Rating Watch 

Positive   

  Long-term Issuer Default Rating (2) 

BBB- 
Rating Watch 

Positive   

 Long-term Deposit Rating 

BBB 
Rating Watch 

Positive  

 Viability Rating (3) 

bbb- 
Rating Watch 

Positive  

  Support Rating (4) 

5 
Rating Watch 

Positive   

 Support Rating Floor (5) 
NF  

(No Floor)  

  RATINGS ON ISSUES 

  

  

  Senior unsecured debt 

BBB- 
Rating Watch 

Positive   

 Senior non-preferred debt 

BB+ 
Rating Watch 

Positive  

 Subordinated debt 

BB 
Rating Watch 

Positive  
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(I) The Issuer Rating is not a rating on issues but on the issuer, 
because it is an assessment of its creditworthiness and 
therefore of the risk of default. The rating is assigned on a 

long-term basis using the long-term rating scale and on a 
short-term basis using the relative scale. In the banking 

sector, the Issuer Rating represents the final rating on the 
creditworthiness of a bank which incorporates both the 

Intrinsic Assessment and possible considerations regarding 
external support 

LTIR – AAA: best rating – D: default 
STIR – R-1 (high): best rating – D: default 

(II) The ability to repay long-term debt (maturing in more than 

one year), or short-term debt 

LTSD – AAA: best rating – D: default 
STD – R-1 (high): best rating – D: default 

(III) The ability to repay Long-term Deposits (maturing in more 

than one year) and short-term deposits 

LTD – AAA: best rating – D: Default 
STD – R-1 (high): best rating – D: default 

(IV) The Intrinsic Assessment (IA) is a rating of the intrinsic 
financial strength of a bank in the absence of external 
support. It assesses a bank’s intrinsic fundamentals in five 

areas: commercial network, earnings capacity, liquidity and 
funding, risk profile and capitalisation 

AAA: best rating – CCC: worst rating 

(V) External support assessment (group to which it belongs or 
government) in case of need. 

SA1: internal support from the group to which it belongs; 
SA2: external support (government); SA3: no external 

support – SA4: potential support to the group to which it 
belongs 

(VI) The Critical Obligations Rating (COR) is a rating on default 
risks intrinsic to some classes of obligations/exposures with 

high probabilities of being excluded from bail-in (such as 
those resulting from derivatives, payment services, covered 

bond issues, etc.) 

LTCOR – AAA: best rating – D: default 
STCOR – R-1 (high): best rating – D: default 

 

 

On 2nd April 2020 DBRS Morningstar reviewed the ratings of nine Italian banks in view of the 

growing risks and uncertainties resulting from the closedown of production due to the 

Coronavirus pandemic. All UBI Banca's ratings were confirmed with a stable trend following 
the review. 

The confirmation was due to the consideration that notwithstanding the difficult operational challenges 
posed by the economic effects of the pandemic and the probable pressures on revenues, the Bank's ratings 
are sufficiently well-positioned to incorporate the current period of significant uncertainty. The following are 
acknowledged for UBI Banca: (i) a robust funding profile supported by a large deposit base and limited 
refinancing risks, partly as a result of the programme completed at the beginning 2020 with its first 
Additional Tier 1 issuance; (ii) the significant progress made in reducing total non-performing exposures and 
maintaining adequate levels of capital. 

 

 

  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

    

 

DBRS MORNINGSTAR   
  

  Long-term Issuer Rating (I) BBB   

 Short-term Issuer Rating (I) R-2 (high)  

  Long-term Senior Debt (II) BBB   

 Short-term Debt (II) R-2 (high)  

 Long-term Deposits (III) BBB (high)  

 Short-term Deposits (III) R-1 (low)  

 Intrinsic Assessment (IV) BBB  

 Support Assessment (V) SA3  

 Long-Term Critical Obligations Rating (VI) A (low)  

 Short-Term Critical Obligations Rating (VI) R-1 (low)  

 Trend (all ratings) Stable  

  RATINGS ON ISSUES    

  Senior unsecured debt BBB   

 Senior non-preferred debt BBB (low)  

 Subordinated debt BB (high)  

 

Covered Bonds  
(First programme – residential mortgages) AA 

 

 

Covered Bonds  
(Second programme – commercial mortgages) A 
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The UBI Banca share 

Share performance 

 

 

The UBI Banca share is traded on the Mercato Telematico Azionario (screen based stock 

market) of Borsa Italiana in the blue chip segment and is included in the top 40 shares in the 

FTSE/MIB Index basket. 
 

 
Performance comparisons for the Unione di Banche Italiane share 

Amounts in euro

3.3.2020

A

30.12.2019

B

% change

A/B

30.9.2019

C

28.6.2019

D

29.3.2019

E

% change

A/E

28.12.2018

F

Unione di Banche Italiane shares

- official price 2.398 2.916 -17.8% 2.576 2.392 2.350 2.0% 2.532

- reference price 2.407 2.912 -17.3% 2.576 2.400 2.358 2.1% 2.533

FTSE Italia All-Share index 18,570 25,629 -27.5% 24,066 23,159 23,314 -20.3% 20,148

FTSE MIB index 17,051 23,506 -27.5% 22,108 21,235 21,286 -19.9% 18,324

FTSE Italia Banks index 5,735 9,364 -38.8% 8,394 7,828 8,592 -33.2% 7,613
 

 

Source: Datastream 

 

 
After the gains achieved in 2019, stock markets fell dramatically in the first quarter of the new 

year due to the Covid-19 health emergency. While in mid-January the epidemic, which initially 

spread in China, had affected world stock markets marginally and only for a few weeks, fears 

of the recessive impacts on the global economy have increased since mid-February with higher 

than expected infection, especially in northern Italy, but also in Spain, the rest of Europe and 
America. Share prices therefore commenced a period of steep falls, notwithstanding strong 

intervention by both the Federal Reserve and the ECB to stem the impact of the crisis. 

In this context the FTSE Italy All-Share, the FTSE MIB and the FTSE Italy Banks closed the 

quarter down by 27.5% for the first two and by 38.8% for the last (-20.3%,  

 -19.9% and -33.2% compared with March 2019) totally wiping out the gains made in 2019. 

The UBI Banca share also suffered during the period with negative performance compared 
with December (the official price was down 17.8%) and slightly positive performance year-on-

year (the official price was up 2%). 
In the weeks following the end of the quarter, UBI Banca share prices continued to fluctuate around the 
level seen at the end of the quarter, reflecting the persistence of uncertainties on markets over the future 
development of the scenario generated by the pandemic . 

 
In the first quarter of 2020, approximately one billion UBI Banca shares were traded on the 

electronic stock market for a value of €3.2 billion (volumes traded in the same period of the 

previous year involved approximately 0.7 billion shares for a total of €1.6 billion). 
 
At the end of the period the stock market cap (calculated on the official price) had fallen to 

€2.7 billion from €3.3 billion at the end of December (€2.7 billion in March 2019), which 

ranked UBI Banca in third place among Italian commercial banking groups listed2 on the 

FTSE MIB. 

 
At European level, the UBI Group was again among the top 40 institutions (EBR International 

Flash, April 2020) on the basis of the classification drawn up by the Italian Banking 

Association in its European Banking Report, which considers the main 15 European countries 

(14 in the EU plus Switzerland). 

 
  

 

2  The Group is positioned in the fifth place if all listed banking groups are considered. 
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The highs for the UBI Banca share and for volumes traded occurred on 17th and 18th February and on the days that 
followed, when the new Business Plan for the three-year period 2020-2022 was presented and when the Intesa 
Sanpaulo voluntary public exchange offer was announced on all the UBI Banca shares. 
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The main information concerning the UBI Banca share is summarised below, along with the principal stock 
market indicators, which have been calculated using consolidated figures. 

 

 
The UBI Banca share and the main stock market indicators

1st Quarter 2020 FY 2019

Number of shares outstanding at the end of period 1,144,285,146 1,144,285,146

Average price of the UBI share (average of the official prices quoted daily by Borsa Italiana Spa)  - in euro 2.994 2.530

Minimum price (recorded during trading) - in euro 2.116 2.037

Maximum price (recorded during trading) - in euro 4.510 3.093

Dividend per share - in euro -                                   -                                   

Dividend yield (dividend per share/average price) -                                   -                                   

Dividend totals - in euro (*) -                                   -                                   

Book Value [consolidated equity attributable to the shareholders of the Parent (excluding profit for the year)/number of 

shares ] - in euro (**) 8.74 8.13

Book value calculated by deducting intangible assets attributable to the shareholders of the Parent from consolidated equity 

- in euro (**) 7.24 6.62

Stock market capitalisation at the end of period/year (official prices) - in millions of euro 2,743 3,337

Price / book value [Stock market capitalisation at the end of period / (consolidated equity attributable to shareholders of 

the Parent excluding profit for the period/year)] 0.27 0.36

Price / book value calculated by deducting intangible assets attributable to the shareholders of the Parent from consolidated 

equity 0.33 0.44

 

(*) The total dividend payment for the year 2019, approved by the Board of Directors on 28th March 2020, amounting to €147.6 million was calculated on  
1,135,033,346 shares net of the 9,251,800 treasury shares repurchased. Following the recommendation dated 27th March 2020 (made by the ECB to 

banks that it supervises) to refrain from the payment of dividends at least until 1st October 2020, the Board of Directors meeting of UBI Banca held on 

31st March resolved not to submit to the General Meeting of the Shareholders held on 8th April 2020 the proposal on item two of the agenda “The 
allocation of profit for the financial year 2019 and the distribution of a dividend to shareholders” because it would be incompatible with the above-

mentioned prudential recommendation made by the supervisory authority. After 1st October 2020 and in the absence of a recommendation to the 

contrary by the ECB, the Board of Directors reserves the right to convene a Shareholders’ General Meeting to address this matter. The amount for the 

dividend was therefore allocated to reserves in equity. 

(**) The figures for 31st December 2019 are different from those published in the 2019 Annual Report because they have been restated following the 

retrospective application of the change in the measurement criterion for real estate assets, subject to IAS 40 rules. 
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Significant events in the first quarter of 
2020 

The new scenario determined by the Covid-19 epidemic: 
legislative and regulatory interventions 

In the context of a slowdown in the world economy, already apparent in 2019, a serious health crisis 
exploded in China at the end of January 2020, as was clearly seen when the epicentre of the Covid-19 
Coronavirus infection, the province of Hubei, was quarantined. On 30th January 2020 the Emergency 

Committee of the World Health Organisation (WHO) officially declared a “Public health emergency of 
international concern”, while in the weeks that followed the contagion, termed a pandemic, spread 
rapidly affecting South Korea, Iran and above all Italy more severely before spreading throughout Europe 
and across the planet. 
In Italy in particular the first case was isolated on 21st February 2020 when a series of hotspots were 
identified in different areas of Lombardy, Veneto and Emilia Romagna. However, the high infection rate of 
this pneumonia spread over most of the country in just a few days with a large increase in deaths in 
some areas of northern Italy. As a consequence the Prime Minister put a series of progressively more 
restrictive measures in place at national level (restrictions on the movement of people, isolation of entire 
areas of the country, closedown of all non-essential production) in an attempt to slow the spread of the 
infection.  

However these measures, dictated by the need to give priority to public health, had a very strong impact 
on the Italian economy. Particular types of services were hit hardest, such as the whole of the tourist 
industry (ranging from air flights to hotels and restaurants) and the entertainment sector (cinemas, 
theatres, museums etc.), but all non-essential consumption was also hit (clothing and many durable 
goods, except for those purchased on the Internet). Even the manufacturing sector reduced or suspended 
production, initially on a voluntary basis, but which then, under government decree, became compulsory 
for all manufacturing firms considered non-essential in the last week of March. Uncertainty over how 
long the epidemic will last and the right policies for dealing with it is high, in consideration, amongst 
other things, of the WHO recommendation to maintain restrictions, although not so severe, even during 
the subsequent phase.  
 
In order to deal with the dramatic effects of the epidemic on the national economy, the Italian 
Government introduced one first important measure, Decree Law No. 18 of 17th March 2020 (“Cura 
Italia” - care for Italy)1, which contains measures designed to protect the health of citizens, support 
production and safeguard the workforce, limiting drops in income and consumption over time, keeping 
firms and jobs active. This was accompanied by a Ministry of the Economy and Finance decree dated 25th 
March 20202. 

The “Cura Italia” decree authorises the issue of government securities for €25 billion in 2020 in order to 
finance the adoption of a series of economic measures which include the following: 

• strengthening the National Health Service; 

• measures to support employment by extending special provisions regarding state benefits3 and special legislation 
to reduce working hours and support workers4; 

• €880 million has been budgeted to pay a premium of €100 to workers earning up to €40 thousand per year based 
on days worked at the workplace during the month of March; 

• a sum has been budgeted to support the cash flows of firms, both by refinancing the central guarantee fund for 
SMEs and by providing support for an extraordinary moratorium designed to help micro-businesses and SMEs 
survive falls in production. Funds have also been allocated to incentivise disposals of non-performing exposures 
and also to extend access to self-employed and freelancers to the first home mortgage “solidarity fund” (the 

 
1 Converted with amendments into Law No. 279 of 24th April 2020. 
2 This measure set criteria for identifying self-employed workers who could benefit from a payment holiday on mortgages for the 

purchase of a first home under the “Cura Italia” decree. 

3  €2.3 billion has been budgeted for Cassa Integrazione Guadagni in Deroga (the exceptional state temporary redundancy scheme) for 

workers not covered by income support measures, with the exclusion of domestic workers. 
4  One of the most important of the latter is a grant to self-employed workers enrolled in the special sections of the General Compulsory 

Insurance Scheme of a one-off net benefit of €600 for the month of March. Furthermore a measure is being contemplated for all 
workers with children up to 12 years of age (with no age limit for disabled children) to benefit from paid leave for up to 15 days, 

which may be divided between two parents. An increase has also been granted for permanent employees of twelve additional days of 
monthly paid leave in March and April and any period spent in quarantine with active surveillance or confined to home on trust is 

treated as sick leave. Furthermore, a €300 million fund for ‘income of last resort’ has been set aside for self-employed workers and 
permanent employees who have terminated, reduced or suspended their business activities or employment under contract because 

of the pandemic. 
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“Gasparrini Fund”)5 with no means test applied (without the need to present an “equivalent economic status 
indicator”). A fund has also been created to back state guarantees provided on behalf of firms hit by the epidemic; 

• deferral until 31st May of payment of withholding taxes and pension and welfare contributions. 

 
This first intervention was followed by another initiative in April, Decree Law No. 23 of 8th April 2020 
(termed “Liquidity”), for which we report the following: 

• state guarantees for loans of €200 billion to firms6. More specifically, these will be granted through the company 
SACE (Foreign trade insurance service) which is part of the Cassa Depositi e Prestiti group (a lending and deposit 

institution under public control) in favour of banks and they will be subject to a series of conditions one of which 
is a ban on distributing dividends for the following twelve months and the compulsory destination of the financing 
to support production located in Italy. These guarantees, which cover between 90% and 70% of the loan depending 
on the size of the company, may be issued up until 31st December 2020 for loans of not longer than six years and 

a limit is set on the amount lent, which must not be greater than 25% of sales turnover in 2019 and twice the 
company's personnel costs for 2019, whichever is higher. The interest rate in the first year must not be greater 
than 0.25% for SMEs and 0.50% for other companies; 

• greater support for exports through both a co-insurance scheme which will allow the government to back 90% of 
commitments resulting from SACE insurance activities, thereby freeing up a further €200 billion of funds and by 

allocating €50 billion of the €200 billion mentioned under the previous point to exporters; 

• a guarantee for up to 100% of new loans to SMEs with a turnover of up to €3.2 million. The cap on the amount 
that may be guaranteed will be the lower of 25% of turnover and €800 thousand and the 100% guarantee will be 
provided on a mixed basis (90% from the government and 10% from private sector guarantee bodies); 

• subject to prior authorisation by the European Commission a 100% guarantee for new loans granted by banks and 
financial institutions to SMEs and natural persons whose businesses have been damaged by the Covid-19 
emergency. However, these loans may not exceed a €25 thousand limit; 

• provisions concerning regulations for the preparation of financial statements, those for company liquidation legal 
proceedings due to a reduction in loss of the share capital and also measures which regard bankruptcy 
proceedings. A decision has in fact been taken to postpone the entry into force of the Code for Failure and 
Insolvency of Companies until 1st September 2021 (the original date was 15th August 2020);  

• the “golden power” to defend the Italian economy through the protection of national security principle (necessary 
for prior authorisation for significant transactions), including all companies, whatever their size, where the 

national interest is involved. This shield is increased in this manner to involve not only the financial sector but 
also the health and agricultural and food sectors; 

• the ability to allow the CONSOB (Italian securities market authority) to temporarily lower the threshold, down to 
5%, set for significant shareholdings (the limit above which an obligation is triggered for a company to inform the 
supervisory authority of the interests held in accordance with Art. 120 of the Consolidated Finance Law) and also 

to widen the range of companies that are subject to it, including those with a large shareholder base. 

 

Finally with a further decree soon to be issued in May, the government will renew all the measures 
introduced with the previous “Cura Italia” decree, strengthening them and extending their duration in 
order to meet the needs of the phase for the gradual reopening of the economy (“Phase 2”)7, which started 
on 4th May 2020. More specifically, in addition to the measures to support employment, social inclusion 
and income, and those regarding health, security and local institutions, the legislation considered (for a 
total of €55 billion of net debt) involve significant intervention for the cash flows and capitalisation of 
companies and support for those sectors hit hardest by the emergency as well as for investment and 
innovation. The government also seems oriented towards including the elimination of increases in VAT 
and duties planned for 2021 (the “safeguard clauses”)  
 
In a situation which has no historical precedents, national measures would be insufficient if they were 
not accompanied by adequate and consistent measures introduced by supranational and monetary 
authorities.  

The European Union intervened i) by raising the limit on state aid admissible for companies in difficulty 
to €800 thousand; ii) by temporarily suspending the Stability Pact to allow governments to tackle the 
economic consequences of the pandemic; iii) by creating a €37 billion package of assistance for health 
services, businesses and workers hit by the emergency.  
In a meeting held on 9th April 2020, the Finance Ministers of the euro area reached a general agreement 
that involved the following: i) flexible use of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) to help provide 
direct and indirect finance to the health services and also to cover costs relating to care and prevention 
incurred due to the Covid-19 crisis (the loan may reach 2% of the debtor countries' GDP and will be 
available to all member states); ii) the creation of a €25 billion pan-European guarantee fund by the 

 
5  Reference is made to the later subsection “Payment holidays granted by the UBI Banca Group” for further details. 

6  The guarantee is payable on first request, explicit and irrevocable and it complies with prudential supervisory regulations for the 
purposes of optimum risk mitigation. Nevertheless, it is possible to grant guarantees to companies with non-performing exposures, 

but not prior to 31st January 2020, while it nevertheless remains that companies with bad loan positions are excluded. The 
“Liquidity” Decree Law identifies other companies with unsound balance sheets admissible for guarantees under the fund. These 

include companies subject to creditor proceedings in administration on a going concern basis and those that have signed 
restructuring agreements. 

7  In view of the significant slowdown in the spread of the epidemic, with a decree of the President Council of Ministers (DPCM) dated 
26th April 2020, the government launched “Phase 2” starting from 4th May with a partial relaxation of the restrictive measures on 

personal movements introduced in March. That same decree then allowed the industrial activities indicated in annex 3 (building, 
manufacturing and construction sectors as well as wholesale commerce associated with these sectors) in addition to individual 

professional practices to reopen. 
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European Investment Bank (EIB) to support a programme to grant loans to European companies; iii) the 
creation of “Support to mitigate Unemployment Risks in Emergency” (SURE), a European fund to fight 
unemployment which with €100 billion of voluntary state guarantees will be used to help finance 
national “short-time work” or similar schemes; iv) the creation of a temporary fund linked to the 
European budget (€500 billion), financed with innovative financial instruments that are targeted and in 
proportion to extraordinary costs incurred as a result of the pandemic.  
 
As concerns monetary policy, in its meetings held on the 12th March and 30th April the ECB adopted a 
package of expansionary measures: 

• it introduced additional longer term refinancing operations (LTROs) which will be adopted temporarily in order to 
immediately inject liquidity into the financial system in the euro area. The LTROs, scheduled on a weekly basis by 
means of fixed rate auctions with full grant of the amounts requested, applying an interest rate equal to the 

average on deposits held with the central bank, will ensure a supply of liquidity under favourable terms and 
conditions to cover the period until the next TLTRO III operation planned for June; 

• with the TLTRO IIIs much more favourable terms and conditions will apply to all operations planned from June 
2020 until June 2021. The maximum total of the loans that counterparties will be able to obtain with these 
operations will reach €3 thousand billion8; 

• a new series of “Pandemic Emergency Longer-Term Refinancing Operations” (PELTRO) was introduced to support 
liquidity in the financial system and preserve the normal functioning of money markets by providing them with 

effective support with liquidity9; 

• in addition to the asset purchase programme currently in progress for €20 billion, a further temporary amount of 
net purchases will be made until the end of the year for €120 billion, thereby providing a strong contribution to the 
private sector purchase programmes; 

• interest rates on principal refinancing operations, on marginal refinancing rates and on deposits held with the 
central bank will remain unchanged at 0.00%, 0.25% and -0.50% respectively;  

• the principal repaid on securities maturing as part of the scheme to purchase government securities of member 
states will continue to be fully reinvested for a prolonged period of time. 

 
In its meeting held in March and in the weeks that followed the ECB introduced further measures. These 
included the following: 

• the grant of permission for banks to operate temporarily below the capital levels set before the health emergency10. 
On this point the ECB clarified that these temporary measures will be adopted by national prudential authorities; 

• authorisation for banks to partially use capital instruments that do not qualify as common equity tier 1 
instruments (CET1) in order to satisfy Pillar 2 requirements (this measure was initially scheduled to come into 
force in January 2021 as part of the latest revision of the Capital Requirement Directive – “CRD V”); 

• on 18th March 2020, the launch of a “Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme” (PEPP) to purchase government 
and private sector securities amounting to €750 billion (inclusive of Greek securities and non-financial commercial 

papers, previously excluded), until the end of 2020; 

• 7th April 2020, the temporary relaxation of the criteria for the eligibility of assets to back Eurosystem refinancing 
operations designed to increase the availability of collateral to banks (reinforcement of the ability to use credit 
claims as collateral, reduction of the haircuts applied, the suspension of the minimum rating requirements for 
Greek sovereign debt instruments); 

• On 22nd April 2020, the completion of the previous measure by introducing the ability of banks to also accept 
securities with ratings below investment grade as collateral, but which had an investment grade rating on 7th April. 
The time limit decided for both measures is September 2021. 

 
The ECB is also holding talks with banks on further measures such as adjustments to calendars, 
processes and maturities. Consideration will be given, for example, to the following in this respect: 

• the rescheduling of on-site inspections and the extension of deadlines for the implementation of corrective action 
resulting from inspections and investigations of internal models already implemented, ensuring at the same time 
that the banks supervised are generally sound prudentially;  

• the extension of deadlines set for banks to implement supervisory measures to submit data.  

 

In any event, in the current emergency context, banks are called upon to maintain sound prudential 
standards and to pursue proper policies for the recognition and coverage of non-performing exposures 
and to conduct sound capital and liquidity planning and risk management planning.  

 
8  In a meeting held on the 30th April, the interest rate was cut further by 25 basis points to -0.5% from June 2020 until June 2021. 

For counterparties that maintain their supply of loans, the interest rate applied in these operations will be lower and, in the period 
that ends in June 2021, it may be 50 basis points lower than the average interest rate on deposits. In a meeting held on 12th March 

the total maximum amount that counterparties will be able to borrow was increased to 50% of their stock of admissible loans as at 
28th February 2019. 

9  This consists of seven additional refinancing operations which will begin in May 2020 and end in a staggered sequence between 
July and September 2021, in line with the duration of the measures to relax collateral conditions. These will be conducted with 

fixed rate, full-grant procedures and an interest rate 25 basis points below the average rate on the principal refinancing operations 
prevailing over the life of each PELTRO. 

10  In detail these were: 1) the capital requirements set by Pillar 2 Guidance (P2G - Guidance issued by the EBA designed to improve 
risk management and convergence between national supervisory authorities in assessing capital requirements for banks); 2) the 

capital conservation buffer (CCB - a reserve designed to conserve capital in periods of short-term economic stress); 3) the liquidity 
coverage ratio (LCR - a ratio which monitors the level and strength of short-term liquidity under conditions of severe financial 

stress over a period of thirty days). 
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With a letter dated 3rd March 2020 the ECB invited all significant banks to review their business 
continuity plans and to consider actions to take in order to minimise the potential adverse effects of the 
pandemic. 

Finally, on 20th March 2020 it announced further measures to ensure that directly supervised banks can 
continue to fulfil their role in providing loans to households and companies during the period of global 
economic crisis caused by Coronavirus. The most important points included the following action by the 
European Central Bank: 

• it introduced greater supervisory flexibility in the treatment of non-performing loans (NPLs) in order to allow banks 
to fully benefit from the guarantees and moratoria introduced by government authorities to address current 
hardships; 

• it clarified that loans covered by government guarantees that are subsequently declared non-performing by banks 
will benefit from preferential prudential treatment in terms of provisioning; 

• it confirmed that EU supervisory authorities will guarantee maximum flexibility in discussing strategies to reduce 
NPLs with banks, with account taken of the extraordinary nature of current market conditions; 

• it underlined the need to address this period of high volatility of provisions for loan losses and in order to avoid an 
excessive procyclical approach to regulatory capital and balance sheets, it recommended, as part of its prudential 

mandate, that all banks avoid procyclical assumptions in their internal models for calculating provisioning and 
also that, for those banks that have not yet done so, IFRS 9 transitional rules should be adopted.  

Other authorities also took action in response to the Covid-19 emergency by adopting extraordinary 
measures issued at national and European level. More specifically: 

• with regard to supervisory regulations, on 12th March 2020 the European Banking Authority (EBA) published a 
statement11 in which it announced actions undertaken to mitigate the impact of the pandemic on the banking 
sector. In consideration of the global spread of Covid-19 which has created significant immediate challenges to 
society and risks to the economic outlook and of the need for banks to focus on their core operations and critical 

functions, the EBA, along with the national competent authorities and the ECB, is co-ordinating a joint effort to 
alleviate the immediate operational burden for banks at this challenging juncture. In this context, the EBA: i) 
recommends that national authorities make full use of the flexibility embedded in the regulatory framework to 
support the banking sector and plans their supervisory activities, including on-site inspections, in a pragmatic and 

flexible way, and possibly postpone those deemed non-essential; ii) in order to allow banks to focus on their core 
operations, it has decided to also postpone the EU-wide stress test exercise until 202112.  
On 25th March, the EBA also published two interpretation statements on the functioning of the regulatory 
framework for the classification of loans in default and the identification of forborne exposures and the accounting 

treatment. The aim was to ensure consistency and comparability of the risk measurement metrics across the 
whole EU banking sector and to monitor the effects of the current crisis. The clarifications regarded the 
implications of the moratoria adopted nationally and the prudential and accounting treatment of the exposures. 

Again on 25th March the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) issued a public statement on some 
accounting implications of the economic support and relief measures adopted by EU member states in response to 

the Covid-19 outbreak. The authority underlined that these measures, which include moratoria on the repayment 
of loans, had an impact on the calculation of expected credit losses in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standard 9 (IFRS 9). The ESMA statement provides guidance to issuers and auditors on the application 
of IFRS 9 “financial instruments”, specifically as regards the calculation of expected credit losses and related 

disclosure requirements and is consistent with the statement issued by the European Banking Authority on that 
same 25th March 2020 in relation to the prudential framework and accounting implications of Covid-19;  

• with regard to rules for markets and issuers, with Resolution No. 21303, on 17th March 2020 the Consob (Italian 
securities market authority), introduced a ban on short selling and similar transactions by investors on all shares 
traded on the Italian regulated market as well as on related instruments. The ban applies from the 18th March 

2020 trading session until the end of trading on 18th June 2020 (unless it is withdrawn on the basis of market 
conditions). With reference to ESMA recommendations on the impacts of Coronavirus on financial disclosures of 
listed companies, that same authority issued “Alert No. 6/20” dated 9th April 2020 to members of management 
and control bodies and financial reporting officers to remind them of the need to comply with the principles that 

govern the preparation of financial reports and disclosures; 

• with regard to reporting, on 23rd March 2020 the Bank of Italy furnished clarifications on reporting to the Centrale 
Rischi credit bureau which became necessary following the provision made by the Decree Law “Cura Italia” to allow 
companies to make use of financial support measures (e.g. payment holidays on mortgages and loans). On the 
following 21st April, in support of decisions made by the EBA and ECB, for banks of large dimensions, this 

supervisory authority allowed less significant banks and SIMs to postpone by one month their “harmonised” 
supervisory reports due at the end of May, with a few exceptions for reports on liquidity considered a priority; 

• On 30th March 2020 the Italian Banking Association (ABI) formulated a national agreement which allows workers 
laid off from work due to the Covid-19 emergency to receive advances on ordinary income supplement benefits and 
Cassa Integrazione Guadagni in Deroga (the exceptional state temporary redundancy scheme) under Decree Law 

“Cura Italia” with respect to the time of payment by the INPS (State pension and benefits institute)13. On the 
following 9th April it then issued a new circular to members in which it reported the new changes and 
simplifications introduced by the INPS to facilitate the early payment of these temporary redundancy benefits by 

 
11 Statement on actions to mitigate the impact of Covid-19 on the EU banking sector. 
12 The stress test was commenced on 31st January 2020 and the relative macroeconomic scenarios published on that same date. At 

the same time the EBA published the methodology, the FAQs, the templates, its guidance for the compilation of templates and the 

ESRB note on adverse macroeconomic scenarios. 
13 The Italian Banking Association has agreed simplified procedures for calculating the amount of the advance (€1,400), with account 

taken of the maximum duration of the income supplement (nine weeks) as laid down by the Decree Law “Cura Italia”, in 

consideration of the immediate needs of workers who have been laid off and to render the measure operational in the shortest 

possible time with a preference for remote processing of applications. 
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banks14. Finally, the Italian Banking Association took action to monitor and facilitate access to loans backed by 
government guarantees introduced by the “Liquidity” Decree. On 21st April it therefore issued a circular to provide 
banks with the latest information on operating procedures agreed with SACE (Foreign trade insurance service), for 

access until 31st December 2020 to loan guarantees that will be granted to companies by banks in accordance 
with Art. 1. 

 

 

 

Covid-19: initiatives undertaken by the UBI Banca Group  

The health crisis generated by the spread of Covid-19 and the succession of restrictive 

measures taken by the government to protect public health have had a strong impact on how 

the Bank operates and changes have been made to ensure it continues to operate and provide 

essential services to customers, while at the same time maximum care and attention is paid to 

protect the health of employees and customers. 
 

Firstly, mention is made of the structural measures designed to prevent the spread of the 

virus. Group staff have been provided with information on rules of behaviour to reduce 

infection since the initial appearance of the epidemic. All classroom training has been 

suspended with the encouragement of participation in online initiatives. All meetings that 

involve the participation of a large number of people have been cancelled and daily coach 
shuttle services between different Group headquarters have been suspended. As concerns 

hygiene at the workplace, the frequency of cleaning has been increased and the use of specific 

disinfectant products has been introduced. While social distancing rules continue to apply, 

hygiene safety kits have been supplied to staff in the branch network composed of anti-

infection facemasks, anti-allergy gloves and liquid detergent. Furthermore, when the epidemic 
broke out the Group took out special insurance policies for its employees to protect them 

against Coronavirus risks. 

 

As concerns the operation of the distribution network, it was decided that the largest branches 

(over 380) would remain open to the public in the morning only, in order to provide minimum 

essential services, especially for the most disadvantaged groups in the population. However, 
the service provided by staff was reduced with two teams working shifts in turns to reduce 

movements and their presence in offices. Medium to small-size branches (over 900) are open 

to the public until 12.50 p.m. and no staff are present in the afternoon. On the other hand, 

the remaining mini-branches and “light branches” have been closed in order to increase the 

number of teams working in larger branches and allow staff to work shifts less frequently.  
These organisational solutions were subject to extraordinary intervention from time-to-time in 

order to adjust the model to cater for peak operating periods (e.g. pensions, large numbers of 

applications for loans under the “Italy, a New Start” programme, the “Cura Italia” decree, the 

“Liquidity” decree and Italian Banking Association (ABI) agreements and conventions) and/or 

critical local situations, with partial use of tactical reopening of some mini-branches. Ordinary 

opening hours to the public will be resumed also in the afternoon starting from 11th May on 
the whole branch network as it becomes operational from time-to-time, while attention will 

nevertheless be paid to maintaining adequate levels of protection and the necessary health 

and safety conditions.  

A series of stringent measures have been adopted inside branches, where customers are 

allowed to enter only by appointment for matters that are really necessary and cannot be 

postponed and in any case the number of customers allowed to enter cannot be greater than 
the number of employees present in the branch. Together with keeping a social distance of two 

metres, all possible personal protection measures have been taken, although the initial 

availability of these was initially limited, to protect both staff and customers and included the 

installation of thermal scanners to detect high temperatures and light-weight mobile screens 

to ensure social distances and safety measures are enforced.  
The Bank is organised to help customers at this time of crisis in order to ensure service is 

provided with all the available technology (e.g. skype for business), encouraging and granting 

 
14 More specifically it is no longer necessary to submit hardcopy forms validated in bank branches and post offices to certify the Iban 

in order to receive the amount on an account. The validity of that bank number is now checked against IT systems linked directly 
to the INPS and to the banks (shared database). The online form used by companies applying for the temporary redundancy 

scheme to communicate data for direct payment to workers has also been simplified. 
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concessions for the activation of remote access to banking services and to the relative 
documentation ensuring that all necessary assistance is given. This is also done with 

communications to inform customers of the new opening hours, the new behavioural rules to 

be observed in compliance with safety regulations and the new procedures for interaction in 

branches as well as operations available through self-service channels (ATM, internet banking, 

the UBI Banca app). A special section has been created on the Bank's commercial website 

dedicated to the Covid-19 emergency where useful information is given to gain access to 
government measures.  

 

The reduced hours for staff working in the branch network made it possible to launch a series 

of customer caring activities. In the very first weeks of the crisis UBI Banca organised a “Keep 

in Touch” which involves action taken by Business, Corporate and CIB (corporate side) 
consultants and Premium and Top Private Banking (individuals side) consultants to 

progressively contact all their clients, with no commercial aims and in a context of “keeping in 

touch” with local communities, in order to understand their requirements and to support them 

with their needs in this critical period.  

Efforts to facilitate access to support measures under Decree Law No. 18 of 17th March 2020 

(“Cura Italia” – care for Italy) and Decree Law No. 23 of 8th April 2020 (“Liquidity”) were also 
increased, partly due to the ability to send both the moratoria themselves and the majority of 

loan agreements (not secured)15 remotely via certified electronic mail and UBIBox. 

 

The Contact Centre is also involved in specific action taken to manage an increase in inbound 

traffic which is occurring during this phase (an increase of over 50% in calls and chats with 

customers). In addition to reorganising activities, giving priority precisely to information on 
initiatives undertaken by Bank and to assisting customers on the use of services using digital 

channels, steps were also taken to provide staff with tools to manage their own activities 

remotely. In order to guarantee the best possible customer service, the Contact Centre was 

reinforced with staff from the branch network to reach a total of approximately 400 people in 

contact with customers.  
 

With regard to operations by employees, the measures and the flexibility adopted, which 

included granting special leave, has made it possible for over half of our staff to avoid 

travelling to work and/or to work remotely, which has reduced travel and circulation. 

This has given a real boost to smart working. UBI Banca has allowed its staff to work 

remotely since as early as 2017. On 20th February 2020, and therefore just before the 
emergency began, there were approximately 800 smart working stations in operation on a 

daily basis. Now this option has been authorised for all Group employees (just under 20,000), 

with the creation of the same number of remote workstations used at the peak of the crisis by 

approximately 50% of the Group’s staff. In fact since 24th February 2020, when the first 

restrictive measures were taken by the government, UBI Banca has invited all its employees to 
take the opportunity to work from home. This invitation was addressed immediately and on a 

large scale to staff working at central headquarters and then later to staff in the branch 

network.  

 

More specifically, in the commercial sphere the Bank has equipped its Small Business, 

Premium, Private Banking and Corporate advisors (over 4,700 staff) with technological tools 
and IT support for operating remotely. 

Therefore work is continuing remotely in safety for these roles (taking turns in shifts with staff 

in branches) as a result of the introduction of a virtual private network (VPN) connection 

which allows them to replicate in-branch operations. This means that they can access all 

software systems and key information on clients, acquire and conclude contracts relating to 

specific products and provide banking and financial advisory services, except for managing 
material matters and activities which require the physical presence of the client.  

As a result of various enabling factors that can be activated remotely such as internet banking 

for private individuals and businesses with payment functionality, signing contracts with 

advanced electronic signature (AdES), the use of certified email and UBI Box, today the 

activities listed below can be carried out remotely. 
 

 
15 Innovative ways of exchanging documents available for customers who have activated internet banking. 
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Advisory services for corporate clients - remotely enabled commercial activities: 

- customer relationship management (illustration of services and products that can be activated and 
used remotely); 

- management of lending activities (sale of specific products or grant of loans by the exchange of 

documents using UBI Box or certified email and digital signatures, management of moratoria and the 
guarantee fund for SMEs (Law No. (662/1996) and other “Italy, a New Start” measures, management 
of loans and advances on invoices); 

- management of payments and collections (authorisation and acceptance of remote collection and 
payment instructions, post-sales activities on payment tools, negotiation and insertion of terms and 
condition proposals); 

- anti-money laundering checks; 
- remote training. 

Advisory services for individual customers - remotely enabled commercial activities: 

- customer relationship management (illustration of services and products that can be activated and 
used remotely, free-of-charge checkup on investment portfolios and advisory/recommendation 

activities for investments); 
- sale of investment products16 (both completely independently to the customer via the internet banking 

channel or in “assisted mode”. A remote advisory one-time-password (OTP) service model has been 
activated on an exceptional and temporary basis together with recording of telephone calls with 
customers); 

- management of lending activities (management of moratoria for individual customers, management of 
overdrafts, monitoring of credit quality and management of loans); 

- transactional activities and insurance services (customer support in internet banking “self-service” 
mode for certain products and enabling remote subscription for those in possession of Qui UBI and 
AdES of a subset of products, e.g. debit cards, life/non-life policies, loans)17; 

- anti-money laundering checks; 
- remote training. 

 

The rapid spread of remote operations was made possible as a result of huge efforts made to 

expand the Group's technology platforms following further improvement action taken in the 

following weeks, which today allow all critical staff to be managed and ensure business 
continuity. At the same with the increase in the number of remote accesses, the focus on 

security was further reinforced, especially with regard to possible cyber attacks and fraud 

aimed at customers or the Bank by means of phishing emails. Security monitoring has 

increased and has intercepted new phishing initiatives designed to exploit the crisis; this has 

been handled with no significant problems.  

 
 

Support action undertaken for businesses and customers. 
 
In order to address this situation without precedent, UBI Banca has set a series of initiatives 

in motion to offer concrete support for the economy and households to an extent that is 

significantly greater than that of the Group's natural market share. 

The Bank’s strong capital position and its proactive approach to meet local needs meant that it 

was able to implement support initiatives for customers to a far greater extent than would be 

expected from the Group’s natural market share. 
 

More specifically, on 1st April 2020 the programme “Italy, a New Start” was launched. It 

comprises a variety of specific initiatives for a total value of up to €10 billion that combine the 

demand to address urgent needs now, with the intention of supporting the economic recovery 

in coming months. 
In order to support that programme, a special advertising campaign was launched on all the 

main media and a special section was also created in UBI Banca's commercial website, while a 

letter was sent by email to corporate clients and to trade associations. 

 

A summary of the initiatives undertaken under the programme is given below. 

 
 

 

 
16 Advisors are given clear instructions on which transactions can and which cannot be carried out remotely. 
17 Remote sales processes are currently being finalised (credit cards and debit cards already activated, complete activation of the 

product catalogue is scheduled for the end of June). 
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INITIATIVES TO ASSIST CORPORATE CLIENTS  

• New financing for businesses: the chance for businesses to obtain additional finance 

through new credit facilities, by increasing existing facilities or converting part of unused 

facilities in order to manage cash flow requirements resulting from the emergency more 

easily. In detail: 

- new cash loans: the chance to apply for temporary short-term credit facilities with a duration of up 
to six months or unsecured loans with a grace period of up to six months and a maximum duration 
of 18 months, also backed by state guarantees; 

- an increase in credit facilities through the conversion of authorised overdrafts: part of commercial 

credit facilities already approved but not yet drawn down may be converted into temporary cash 
facilities with due date 30th September 2020, in order to compensate for the shortage of commercial 
credit; 

- consolidation of debt with additional finance backed by guarantee under Law No. 662/199618: new 
loans granted, thanks to special government guarantees (Law No. 662 “assistance”), to extinguish 
existing debt and at the same time provide new cash; 

• payment holidays on loans: the ability to obtain a moratorium on the repayment of existing 

loans, both by applying for a moratorium under the “Cura Italia” Decree reserved for SMEs 

and the moratorium provided by the UBI Banca Group for all companies (including those 

not classified as SMEs); 

• support for digitisation: the installation of POS terminals with GPRS/mobile technology, 

rapidly under easy terms and conditions for merchants belonging to essential business 

categories with the possibility of a refund of fixed fees and commissions. Furthermore, the 
deduction of fixed fees and commissions is also extended to include business clients who 

adopt digital systems for interacting with the Bank to perform the main transactions. 

 

Subsequently the following was made available when the programme was launched in 

implementation of the “Liquidity” Decree Law dated 8th April 2020:  

• loans to SMEs with a duration of not longer than six years, a grace period of 24 months 
and 100% backed by guarantee under Law No. 662/1996, for an amount not greater than 

25% of revenues up to a maximum of €25 thousand, without the obligation to wait for 

approval from the guarantee fund; 

• loans to large-size companies and SMEs (inclusive of self-employed persons and freelance 

professionals) who have exhausted their ability to access the Guarantee Found with a 
duration of not longer than six years. These are granted with the possibility of a grace 

period of 24 months and are backed from between 70% and 90% by a SACE (Foreign trade 

insurance service) guarantee. They are for an amount not greater than 25% of annual 

revenues and double the amount of personnel costs.  

 

UBI Banca was one of the swiftest and most prompt credit institutions to process applications 
for loans up to €25 thousand thanks to the excellent co-operation between UBI Banca IT units 

and SF Consulting, an associate company of the Group which specialises in subsidised loans. 

In fact on 7th May 2020 UBI Banca had processed 40% of all applications at sector level 

(37,250 applications out of a total of 93,301 for the sector as a whole). 

 

INITIATIVES TO ASSIST CORPORATE CLIENTS  

• support in the management of the emergency: the chance to obtain advances on Cassa 
integrazione (temporary state redundancy benefits)19; 

• payment holidays: the possibility of obtaining a moratorium on the repayment of 

outstanding loans and mortgages:  

 
18 Law No. 662/1996 provides for assistance from the Ministry of Economic Development (which may only be acquired if a bank 

provides financing) to SMEs and professionals. It is designed to facilitate access to credit under favourable conditions by 

businesses and at the same time offers the Bank advantages in terms of capital and credit risk (zero capital absorption on the part 
guaranteed). The guarantee is issued on up to a maximum of 80% of the loan whether it is for cash flow or for investments (both 

short-term and medium to long-term transactions). The fund guarantees a maximum amount of €2.5 million, that can also be 
drawn in tranches. The “Cura Italia” (care for Italy) decree introduced fundamental changes to the use of Law No. 662/1996 for the 

nine months following its entry into force. These include: i) the guarantee will be free of charge; ii) the maximum amount 
guaranteed for each individual SME has been raised to €5 million; iii) guarantee coverage for amounts up to €1.5 million has been 

raised to 80% regardless of the risk class assigned to the client; iv) guarantees may also be used for loan consolidation. 
19 The Bank gave its customers access to bridge loans while waiting for the INPS (State pension and benefits institute) to pay Cassa 

integrazione benefits that companies were able to activate for nine weeks. 
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- “protection of the standard of living”: a UBI Banca payment holiday initiative for instalments on 
outstanding personal loans and home mortgages for those undergoing cash shortages; 

- payment holiday on first home mortgages the chance of a payment holiday on outstanding 
mortgages for those categories and conditions provided for by the Cura Italia Decree; 

• support for digitisation: in order incentivise changes in the way people interact with 

branches a deduction of fixed fees and commissions has been introduced for personal 

customers who adopt digital systems for interacting with the Bank to perform the principal 

transactions. 

 
Details of the moratorium initiatives introduced by the Group are given in the paragraph 

below.  

With regard to pawn credit, UBI Banca is extending the sale of pawn policies expiring in 

December 2019 and in January-February-March-April-May-June 2020 until next September. 

UBI Banca has specialist branches for pawn credit in the cities of Milan, Monza, Pavia, Como, 

Crema, Varese, Bergamo, Brescia, Pesaro, Fossombrone, Macerata and Rome. 
 

In the insurance field, the policies marketed by the Group, whether these are health policies or 

policies linked to loans, already involve cases of cover also in the event of Covid-19. 

 

The programme “Italy a New Start” forms part of a series of urgent measures which has seen 
the Bank mobilise to assist institutions, businesses and individuals hit by the health crisis. 

These include a donation of €5 million made to hospitals and research centres working 

directly on initiatives to contain the spread of the virus and to support patients and 

communities affected by the epidemic, as well as numerous agreements with trade 

associations that are active at local level. 

The donations were made in co-operation with community foundations linked to the Bank and 
they took place in local areas in which the Bank operates, with a special focus on Lombardy 

and the provinces of Bergamo and Brescia, which are currently among the worst hit20. In order 

to show its immediate concrete commitment the UBI Banca Group donated two ambulances 

which were deployed very rapidly in these two provinces. 

The institutions that benefited from this funding by macro geographical area are as follows: the Papa 
Giovanni XXIII Hospital (Bergamo), the Seriate Hospital and the Varese Hospital of the Bergamo and West 
Lombardy MGA; the nonprofit Comunità Bresciana Foundation with the “AiutiAMOBrescia” initiative to 
support all hospitals in the city of the Brescia and the North East MGA; the San Raffaele Hospital intensive 
care unit (Milan) and the Policlinico San Matteo Hospital (Pavia) of the Milan and Emilia Romagna MGA; the 
Piedmont Region and the Liguria Region of the North West MGA; the Marches Region of the Marches and 
Abruzzo MGA; the Lazzaro Spallanzani National Institute for Infective Diseases (Rome) of the Latium, 
Tuscany, Umbria MGA; the National Tumour Institute (Naples) and the Fondazione di religione e di culto 
Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza – Opera di San Pio da Pietralcina a San Giovanni Rotondo (Foggia) of the 
Southern MGA. 

 

Together with the donation of €5 million to health and welfare institutions, the Bank also 

organised a voluntary fundraising initiative for the fight against Coronavirus aimed at all 
Group staff, entitled “UBI gift, a day for solidarity”. 
From 20th April until 15th May 2020, every employee will be able to donate an amount equivalent to one 

or more days of work to two institutions: 

• Scientific Research Centre on the anti Covid-19 Vaccine at the Luigi Sacco Hospital:  
a centre of excellence working urgently on identifying a way to weaken the virus for a genuine return 
to normality;  

• Caritas Italiana: 
a charitable institution that supports disadvantaged people which will work throughout the country 
to bring concrete help to those in this dramatic emergency who are also hit by the needs of everyday 
survival. 

The donation may be divided equally between the two institutions or granted to one only of the 
beneficiaries as chosen by individual employees. 

 

 
 

 

 
20 The foundations which have contributed to this effort are Fondazione UBI Banca Popolare di Bergamo, Fondazione UBI Per Varese, 

Fondazione UBI Banco di Brescia, UBI Fondazione CAB and Fondazione Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria. 
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Payment holidays granted by the UBI Banca Group 
 

By promptly implementing the recommendation made by the Italian Banking Association to 

banks to adopt appropriate measures to stop the slowdown in the economy as a result of the 
epidemic, the UBI Banca Group immediately put measures in place to support households and 

businesses hit by the health emergency with the introduction of moratoria applicable to 

mortgages, unsecured financing and personal loans. 

These measures extended the moratoria to cover those in situations of difficulty or with types 

of loan contracts not currently included in government measures, and they therefore 

constituted an addition to the “public” initiatives undertaken under the “Cura Italia” Decree. 
A list is given below of the “public” moratoria initiatives together with those made available to 

its customers by the UBI Banca Group.  

 

MEASURES REGARDING FINANCING FOR CORPORATE CLIENTS21: 

• Initiative pursuant to the Decree Law “Cura Italia” of 17th March 2020 – which states that micro-
businesses and SMEs22 located throughout the country may apply for the following: 

- deferment of loan repayments or lease instalments for mortgages and other instalment financing 
until 30th September 2020. The repayment schedules for the repayments for instalments is 
deferred together with accessory items, without any formalities and with no new or higher charges 
for both parties. Businesses may, if they wish, only suspend repayments of principal; 

- extension until the 30th September 2020 of the due date on non-instalment loans; 

- the impossibility, again until 30th September 2020, of calling in financing agreed for advances on 
receivables and callable credit facilities existing as at 17th March 2020.  

All measures introduced by the Decree Law are in addition to those provided under the “Italian 
Banking Association Moratorium”23 – applicable to all loans outstanding as at 31st January 2020 – on 
the basis of which all micro-businesses and SMEs suffering damage from the Coronavirus emergency 
may apply for: 

- deferment of principal repayment instalments for up to 12 months for medium to long-term 
financing (mortgages, including those concluded by means of the issue of “agricultural” bills of 
exchange) and the extension of the due dates for them; 

- deferment of the principal repayments implicit in real estate or movables lease instalments; 

• The UBI Banca initiative is aimed at all corporate clients throughout the country. 

In taking up the request made by the Italian Banking Association to offer better terms and conditions 
than those explicitly laid down in the Italian Banking Association Moratorium, the Group undertook a 
broader initiative which de facto comprises measures proposed by trade associations. 
The UBI Banca initiative, aimed at all corporate clients throughout the country, involves the 
possibility, on request by the debtor, to defer the principal portion of repayments on secured and 
unsecured loans (outstanding as at 31st January 2020 and inclusive of lease contracts) up to a 
maximum of 12 months, on the basis of proven grounds. The moratorium is also available for 

financing transactions with an original life of less than 18 months. 
 
The processing of moratorium applications from corporate clients is automated. For those applications 
submitted by clients not classified as SMEs, processing for the grant of the moratorium, examined on a 
case-by-case basis, follows a simplified procedure. 

 

MEASURES APPLICABLE FOR FINANCING TO INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS20: 

- Initiative pursuant to the Decree Law “Cura Italia” of 17th March 2020 – CONSAP Fund – first home 
mortgages: 

- the possibility for individual customers to obtain a payment holiday on first home mortgages is 
confirmed by applying to the “The first home mortgage solidarity fund”, known as the “Gasparrini 
Fund” or the “CONSAP Fund” with the deferral of repayments for a maximum of 18 months. This 
fund involves the payment of a benefit of up to 50% of the interest accrued during the deferment 
period; 

 
21 Only clients with debt exposures that are not classified as non-performing on the date on which the “Cura Italia” Decree was 

published may benefit from these measures. The benefits are not automatic. Submission of a communication to the bank is 
required together with a self-certification stating that the applicant has suffered a temporary cash shortage as a direct consequence 

of the spread of the Covid-19 epidemic. 
22 Micro-businesses and small to medium-sized businesses (SMEs with less than 250 employees and revenues of less than €50 

million or total assets of less than €43 million) operating in Italy, as defined by the EU legislation and regulations, belonging to all 
sectors. 

23 Addendum dated 6th March 2020 to the Italian Banking Association 2019 Accord for credit to Businesses in recovery 2.0.  
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- extends admission to the fund for a period of nine months also to self-employed persons and 
freelance professionals who have suffered a fall in revenues of greater than 33% in the quarter 
subsequent to 21st February 2020.  

- The UBI Banca “protection of the standard of living” initiative: an instalment or repayment of principal 
moratorium for a maximum of three months applicable to all financing relating to: 

- employees who self-certify the termination of a normal employee or employee-equivalent contract 
or sales agent contract, or workers who have suffered significant reductions, even temporary, in 
income due to events linked to the epidemic emergency; 

- self-employed persons and freelance professionals, business proprietors and sole proprietors (i.e. 
natural persons) who self-certify a fall in revenues greater than 33% (as laid down by the “Cura 
Italia” Decree Law) as a result of their businesses closing down or being subject to restrictions due 
to the implementation of ordinances issued by the competent authorities in relation to the 
epidemic emergency. 

- Initiative pursuant to DPC (Department of Civil Protection) Ordinance No. 642 of 29th February 2020 – 
mortgages relating to buildings located in the geographical areas of municipalities in the “initial red 
zone”24: 

- possibility to defer repayments until 31st July 2020 (date of the end of the emergency), with the 
option of either deferring repayment of the entire instalment or only the principal, subject to prior 
submission of self-certification of the damage suffered. 

 

The total instalments granted by the Group reached 130 thousand out of a total at sector level 

of over 1.6 million (equivalent to a share of 8%) of which approximately 50% were in terms of 

remaining outstanding debt in Lombardy. 
 

The guidance given by the various authorities (ECB, EBA, MEF) – in view of the exceptional 

nature and serious upheaval caused by Covid-19 epidemic to the economy – does not consider 

the “public” moratoria (resulting from legislative measures) and “private sector” (non-

legislative) moratoria granted in response to the ongoing emergency as actions sufficient for 

the exposures benefiting from them to be classified as forborne exposures.  
 

 

 

The reduction in non-performing exposures  

In relation to the developments in the Coronavirus situation, on the 13th March 2020 the 

supervisory authority announced that it would not expect UBI Banca to submit its annual 
update to its NPL Strategic Plan for the three-year period 2020-2022 as required by the 

Guidelines on Non-Performing Loans (NPLs) published by the European Central Bank in 

March 2017. The supervisory authority stated that the new deadline will be announced in due 

course. 

The Group has already completed the preparation, but a revision will nevertheless be 

necessary to take account of changes in the relative scenario. 

* * * 
With regard to the securitisation backed by government (GACS) guarantees of a portfolio of bad loan 
residential mortgages which took place at the end of December 201925, we report that on 7th April 2020 the 
Ministry of the Economy and Finance (MEF) issued the decree to the Bank relating to the grant of the 
government guarantee on the senior notes issued on 25th March 2020. 

Implementation of the 2020-2022 Business Plan 

As already reported in the Annual Report, the UBI Banca Group's new 2020-2022 Business 

Plan was approved by the Board of Directors on 17th February 2020 and presented to the 

financial community on the same day. Details may be consulted in the press release and in 

 
24 The ordinance dated 23rd February 2020 of the Lombardy Region includes the municipalities of Codogno, Castiglione d’Adda, 

Casalpusterlengo, Fombio, Maleo, Somaglia, Bertonico, Terranova dei Passerini, Castelgerundo, San Fiorano. The initiative also 

regarded the municipality of Vò Euganeo (Veneto). 
25 For more information on this transaction, see the section “The reduction in non-performing exposures” in the section “Significant 

events in 2019” in the Consolidated management report as at and for the period ended 31st December 2019. 
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the presentation to the market both dated 17th February 2020, available on the corporate 
website at www.ubibanca.it in the Investor Relations section. 

 

In view of the emergency scenario caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, it was decided in the 

initial implementation of the plan to give priority to initiatives regarding digitisation and credit 

control. More specifically: 

• project activities were launched to further improve credit monitoring systems; 

• projects already underway to digitise commercial processes (instant lending) and to simplify 

and automate in-branch processes were speeded up; 

• activities to develop and increase the use of technology in branches and to implement new 

branch models in the Bank continued; 

• projects designed to further strengthen high-end customer service were also carried forward 

and included work to reinforce new evolved advisory services and the development of Global 

Markets26 , through the development of product solutions on high-potential investment 

banking client segments and of derivatives business. 
 

As indicated in the section “Events subsequent to the end of the quarter and the outlook for 
consolidated operations”, at present it is rather complex to give a precise and reliable estimate 

of the extent of the impacts of the Covid-19 scenario on the UBI Banca Group's activities, in 

order to assess current business planning. This is because these impacts are closely 

connected with the effectiveness of the measures adopted by national and European 

institutions to support economic recovery.  

 
It is considered to-date that the strategic lines of the Business Plan and the assumptions of its 

continuity can be confirmed. Furthermore, UBI Banca's management is carefully monitoring 

the development of the situation to assess and manage the risks and their possible impacts on 

consolidated operations and the capital position. The analysis carried out so far indicates that 

the Group is able to meet the risks and uncertainties to which it is exposed. 
 

The crucial nature of credit quality in this crisis without precedent also demonstrates the 

usefulness of the decision made by the Group to maintain its credit recovery units in-house.  

 

The solid nature of consolidated capital ratios is also confirmed. 

 
 

 

Changes in the organisational structure of UBI Banca 
 

In the first months of 2020 UBI Banca was affected by developments in its organisational 

structure that were preparatory to the implementation of projects contained in the 2020-2022 

Business Plan which regarded the following: 

• the reorganisation of the Human Resources Area in order to (i) improve the organisation of 

the unit and reduce direct reports to the area chief in preference for a personnel 

management and development model that is consistent with the customer segment and 

geographical organisation of the Bank; (ii) guarantee and support staff change management 

processes in light of the substantial changes to organisational models and responsibilities 

programmed under the Business Plan; 

• an overall revision of the Strategic Cost Area with the creation of separate dedicated units (i) 

to identify ways of optimising costs; (ii) for the operational oversight of staff costs and other 

administrative expenses; (iii) to oversee outsourced activities and to manage administrative 

committees; 

• an overhaul of the organisational structure of the Management Control Area designed to 

enhance its key role in the whole of the performance management process (formulation of 

budgets and monitoring of management results by means of constant comparisons with 

 
26 Within the Corporate & Investment Banking Division, the Global Markets Department provides guidelines for, co-ordinates and 

overseas commercial and distribution activities for all products and services, both cash and derivatives, operating on own account 

on financial markets to manage the risks associated with them (e.g. it guarantees the structuring, development and commercial 
offer of investment certificates for Top Private Banking, Retail and indirect distribution networks, overseeing the commercial action, 

structuring and distribution).  
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business units in order to measure performance periodically, identify possible corrective 

action and draw up forecasts); 

• changes in some organisational units that report to the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) which 

involve (i) the creation of a Financial Governance Area on the staff of the CFO in order on 

the one hand to optimise units that report to the officer and on the other to improve 
decision-making processes; (ii) to make changes to the Administration and Tax Obligations 

Area by reorganising it into specialist units, consistent with developments in the regulatory 

framework. 

 

At the same time, the Bank's organisational structure was affected by further changes 

designed to improve specialist control units mainly through the following: 

• the creation of a new unit on the staff of the Chair of the Board of Directors in order to 

provide support in carrying out duties specific to that office (see the Articles of Association 

in this respect); 

• the creation, in the commercial sphere, of units designed to ensure greater specialisation in 

the oversight of activities carried out in the branch network regarding Top Private Banking 

and Corporate & Investment Banking. 

 
 

 

The dividend policy 

With a recommendation dated 27th March 2020 addressed to significant supervised institutions and significant 
supervised groups, the ECB recommended that until at least 1st October 2020 no dividends should be paid and that 

credit institutions should make no irrevocable commitments to pay dividends for the financial years 2019 and 2020 
and that they should also refrain from repurchasing treasury shares in order to remunerate shareholders. 
In this context, the European Central Bank clarified that credit institutions unable to comply with the 
recommendation, because they consider themselves legally obliged to pay dividends, should immediately explain the 

reasons to their joint supervisory team.  
The ECB will further consider the economic situation and whether to suspend dividends again after 1st October 2020.  
A similar measure was adopted by the Bank of Italy for less significant banks.  

 

In relation to the recommendation of 27th March 2020, the UBI Banca Board of Directors, 

which met on 31st March 2020, resolved not to submit to the General Meeting of the 

Shareholders held on 8th April 2020 the proposal on item two of the agenda “The allocation of 

profit for the financial year 2019 and the distribution of a dividend to shareholders”, because 
it would be incompatible with the prudential recommendation just mentioned made by the 

supervisory authority. After 1st October 2020 and in the absence of a recommendation to the 

contrary by the ECB, the Board of Directors reserves the right to convene a Shareholders’ 

General Meeting to address this matter. 

The maximum amount of the dividend that had originally been proposed by the Board of 
Directors for the financial year 2019 (€0.13 per share for a maximum dividend payout of 

€147.6 million) will be allocated to reserves in equity.  

Payment of the AT1 coupons will be settled on a normal basis. 

 

 

 

The Public Exchange Offer announced by Intesa Sanpaolo Spa 
on 17th February 2020 

Following a voluntary Public Exchange Offer announced by Intesa Sanpaolo on 17th February 

2020 on all UBI Banca ordinary shares – pursuant to and for the purposes of articles 102 and 

106, paragraph 4 of Legislative Decree No. 58 of 24th February 1998 – a meeting of the UBI 

Banca Board of Directors was held on 19th February 2020. The Chief Executive Officer, in 

agreement with the Chair and having consulted the Deputy Chair, having been authorised by 
the Board of Directors engaged financial and legal advisors to assist the Group in assessing 

the information so far made public and in the offer prospectus once it is available, along with 

alternative options. 
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Reorganisation of the Group’s real estate presence in Milan 

As already reported in the Annual Report, in the final part of 2019 the Bank launched an 
assessment of whether it should reorganise and optimise its presence in Milan, while at the 

same time enhancing some of its real estate holdings. 

On the basis of the proposals received, on 31st January 2020 the UBI Banca Board of Directors 

resolved to grant Coima SGR Spa an exclusive mandate period to compose and execute a 

complex real estate transaction within the context of plans to reorganise the UBI Banca 

Group’s physical presence in Milan. 
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Changes in staff numbers 

Group staff

31.3.2020 31.12.2019 Changes 31.3.2019 31.3.2020 31.12.2019 Changes

Number A B A-B C D E D-E

UBI Banca Spa 17,004       17,112       -108 17,482       17,912       18,037       -125 

IW Bank Spa 279             270             9 310             251             253             -2 

UBI Sistemi e Servizi SCpA 1,595         1,807         -212 1,820         1,005         1,104         -99 

UBI Leasing Spa 192             196             -4 209             198             199             -1 

Prestitalia Spa 171             172             -1 175             89               89               -                  

Pramerica SGR Spa 167             164             3 162             135             131             4

UBI Factor Spa 130             128             2 138             109             108             1

BancAssurance Popolari Spa 46               46               -                  50               44               44               -                  

UBI Academy SCRL 18               19               -1 15               -                  -                  -                  

UBI Trustee Sa 7                 7                 -                  8                 7                 7                 -                  

Kedomus Srl 6                 6                 -                  6                 -                  -                  -                  

BPB Immobiliare Srl 5                 5                 -                  5                 5                 5                 -                  

Pramerica Management Company Sa 5                 5                 -                  5                 4                 4                 -                  

UBI Sicura Spa* 3                 2                 1                 -                  -                  -                  -                  

TOTAL 19,628           19,939           -311 20,385           19,759           19,981           -222 

Workers on staff leasing contracts 1                     1                     -                  1                     1                     1                     -                  

TOTAL UBI BANCA GROUP STAFF 19,629           19,940           -311 20,386           

TOTAL FTE STAFF 18,953.5       19,249.7       -296.2 19,685.5       

On secondment outside the Group

   - out      132        43 89        37 

   - in                      1                      1                       - 

TOTAL WORKFORCE 19,761           19,983           -222 20,423           19,761           19,983           -222 

Employees on the payrollEmployees actually in service

 

* This company, 100% controlled by BancAssurance Popolari Spa, was included within the consolidation from 12th November 2019, the date of its formation. 

 
The table above gives details for each company of the actual distribution of ordinary employees (workers on permanent and temporary 

contracts and on apprenticeship contracts) as at 31st March 2020, 31st December 2019 and 31st March 2019 (columns A, B and C), 
adjusted to take account of secondments from and to other entities within or external to the Group. On the other hand, columns D and E 

show, for each company, the number of employees on the payroll as at 31st March 2020 and 31st December 2019. 
 

We report the following with respect to the information originally published: 

▪ UBI Banca staff as at 31st March 2019 were reduced by one due to a back-dated termination that occurred in the third quarter of 2019. 

 

 

Total staff of the UBI Banca Group as at 31st March 2020 numbered 19,629, one of whom was 

on a personnel leasing contract at Pramerica Management Company. The total reduction over 

the three months was of 311 staff. 
On the other hand, Group staff on secondment outside the Group numbered 132, an increase 

of 89 in the quarter. 

In terms of full time equivalents (FTEs) on the other hand, which is with account taken of the part-time worker effect, 
Group staff numbered 18,953.5 to give a reduction in numbers of 296.2 compared with December. 

 

The trend continues to be determined mainly by incentivised voluntary redundancies 

concluded as part of agreements entered into, which is in fact the cause of the substantial 

reduction in the workforce year-on-year (-757 staff compared with 31st March 2019, of which 
629 were voluntary redundancies), although this was partially offset by new recruits, hired 

with a view to generation turnover and support for youth employment, consistent with 

commitments undertaken by the Group in recent years. The incentivised redundancies, which 

numbered 179 in the first three months of 2020, brought the percentage completion of the 

existing incentive schemes to 95.6%. 

Staff still waiting to leave as at 31st March 2020 numbered 138. 
 

In addition to natural staff turnover factors, the fall in the quarter was contributed to in 

particular by UBI Sistemi e Servizi SCpA (-212 staff in the period). The changes were caused 

mainly by the sale of lines of business to Accenture Services & Technology Srl relating to the 

following activities: central treasury, cheques, credit transfers, interbank corporate banking, 
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tax and pensions, payment services transfer, cards and mortgage activation and cancellation, 
whereas archives, records and shipments lines of business were sold to BCube Services Srl. 

This transaction determined an increase at the same time in the staff on secondment outside 

Group. 

 

 

The table relating to the type of contract for 
workers with ordinary employee contracts 

shows that over three months a slight 

change in the mix of the workforce occurred: 

in fact at the end of March staff on 

temporary contracts and apprentices taken 
together accounted for 0.78% of total 

employees on the payroll compared with 

0.79% in December 2019. 

 

 

In the reporting period, the Group recorded a decrease of 222 employees on the payroll, the 
result of 325 departures (317 on permanent contracts and 8 on temporary contracts) 

compared with 100 recruits (67 on permanent contracts, 15 on temporary contracts and 18 

apprentices) and 3 reinstatements of permanent employees. 

The trend summarised in the table also incorporated 28 “stabilisations” resulting from the 

confirmation of staff on apprenticeship contracts in the position and from the conversion of 
temporary contracts into permanent contracts. 

 

The percentage of employee workers on part-time contracts as at 31st March 2020 was 14.9%, 

while that of female personnel was 43.6% (14.8% and 43.4% respectively in December 2019). 

 

* * * 
 

We report the following with regard to trade union relations: 

▪ 14th January 2020: as already reported in the Annual Report, an agreement was signed 

with all trade union representatives concerning the voluntary redundancies of 

approximately 300 personnel, including 50 applications for admission to the Solidarity 
Fund already submitted on the occasion of the redundancy plan implemented under the 

framework agreement of 26th October 2017, of which 47 approved. Therefore 297 

applications were accepted: as at 31st March 164 departures had already been completed to 

which a further 40 were added in April; 

▪ 5th March 2020: the trade unions came to a decision on the application of the renewal of 

the national trade union credit agreement, signed at national level on the 19th December 

2019 and valid until 31st December 2022. In addition to increases in standard rates which 

will take effect over the three-year period 2020-2022, the changes introduced in the wages 

and role structure plan include the elimination of the “professional entrance wage level” 

and the unification of first and second professional areas into a single role and wage level. 
Particular attention was paid with regard to the regulatory framework on measures 

designed to facilitate the reconciliation of life and work time for employees, by regulating 

flexible working, the encouragement of smart learning and “time banks”, in addition to 

adopting measures to facilitate the management of disabled children (part-time, special 

leave). 
 

 

 

Employees on the payroll

Number

31.3.2020 31.12.2019 Changes

Total employees 19,759               19,981               -222 

of which: permanent 19,605               19,824               -219 

on temporary contracts 100                    95                       5

apprentices (*) 54                       62                       -8 

(*) An apprenticeship is a contract for young people between the ages of 18 and 29, by 

which they acquire a qualification through training at work which provides them with 

specific occupational skills.
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The branch network 

At the end of March the branches of the UBI Banca Group, organised into seven Macro 
Geographical Areas, numbered 1,567 branches (down by nine compared with December 

2019)27, of which 1,566 operating in Italy, unchanged at the date of this report. 

 
Their geographical distribution is shown on the map printed on the initial pages of this report. 

 

The Group's distribution model is also composed of the following: 

• 28 Top Private Banking Centres (unchanged compared with December 2019 as a result of 

the opening of a new High-Net-Worth Centre in Milan and the closure of a Private Banking 
Centre in Como) and 57 “Corners” (an increase of one as the result of a “Corner” opened in 

Como) reporting to the Top Private Banking Manager; 

• 49 Corporate Centres and 32 “Corners” belonging to the respective Macro Geographical 

Areas, unchanged compared with the end of 2019; 

• a Corporate & Investment Banking (CIB) Division, the exclusive manager of Large Corporate 

Groups and Companies through its Large Corporate GRM Department in Milan, divided 

into four units spread throughout Italy, home to 26 Global Relationship Managers (GRMs), 

who are the sole points of contact for complex, ordinary and extraordinary operations, 
supported by the specialist coverage units and product desks in the division (67 

specialists). 

 

Finally, Italian market coverage continues to be further guaranteed by a network of 703 

financial advisors belonging to IW Bank (688 in December 2019). 
 

Finally, with regard to the Group's presence abroad a new representative office has become 

operational since 31st March 2020. 

 
 

  

 
27  We report the closure of nine mini-branches compared with the end of December 2019: Torre de’ Roveri (Bergamo), Porto 

Valtravaglia, Maccagno and Mesenzana (Varese) of the Bergamo and West Lombardy Macro Geographical Area (MGA) (which 

completes the large-scale closures and reclassifications that took place on 25th November 2019); Pescara in Viale Marconi, Pesaro 
in Piazza Lazzarini e Castelfidardo (Naples) in Via Battisti of the Marches and Abruzzo MGA; Latina in Corso Matteotti and 

Frosinone in Via Maria of the Latium, Tuscany and Umbria MGA. 
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Market positioning 

The table summarises the market positioning of the UBI Banca 
Group at both national and regional level and in provinces where 
a more significant presence exists. 
The figures are based on the latest available data from the Bank 
of Italy relating to 31st March 2020 for branches and 31st 
December 2019 for balance sheet items [the figures relate to 
branches and banks (including foreign branches and banks) 
operating in Italy, (and therefore excluding the foreign branches of 
Italian banks)]. 
The “matrix items” used are those with a breakdown by residence 
of the counterparties, which for loans means that it is possible to 
consider gross loans with the exception of bad loans. 
 

The national market share of branches stood at 

6.7% at the end of March, unchanged compared 

with the figure in December 2019, and in 
confirmation of the relative higher presence in the 

regions of central Italy due to the strong 

concentration of the branches of the banks 

acquired in 2017 in that area. 

The Group continues to have a substantial 
presence with market shares of greater than 10% in 

as many as 21 Italian provinces. 

Although the percentages are lower, the market 

shares in Milan (8.9%) and in Rome (5.6%) are 

worth noting. 

 
Notwithstanding the geographical rationalisation 

that took place in November, at the end of 2019 the 

market share of conventional funding, which 

moreover does not include bonds, was stable at 

4.3% (4.3% also in September 2019), while the 
share for private sector loans, excluding bad loans, 

was only slightly down at 5.8% (5.9% in September 

2019). 

 

In some areas where the Group’s historical 

presence is stronger, it continues to have a market 

share of conventional funding and/or lending that 

is greater than the percentage of branches. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

UBI Banca Group: market shares
(*) 

31.3.2020

Branches
Deposits

(**)

Loans 

(***)

North Italy 6.3%  5.0%  6.5%  

Lombardy 12.7%  9.1%  10.4%  

Prov. of Bergamo  23.7%  25.4%  23.7%  

Prov. of Brescia 20.6%  20.4%  24.6%  

Prov. of Como 6.0%  5.5%  8.2%  

Prov. of Cremona 3.2%  3.0%  5.0%  

Prov. of Lecco 4.8%  5.0%  6.5%  

Prov. of Lodi 3.2%  4.2%  5.4%  

Prov. of Mantua 4.7%  3.1%  3.2%  

Prov. of Milan 8.9%  5.1%  6.9%  

Prov. of Monza Brianza 9.8%  6.2%  9.2%  

Prov. of Pavia 14.6%  10.4%  9.7%  

Prov. of Sondrio 4.7%  2.6%  6.2%  

Prov. of Varese 23.8%  20.2%  15.2%  

Piedmont 7.5%  4.0%  5.6%  

Prov. of Turin 2.9%  2.0%  4.2%  

Prov. of Alessandria 11.4%  4.9%  7.8%  

Prov. of Biella 1.8%  1.4%  4.0%  

Prov. of Cuneo 20.6%  14.4%  11.7%  

Prov. of Novara 4.6%  2.5%  4.4%  

Prov. of Vercelli 2.0%  1.2%  4.1%  

Prov. of Verbano Cusio Ossola 3.2%  1.7%  4.1%  

Liguria 4.9%  3.2%  6.5%  

Prov. of Genoa 4.7%  2.7%  7.0%  

Prov. of Imperia 4.9%  2.7%  5.6%  

Prov. of La Spezia 5.5%  6.4%  5.4%  

Prov. of Savona 4.9%  2.7%  5.7%  

Emilia Romagna 1.9%  1.2%  2.7%  

Prov. of Rimini 5.0%  2.9%  6.0%  

Prov. of Bologna 1.7%  1.0%  2.6%  

Prov. of Piacenza 3.5%  2.2%  3.8%  

Central Italy 9.0%  4.2%  5.6%  

Marches 26.5%  19.2%  19.4%  

Prov. of Ancona 29.1%  21.5%  21.0%  

Prov. of Macerata 35.1%  29.7%  24.9%  

Prov. of Pesaro and Urb ino 26.1%  17.2%  18.2%  

Prov. of Fermo 22.9%  12.1%  15.0%  

Prov. of Ascoli Piceno 10.9%  5.6%  13.1%  

Umbria 8.3%  3.8%  6.6%  

Prov. of Perugia 9.6%  4.4%  7.1%  

Prov. of Terni 4.1%  2.0%  4.6%  

Latium 5.8%  2.4%  4.8%  

Prov. of Rome 5.6%  2.4%  4.8%  

Prov. of Viterbo 15.5%  9.1%  9.8%  

Prov. of Rieti 9.1%  3.4%  5.1%  

Tuscany 5.1%  2.3%  2.3%  

Prov. of Arezzo 20.2%  11.5%  9.6%  

Prov. of Florence 4.0%  1.8%  1.9%  

Prov. of Siena 7.5%  2.8%  1.8%  

Prov. of Grosseto 5.6%  2.9%  2.8%  

Prov. of Livorno 4.3%  2.1%  1.8%  

South Italy 8.4%  4.2%  5.6%  

Calabria 17.6%  9.1%  9.5%  

Prov. of Catanzaro 10.7%  7.0%  7.2%  

Prov. of Cosenza 21.2%  12.0%  12.6%  

Prov. of Crotone 16.7%  6.2%  7.5%  

Prov. of Reggio Calabria 19.4%  7.0%  7.4%  

Prov. of Vibo Valentia 14.8%  9.9%  10.1%  

Abruzzo 11.1%  6.2%  8.1%  

Prov. of Chieti 27.9%  13.8%  13.0%  

Prov. of Aquila 3.4%  1.7%  2.2%  

Prov. of Pescara 7.2%  5.0%  8.7%  

Prov. of Teramo 4.2%  2.3%  5.7%  

Molise 7.1%  2.3%  6.0%  

Prov. of Isernia 15.0%  3.4%  8.1%  

Prov. of Campobasso 5.1%  1.7%  5.3%  

Basilicata 8.5%  5.1%  6.5%  

Prov. of Potenza 8.0%  4.9%  6.7%  

Prov. of Matera 9.4%  5.7%  6.1%  

Apulia 7.4%  4.1%  4.6%  

Prov. of Bari 9.4%  5.4%  5.1%  

Prov. of Brindisi 10.4%  5.1%  4.9%  

Prov. of Foggia 5.4%  3.6%  4.8%  

Prov. of Lecce 3.8%  1.5%  3.4%  

Prov. of Barletta Andria Trani 6.3%  4.2%  3.6%  

Prov. of Taranto 8.5%  4.3%  4.6%  

Campania 5.4%  2.4%  4.7%  

Prov. of Naples 4.9%  2.5%  4.5%  

Prov. of Caserta 9.2%  2.7%  6.0%  

Prov. of Benevento 4.0%  2.1%  4.2%  

Prov. of Salerno 6.2%  2.8%  5.1%  

Total Italy 6.7%  4.3%  5.8%  

(***)    M arket shares by residence of the counterparty. The matrix report for loans is based

            on item 58005 for loans to  the private sector, excluding bad loans and reverse repurchase

            agreements of the fo llowing types: advances on credits, current accounts, mortgages, credit cards,

            salary-backed loans, personal loans, factoring, leasing and other financing.

(*)      Source Bank of Italy: regulatory registers and lists for branch shares; matrix reports for 

          balance sheet to tals.

(**)     M arket shares by residence of the counterparty. The matrix report for funding is based on 

           item 58030 relating to  current accounts, certificates of deposit, savings deposits and repurchase

           agreements. Bonds and repurchase agreements with central counterparties are excluded.

31.12.2019
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Reclassified consolidated financial statements,  

reclassified income statement net of the most 
significant non-recurring items and reconciliation 
schedules 

Notes to the reclassified consolidated financial statements 
 
The Mandatory Financial Statements have been prepared on the basis of Bank of Italy Circular  
No. 262/2005 of 22nd December 2005, as introduced by the 6th update, dated 30th November 20181.  
The reclassified financial statements have been prepared in order to allow a meaningful management 
accounting commentary on capital and operating figures, not subject to audit by the independent auditors, 
on the basis of the financial statements pursuant to the 6th update of Bank of Italy Circular No. 262/2005. 

 
As of 31st March 2020 the UBI Banca Group changed the criterion it uses to measure real estate assets, 
adopting the fair value criterion in place of that of cost. 

As a consequence of the above, the "restated" comparative periods differ from the figures published as at the 
relative reporting dates because, in compliance with IAS 8, the comparative figures for previous periods have 
been restated following retrospective application of the change in the measurement criterion for real estate 
assets, subject to IAS 40 rules.  
On the contrary, the change in the measurement criteria for operational real estate assets, pursuant to IAS 
16, has been applied prospectively from 31st March 2020, in compliance with IAS 8.  
Following the change in the measurement criteria for real estate assets, we report the following as of these 
financial statements: 
▪ the item “Property, plant and equipment” in the balance sheet includes the measurement of “Operational 

properties” pursuant to IAS 16 and “Investment property” pursuant to IAS 40, at the “revalued amount” 
and at “fair value” respectively; 

▪ the item “Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment and 
intangible assets” in the income statement includes, with regard to real estate assets, only the 
depreciation of “Operational properties” since “Investment properties” measured at fair value are not 
depreciated;  

▪ the item “Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets” 
includes the result for changes in the fair value of properties in the period, in compliance with the new 
measurement criteria adopted.  

 
It follows that the figures reported are comparable with previous periods except for the item “Property, plant 
and equipment” in the balance sheet and the item "Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, 
plant and equipment and intangible assets” in the income statement (see in this respect the “Explanatory 
notes" to the Mandatory interim consolidated financial statements).  
 
 
The table shows the income statement items for the four quarters of 2019 restated to take account of a 
change in the measurement criteria. 

 

Operating income -                     -                     -                     -                     

210.+220.

Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and 

equipment and intangible assets 2,590 2,212 1,851 1,809 

Operating expenses 2,590 2,212 1,851 1,809 

Net operating income 2,590 2,212 1,851 1,809 

260.

Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and 

intangible assets  (39,386) -                     -                     -                     

290. Profit (loss) before tax from continuing operations  (36,796) 2,212 1,851 1,809 

300. Taxes on income for the period from continuing operations 11,289             (715)  (595)  (582) 

Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the 

Parent before the Business Plan and other impacts  (25,507) 1,497 1,256 1,227 

210.

Depreciation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment net 

of taxes and minority interests 3,432              -                     -                     -                     

350. Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent  (22,075) 1,497 1,256 1,227 

2019

4
th

 Quarter 

restatement 

impacts

3
rd

 Quarter 

restatement 

impacts

2
nd

 Quarter 

restatement 

impacts

1
st

 Quarter 

restatement 

impacts
Figures in thousands of euro

 

 
1  The update is applicable for financial statements ending as at 31st December 2019 or still open on that date. 
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Given the above, the reclassified financial statements are prepared in application of the following rules:   

 net interest income includes the result for item “140. Profits (losses) from contractual modifications 
without derecognition” in the mandatory income statement in order to ensure consistency with future 
financial reports, considering that the effect of the release of discounts will be recognised in net interest 
income. The result for that item is shown on a separate line as part of net interest income;   

 the item profits (losses) of equity-accounted investees includes the profits (losses) of equity-accounted 
investees included within item 250 in the mandatory financial statements; 

 net income from insurance operations comprises the following income of BancAssurance Popolari Spa: 
net interest, dividends, net fees and commissions, the result for finance activities, net premiums (item 
160), the balance on income and expenses of insurance operations (items 170 and 230). The remaining 
items have been consolidated line-by-line in the income statement;  

 the tax recoveries recognised within item 230 of the mandatory income statement “Other operating 
income/expenses” have been reclassified as a reduction in indirect taxes included in “Other 
administrative expenses”; 

 the item “Other net operating income/expense” includes item 230, net of the reclassifications mentioned 
under other points; 

 the item “Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment and 
intangible assets” includes items 210 and 220 in the mandatory income statement and also, for the 
comparative periods, the instalments relating to the depreciation of the costs incurred for leasehold 
improvements classified within item 2302; 

 the “Profits (losses) from the disposal of equity investments” includes the item 250, net of profits (losses) 
of equity-accounted investees, and also item 280 in the mandatory income statement; 

 expenses incurred in relation to the 2017-2020 Business Plan have been separated and stated on single 
lines (net of taxes and minority interests) at the foot of the statements as follows: 
• redundancy expenses partially include item 190. a) in the mandatory income statement; 

• “Business Plan Project expenses” comprise part of item 190. b) in the mandatory income statement. 

Furthermore, in order to facilitate an immediate perception of the amount of ordinary and extraordinary 

contributions paid to the Resolution Fund and to the Deposit Guarantee Scheme as a percentage of total 
administrative expenses, as of the 2019 third quarter financial report the line “of which: contributions to 
SRF and DGS” has been introduced, stated separately as part of the item “190. b) other administrative 
expenses”. 
 
The reconciliation of the items in the reclassified financial statements with the figures in the mandatory 
financial statements has been facilitated, on the one hand, with the insertion in the margin against each 
item of the corresponding number of the item in the mandatory financial statements with which it is 
reconciled and, on the other hand, with the preparation of specific reconciliation schedules. 
The comments on the performance of the main balance sheet and income statement items are made on the 
basis of the reclassified financial statements and the tables providing details included in the subsequent 
sections of the financial report have also been prepared on that same basis. In order to facilitate analysis of 
the Group’s operating performance and in compliance with Consob Communication No. DEM/6064293 of 
28th July 20063, two special schedules have been included. One is a brief summary (which provides a 
comparison of the normalised results for the period) and one is more detailed, which shows the impact on 
earnings of the principal non-recurring events and items – since the relative effects on capital and cash flow, 
being closely linked, are not significant – which are summarised as follows: 

1st Quarter 2019:  expenses  incurred in relation to the 2017-2020 Business Plan, redundancy 
expenses in particular; 

1st Quarter 2020:    expenses incurred in relation to the 2017-2020 Business Plan, consisting of 
redundancy expenses; 

  profits resulting from the first application of fair value measurement of real estate 
properties.  

  

 
2  With the introduction of IFRS 16, leasehold improvements, relating to right-of-use assets regulated by the new standard, are recognised 

within property, plant and equipment, thereby increasing the value of the right-of-use assets to which they relate, and the relative 

depreciation instalments are recognised within net depreciation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment. 
3  Following the entry into force (on 3rd July 2016) of ESMA Guidelines 2015/1415 which the Consob (Italian securities market authority) 

incorporated in its issuer and supervisory and monitoring practices, the UBI Banca Group criteria for the identification of non-recurring 

items (reported in the normalised statements) have been subject to review. The criteria approved by the Management Board on 18th 
October 2016 limit the nature of non-recurring expenses to clearly specified items of income and expense (connected for example with 

the adoption of a Business Plan, or with the impacts of valuations and disposals of property plant and equipment, intangible and financial 
assets, with the effects of regulatory and methodological changes and also with extraordinary events including those of a systemic nature). 
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Reclassified consolidated balance sheet

ASSETS

10. Cash and cash equivalents 543,344 694,750 -151,406 -21.8% 606,459 -63,115 -10.4%

20. Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss 2,445,729 1,758,730 686,999 39.1% 1,504,110 941,619 62.6%

1) Loans and advances to banks 16,875 16,213 662 4.1% 14,715 2,160 14.7%

2) Loans and advances to customers 275,614 260,667 14,947 5.7% 270,459 5,155 1.9%

3) Securities and derivatives 2,153,240 1,481,850 671,390 45.3% 1,218,936 934,304 76.6%

30.

Financial assets measured at fair value through 

other comprehensive income 11,476,015 12,221,616 -745,601 -6.1% 11,237,472 238,543 2.1%

1) Loans and advances to banks -                     -                     -                   - -                     -                   -

2) Loans and advances to customers -                     -                     -                   - 15                  -15 -100.0%

3) Securities 11,476,015 12,221,616 -745,601 -6.1% 11,237,457 238,558 2.1%

40. Financial assets measured at amortised cost 101,689,225 101,736,289 -47,064 -                    103,161,917 -1,472,692 -1.4%

1) Loans and advances to banks 9,467,195 11,723,923 -2,256,728 -19.2% 11,327,078 -1,859,883 -16.4%

2) Loans and advances to customers 85,778,114 84,564,033 1,214,081 1.4% 87,095,528 -1,317,414 -1.5%

3) Securities 6,443,916 5,448,333 995,583 18.3% 4,739,311 1,704,605 36.0%

50. Hedging derivatives 34,039 35,117 -1,078 -3.1% 20,298 13,741 67.7%

60. Fair value change in hedged financial assets (+/-) 651,581 547,019 104,562 19.1% 320,370 331,211        103.4%

70. Equity investments 293,676 287,353 6,323 2.2% 263,307 30,369 11.5%

80. Technical reserves of reinsurers 104                 -                      104               - -                      104 -

90. Property, plant and equipment 2,590,524 2,370,247 220,277 9.3% 2,492,994 97,530 3.9%

100. Intangible assets 1,731,379 1,739,903 -8,524 -0.5% 1,721,712 9,667 0.6%

of which: goodwill 1,465,260      1,465,260      -                   -                   1,465,260      -                   -                   

110. Tax assets 3,748,151 3,755,895 -7,744 -0.2% 4,123,686 -375,535 -9.1%

120. Non-current assets and disposal groups held for sale 291,766 268,100 23,666 8.8% 10,320 281,446 n.s.

130. Other assets 997,059 1,200,966 -203,907 -17.0% 1,357,159 -360,100 -26.5%

Total assets 126,492,592 126,615,985 -123,393 -0.1% 126,819,804 -327,212 -0.3%

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

10. Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost 108,386,682 109,795,016 -1,408,334 -1.3% 111,409,557 -3,022,875 -2.7%

a) Due to banks 14,497,500 14,367,985 129,515 0.9% 17,776,512 -3,279,012 -18.4%

b) Due to customers 71,435,696 72,577,255 -1,141,559 -1.6% 69,830,403 1,605,293 2.3%

c) Debt securities issued 22,453,486 22,849,776 -396,290 -1.7% 23,802,642 -1,349,156 -5.7%

20. Financial liabilities held for trading 617,709 555,296 62,413 11.2% 461,254 156,455 33.9%

30. Financial liabilities designated at fair value 285,439 197,610 87,829 44.4% 124,296 161,143 129.6%

40. Hedging derivatives 575,925 386,778 189,147 48.9% 107,022 468,903 n.s.

50. Fair value change in hedged financial liabilities (+/-) 156,033 145,191 10,842          7.5% 124,767 31,266 25.1%

60. Tax liabilities 300,268 210,882 89,386 42.4% 196,528 103,740 52.8%

70. Liabilities associated with assets held for sale -                      2,331              -2,331 -100.0% -                      -                    -

80. Other liabilities 3,145,785 2,735,807 409,978 15.0% 2,271,216 874,569 38.5%

90. Provision for post-employment benefits 264,793 289,641 -24,848 -8.6% 307,910 -43,117 -14.0%

100. Provisions for risks and charges: 448,535 489,485 -40,950 -8.4% 495,298 -46,763 -9.4%

a) commitments and guarantees granted 54,255 54,005 250 0.5% 54,026 229 0.4%

b) pension and similar obligations 85,035 86,756 -1,721 -2.0% 87,111 -2,076 -2.4%

c) other provisions for risks and charges 309,245 348,724 -39,479 -11.3% 354,161 -44,916 -12.7%

110. Technical reserves 2,149,201 2,210,294 -61,093 -2.8% 1,962,495 186,706 9.5%

120.+140.+150.+160.

+170.+180.

Share capital, equity instruments, share premiums,

 reserves, valuation reserves and treasury shares 10,002,121 9,306,321 695,800 7.5% 9,243,950 758,171 8.2%

190. Minority interests (+/-) 66,529 58,230 8,299 14.3% 32,076 34,453 107.4%

200. Profit (loss) for the period/year (+/-) 93,572 233,103 -139,531 -59.9% 83,435 10,137 12.1%

Total liabilities and equity 126,492,592 126,615,985 -123,393 -0.1% 126,819,804 -327,212 -0.3%

Figures in thousands of euro

31.3.2020                                         

A

31.12.2019     

restated B           

Changes

A-B

% changes   

A/B

31.3.2019    

restated C            

Changes    A-

C

% changes   

A/C
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ASSETS

10. Cash and cash equivalents 543,344 694,750 643,633 616,670 606,459

20. Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss 2,445,729 1,758,730 1,817,803 1,660,974 1,504,110

1) Loans and advances to banks 16,875 16,213 16,797 15,365 14,715

2) Loans and advances to customers 275,614 260,667 270,169 268,043 270,459

3) Securities and derivatives 2,153,240 1,481,850 1,530,837 1,377,566 1,218,936

30.

Financial assets measured at fair value through 

other comprehensive income 11,476,015 12,221,616 12,212,586 11,618,770 11,237,472

1) Loans and advances to banks -                -                  -                  -                  -                  

2) Loans and advances to customers -                -                  -                  -                  15

3) Securities 11,476,015 12,221,616 12,212,586 11,618,770 11,237,457

40. Financial assets measured at amortised cost 101,689,225 101,736,289 105,186,087 103,356,416 103,161,917

1) Loans and advances to banks 9,467,195 11,723,923 14,835,531 12,393,150 11,327,078

2) Loans and advances to customers 85,778,114 84,564,033 85,179,308 86,074,151 87,095,528

3) Securities 6,443,916 5,448,333 5,171,248 4,889,115 4,739,311

50. Hedging derivatives 34,039 35,117 22,926 22,452 20,298

60. Fair value change in hedged financial assets (+/-) 651,581 547,019 821,141 541,946 320,370

70. Equity investments 293,676 287,353 281,005 266,897 263,307

80. Technical reserves of reinsurers 104 -                 -                 -                 -                 

90. Property, plant and equipment 2,590,524 2,370,247 2,635,841 2,596,499 2,492,994

100. Intangible assets 1,731,379 1,739,903 1,724,707 1,720,771 1,721,712

of which: goodwill 1,465,260 1,465,260 1,465,260 1,465,260 1,465,260

110. Tax assets 3,748,151 3,755,895 3,800,914 3,963,978 4,123,686

120. Non-current assets and disposal groups held for sale 291,766 268,100 7,848 7,353 10,320

130. Other assets 997,059 1,200,966 1,383,295 1,199,827 1,357,159

Total assets 126,492,592 126,615,985 130,537,786 127,572,553 126,819,804

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

10. Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost 108,386,682 109,795,016 111,811,656 111,840,625 111,409,557

a) Due to banks 14,497,500 14,367,985 15,956,402 17,053,172 17,776,512

b) Due to customers 71,435,696 72,577,255 72,145,392 70,840,373 69,830,403

c) Debt securities issued 22,453,486 22,849,776 23,709,862 23,947,080 23,802,642

20. Financial liabilities held for trading 617,709 555,296 656,353 571,499 461,254

30. Financial liabilities designated at fair value 285,439 197,610 172,950 149,871 124,296

40. Hedging derivatives 575,925 386,778 572,583 230,655 107,022

50. Fair value change in hedged financial liabilities (+/-) 156,033 145,191 214,504 188,275 124,767

60. Tax liabilities 300,268 210,882 181,494 170,802 196,528

70. Liabilities associated with assets held for sale -                2,331 -                 -                 -                 

80. Other liabilities 3,145,785 2,735,807 4,385,204 2,290,570 2,271,216

90. Provision for post-employment benefits 264,793 289,641 300,476 299,460 307,910

100. Provisions for risks and charges: 448,535 489,485 429,249 415,665 495,298

a) commitments and guarantees granted 54,255 54,005 52,523 51,951 54,026

b) pension and similar obligations 85,035 86,756 86,104 87,892 87,111

c) other provisions for risks and charges 309,245 348,724 290,622 275,822 354,161

110. Technical reserves 2,149,201 2,210,294 2,244,737 2,070,095 1,962,495

120.+140.+150.+160.

+170.+180.

Share capital, equity instruments, share premiums,

 reserves, valuation reserves and treasury shares 10,002,121 9,306,321 9,326,972 9,172,290 9,243,950

190. Minority interests (+/-) 66,529 58,230 46,577 39,344 32,076

200. Profit (loss) for the period (+/-) 93,572 233,103 195,031 133,402 83,435

Total liabilities and equity 126,492,592 126,615,985 130,537,786 127,572,553 126,819,804

Reclassified consolidated quarterly balance sheets

Figures in thousands of euro

31.3.2019

restated

30.6.2019

restated

30.9.2019

restated

31.12.2019

restated
31.3.2020
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Reclassified consolidated income statement

1Q 2020
1Q 2019

restated
Change % change

FY 2019

restated

A B A-B A/B C

10.-20.-140. Net interest income 405,163 445,597  (40,434)  (9.1%)  1,725,105 

of which: TLTRO II 10,111 12,391 (2,280)  (18.4%)  48,688 

of which: IFRS 9 credit components (*) 20,063 31,159 (11,096)  (35.6%)  110,595 

of which: IFRS 9 contractual modifications without derecognition components  (8,803)  (5,156) 3,647 70.7%   (25,283) 

70. Dividends and similar income 4,776 5,170  (394)  (7.6%)  7,658 

Profits (losses) of equity-accounted investees 7,808 6,315 1,493 23.6%  40,343 

40.-50. Net fee and commission income 420,483 400,936 19,547 4.9%  1,661,759 

of which: performance fees 7,063 2,982 4,081 136.9%  40,598 

80.+90.

+100.+110.

Net income (loss) from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and from 

assets/liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss 53,596 37,435 16,161 43.2%  104,284 

160.+170. Net income from insurance operations 2,501 3,502  (1,001)  (28.6%)  15,314 

230. Other net operating income/expense 19,269 21,662  (2,393)  (11.0%)  83,472 

Operating income 913,596 920,617  (7,021)  (0.8%)  3,637,935 

190. a) Staff costs  (354,975)  (364,434)  (9,459)  (2.6%)   (1,427,650) 

190. b) Other administrative expenses  (181,402)  (186,031)  (4,629)  (2.5%)   (711,060) 

of which: SRF and DGS contributions  (41,983)  (41,998)  (15) -                   (107,585) 

210.+220.

Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and 

equipment and intangible assets  (57,181)  (52,485) 4,696 8.9%   (221,327) 

Operating expenses  (593,558)  (602,950)  (9,392)  (1.6%)   (2,360,037) 

Net operating income 320,038 317,667 2,371 0.7%  1,277,898 

130. Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to:  (157,114)  (130,003) 27,111 20.9%   (744,098) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to banks  (181)  (49) 132 n.s. 137 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to customers  (155,616)  (128,568) 27,048 21.0%   (738,438) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: securities 615  (487) 1,102 n.s.  (2,454) 

130. b)

- financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive

  income  (1,932)  (899) 1,033 114.9%   (3,343) 

200. a) Net provisions for risks and charges - commitments and guarantees granted  (942)  (562) 380 67.6%   (26) 

200. b) Net provisions for risks and charges - other net provisions 909  (3,467) 4,376 n.s.  (24,809) 

260.

Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and 

intangible assets  (8,718) -                     (8,718) -  (39,386) 

250.+280. Profits (losses) from the disposal of equity investments 67 273  (206)  (75.5%)  6,101 

290. Profit (loss) before tax from continuing operations 154,240 183,908  (29,668)  (16.1%)  475,680 

300. Taxes on income for the period from continuing operations  (52,382)  (51,385) 997 1.9%   (118,812) 

340. (Profit) loss for the period/year attributable to minority interests  (8,303)  (6,415) 1,888 29.4%   (33,912) 

Profit (loss) for the period/year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 

before the Business Plan and other impacts 93,555 126,108  (32,553)  (25.8%)  322,956 

190. a) Redundancy expenses net of taxes and minority interests 17  (42,585) 42,602 n.s.  (89,413) 

190. b) Business Plan project expenses net of taxes and minority interests -                     (88)  (88)  (100.0%)   (145) 

210.

Depreciation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment net of taxes 

and minority interests -                    -                    -                    -  (295) 

350. Profit (loss) for the period/year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 93,572 83,435 10,137 12.1%  233,103 

Figures in thousands of euro

 

(*)  The components relating to the reversal of time value associated with the measurement of non-performing exposures, to interest recognised on a net basis on non-
performing loans, and also to the release of the time value of the PPA relating to loans resulting from the operation to acquire the New Banks in May 2017.  
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Reclassified consolidated quarterly income statements

2020

1
st

 Quarter
4

th
 Quarter

restated

3
rd

 Quarter

restated

2
nd

 Quarter

restated

1
st 

Quarter

restated

10.-20.-140. Net interest income 405,163 412,041 426,851 440,616 445,597      

of which: TLTRO II 10,111 11,100 12,695 12,502 12,391        

of which: IFRS 9 credit components 20,063 21,395 22,543 35,498 31,159        

of which: IFRS 9 contractual modifications without derecognition components  (8,803)  (11,867)  (2,979)  (5,281)  (5,156) 

70. Dividends and similar income 4,776 77 371 2,040 5,170          

Profits (losses) of equity-accounted investees 7,808 9,139 11,783 13,106 6,315          

40.-50. Net fee and commission income 420,483 446,256 402,569 411,998 400,936      

of which: performance fees 7,063 30,127 3,318 4,171 2,982          

80.+90.

+100.+110.

Net income (loss) from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and 

from assets/liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss 53,596 58,198  (8,998) 17,649 37,435        

160.+170. Net income from insurance operations 2,501 4,030 3,848 3,934 3,502          

230. Other net operating income/expense 19,269 18,797 23,938 19,075 21,662        

Operating income 913,596 948,538 860,362 908,418 920,617      

190. a) Staff costs  (354,975)  (355,469)  (351,754)  (355,993)  (364,434) 

190. b) Other administrative expenses  (181,402)  (162,670)  (187,198)  (175,161)  (186,031) 

of which: SRF and DGS contributions  (41,983)  (4,448)  (43,069)  (18,070)  (41,998) 

210.+220.

Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and 

equipment and intangible assets  (57,181)  (58,542)  (55,876)  (54,424)  (52,485) 

Operating expenses  (593,558)  (576,681)  (594,828)  (585,578)  (602,950) 

Net operating income 320,038 371,857 265,534 322,840 317,667 

130. Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to:  (157,114)  (210,487)  (140,233)  (263,375)  (130,003) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to banks  (181)  (344)  (243) 773  (49) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to customers  (155,616)  (208,167)  (138,687)  (263,016)  (128,568) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: securities 615  (1,355)  (335)  (277)  (487) 

130. b) - financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income  (1,932)  (621)  (968)  (855)  (899) 

200. a) Net provisions for risks and charges - commitments and guarantees granted  (942)  (1,936)  (33) 2,505  (562) 

200. b) Net provisions for risks and charges - other net provisions 909  (1,223)  (21,357) 1,238  (3,467) 

260.

Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and 

intangible assets  (8,718)  (39,386) -                  -                  -                  

250.+280. Profits (losses) from the disposal of equity investments 67 1,813 100 3,915 273             

290. Profit (loss) before tax from continuing operations 154,240 120,638 104,011 67,123 183,908 

300. Taxes on income for the period from continuing operations  (52,382)  (22,469)  (35,131)  (9,827)  (51,385) 

340. (Profit) loss for the period attributable to minority interests  (8,303)  (12,972)  (7,239)  (7,286)  (6,415) 

Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 

before the Business Plan and other impacts 93,555 85,197 61,641 50,010 126,108 

190. a) Redundancy expenses net of taxes and minority interests 17  (46,830) -                  2  (42,585) 

190. b) Business Plan project expenses net of taxes and minority interests -                   -                    (12)  (45)  (88) 

210.

Depreciation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment net of taxes 

and minority interests -                    (295) -                  -                  -                

350. Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 93,572 38,072 61,629 49,967 83,435 

Figures in thousands of euro

2019
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Figures in thousands of euro

Net interest income 405,163 445,597  (40,434)  (9.1%)  

of which: TLTRO II 10,111 12,391  (2,280)  (18.4%)  

of which: IFRS 9 credit components 20,063 31,159  (11,096)  (35.6%)  

of which: IFRS 9 contractual modifications without derecognition components (8,803)  (5,156) 3,647 70.7%  

Dividends and similar income 4,776 5,170  (394)  (7.6%)  

Profits (losses) of equity-accounted investees 7,808 6,315 1,493 23.6%  

Net fee and commission income 420,483 400,936 19,547 4.9%  

of which: performance fees 7,063 2,982 4,081 136.9%  

Net income (loss) from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and 

from assets/liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss 53,596 37,435 16,161 43.2%  

Net income from insurance operations 2,501 3,502  (1,001)  (28.6%)  

Other net operating income/expense 19,269 21,662  (2,393)  (11.0%)  

Operating income 913,596 920,617  (7,021)  (0.8%)  

Staff costs (354,975)  (364,434)  (9,459)  (2.6%)  

Other administrative expenses (181,402)  (186,031)  (4,629)  (2.5%)  

Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and 

equipment and intangible assets (57,181)  (52,485) 4,696 8.9%  

Operating expenses (593,558) (602,950)  (9,392)  (1.6%)  

Net operating income 320,038 317,667 2,371 0.7%  

Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to: (157,114) (130,003) 27,111 20.9%  

- financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to banks (181) (49) 132 n.s.

- financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to customers (155,616) (128,568) 27,048 21.0%  

- financial assets measured at amortised cost: securities 615 (487) 1,102 n.s.

- financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive

  income (1,932) (899) 1,033 114.9%  

Net provisions for risks and charges - commitments and guarantees granted (942) (562) 380 67.6%  

Net provisions for risks and charges - other net provisions 909 (3,467) 4,376 n.s.

Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and 

intangible assets -                    -                    -                 -                   

Profits (losses) from the disposal of equity investments -                    273                 (273)  (100.0%)  

Profit (loss) before tax from continuing operations 162,891 183,908  (21,017)  (11.4%)  

Taxes on income for the period from continuing operations (55,243) (51,385) 3,858 7.5%  

(Profit) loss for the period/year attributable to minority interests (8,303) (6,415) 1,888 29.4%  

Profit (loss) for the period/attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 99,345 126,108  (26,763)  (21.2%)  

Reclassified consolidated income statement net of the most 

significant non-recurring items

Change % change

1Q 2019

restated

net of non-

recurring items

1Q 2020

net of non-

recurring items
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2017-2020 

Business Plan

1Q 2020 1Q 2020
1Q 2019

restated

1Q 2019

restated

Figures in thousands of euro

net of non-

recurring items

net of non-

recurring items

Net interest income 405,163 405,163 445,597 445,597 

of which: TLTRO II 10,111 10,111 12,391 12,391 

of which: IFRS 9 credit components 20,063 20,063 31,159 31,159 

of which: IFRS 9 contractual modifications without derecognition components (8,803) (8,803) (5,156) (5,156) 

Dividends and similar income 4,776 4,776 5,170 5,170 

Profits (losses) of equity-accounted investees 7,808 7,808 6,315 6,315 

Net fee and commission income 420,483 420,483 400,936 400,936 

of which: performance fees 7,063 7,063 2,982 2,982 

Net income (loss) from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and from assets/liabilities measured at 

fair value through profit or loss 53,596 53,596 37,435 37,435 

Net income from insurance operations 2,501 2,501 3,502 3,502 

Other net operating income/expense 19,269 19,269 21,662 21,662 

Operating income 913,596 -                       -                      -                      913,596 920,617 -                      -                      920,617 

Staff costs (354,975) (354,975) (364,434) (364,434) 

Other administrative expenses (181,402) (181,402) (186,031) (186,031) 

Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment and intangible assets (57,181) (57,181) (52,485) (52,485) 

Operating expenses (593,558) -                       -                      -                      (593,558) (602,950) -                      -                      (602,950) 

Net operating income 320,038 -                       -                      -                      320,038 317,667 -                      -                      317,667 

Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to: (157,114) (157,114) (130,003) (130,003) 

- financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to banks (181) (181) (49) (49) 

- financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to customers (155,616) (155,616) (128,568) (128,568) 

- financial assets measured at amortised cost: securities 615 615 (487) (487) - financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive

  income (1,932) (1,932) (899) (899) 

Net provisions for risks and charges - commitments and guarantees granted (942) (942) (562) (562) 

Net provisions for risks and charges - other net provisions 909 909 (3,467) (3,467) 

Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets (8,718) 8,718 -                     -                    -                     

Profits (losses) from the disposal of equity investments 67 (67) -                     273 273                 

Profit (loss) before tax from continuing operations 154,240 -                       8,718               (67) 162,891 183,908 -                      -                      183,908 

Taxes on income for the period from continuing operations (52,382) (2,883) 22 (55,243) (51,385) (51,385) 

(Profit) loss for the period attributable to minority interests (8,303) (8,303) (6,415) (6,415) 

Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent before the Business Plan and 

other impacts 93,555 -                       5,835               (45) 99,345            126,108 -                      -                      126,108           

Redundancy expenses net of taxes and minority interests 17 (17) -                     (42,585) 42,585             -                     

Business Plan project expenses net of taxes and minority interests -                    -                     (88) 88 -                     

Depreciation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment net of taxes and minority interests -                    -                     -                    -                     

Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 93,572 (17) 5,835               (45) 99,345 83,435 42,585             88                    126,108 

Reclassified consolidated income statement net of the most significant non-recurring items: details

2017-2020 Business Plan

Redundancy 

expenses

Redundancy 

expenses

Business Plan 

project expenses

First time 

application of 

measurement of 

properties at fair 

value (pursuant 

to IAS 16)

Other items

Profits/losses 

from disposal of 

equity and other 

investments
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Reconciliation statement for the period ended 31
st
 March 2020

 RECLASSIFIED CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT 
1Q 2020 1Q 2020

 Figures in thousands of euro 

Mandatory 

consolidated 

financial 

statements

Tax 

recoveries

Depreciation 

for 

improvements 

to leased 

assets

Profit of equity-

accounted  

investees

Net income 

from 

insurance 

operations

Profits (losses) 

from contractual 

modifications 

without 

derecognition

2017-2020 BP 

redundancy 

expenses

Reclassified 

financial 

statements

10.-20.-140. Net interest income 426,547 (12,581) (8,803) 405,163 

of which: TLTRO II 10,111 10,111 

of which: IFRS 9 credit components 20,063 20,063 

of which: IFRS 9 contractual modifications without derecognition components -                      (8,803) (8,803) 

70. Dividends and similar income 4,961 (185) 4,776 

Profits (losses) of equity-accounted investees -                      7,808 7,808 

40.-50. Net fee and commission income 421,730 (1,247) 420,483 

80.+90.

+100.+110.

Net income (loss) from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and from 

assets/liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss 37,621 15,975 53,596 

160.+170. Net income from insurance operations 10,198 (7,697) 2,501 

230. Other net operating income/expense 67,594 (54,086) 26 5,735 19,269 

Operating income 968,651 (54,086) 26 7,808 -                 (8,803) -                   913,596 

190.a Staff costs (354,975) (354,975) 

190.b Other administrative expenses (235,488) 54,086 (181,402) 

210.+220.

Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and 

equipment and intangible assets (57,155) (26) (57,181) 

Operating expenses (647,618) 54,086      (26) -                   -                 -                       -                   (593,558) 

Net operating income 321,033 -               -                  7,808 -                 (8,803) -                   320,038 

130. Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to: (157,114) (157,114) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to banks (181) (181) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to customers (155,616) (155,616) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: securities 615 615 

 130. b) - financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income (1,932) (1,932) 

140. Profit (loss) from contractual modifications without derecognition (8,803) 8,803 -                      

200. a) Net provisions for risks and charges - commitments and guarantees granted (942) (942) 

200. b) Net provisions for risks and charges - other net provisions 909 909 

260.

Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and 

intangible assets (8,718) (8,718) 

250.+280. Profits (losses) from the disposal of equity investments 7,875 (7,808) 67 

290. Profit (loss) before tax from continuing operations 154,240 -               -                  -                   -                 -                       -                   154,240 

300. Taxes on income for the period from continuing operations (52,382) (52,382) 

340. (Profit) loss for the period attributable to minority interests (8,286) (17) (8,303) 

Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 

before the Business Plan and other impacts 93,572 -               -                  -                   -                 -                       (17) 93,555 

190. a) Redundancy expenses net of taxes and minority interests -                      17 17 

350. Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 93,572             -               -                  -                   -                 -                       -                   93,572 

 Items  

Reclassifications
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Reconciliation schedule for the period ended 31
st
 March 2019

 RECLASSIFIED CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT 1Q 2019

restated

1Q 2019

restated

 Figures in thousands of euro 

Mandatory 

consolidated 

financial 

statements

Tax 

recoveries

Depreciation 

for 

improvements 

to leased 

assets

Profit of equity-

accounted  

investees

Net income 

from 

insurance 

operations

Profits (losses) 

from contractual 

modifications 

without 

derecognition

2017-2020 BP 

redundancy 

expenses

2017-2020 BP 

project 

expenses 

Reclassified 

financial 

statements

10.-20.-140. Net interest income 463,222 (12,469) (5,156) 445,597 

of which: TLTRO II 12,391 12,391 

of which: IFRS 9 credit components 31,159 31,159 

of which: IFRS 9 contractual modifications without derecognition components -                      (5,156) (5,156) 

70. Dividends and similar income 5,333 (163) 5,170 

Profits (losses) of equity-accounted investees -                      6,315 6,315 

40.-50. Net fee and commission income 401,641 (705) 400,936 

80.+90.

+100.+110.

Net income (loss) from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and from 

assets/liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss 39,074 (1,639) 37,435 

160.+170. Net income from insurance operations (6,558) 10,060 3,502 

230. Other net operating income/expense 73,141 (56,427) 32 4,916 21,662 

Operating income 975,853 (56,427) 32 6,315 -                 (5,156) -                   -                  920,617 

190.a Staff costs (428,117) 63,683 (364,434) 

190.b Other administrative expenses (242,591) 56,427 133 (186,031) 

210.+220.

Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and 

equipment and intangible assets (52,453) (32) (52,485) 

Operating expenses (723,161) 56,427      (32) -                   -                 -                       63,683          133              (602,950) 

Net operating income 252,692 -               -                   6,315 -                 (5,156) 63,683 133              317,667 

130. Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to: (130,003) (130,003) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to banks (49) (49) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to customers (128,568) (128,568) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: securities (487) (487) 

 130. b) - financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income (899) (899) 

140. Profit (loss) from contractual modifications without derecognition (5,156) 5,156 -                      

200. a) Net provisions for risks and charges - commitments and guarantees granted (562) (562) 

200. b) Net provisions for risks and charges - other net provisions (3,467) (3,467) 

250.+280. Profits (losses) from the disposal of equity investments 6,588 (6,315) 273 

290. Profit (loss) before tax from continuing operations 120,092 -               -                   -                   -                 -                       63,683          133              183,908 

300. Taxes on income for the period from continuing operations (30,282) (21,060) (43) (51,385) 

340. (Profit) loss for the period attributable to minority interests (6,375) (38) (2) (6,415) 

Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 

before the Business Plan and other impacts 83,435 -               -                   -                   -                 -                       42,585          88                126,108 

190. a) Redundancy expenses net of taxes and minority interests -                      (42,585) (42,585) 

190. b) Business Plan project expenses net of taxes and minority interests -                      (88) (88) 

350. Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 83,435             -               -                   -                   -                 -                       -                   -                  83,435 

 Items  

Reclassifications

 
 

The reconciliation is different from that published in the Interim Financial Report as at and for the period ended 31st March 2019 because, as of the Interim Financial Report as at and for the period ended 30th June 2019, with 

a view to simplification, the line items “130. a) financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to customers subject to disposal" and “130. b) Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive 

income subject to disposal” have been reclassified within items “130. a) Financial assets measured and amortised cost: loans and advances to customers" and “130. b) Financial assets measured at fair value through other 
comprehensive income”.  
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Reconciliation statement for the year ended 31
st
 December 2019

 RECLASSIFIED CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT FY 2019

restated

FY 2019

restated

 Figures in thousands of euro 

Mandatory 

consolidated 

financial 

statements

Tax 

recoveries

Depreciation for 

improvements 

to leased 

assets

Profit of equity-

accounted  

investees

Net income 

from 

insurance 

operations

Profits (losses) 

from contractual 

modifications 

without 

derecognition

Impairment 

losses on real 

estate properties

2017-2020 BP 

redundancy 

expenses

2017-2020 BP 

project 

expenses 

Reclassified 

financial 

statements

10.-20.-140. Net interest income 1,802,511 (52,123) (25,283) 1,725,105 

of which: TLTRO II 48,688 48,688 

of which: IFRS 9 credit components 110,595 110,595 

of which: IFRS 9 contractual modifications without derecognition components -                      (25,283) (25,283) 

70. Dividends and similar income 8,514 (856) 7,658 

Profits (losses) of equity-accounted investees -                      40,343 40,343 

40.-50. Net fee and commission income 1,665,569 (3,810) 1,661,759 

80.+90.

+100.+110.

Net income (loss) from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and from 

assets/liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss 106,904 (2,620) 104,284 

160.+170. Net income from insurance operations (22,839) 38,153 15,314 

230. Other net operating income/expense 283,120 (221,022) 118 21,256 83,472 

Operating income 3,843,779 (221,022) 118 40,343 -                 (25,283) -                    -                   -                  3,637,935 

190.a Staff costs (1,561,333) 133,683 (1,427,650) 

190.b Other administrative expenses (932,301) 221,022 219 (711,060) 

210.+220.

Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and 

equipment and intangible assets (221,647) (118) 438 (221,327) 

Operating expenses (2,715,281) 221,022     (118) -                   -                 -                       438                   133,683        219              (2,360,037) 

Net operating income 1,128,498 -               -                    40,343 -                 (25,283) 438 133,683 219              1,277,898 

130. Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to: (744,098) (744,098) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to banks 137 137 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: loans and advances to customers (738,438) (738,438) 

130. a) - financial assets measured at amortised cost: securities (2,454) (2,454) 

 130. b) - financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income (3,343) (3,343) 

140. Profit (loss) from contractual modifications without derecognition (25,283) 25,283 -                      

200. a) Net provisions for risks and charges - commitments and guarantees granted (26) (26) 

200. b) Net provisions for risks and charges - other net provisions (24,809) (24,809) 

260.

Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and 

intangible assets (39,386) (39,386) 

250.+280. Profits (losses) from the disposal of equity investments 46,444 (40,343) 6,101 

290. Profit (loss) before tax from continuing operations 341,340 -               -                    -                   -                 -                       438                   133,683        219              475,680 

300. Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (74,389) (143) (44,209) (71) (118,812) 

340. (Profit) loss for the year attributable to minority interests (33,848) (61) (3) (33,912) 

Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent before 

the Business Plan and other impacts 233,103 -               -                    -                   -                 -                       295                   89,413          145              322,956 

190. a) Redundancy expenses net of taxes and minority interests -                      (89,413) (89,413) 

190. b) Business Plan project expenses net of taxes and minority interests -                      (145) (145) 

210.

Depreciation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment net of 

taxes and minority interests -                      (295) (295) 

350. Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 233,103           -               -                    -                   -                 -                       -                       -                   -                  233,103 

 Items  

Reclassifications
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The consolidated income statement 

The income statement figures commented on are based on the reclassified consolidated financial statements, the income 
statement and the income statement net of the most significant non-recurring items (in brief and detailed versions), 
contained in the relative section of this report. 
For a description of the changes made in preparing the reclassified statements, see both the explanatory notes that precede 
the statements themselves and the related reconciliations. The commentary examines the results for the first quarter of 
2020 compared with the same period in the previous year, and also for the last three months of 2019 (the latter commentary 
is in italics in slightly smaller print). The 2019 figures subject to restatement following the revaluation of real estate assets 
under IAS 40 are indicated in the commentary.  

The first quarter of the year ended with a net profit of €93.6 million, compared with €83.4 

million (restated figure) in the first quarter of 2019. This recorded growth of 12.1% 

notwithstanding the slowdown in business during the period as result of the uncertainty of the 
context associated with the Covid-19 health emergency which in the initial phase in March in 

particular hit Lombardy, the principal geographical area for the Group's business. 

In the fourth quarter of 2019 net profit was €38.1 million (restated figure), having recorded greater impairment 
losses on loans in relation to the disposals of non-performing exposures (concluded or being concluded) and 
also Business Plan expenses. 

Net of non-recurring items (€5.8 million over the three months), consisting primarily of the 

impact on the income statement of the first application of the fair value measurement of real 

estate assets1, normalised net profit for the period ended 31st March 2020 stood at €99.3 million 
compared with €126.1 million (restated figure) in March 2019, which incorporated €42.7 million 

of expenses relating to the 2017-2020 Business Plan, consisting almost entirely of redundancy 

expenses, and with €83.9 million euro in the fourth quarter of 2019. 

 

Ordinary activities gave rise to operating income of €913.6 million (€920.6 million in 2019), 
only a slight reduction (-0.8%) because the contraction in net interest income was almost totally 

offset by significant growth in fee and commission income and in the finance result.  

 

More specifically, net interest income amounted to €405.2 million, down 9.1% year-on-year. In 

detail: 

• business with customers generated net interest income of €370.3 million (down €38.8 million 
compared with the same period in 2019) which was affected by a reduction in interest income 

on loans and advances to customers as result of the decrease in average volumes of interest 

bearing loans (-€4.3 billion). This impact was partially cushioned by growth in the markup 

(+11 basis points2) as a result of the policy to safeguard spreads pursued by the Group. As 

shown in the table, interest income was also affected by a fall in interest on impaired financial 

assets, down to €43.4 million from €62.9 million in the comparative period, as a result of the 
decrease in total unlikely-to-pay exposures over the twelve month period.  

On the other hand, interest expense on amounts due to customers and debt securities issued 

was down by €2.9 million since the increase in average volumes (+€1.4 billion primarily 

attributable to short-term funding, because the increase in institutional funding for longer-

term business only partially offset retail maturities, both subordinated and other) was largely 
offset by the reduction in the markdown (-10 basis points). The spread therefore remained 

stable at 1.77% (+1 basis point over the twelve months). 

Substantial stability was recorded compared with the fourth quarter of 2019 (-€3.75 million) having 
recorded a decrease in average volumes of both lending and funding, although to different degrees (a 
greater decrease  in funding which reached -€2.1 million compared with -€0.4 billion for lending), with a 
markup still recording overall growth of 3 basis points and an almost stable markdown, which generated 
an improvement in the customer spread, up from 1.75% to 1.77%.  

• the securities portfolio generated net interest income of €36.8 million compared with €44.4 

million in the comparative period. The increase in average volumes in the Group's portfolios 

(+€2.1 billion) was offset, in terms of income, by the fall in yields on securities. Furthermore, 

increased costs (negative interest rates) amounting to €4.9 million on hedging derivatives, 

contributed to the trend for that margin.  

 
1  Reference is made to the “Explanatory Notes” to the Interim consolidated financial statements as at and for the period ended 31st 

March 2020 for a detailed account of the changeover to the new measurement criterion. 

2  The 1-month Euribor was -0.48% in the first quarter and -0.37% in the first quarter of 2019. 
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The decrease in the contribution made by the portfolio was even greater compared with the fourth quarter 
of 2019 (-€13.9 million), caused by a steeper fall in yields, but above all by greater negative interest on 
hedging derivatives.  

• interbank business recorded a negative balance of -€1.9 million, down significantly compared 

with -€7.9 million in the first three months of 2019, the result of action taken to invest 
liquidity from the withdrawable part of the compulsory reserve subject to a negative interest 

rate (i.e. on deposits that are six times greater than the mandatory amount of the reserve). 

The use of that liquidity to purchase securities made it possible to reduce the expense due to 

the central bank. Business with other banks generated less net interest expense. 

The decrease in the negative contribution is even greater compared with the fourth quarter when the 
balance was -€13 million due not only to a larger deposit on the withdrawable reserve (€8.8 billion at the 
end of 2019 compared with €5.8 billion in March 2020) but also due to higher net interest expense incurred 
from business with other banks. 

 

Interest income and similar: composition

Figures in thousands of euro

Debt 

securities
Financing

Other 

transactions
1Q 2020 1Q 2019

1.  Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss 234                 1,729              -                      1,963          2,986          

1.1 Financial assets held for trading 44                   -                       -                      44                58                

1.2 Financial assets designated at fair value -                      -                       -                      -                   -                   

1.3 Other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value 190                 1,729              -                      1,919          2,928          

2. Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive

    income 23,749           -                       X 23,749        29,537        

3. Financial assets measured at amortised cost 23,036           438,283         -                      461,319     496,248     

3.1 Loans and advances to banks 60                   1,774              X 1,834          1,839          

3.2 Loans and advances to customers 22,976           436,509         X 459,485     494,409     

4. Hedging derivatives X X  (12,813) (12,813)  (10,174) 

5. Other assets X X 6                     6                  75 

6. Financial liabilities X X X 11,368        14,641 

Total 47,019           440,012         (12,807) 485,592     533,313     

of which: interest income on impaired financial assets -                      -                      43,429        62,914        

of which: interest income on finance leases -                      -                      30,283        36,070        

Interest expense and similar: composition

Figures in thousands of euro
Borrowings Securities

Other 

transactions
1Q 2020 1Q 2019

1. Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost  (21,624)  (95,954) -                      (117,578)  (124,047) 

1.1 Due to central banks  (104) X X (104) -                 

1.2 Due to banks  (10,493) X X (10,493) (14,211) 

1.3 Due to customers  (11,027) X X (11,027) (14,443) 

1.4 Debt securities issued X  (95,954) X (95,954) (95,393) 

2. Financial liabilities held for trading  (2) -                      (2) (144) 

3. Financial liabilities designated at fair value -                      -                       -                      -                   -                   

4. Other liabilities and provisions X X  (17) (17) (7) 

5. Hedging derivatives X X 45,352 45,352 46,681 

6. Financial assets X X X (8,184) (10,199) 

Total  (21,624)  (95,956) 45,335  (80,429)  (87,716) 

of which: interest expense relating to lease debts  (1,812) -                       -                      (1,812) (2,042) 

405,163 445,597 Net interest income
 

 

2020

Figures in thousands of euro 1
st

 Quarter 4
th

 Quarter 3
rd

 Quarter 2
nd

 Quarter 1
st

 Quarter

Banking business with customers 370,294 374,049 385,947 399,452 409,126 

Financial activities 36,803 50,707 51,824 48,434 44,352 

Interbank business  (1,923)  (12,987)  (10,946)  (7,273)  (7,949) 

Other items  (11) 272 26 3 68 

Net interest income 405,163 412,041 426,851 440,616 445,597 

Quarterly contributions to net interest income

2019

 
 

Dividends of €4.8 million were received in the reporting period, of which €4.5 million related to 

Bank of Italy, while the balance on the item in 2019 was €5.2 million, with a contribution of an 

equal amount from the Bank of Italy shares. 
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Profits of equity-accounted investees3  amounted to €7.8 million (€6.3 million in the first quarter 
of 2019) and were comprised of €3.1 million from Zhong Ou (€2.2 million in the comparative 

quarter), €2.6 million from Lombarda Vita (€2.3 million) and €2.1 million from Aviva Vita (€1.8 

million). 

 

Net fee and commission income4 amounted to €420.5 million (+4.9% over twelve months). By 
type of business it is composed of: approximately €243 million (€225.5 million in 2019) from 

management, trading and advisory services5 (which included performance fees of €7.1 million 

and placement fees for Group funds and Sicav’s amounting to €37.7 million and upfront fees on 

life policies6 of €15 million), whereas €177.5 million relates to banking services (€175.4 million 

in the comparative period).  

 

Fee and commission income: composition Fee and commission expense: composition

Figures in thousands of euro
1Q 2020 1Q 2019

Figures in thousands of euro
1Q 2020 1Q 2019

a) guarantees granted 14,461       14,276      a) guarantees received  (11,409)  (7,730) 

c) management, trading and advisory services 269,611 250,383 c) management and trading services:  (24,545)  (22,726) 

1. trading in financial instruments 3,549 1,971 1. trading in financial instruments  (3,252)  (2,274) 

2. foreign exchange trading 2,113 2,121 2. foreign exchange trading  (1)  (1) 

3. portfolio management 105,351 94,833 3. portfolio management  (2,386)  (2,269) 

3.1. individual 16,664 16,439 3.2. delegated to third parties  (2,386)  (2,269) 

3.2. collective 88,687 78,394 4. custody and administration of securities  (1,810)  (1,566) 

4. custody and administration of securities 2,309 2,454 5. placement of financial instruments  (1,432)  (2,679) 

6. placement of securities 67,449 67,570 

7. receipt and transmission of orders 12,775 8,008  (15,664)  (13,937) 

8. advisory activities 2,018 2,256 d) collection and payment services  (13,197)  (14,336) 

8.1 on investments 2,018 2,256 e) other services  (11,375)  (10,215) 

9. distribution of third party services 74,047 71,170 

9.1. portfolio management 139 112 Total  (60,526)  (55,007) 

9.1.1. individual 139 112 

9.2. insurance products 67,595 64,115 

9.3. other products 6,313 6,943 

d) collection and payment services 42,829 42,990 

f) services for factoring transactions 3,203 3,368 

i) current account administration 70,302 58,299 

j) other services 80,603 86,627 

Total 481,009 455,943 Net fee and commission income 420,483 400,936 

6. financial instruments, products and services 

    distributed through indirect networks

 

 

In detail: 

• management, trading and advisory services mainly included contributions from portfolio 

management (€103 million compared with €92.6 million in 2019 as a result of greater 

volumes managed and greater performance fees), from securities placement amounting to 

€66 million (€64.9 million in the comparative period, which included €36.4 million of upfront 
fees relating to Sicav’s) and the distribution of third party services amounting to €74 million, 

of which €67.6 million on insurance products (€71.2 million in the first quarter of 2019, 

which had benefited from a contribution of €64.1 million from insurance products). 

Furthermore, an important contribution was also made by income from the receipt and 

transmission of orders (up to €12.8 million from €8 million previously).  

The comparison with the fourth quarter of 2019 (€252.9 million) shows a normal reduction because the 
largest part of performance fees are usually recognised in the last quarter of the year. Net of this the good 
performance of the main items is confirmed. In the fourth quarter, portfolio management had contributed 
€126.3 million (inclusive of €30.1 million of performance fees), securities placement contributed €59.2 
million (which includes upfront fees relating to Group Sicav’s amounting to €29.8 million), receipt of orders 
€8.6 million and the distribution of third party services contributed €70.2 million, of which €57.1 million 
relating to insurance products. With regard to insurance business, we report that compared with the last 

months of 2019 the increase in commission revenue received in the first quarter reflects both an increase 
in volumes managed and an improvement in profitability;  

 
3  The net profits of the companies were recognised within the item on the basis of the percentage held by the Group.  
4 The amounts are stated net of the respective fee and commission expense. 
5 The amount consists of management, trading and advisory services net of the corresponding expense items and is calculated excluding 

currency trading.  
6 Management accounting figure. 
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• ordinary banking business mainly comprises a contribution from other services amounting 
to €69.2 million (which includes €34.4 million for commitment fees) compared with €76.4 

million in the first quarter of 2019 (inclusive of €36.4 million relating to commitment fees), 

from current account administration amounting to €70.3 million (an increase compared with 

€58.3 million in the comparative period due to repricing action undertaken) and finally from 

collection and payment services amounting to €29.6 million (€28.7 million in 2019).  

An analysis by quarter shows a fall compared with the fourth quarter (€193.4 million), attributable 
primarily to the item “other services”, which had reached a total of €76 million and collection and payment 
services (€35.5 million). However, as already reported, the fourth quarter benefited from the customary 
seasonal factors connected with certain items that are recognised at the end of the year.  

 

Quarterly net fee and commission income

2020 2019

Figures in thousands of euro 1st Quarter 4
th

 Quarter 3
rd

 Quarter 2
nd

 Quarter 1
st

 Quarter

Management, trading and advisory services 242,954 252,882 217,204 230,734 225,537 

Banking services 177,529 193,374 185,365 181,264 175,399 

Net fee and commission income 420,483 446,256 402,569 411,998 400,936 
 

 

Financial activities generated a profit of €53.6 million over three months, an increase of €16.2 

million year-on-year (+43.2%). In detail: 

• trading (item 80) generated net income of €4 million (in line with +€3.6 million in the 

comparative period) resulting from the positive contribution from derivatives on debt 
securities and interest rates (+€2.9 million), from profits/losses on trading related to business 

in debt securities (+€9.8 million, related almost totally to investment certificates placed in 

December 2019), while negative contributions came from forex trading, generated mainly by 

corporate clients7 (-€4.5 million) and the net profit on equity securities and the relative 

derivatives(-€4.4 million).  

The +€3.6 million recorded in the first quarter of 2019 consisted of: + €5.3 million from 
derivatives on debt securities and interest rates; +€1.1 million from forex business with 

corporate clients; +€0.5 million from trading in debt securities; -€3.4 million from equity 

securities and the relative derivatives, which included a negative fair value change of €4 

million on options on the Group's equity investment portfolio; 

• hedging8 (item 90), which consists of the net change in the fair value of derivatives and the 

relative items hedged against the relative risk, generated a loss of €12.4 million, attributable 

primarily to changes in the fair value of hedges on assets (-€13.5 million) and on mortgages 

and loans in particular (a loss of €14.1 million), which was affected by the fall in market 

interest rates. On the other hand, the fair value movements in derivatives to hedge financial 
liabilities realised a gain of €1.1 million. 

A loss of €4.9 million was generated in the first quarter of 2019 attributable mainly to the 

negative effects of fair value changes which regarded both liabilities, but above all assets;  

• the disposal of assets and the repurchase of financial liabilities (item 100) recorded a profit 
of approximately €64.5 million of which approximately -€2.1 million from the purchase of 

own liabilities (bonds) from customers, +€66.5 million from the sale of financial assets 

measured at fair value through other comprehensive income (€60.1 million relating to Italian 

and foreign government securities and corporate bonds) and disposals of financial assets 

measured at amortised cost (€6.4 million of which almost all relating to bonds issued by 
banks). 

As at 31st March 2019 the balance on this item was +€12.2 million, of which €13.6 million 

was attributable to sales of Italian, United States, Spanish and Portuguese government 

securities classified within item 30 “Financial assets measured at fair value through other 

comprehensive income”, partially offset by losses on disposals of loans (bad loans and 

 
7 The Group does not enter into speculative positions and the results relate to business with customers and on own account generally 

balanced on the market. As a consequence, the items in question (line items 1.5, “Currency translation differences” and 3.1 “Currency 
and gold derivatives”) must be considered together as a whole. On the whole the items relate to the results of spot and forward currency 

trading by customers (transactions closed and/or existing) and also transactions on behalf of customers balanced operationally by 
UBI Banca on the market. The result for the "gold" component must be interpreted together with the positive impacts of item 110 on 

the fair value measurement of gold lending and the income from fair value changes in physical gold owned recognised within item 230 
“Other net operating income/expense”. 

8 As already reported, the UBI Banca Group has chosen to take the “opt-out” option and therefore to continue to apply IAS 39. 
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unlikely-to-pay exposures) amounting to €0.7 million and by the purchase of own liabilities 

from customers (bonds) for a further loss of €0.8 million; 

• net income from financial assets/liabilities measured at fair value through profit and loss 

(item 110) recorded a negative balance of €2.5 million due mainly to the depreciation of equity 

securities and shares of UCITS (-€12.3 million), partially offset by income generated from fair 
value movements in loans (+€4.2 million) and certificates placed in February 2020 (+€5.7 

million euro)9.  

The first quarter of 2019 ended with a profit of €26.5 million, comprised mainly of: €23.7 

million of net gains on fair value movements in equity securities, the largest of which, 

amounting to €17.7 million, related to the Nexi share (in view of its listing); of €4.2 million 

from fair value movements in UCITS; and of a loss of €1.4 million on fair value movements 
in loans.  

 
Net trading income (item 80)

Gains
Profits from 

trading
Losses

Losses from 

trading

Net income 

1Q 2020

Net income 

1Q 2019

Figures in thousands of euro (A) (B) (C) (D) [(A+B)-(C+D)] [(A+B)-(C+D)]

1. Financial assets held for trading 1,104 19,008  (1,672)  (1,507) 16,933 22,887 

1.1 Debt securities 992  579  (966)  (638)  (33)  (739) 

1.2 Equity securities 112  69  (693)  (243)  (755) 689 

1.3 Shares in UCITS -                  2  (13)  -                     (11) 77                   

1.4 Financing -                  -                     -                      -                     -                      -                      

1.5 Other -                  18,358  -                      (626)  17,732           22,860           

2. Financial liabilities held for trading 9,849         115                3-                     -                     9,961 1,213             

2.1 Debt securities 9,849         11  (3)  -                     9,857             1,213             

2.2 Payables -                  104                -                      -                     104                 -                      

2.3 Other -                  -                     -                      -                     -                      -                      

Financial assets and liabilities: exchange rate differences X X X X  (14,107)  (22,674) 

3. Derivative instruments 95,763 35,930  (90,838)  (41,448)  (593) 2,189 

3.1 Financial derivatives 95,763 27,808  (90,838)  (33,411) (678) 2,189             

- on debt securities and interest rates 82,792 18,550  (74,337)  (24,131) 2,874             5,296             

- on equities and share indexes 1,908 3,267  (5,484)  (3,339) (3,648)  (4,117) 

- on currencies and gold X X X X (8,179) 929 

- other 11,063 5,991  (11,017)  (5,941) 96                   81                  

3.2 Credit derivatives -                  8,122            -                       (8,037) 85                   -                      

of which: natural hedges related to the fair value option X X X X -                      -                      

Total 106,716 55,053  (92,513)  (42,955) 4,015 3,615 

Net hedging income (loss) (item 90)

Figures in thousands of euro 1Q 2020 1Q 2019

Net hedging income (loss)  (12,422)  (4,895) 

Profits (loss) from disposal/repurchase (item 100)

Figures in thousands of euro

Financial assets

1. Financial assets measured at amortised cost 8,446              (2,018) 6,428  (658) 

   1.1 Loans and advances to banks 6,581             -                  6,581 -                      

   1.2 Loans and advances to customers 1,865              (2,018)  (153)  (658) 2. Financial assets measured at fair value through other 

comprehensive

 income 62,230  (2,098) 60,132           13,568 

2.1 Debt securities 62,230  (2,098) 60,132 13,568 

2.2 Financing -                      -                     -                      -                      

70,676  (4,116) 66,560 12,910 

Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost

1. Due to banks -                      -                     -                      -                      

2. Due to customers -                      158 

3. Debt securities 48  (2,126)  (2,078)  (853) 

48  (2,126)  (2,078)  (695) 

Total (A) + (B) 70,724  (6,242) 64,482 12,215 

Figures in thousands of euro 1Q 2020 1Q 2019

 (2,479) 26,500 

53,596 37,435 

31.3.20191Q 2020

 Net income (loss) from financial assets and liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss 

Net income (loss) from trading, hedging and disposal/repurchase activities and from assets/liabilities 

measured at fair value through profit or loss

Total assets (A)

Total liabilities (B)

Net income (loss) from other financial assets and liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss (item 

110)

Profits Losses

 

 
9  Due to an accounting refinement, the result for certificates placed in 2020 has been recognised in item 110. 
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The table shows that the net result for financial activities in the first quarter of 2020 was in line with that for 
the fourth quarter of 2019 when value adjustments and transactions for the sale/contribution of non-
performing exposures had a significant effect. On the other hand, the quarter in question benefited from sales 
of securities made to seize market opportunities. 
 

Quarterly performance by financial activities

2 0 2 0 2019

Figures in thousands of euro 1
st

 Quarter 4
th

 Quarter 3
rd

 Quarter 2
nd

 Quarter 1
st

 Quarter

Net trading income (loss) 4,015 38,676  (11,262)  (2,553) 3,615            

Net hedging income (loss) (12,422) (1,812) (5,581) (3,141) (4,895) 

Total profit (loss) from asset disposals 66,560 (37,359) (2,862) 9,124 12,910 

Total profit (loss) from liability disposals (2,078) (1,889) (680) (660) (695) 

Profits (losses) from disposal or repurchase 64,482 (39,248) (3,542) 8,464 12,215 

Net income (loss) on financial assets/liabilities 

measured at fair value  (2,479) 60,582 11,387 14,879 26,500          

Net income 53,596 58,198 (8,998) 17,649 37,435 
 

 

Net income on insurance operations, relating to BancAssurance Popolari came to €2.5 million 

(€3.5 million in the first quarter of 2019 which, however, also included a contribution from 

BancAssurance Popolari Danni sold in May 2019). 

 

Other net operating income/expense  
amounted to €19.3 million (€21.7 

million in March 2019), the aggregate 

result of (i) income unchanged at €33.9 

million, of which €21.7 million relating 

to “other income and prior year income” 

which included €2.9 million of fast 
credit processing fees (€4.8 million in 

the comparative quarter) and (ii) 

expenses, which increased to €14.6 

million, attributable mainly to the item 

“other expenses and prior year 
expenses” (€11.7 million), which 

included a donation of €5 million to 

hospitals and research centres working 

directly on initiatives to contain the 

spread of the Coronavirus pandemic and to support victims and communities. Prior year 

expenses included €1.2 million in the first quarter of 2019 relating to an administrative fine10). 
For both income and expense, prior year items are the main cause of variability in the item as a 

whole, because they are the result of components that are heterogeneous and non-structural by 

nature. 

In quarterly terms, no significant changes were recorded (+€472 thousand), although the composition of the 
€18.8 million recognised in the fourth quarter of 2019 was comprised of income of €45.4 million, due to the 
high levels of contribution from the items (inclusive of prior year items), compared with expenses of €26.6 
million, affected by recognition within expenses relating to finance lease contracts of €8.4 million, as actual 
expenses arose when a second tranche of lease receivables was disposed of. 

 

Operating expenses totalled €593.6 million, of which approximately €355 million related to 

staff costs, €181.4 million to other administrative expenses (which included €42 million, the 
same amount as in the first quarter of 2019, as an estimate of the ordinary contribution to the 

Resolution Fund) and €57.2 million to depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on 

property, plant and equipment and intangible assets.  

Compared with the first three months of 2019, the item recorded a reduction of €9.4 million 

(-1.6%). 

The following is an analysis of the three components and the changes in them:  

 
10   See in this respect the sub-section “Inspections and legal proceedings” in the section “Other information”. 

Other net operating income and expenses

Figures in thousands of euro
1Q 2020 1Q 2019

Other operating income 33,874 34,272 

Recovery of expenses and other income on current accounts 3,168      3,667      

Recovery of insurance premiums 3,903      4,134      

Recoveries of taxes 54,086    56,427   

Rents and other income for property management 1,487      1,477      

Recovery of expenses on finance leasing contracts 3,571      3,917      

Other income and prior year income 21,745    21,077   

Reclassification of "tax recoveries"  (54,086)  (56,427) 

Other operating expenses  (14,605)  (12,610) 

Depreciation of leasehold improvements  (26)  (32) 

Costs relating to finance leasing contracts  (2,612)  (2,924) 

Expenses for public authority treasury contracts  (257)  (378) 

Other expenses and prior year expense  (11,736)  (9,308) 

 Reclassification of depreciation of leasehold improvements  26 32 

Total 19,269 21,662 
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• Staff costs, amounting to €355 

million, decreased by €9.5 million 
(-2.6%). The table shows a 

significant reduction in the item 

“wages and salaries” which reflects 

trends in staff numbers (down by 

624 in average terms) in light of 
departures relating to voluntary 

redundancy agreements. The 

synergies achieved were partly offset 

by natural growth in wages as a 

result of promotions and following a 

national trade union agreement 
increase triggered with effect from 1st 

January, 2020. 

The comparison with the fourth quarter of 
2019 shows substantial stability for the 
item (-€494 thousand). 

• other administrative expenses 
amounted to €181.4 million, down by 

€4.6 million year-on-year (-2.5%). In 
detail, the table shows savings on 

transport, moving and security 

services due to the absence of 

expenses incurred in 2019 for the 

“branch transformation” project and 
lower rent payable following the 

progressive purchase of properties 

originating from the merger of the 

former New Banks and a reduction in 

credit recovery expenses. 
A quarter-on-quarter comparison with the 
fourth quarter of 2019 shows a rise in 
expenses of €18.7 million. Net of the 
contribution to the Single Resolution Fund 
(SRF), which amounted to €4.4 million 
compared with approximately €42 million 
in the reporting period, a reduction of €23.3 
million would be recorded. It must also be 
underlined that greater project expenses 
were recognised at the end of 2019, 
especially in the IT and advisory spheres; 

• depreciation, amortisation and net 
impairment losses on property, plant 

and equipment and intangible assets 
amounted to €57.2 million compared 

with €52.5 million restated in 2019 (a 

benefit of €1.8 million due to the 

absence of depreciation on investment 

properties). The increase (+€4.7 

million) is attributable to greater depreciation and amortisation regarding IT, physical 

security and real estate items, in relation to the branch transformation project.  

The comparison with the fourth quarter of 2019 restated shows a decrease of €1.4 million. 

 

Staff costs: composition

Figures in thousands of euro
1Q 2020 1Q 2019

1) Employees  (352,671)  (361,779) 

    a) Wages and salaries  (251,146)  (256,183) 

    b) Social security charges  (68,235)  (69,293) 

    c) Post-employment benefits  (14,726)  (14,781) 

    d) Pension expenses  (24)  (20) 

e) Provision for post-employment benefits 23  (136) 

    f) Pensions and  similar obligations:  (225)  (240) 

       - defined contribution -                    -                    

       - defined benefit  (225)  (240) 

    g) payments to external supplementary pension

            plans:  (11,914)  (12,115) 

        - defined contribution  (11,914)  (12,090) 

        - defined benefit -                     (25) 

    i) other employee benefits  (6,424)  (9,011) 

2) Other staff in service  (143)  (319) 

    - other expenses  (143)  (319) 

3) Directors and statutory auditors  (2,161)  (2,336) 

Total  (354,975)  (364,434) 

Other administrative expenses: composition

Figures in thousands of euro
1Q 2020 1Q 2019

A. Other administrative expenses  (170,039)  (175,451) 

Rent of premises  (465)  (1,852) 

Professional and advisory services  (20,851)  (21,145) 

Rentals hardware, software and other assets  (6,311)  (6,902) 

Maintenance of hardware, software and other assets  (14,500)  (13,084) 

Tenancy of premises  (13,623)  (13,178) 

Property maintenance  (4,418)  (4,271) 

Counting, transport and management of valuables  (2,485)  (3,041) 

Membership fees  (46,516)  (46,107) 

Information services and land registry searches  (2,192)  (2,277) 

Books and periodicals  (317)  (267) 

Postal  (3,104)  (3,035) 

Insurance premiums  (7,272)  (7,231) 

Advertising  (4,631)  (5,387) 

Entertainment expenses  (182)  (219) 

Telephone and data transmission expenses  (12,651)  (12,947) 

Outsourced services  (14,715)  (12,951) 

Travel expenses  (3,376)  (3,913) 

Credit recovery expenses  (7,121)  (9,285) 

Forms, stationery and consumables  (670)  (1,751) 

Transport and removals  (843)  (1,673) 

Security  (2,506)  (3,445) 

Other expenses  (1,290)  (1,490) 

B. Indirect taxes  (11,363)  (10,580) 

Indirect taxes and duties  (3,663)  (3,207) 

Stamp duty  (50,910)  (51,637) 

Municipal property tax  (5,507)  (5,760) 

Other taxes  (5,369)  (6,403) 

Reclassification of "tax recoveries" 54,086 56,427 

Total  (181,402)  (186,031) 
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Quarterly operating expenses

2020

Figures in thousands of euro
1st Quarter 4

th
 Quarter 3

rd
 Quarter 2

nd
 Quarter 1

st
 Quarter

Staff costs                                                                                                      (a) (354,975)  (355,469)  (351,754)  (355,993)  (364,434) 

Other administrative expenses                                                         (b) (181,402)  (162,670)  (187,198)  (175,161)  (186,031) 

   of which: extraordinary non-recurring items (SRF) -                   -                       -                        (18,086) -                         

   of which: ordinary payments to the SRF and the DGS  (41,983)  (4,448)  (43,069) 16  (41,998) 

Other administrative expenses net of SRF and DGS payments (c)  (139,419)  (158,222)  (144,129)  (157,091)  (144,033) 

Net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment and 

intangible assets                                                            (d) (57,181)  (58,542)  (55,876)  (54,424)  (52,485) 

   of which: non-recurring items                                            (e) -                   -                   -                    (586) -                         

Operating expenses (a+b+d)  (593,558)  (576,681)  (594,828)  (585,578)  (602,950) 

Operating expenses net of non-recurring items and 

payments to the SRF and DGS (a+c+d-e)  (551,575)  (572,233)  (551,759)  (566,922)  (560,952) 

2019 restated

 
The line item “net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment and intangible assets” shows restated figures for 2019. 

 

The table reports a progressive reduction in total expenses with rises relating to seasonal factors.  

 

As a consequence of the performance described above, net operating income amounted to 

€320 million, a year-on-year increase of €2.4 million.  

Compared with €371.9 million in the fourth quarter of 2019, a decrease of approximately €52 million was 
recorded due to both lower income (mainly the result of the absence of performance fees recognised in the 
fourth quarter) and greater expenses (other administrative expenses due in particular to the recognition of an 
estimate of the SRF payment). 

 

A total of €155.2 million was recognised within item 130. a) net impairment losses for credit risk 
relating to financial assets measured at amortised cost of which €155.6 million related to loans 

to customers (€128.6 million in the first three months of 2019), which, as a percentage of total 

loans and advances to customers recognised within item 40. 2) of the reclassified financial 

statements, gave a loan loss rate of 0.73% annualised (0.59% in the first quarter of 2019). The 

table details the following in particular: 

• €615 thousand of reversals of impairment losses on debt securities (line items A. and B. in 

the table) compared with impairment losses of €487 thousand in the comparative quarter; 

• €181 thousand of net impairment losses on loans and advances to banks attributable almost 

entirely to the Parent (€49 thousand in the comparative period); 

• €155.6 million of net impairment losses on loans and advances to customers.  

The item is the aggregate result of €155.7 million of specific impairment losses on exposures 

classified in stage three (€128.6 million in the first quarter of 2019) and €59 thousand of 

reversals on exposures classified in stages one and two (impairment loss of €2.2 million in 

the corresponding period). A total of approximately €50 million of additional impairment 

losses were recognised in connection with the Covid-19 emergency.  
As concerns positions classified in stage three, the context led to the recognition of over €38 

million of additional impairment losses, which regarded the unlikely-to-pay category and 

those production sectors expected to be impacted most (retail commerce, transport, 

hospitality and catering services, textiles and clothing, car hire, travel agencies, company 

support services, etc.), with average coverage for these sectors rising to approximately 35%. 
With regard to positions classified in stages one and two, the Bank adopted a prudential 

approach to the methodology for the definition of forward-looking parameters and in 

compliance with European Central Bank recommendations of 20th March and 1st April 2020, 

it gave weight to past events, current conditions and future forecasts and avoided giving 

excessive importance to procyclical factors, attributing greater importance to medium-term 

projections, but at the same time ensuring that the effects of the ongoing crisis were 
incorporated. At the same time, the decrease in volumes of business and the continuous 

improvement in indicators (an increase in low risk exposures and a reduction in high and 

medium-risk exposures) essentially compensated for the greater impairment losses 

recognised as a function of developments in the context. 
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Transactions/Components of income

Figures in thousands of euro

Stages one 

and two

Stage three Stages one 

and two

Stage three

A. Loans and advances to banks  (182) 1                        (181)  (226) -                         (226) 

 - Financing  (182) 1                        (181)  (49) -                         (49) 

 - Debt securities -                      -                         -                         (177) -                         (177) of which: purchased or originated credit-

impaired loans -                      -                         -                        -                        -                         -                        

B. Loans and advances to customers 674  (155,675) (155,001)  (2,507)  (126,371) (128,878) 

 - Financing 59  (155,675) (155,616) (2,197) (126,371) (128,568) 

 - Debt securities 615 -                         615 (310) -                         (310) of which: purchased or originated credit-

impaired loans -                         -                         -                        -                        -                         -                         

Total 492  (155,674)  (155,182)  (2,733)  (126,371)  (129,104) 

Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to financial assets measured at amortised cost

Impairment / Reversals

1Q 2020

Impairment / Reversals

1Q 2019

 
 

A quarter-on-quarter analysis shows a decrease in total net impairment losses compared with €209.9 million 
recorded in the fourth quarter which incorporated both provisioning for the residential mortgage securitisation 
concluded in mid-December (already partially recognised in the second and third quarters of 2019) and those 
relating to the effects of value adjustments calculated on the basis of the information available, related to the 
probability of the sale of a portfolio of bad loans to small to medium-sized businesses.  

 
 

 

Transactions / 

Components of income

Stages 

one and 

two

Stage 

three

Stages 

one and 

two

Stage

three

Stages 

one and 

two

Stage

three

Stages 

one and 

two

Stage

three

Figures in thousands of euro

A. Loans and advances to banks (226) -                 (226) 484 -                484 (260) -                (260) (440) -                (440) 

 - Financing  (49) -                 (49) 773 -                773 (243) -                (243) (344) -                (344) 

 - Debt securities  (177) -                 (177)  (289) -                (289) (17) -                (17) (96) -                (96) 

of which: purchased or 

originated -              -                 -                -              -                -                -              -               -                 -              -               -                

B. Loans and advances to customers (2,507)  (126,371) (128,878)  (15,047)  (247,957)  (263,004) 17,315 (156,320) (139,005) 22,524 (231,950) (209,426) 

 - Financing  (2,197)  (126,371) (128,568)  (15,059)  (247,957) (263,016) 17,633 (156,320) (138,687) 23,783 (231,950) (208,167) 

 - Debt securities  (310) -                 (310) 12 -                12 (318) -                (318) (1,259) -                (1,259) 

of which: purchased or 

originated -              -                 -                -              -                -                -              -                -                 -              -                -                 

Total  (2,733)  (126,371)  (129,104)  (14,563)  (247,957)  (262,520) 17,055 (156,320)  (139,265) 22,084 (231,950)  (209,866) 

Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to financial assets measured at amortised cost - quarterly changes 2019

Impairment / 

Reversals

2Q 2019

Impairment / 

Reversals

3Q 2019

Impairment / 

Reversals

4Q  2019

Impairment / 

Reversals

1Q 2019

 
 

Item 130. b) – net impairment losses for credit risk relating to financial assets measured at fair 
value through other comprehensive income includes net adjustments of expected credit losses 
related to debt securities recognised within item 30 of the consolidated balance sheet (inclusive 

also of net impairment losses on performing securities purchased in the period which, in 

accordance with IFRS 9, require immediate recognition of the expected loss). A negative balance 

of €1.9 million was recorded for this item in the quarter, attributable almost entirely to the 

Parent and consisting in particular of €1.1 million for corporate bonds and the remainder for 

Italian and foreign government securities, up from -€0.9 million recognised in the first three 
months of 2019.  
Net impairment losses of €0.6 billion were recognised in the fourth quarter of 2019 attributable totally to the 
Parent. 

Transactions/Components of income

Figures in thousands of euro

Stages one 

and two
Stage three

Stages one 

and two
Stage three

A. Debt securities (1,932)  -                       (1,932) (899)  -                       (899) 

B. Financing -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       

 - To customers -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       

 - To banks -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       

of w hich: f inancial assets purchased

                 or originated credit impaired -                       -                       -                      -                      -                      -                      

Total  (1,932) -                        (1,932)  (899) -                        (899) 

Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to financial assets measured at fair value through other 

comprehensive income

Impairment / Reversals 

1Q 20191Q 2020

Impairment / Reversals 
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The income statement for the first 

quarter of 2020 also recorded net 
provisions for risks and charges of €33 

thousand.  

With regard to credit risk, net 

impairment losses of €942 thousand 

were recognised compared with -€562 

thousand in the first quarter of 2019. On 
the other hand, with regard to other 

provisions for risks and charges, net 

reversals of €909 thousand were 

recognised (compared with provisions 

amounting to €3.5 million in March 2019), the result of the release of a provision for €5 million 

by the Parent (the item “other”). 

In the fourth quarter of 2019 net provisions of €3.2 million were recognised. Following the conclusion in 
December of the second phase of the disposal of UBI Leasing receivables, this item included the release of 
approximately €10 million with the reclassification at the same time of most of the expense into item 230 
“Other operating income and expenses”, partly offset by the estimate for risks and charges made by a Group 
company in view of recent regulatory guidance.  

 

During the quarter an expense of €8.7 million was recognised in the item net income (loss) from 
fair value change in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets in relation to the 
writedown of real estate properties for operational use (pursuant to IAS 16) of properties 

belonging to UBI Banca and BPB Immobiliare, in application of the new criterion for the 

management of the Group's real estate assets. 
 

The consolidated income statement also contained net profit from the disposal of equity and other 
investments amounting to €67 thousand belonging to BPB Immobiliare, compared with €273 

thousand in the first quarter of 2019, of which €229 thousand belonging to the Parent (relating 

almost entirely to the sale of properties) and with €1.8 million in the fourth quarter of 2019.  
 

As a result of the performance described above, profit before tax from continuing operations 

was €154.2 million, down from €183.9 million (restated figure) in the comparative quarter 

compared with €120.6 million (restated figure) earned in the last three months of 2019.  
 

Taxes on income for the period from continuing operations amounted to €52.4 million (a restated 

figure of €51.4 million in the first quarter of 2019, reduced by €582 thousand by the fair value 

measurement of real estate assets) to give a tax rate of 33.96% (27.94% in the first three months 
of 2019). 

The difference between the effective and the theoretical tax rate (33.07%) is mainly due to the 

non-deductibility of losses on and impairment of FVTPL securities, the non-deductibility of 

provisions for IRES (corporate income tax) purposes and the partial non-deductibility of other 

administrative expenses and depreciation, amortisation and impairment losses on property, 

plant and equipment and intangible assets for IRAP (local production tax) purposes. 
These negative effects were almost entirely offset by the benefits resulting from the positive 

valuation of FVTPL equity securities and equity investments according to the equity criterion, 

not relevant for tax purposes, and also from the positive effect of the Aiuto alla crescita economica 

(ACE – “aid to economic growth”) concession that accrued in the reporting period. 

In 2019 the tax burden benefited primarily (by five percentage points approx.) from the positive 

valuation of FVTPL equity securities and equity investments according to the equity criterion, 
not relevant for tax purposes.  
 

As a result of the performance of Group banks and companies, profit for the period attributable 
to minority interests (inclusive of the effects of consolidation entries) rose to €8.3 million from 

€6.4 million recognised in the same period of the previous year.  
 

Finally, the following were stated under separate items (normalised) net of tax and minority 

interests: 
▪ expenses relating to redundancy schemes which contain income of €17 thousand (minority interests). 

This was a marginal realignment of by-name provisions recognised by the Group relating to the first 
250 applications received under the Trade Union Accord of 14th January 2020. 

On the other hand, the following items were stated in the first quarter of 2019: 
▪ redundancy scheme expenses of €42.6 million (net of taxes of €21.1 million and minority interests of 

€38 thousand); 
▪ Business Plan project expenses of €88 thousand (net of taxes of €43 thousand and minority interests of 

€2 thousand). 

Net provisions for risks and charges

Figures in thousands of euro
1Q 2020 1Q 2019

Net provisions for credit risk relating to loan 

commitments and guarantees granted (942)  (562)  

Net provisions for other risks and charges 909  (3,467)  

for revocation (clawback) risks (1,624)  (24)  

staff costs -                    - 

for bonds in default (106)  (63)  

for litigation (2,266)  (3,384)  

other 4,905  4  

Total (33)  (4,029)  
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The comments that follow are based on items in the consolidated balance sheet contained in the reclassified 
consolidated financial statements on which the relative tables furnishing details are also based. The section 

“Consolidated companies: the principal figures” may be consulted for information on UBI Banca and other Group 
companies. 

 

 

 

General banking business with customers: 
funding 

Total banking funding 

Total banking funding from customers

amount % amount %

Direct banking funding 94,048,596    50.5% 95,513,706    48.5% -1,465,110 -1.5% 95,855,254    48.7% 94,787,453    48.8% 93,633,045    48.7% 415,551 0.4% 

Indirect funding 92,244,042 49.5% 101,452,337 51.5% -9,208,295 -9.1% 101,060,399 51.3% 99,459,583 51.2% 98,765,473 51.3% -6,521,431 -6.6% 

of which: assets under 

management 68,297,353 36.7% 73,091,588 37.1% -4,794,235 -6.6% 71,580,055 36.4% 70,206,651 36.1% 69,016,848 35.9% -719,495 -1.0% 

Total banking funding 186,292,638 100.0% 196,966,043 100.0% -10,673,405 -5.4% 196,915,653 100.0% 194,247,036 100.0% 192,398,518 100.0% -6,105,880 -3.2%

Total banking funding net of 

institutional funding 167,786,167 178,328,566 -10,542,399 -5.9% 177,843,338 176,083,736 174,511,723 -6,725,556 -3.9% 

Changes A/E

Figures in thousands of euro

31.3.2019

E
%

30.6.2019

D
%

30.9.2019

C
%

31.12.2019

B
%

31.3.2020

A
% 

Changes A/B

 
The details of total banking funding, net of institutional funding, from captive customers of the Group, previously published, have now been omitted as of this 

financial report. As a result of the very small stock of outstanding bonds issued by the former Centrobanca (following the maturities that have occurred), the 

aggregate "Total banking funding net of institutional funding" can now be deemed almost totally attributable to captive customers of the Group.  

 
 

The Group's total banking funding, consisting of total amounts administered on behalf of 

customers, totalled €186.3 billion as at 31st March 2020, down compared with both 

approximately €197 billion in December and €192.4 billion in March 2019. 

As shown in the table, this downward trend is also seen net of institutional components with 
funding of €167.8 billion, recording a decline of €10.5 billion over three months and of €6.7 
billion over twelve months. 
 

The overall performance of the item over the three months was affected by the negative trend 
for direct funding, but above all by that for indirect funding and assets under management in 

particular, penalised by negative market effects caused by the global pandemic that exploded 

in the period.  

 

The year-on-year trend for total funding recorded a decline of €6.1 billion, the aggregate result 
of a decrease since January 2020, which wiped out the positive performance of the previous 

three months. Within the item however the two components recorded opposing trends with 

moderate growth for direct funding (+€0.4 billion) compared with a contraction for indirect 

funding (-€6.5 billion). 

 

 
 

Direct banking funding 

In the sector as whole, the direct funding of Italian banks was stable over the quarter. No significant retail 
and institutional placements were made. Deposits remained almost unchanged and the amount for bonds 
issued and held by households fell further. 
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In this context, with regard to institutional funding policies, in the first days of January UBI Banca 
successfully completed its first Additional Tier 1 issuance ("Non-Cumulative temporary write-down deeply 
subordinated fixed rate resettable notes") for a total of €400 million nominal1, thereby completing an 
important funding plan implemented over the course of 2019, as a result of which the low level of maturities 
in 2020 may be viewed relatively without concern.  
At the same time less recourse to the retail market further reduced the stock of bonds placed with ordinary 
customers, down to €4.6 billion, the lowest level of recent years. 

Owing to the implementation of the funding plan laid out above, the Group has already exceeded its 
expected total and subordinated MREL (Minimum Requirement for own funds and Eligible Liabilities) since 
September 2019. These will enter into force in June 2020. 

 

 
Direct banking funding from customers

Figures in thousands of euro amount % amount %

Current accounts and sight deposits 67,954,749 72.3% 69,044,286 72.3% -1,089,537 -1.6% 65,659,436 70.1% 2,295,313 3.5% 

Term deposits 607,909 0.6% 668,085 0.7% -60,176 -9.0% 873,212 0.9% -265,303 -30.4% 

Financing 1,310,578        1.4% 1,240,323        1.3% 70,255 5.7% 1,771,360     1.9% -460,782 -26.0% 

- repurchase agreements 815,608 0.9% 881,816 0.9% -66,208 -7.5% 1,482,525 1.6% -666,917 -45.0% 

  of which: repos with the CCG 777,023           0.8% 850,609           0.9% -73,586 -8.7% 1,448,333     1.5% -671,310 -46.4% 

- other 494,970           0.5% 358,507           0.4% 136,463 38.1% 288,835        0.3% 206,135 71.4% 

Lease liabilities 382,558            0.4% 388,990            0.4% -6,432 -1.7% 403,397         0.5% -20,839 -5.2% 

Other payables 1,339,316        1.4% 1,322,246        1.4% 17,070 1.3% 1,122,998     1.2% 216,318 19.3% 

of which: measured at fair value (*) 159,414           0.2% 86,675             0.1% 72,739 83.9% -                      -             159,414 -               

Total amounts due to customers 

[Liability item 10. b) + part of Liability item 20 in the Reclassified 

Consolidated Balance Sheet] 71,595,110 76.1% 72,663,930 76.1% -1,068,820 -1.5% 69,830,403 74.6% 1,764,707 2.5% 

Bonds 22,371,668 23.8% 22,717,564 23.8% -345,896 -1.5% 23,527,824 25.1% -1,156,156 -4.9% 

Certificates of deposit 81,818              0.1% 132,212            0.1% -50,394 -38.1% 274,818         0.3% -193,000 -70.2% 

Total debt securities issued (**) 

 [Liability item 10. c) in the Reclassified Consolidated Balance 

Sheet] 22,453,486 23.9% 22,849,776 23.9% -396,290 -1.7% 23,802,642 25.4% -1,349,156 -5.7% 

of which:

securities subscribed by institutional customers: (***) 17,729,448      18.9% 17,786,868      18.7% -57,420 -0.3% 16,438,462   17.5% 1,290,986 7.9% 

EMTN Programme  (****) 7,188,790 7.7% 7,214,900 7.6% -26,110 -0.4% 3,416,983 3.6% 3,771,807 110.4% 

The covered bond programme 10,540,658 11.2% 10,571,968 11.1% -31,310 -0.3% 11,516,945 12.3% -976,287 -8.5% 

Covered Bond Repos -                         -                  -                         -                  -                      -               1,504,534 1.6% -1,504,534 -100.0% 

securities subscribed by ordinary customers: 4,724,038        5.0% 5,062,908        5.3% -338,870 -6.7% 7,364,180     7.9% -2,640,142 -35.9% 

of the Group:

- Certificates of deposit 81,818 0.1% 132,212 0.1% -50,394 -38.1% 274,818 0.3% -193,000 -70.2% 

- Bonds 4,641,386 4.9% 4,929,871 5.2% -288,485 -5.9% 7,088,122 7.6% -2,446,736 -34.5% 

external distribution networks:

- Former Centrobanca Bonds 834 0.0% 825 0.0% 9 1.1% 1,240 0.0% -406 -32.7% 

Total direct funding 94,048,596 100.0% 95,513,706 100.0% -1,465,110 -1.5% 93,633,045 100.0% 415,551 0.4% 

Amounts due to customers net of institutional funding 70,818,087     71,813,321     -995,234 -1.4% 68,382,070  2,436,017 3.6% 

Total direct funding net of institutional funding 75,542,125     76,876,229     -1,334,104 -1.7% 75,746,250  -204,125 -0.3% 

31.3.2020

A
% 

31.3.2019

C
%

Changes A/C31.12.2019

B
%

Changes A/B

 

(*) As at 31st March 2020, €76.6 million of these amounts were recognised within item 20 “Financial liabilities held for trading” (€86.7 million as at 

31stDecember 2019) and €82.8 million was recognised within item 30 "Financial assets designated at fair value" in the consolidated balance sheet. 

(**) Within the total, subordinated securities, consisting of Lower Tier 2 issues, amounted to €2,113 million as at 31st March 2020 (consisting of four 

EMTNs), to €2,115 million as at 31st December 2019 (consisting of four EMTNs), and to €2,573 million as at 31st March 2019 (of which €1,800 million 

consisting of three EMTNs). 

(***) The securities subscribed by institutional customers as at 31st March 2020 do not include €400 million nominal of the Additional Tier 1 issue because 

they are classified as equity instruments and are therefore recognised within item 140 “Equity instruments” in the consolidated balance sheet. 

(****) The corresponding nominal amounts were €7,067 million as at 31st March 2020 (of which €2,050 million nominal subordinated), €7,110 million as at 
31st December 2019 (of which €2,050 million nominal subordinated) and €3,343 million as at 31st March 2019 (of which €1,750 million nominal 

subordinated). 

 

 
1  This issuance, aimed at institutional investors and at optimising capital structure, was launched and successfully closed on 13th 

January 2020. Thanks to robust market demand (orders were received for over €6 billion), the Bank was able to lower the coupon, 
which was set at 5.875% for the first five and a half years. In terms of the execution of the operation, the prompt opening of the 

books allowed orders also to be received from Asian investors who are not normally seen in great numbers for the subscription of the 
Bank’s instruments. On conclusion of the offer the securities were allotted as follows: 

- by type of investor: funds (66%), banks (16%), hedge funds (10%), pension and insurance funds (5 %), others (3%); 
- by country: United Kingdom and Ireland (29%), France (18%), Germany and Austria (10%), Switzerland (10%), Italy (8%), Asia 

(7%), Iberia (5%), Benelux (5%), Scandinavia (4%), others (4%). 
The securities are perpetual and can be called by the issuer, subject to compliance with the applicable regulatory requirements, 

starting on 20th January 2025 until 20th June 2025 and subsequently on each coupon payment date. 
If the early redemption option is not exercised by 20th June 2025, a new fixed-rate coupon will be set, which will then be valid for five 

years. Thereafter, the coupon will be redetermined at five-year intervals. In compliance with regulatory requirements, payment of the 
coupons is fully discretionary. The 5.125% Common Equity Tier 1 Capital (CET1) trigger means that if UBI Banca’s CET1 ratio falls 

below that level, then the nominal value of the securities is temporarily reduced by an amount needed to restore that level. 
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As at 31st March 2020 the UBI Banca Group’s direct banking funding from customers 

amounted to €94 billion, down by €1.5 billion compared with €95.5 million in December, but 

up €0.4 billion compared with €93.6 billion in March 2019. 

The quarter-on-quarter performance was determined mainly by a fall in debt and in current 

accounts and sight deposits held by corporate clients in particular. With an overall total of 

almost €68 billion, funding from current accounts and sight deposits was not only once again 
the main form of funding for the Group, accounting for over 72% of direct banking funding 

from customers, but it also continued to record a positive year-on-year trend (+€2.3 billion 

compared with March 2019). It does in fact reflect a strong and persistent preference for 

liquidity by customers, also related to fears over the health emergency. 

 
 

Amounts due to customers amounting to €71.6 billion (€72.7 billion in December and €69.8 

billion in March 2019) were mainly composed as follows: 

• current accounts and sight deposits of approximately €68 billion (€69 billion in December, 

and €65.7 billion a year before). The total declined over three months as a consequence of a 
targeted policy to reduce the corporate component with a view to reducing expenses on 

reserves held with the ECB. However, it continues to benefit from cash investment 

decisions by customers in an environment of permanent uncertainty featuring near-zero 

returns and high market volatility; 

• term deposits of €608 million (€668 million in December and €873 million in March 2019), 
originated almost entirely by the New Banks, are reducing progressively as they are no 

longer subject to renewal on maturity; 

• repurchase agreements with the Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia (a central counterparty 

clearing house) of €777 million (€851 million at year-end and €1.4 billion at the end of the 

first quarter of 2019), used to optimise liquidity management partly with a view to 

supporting net interest income. By contrast, repurchase agreements with customers 

continue to remain wholly marginal, amounting to €39 million in March (€31 million in 

December and €34 million in March 2019);  

• “financing – other” amounting to €495 million (€359 million at year-end 2019 and €289 

million in March 2019), inclusive of funds of approximately €470 million (€333 million in 

December and approximately €251 million a year before), made available to UBI Banca by 

the Cassa Depositi e Prestiti (CDP – a lending and deposit institution under public control) 

as part of intervention to support SMEs. In the first quarter of 2020, UBI Banca benefited 

from new funding amounting to €135 million;  

• lease liabilities amounting to €383 million (€389 million in December and €403 million in 

the first quarter of 2019), recognised following the application of IFRS 16 “Leases” which 

replaced IAS 17 “Leases” and the relative interpretations as of 1st January 2019; 

• other payables amounting to €1.3 billion (€1.3 billion in December and €1.1 billion in 

March 2019): the item includes €159 million (approximately €87 million at the end of 2019) 

of investment certificates2 – issued for the first time in December 2019 – which represent an 
alternative form of funding to bonds. The increase in the period resulted from new 

issuances made in January 2020.  

 

Debt securities issued, amounting to €22.4 billion (€22.8 billion in December and €23.8 

billion in March 2019), were composed as follows: 

- bonds amounted to approximately €22.4 billion, down by €346 billion on year-end and by 

€1.2 million over twelve months. This performance was the result of the combined effect of 

opposing trends for the institutional component, which rose significantly following 
substantial issuances made in 2019 (+7.9% year-on-year and +110.4% in particular for 

EMTNs), compared with bonds placed with retail customers, for which the total continued to 

be affected by the failure to renew on maturity (-6.7% over three months; -35.9% since 

March 2019);  

 
2  Investment certificates are securitised derivative financial instruments issued by banks and tradeable on the main regulated 

markets. These certificates replicate – with or without leverage – the performance of the underlying asset (shares, equity indices, 
shares of mutual investment funds, commodities futures and foreign exchange rates, considered individually or grouped into 

baskets). 
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- certificates of deposit amounting to €82 million, consisting almost entirely of instruments 

held by customers of the New Banks, which have reduced progressively compared with €132 

million in December and with €275 million a year before because they are no longer renewed 

when they reach maturity. 

 

In terms of type of customer, FUNDING IN SECURITIES FROM INSTITUTIONAL CUSTOMERS was 

composed as follows: 

• Euro Medium Term Notes (EMTNs) amounting to approximately €7.2 billion (more or less 

unchanged since December and up €3.8 billion since March 2019), listed in Dublin and 

issued by UBI Banca as part of a programme for a maximum issuance of €15 billion. 

At the end of January UBI Banca made two puttable private placements under that 

programme for €50 million nominal each with a maturity of two years. These were placed 
against maturities of €143 million nominal. 

It should be noted that the figures shown in the table also incorporate the effects of 

accounting adjustments on the securities; 

• covered bonds of €10.5 billion (stable over three months and down €976 million over twelve 

months). The amount recognised relates to issues outstanding under the first programme, 
backed by residential mortgages up to a maximum of €15 billion. These consist of 13 

covered bond issues for €10,057 million nominal (unchanged at the date of this financial 

report).3 The notes are listed in Ireland, on the Euronext Dublin exchange. 

During the quarter UBI Banca made no changes under the first programme and therefore 

the changes in the table are caused exclusively by accounting adjustments on the 

securities. 

As at 31st March 2020 the residential mortgage asset pool formed at UBI Finance to back the issuances 
– in terms of the remaining principal – amounted to €15.2 billion, of which 99.15% originated by UBI 
Banca and 0.85% by IW Bank. 
The portfolio continued to show a high degree of fragmentation, including over 202 thousand mortgages 
with average residual debt of €75 thousand, distributed with approximately 63.04% in North Italy and 
in Lombardy especially (44.76% of the total). 
With effect from March 2020 UBI Banca had repurchased bad loans for a total of €98.9 million. 

 
As already reported, UBI Banca also has a second programme operational with a ceiling of 

€5 billion, backed by commercial mortgages and by residential mortgages not used in the 

first programme. So far the programme, listed on the Dublin stock exchange, has only been 

used for self-retained issuances4. 

At the end of March, the commercial and residential mortgage asset pool formed at UBI Finance CB 2 to 
back the issuances – in terms of remaining principal – amounted to €2.5 billion, of which 99.45% 
originated by UBI Banca and 0.55% by IW Bank. 
The portfolio included over 26.7 thousand mortgages with average remaining debt of €95.7 thousand, 
distributed, as for the first programme, with a high concentration in North Italy (60.08%) and in 
Lombardy especially (40.95% of the total). 
With effect from March 2020 UBI Banca repurchased bad loans for a total of €155 million. 

 

At the end of the quarter FUNDING IN SECURITIES FROM ORDINARY CUSTOMERS decreased to €4.7 

billion (-€339 million in the quarter and -€2.6 billion year-on-year), 98.3% of which were 

comprised of bonds. The item included: 

- bonds issued by UBI Banca amounting to €4.6 billion (-€288 million over three months and 

-€2.4 billion over twelve months). The Bank made issuances amounting to €23 million 
nominal in the period compared with maturities of €203 million nominal and repurchases 

of €105 million nominal;  

 
3 Five self-retained issuances were made under the same programme for €3,500 million nominal, one for €500 million carried out in 

December 2015, one concluded in October 2018 for €700 million, two carried out in December 2018 for €500 million and €800 
million respectively and one for €1 billion carried out in December 2019. 

 Because these were repurchased by UBI Banca itself, the liabilities are not recognised in the accounts, in accordance with IAS/IFRS. 
4 Totalling €2,150 million nominal: one issuance carried out in 2012 for €300 million (net of €200 million in amortisation), a second 

issuance of €650 million completed in July 2015, a third for €300 million completed in June 2016, a fourth for €300 million 
concluded in December 2017, a fifth for €200 million performed in December 2018 and a sixth for €400 million in December 2019. 

 Because these were repurchased by UBI Banca itself, the liabilities are not recognised in the accounts, in accordance with IAS/IFRS. 
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- the remaining funding from non-captive customers, consisting of securities issued by the 

former Centrobanca and placed through indirect banking networks, was reduced 

essentially to zero (€834 thousand) following maturities almost entirely falling within the 

first three months of 2019. 

It should be noted that the figures shown in the table also incorporate the effects of 

accounting adjustments on the securities. 
 

 

A summary is given below of maturities for bonds in issue at the end of March 2020. 

 

Maturities of bonds outstanding as at 31st March 2020

 Nominal amounts in millions of euro
2

nd
 Quarter

2020

3
rd

 Quarter

2020

4
th

 Quarter

2020
2021 2022 2023 2024

Subsequent

years
Total

UBI BANCA

Bonds ordinary customers 127                183                191                2,269           1,757           73                 96                 102              4,798         

Bonds institutional customers 140                68                   1,727             1,428           1,711           1,750           3,250           7,450           * 17,524      

of which: EMTNs 129                68                  215                405              1,700          500              1,500          2,550          7,067         

          Covered Bonds 11                  -                     1,512            1,023          11                1,250          1,750          4,500          10,057      

Total 267                251                1,918             3,697           3,468           1,823           3,346           7,552           22,322      
 

 

* Maturities of bonds issued to institutional clients under the column “subsequent years” include the €400 million nominal of the Additional Tier 1 
issue mentioned above. The securities are perpetual and can be called by the issuer, subject to compliance with the applicable regulatory 

requirements, starting on 20th January 2025 until 20th June 2025 and subsequently on each coupon payment date. 

 

 

 

Indirect banking funding and assets under management  

The deterioration in the economic and financial situation following the outbreak of the Coronavirus epidemic 
caused a further reduction in the risk appetite of customers, which further increased their preference for 
liquidity and products deemed more secure that had already emerged in 2019. With regard to assets under 
management, the open-ended mutual funds sector recorded redemptions which affected all categories 
except for monetary funds, while the insurance market, although conditioned by the low interest rate 
scenario, essentially held firm as a result of sales of multi-sector products, which offset the decline in unit-
linked products5 penalised by the performance of prices on markets. 
On the basis of Assogestioni6 figures, net inflows by the sector in 2020 were negative by €14.6 billion, of 
which -€10.8 billion relating to March. Over 84% of the quarter-on-quarter performance was accounted for 
by foreign registered funds (-€12.3 billion) and the remaining part by Italian registered funds (-€2.3 billion). 
In terms of type, the outflow mainly involved flexible funds (-€7.5 billion), bond funds (-€7.1 billion) and 
equity funds (-€6.6 billion), and to a lesser extent hedge funds (-€0.2 billion), while only monetary funds 
(+€6.5 billion) and marginally balanced funds (+€0.3 billion) performed positively, evidence of a change in 
the mix of investors portfolios into low risk assets. 

 
 

Indirect banking funding from ordinary customers

Figures in thousands of euro amount % amount %

Assets under custody 23,946,689 26.0% 28,360,749 28.0% -4,414,060 -15.6% 29,748,625 30.1% -5,801,936 -19.5% 

Assets under management 68,297,353 74.0% 73,091,588 72.0% -4,794,235 -6.6% 69,016,848 69.9% -719,495 -1.0% 

Customer portfolio management 5,448,686 5.9% 5,869,382 5.7% -420,696 -7.2% 5,868,961 5.9% -420,275 -7.2% 

of which: fund based instruments 1,284,348 1.4% 1,459,681 1.4% -175,333 -12.0% 1,636,116 1.7% -351,768 -21.5% 

Mutual investment funds and Sicav’s 35,769,487 38.8% 39,961,391 39.4% -4,191,904 -10.5% 37,628,724 38.1% -1,859,237 -4.9% 

Insurance policies and pension funds 27,079,180 29.3% 27,260,815 26.9% -181,635 -0.7% 25,519,163 25.9% 1,560,017 6.1% 

of which: Insurance policies 27,076,402 29.4% 27,258,037 26.9% -181,635 -0.7% 25,516,385 25.9% 1,560,017 6.1% 

Total 92,244,042 100.0% 101,452,337 100.0% -9,208,295 -9.1% 98,765,473 100.0% -6,521,431 -6.6% 

31.3.2020

A
% %

Changes A/C31.3.2019

B

31.12.2019

B
%

Changes A/B

 
 

 

 
5 Policies for which the performance is linked to that of UCITS. 

6 “Monthly map of assets under management”, March 2020. 
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At the end of March the UBI Banca Group's indirect funding amounted to €92.2 billion, a fall 
of €9.2 billion compared with December (-9.1%).  

The trend for the QUARTER, mainly reflects the deterioration in financial markets that occurred 

following the scenario without precedent caused by the Coronavirus pandemic. This was also 

reflected in the negative performances by both assets under management and insurance 

products and assets under custody, the latter also being penalised by a disinvestment by an 

institutional client that occurred in the period.  
Net of the market performance effect calculated in management accountant terms, the fall in 

indirect funding in the first three months of the year was -€0.5 billion (-0.5%).  

 

More specifically, assets under management and insurance products declined by a total of 

€4.8 billion (-6.6%) to end the quarter with total assets of €68.3 billion, accounting for 74% of 
the total. The trend is the aggregate result of a generalised fall which affected both mutual 

investment funds and Sicav’s – down to €35.8 billion (-€4.2 billion; -10.5%) – and customer 

portfolio management – falling to €5.4 billion (-€0.4 billion; -7.2%) – while life insurance 

policies remained more or less unchanged at €27.1 billion (-€0.2 billion; -0.7%). 

The performance was affected by the impacts of market fair values. Net of the market 

performance effect calculated in management accounting terms, over the three months in 
question assets under management essentially held firm with an increase of €0.1 billion 

(+0.3%), compared with an improvement of €0.4 billion (+1.5%) for insurance products. 

 

Assets under custody, which stood at €23.9 billion at the end of March, fell by €4.4 billion in 

the quarter (-15.6%), affected by the disinvestment mentioned above, but in particular by the 
effect of prices. Net of the market performance effect, calculated on management accounting 

figures, the change in assets under custody was a decrease of €1.1 billion (-3.9%). 

YEAR-ON-YEAR indirect funding declined by €6.5 billion (-6.6%), mainly attributable to assets 

under custody. These decreased by €5.8 billion (-19.5%) because they were penalised by 

unfavourable market trends in the first part of 2020, but also by significant withdrawals of 

deposits by institutional clients between December and March. 
Over twelve months assets under management and insurance products fell by a total of €0.7 

billion (-1%), the aggregate result of opposing trends for the asset management component, 

which was down by €2.3 billion (-5.2%), attributable primarily to the effects of prices, and the 

insurance component, which grew by €1.6 billion (+6.1%). Net of the market performance 

effect, again calculated in management accounting terms, assets under management would 
have increased by €0.8 billion (+1.8%), while insurance products would have increased by 

€1.7 billion (+6.8%). 

 

The life insurance sector is recording constant progress, especially with regard to multi-sector 

policies (insurance policies which combine the advantages of unit-linked products with those 

of “Business Sector I” policies 7  linked to separately managed portfolios). This trend is 
benefiting to a small extent also from the distribution of policies that can be revalued 

(Business Sectors I and V) and unit-linked policies by BancAssurance Popolari Spa, Aviva Vita 

Spa and Lombarda Vita Spa.  

 

* * * 

 

At the end of March, the Assogestioni data8 relating to Pramerica SGR Spa for MUTUAL FUNDS 

AND SICAV’S, was as follows for assets under management originated: 

• positive net inflows over three months of €123.8 million, amounting to 0.4% of assets under 

management as at 31st December 2019 (net inflows for the industry nationally on the other 

hand were negative by €14,629 million, amounting to -1.4% of assets managed at the end 

of 2019); 

• a decrease in assets in the first quarter (-€3.3 billion), in line in percentage terms with the 

downward trend of the sample banking population (-€105 billion); 

• assets managed of €30.5 billion, which ranks the Group in tenth place with a market share 

of 3.16%, unchanged compared with the end of 2019 (3.15% in March 2019). 

 
7 Policies which pay financial benefits, if redeemed on expiry and in the event of the death of the insured, which are linked to a 

separately managed portfolio of the company. 

8  “Monthly map of assets under management”, March 2020. 
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It must nevertheless be considered that Assogestioni’s sample also includes non-banking 
operators. Consequently, market shares for the UBI Banca Group in the asset management 

sector (mutual investment fund business) are naturally smaller than those for direct funding, 

lending and number of branches. If the analysis is restricted to the banking sector only, the 

Group’s market share as at 31st March 2020 would be 6.49%, compared with 6.47% at year-

end (6.39% in March 2019), placing UBI Banca stably in fourth position among Italian 

operators in the sector. 
 

 

Gross fund assets managed (including assets managed for the UBI Banca Group under a mandate) 

UBI Banca Group

Figures in millions of euro amount % amount %

Equities 2,610 8.6% 3,267 9.7% -657 -20.1% 3,148 9.9% -538 -17.1% 

Balanced 11,371 37.3% 12,442 36.8% -1,071 -8.6% 11,539 36.1% -168 -1.5% 

Bond 14,067 46.1% 15,748 46.5% -1,681 -10.7% 14,947 46.8% -880 -5.9% 

Money-market -                    -             -                    -             -                  -             318 1.0% -318 -100.0% 

Flexible 2,444 8.0% 2,362 7.0% 82 3.5% 1,979 6.2% 465 23.5% 

TOTAL (a) 30,492 100.0% 33,819 100.0% -3,327 -9.8% 31,931 100.0% -1,439 -4.5% 

Sector

Figures in millions of euro amount % amount %

Equities 202,338 20.9% 243,073 22.7% -40,735 -16.8% 220,743 21.8% -18,405 -8.3% 

Balanced 116,068 12.0% 126,082 11.8% -10,014 -7.9% 115,305 11.4% 763 0.7% 

Bond 385,386 39.9% 413,573 38.6% -28,187 -6.8% 386,172 38.1% -786 -0.2% 

Money-market 39,620 4.1% 34,012 3.2% 5,608 16.5% 34,839 3.4% 4,781 13.7% 

Flexible 220,203 22.8% 251,588 23.5% -31,385 -12.5% 252,277 24.9% -32,074 -12.7% 

Hedge funds 2,682 0.3% 2,971 0.2% -289 -9.7% 3,639 0.4% -957 -26.3% 

Unclassified -                    -        -                    -             -                  -             23                 -             -23 -100.0% 

TOTAL (b) 966,297 100.0% 1,071,299 100.0% -105,002 -9.8% 1,012,998 100.0% -46,701 -4.6% 

Market share of the UBI Banca Group 

(a)/(b) 3.16% 3.16% 3.15% 

Market share of the UBI Banca Group 

limited to bank-related management 

companies only
(*)

6.49% 6.47% 6.39% 

%

31.12.2019

B

31.3.2019

C

%

%

Changes A/C

Changes A/C

31.3.2019

C
%

31.12.2019

B
%

Changes A/B

Changes A/B

31.3.2020

A
%

31.3.2020

A

 
 

(*) Market share calculated on the basis of a necessarily discretionary criterion in view of the difficulty in precisely identifying the 

perimeter of operators of a strictly banking nature. 

Source: Assogestioni (national association of asset management companies). 

Any marginal differences compared with the data published previously were due to the periodic revision of data carried out by 

Assogestioni. 

As already reported, as part of the periodic surveys performed by Assogestioni, since June 2012 the figure for assets under management 
for the UBI Banca Group also includes, in consideration of their nature, also the management mandates granted to Pramerica Financial 

– the brand name used by Prudential Financial Inc. (USA) – a UBI Banca partner through UBI Pramerica SGR (as at 31st March 2020 

€4.7 billion of mutual funds and Sicav’s, of which €1.6 billion of equity funds and €3.1 billion of bond funds). This presentation provides 
a more consistent account of the actual assets under management of the UBI Banca Group. 

 

 

The summary figures given in the table confirm the prudential approach of Group customers: 

• a percentage of lower risk funds (money-market funds and bonds) that is again higher than 
the figure for the sector, but slightly down over the three months (from 46.5% to 46.1% 

with the money-market component reduced to zero since September 2019)9, compared with 

an increase for the Assogestioni sample (up from 41.8% to 44%); 

• at the same time, a greater percentage of balanced funds, up slightly from 36.8% to 37.3%, 

compared with an average figure for the industry nationally, up from 12% to 11.8%; 

• a percentage of equity funds down and constantly lower than the benchmark sample (8.6% 

compared with 20.9%); 

• an increase in the percentage of flexible funds (8%), compared with a slight reduction for 

the sector nationally (22.8%); 

• no investment in hedge funds (0.3% of the Assogestioni sample). 

 

* * * 

 
9  As already reported, in the second quarter of 2019 the money-market fund “Pramerica Euro Cash” was converted into “Pramerica 

Obbligazionario 12M”, a short-term bond fund. 
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On the basis of Assogestioni figures for assets under management net of Group funds10 -which 
includes COLLECTIVE INSTRUMENTS AND CUSTOMER PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT - at the end of the 

quarter the UBI Banca Group was positioned in seventh place (in fifth place among Italian 

banking groups) with total assets for both ordinary and institutional customers amounting to 

€58 billion and a market share of 3.00%, unchanged compared with year-end (2.95% in March 

2019).  

If the analysis is restricted to the banking sector only, the Group’s market share in March 
2020 was 6.83%, an improvement compared with 6.77% at the end of December (6.61% twelve 

months before), ranking UBI Banca stably in fourth position among operators in the sector11. 

 

 

 

Insurance deposits and technical reserves 

Direct deposits from insurance business and technical reserves

  amount %   amount %

Financial liabilities designated at fair value 

related to insurance business [Liability item 

30. in the Reclassified Consolidated Balance 

Sheet ] 202,609         8.6% 197,610         8.2% 4,999 2.5% 124,296         6.0% 78,313 63.0%

of which: Pension funds 12,378 0.5% 13,192 0.5% -814 -6.2% 12,970 0.6% -592 -4.6%

              Unit-linked products 190,231 8.1% 184,418 7.7% 5,813 3.2% 111,326 5.4% 78,905 70.9%

Technical reserves  

[Liability item 110. in the Reclassified 

Consolidated Balance Sheet] 2,149,201 91.4% 2,210,294 91.8% -61,093 -2.8% 1,962,495 94.0% 186,706 9.5%

Life business sector 2,149,201     91.4% 2,210,294     91.8% -61,093 -2.8% 1,962,495     94.0% 186,706 9.5%

of which: mathematical reserves 2,136,595     90.8% 2,193,511     91.1% -56,916 -2.6% 1,888,575     90.5% 248,020 13.1%

           reserves for sums to be paid 8,245             0.4% 13,804          0.6% -5,559 -40.3% 11,139          0.5% -2,894 -26.0%

           other reserves 4,361             0.2% 2,979             0.1% 1,382 46.4% 62,781          3.0% -58,420 -93.1%

Insurance deposits  

and technical reserves 2,351,810 100.0% 2,407,904 100.0% -56,094 -2.3% 2,086,791 100.0% 265,019 12.7%

31.3.2020

A
% 

Changes A/B
% 

31.12.2019

B
%

Changes A/C

Figures in thousands of euro

31.3.2019

C

 
 

 

At the end of the quarter direct insurance deposits and technical reserves amounted to €2.35 

billion, slightly down compared with €2.41 billion as at 31st December and up compared with 

€2.09 billion in March 2019.  

 
Financial liabilities relating to insurance business designated at fair value, represented by 

Business Sector III unit-linked and Business Sector VI pension fund policies, continue to 

represent a residual share of BancAssurance Popolari Spa's portfolio. As at 31st March this 

totalled €203 million. The slight increase of €5 million recorded over the three months was 

attributable to the greater distribution of Business Sector III products, but was offset by 
negative market performance which was strongly impacted by instability factors due to the 

Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

Technical reserves, consisting of positions relating to insurance products in “Business Sector 

I” (policies that may be revalued and term life policies) and “Business Sector V” (policies that 

may be revalued), continue to represent the main component of the company’s policies and 
represent commitments undertaken by the company to its insureds. At the end of March these 

reserves were down by €61.1 million compared with December to €2.15 billion, the aggregate 

result of (i) a reduction of €88.8 billion in the shadow accounting reserve (down from €223.5 

million at year-end to €134.7 million in March) allocated to mitigate the effects of changes in 

market fair values in separately managed portfolios, transferring, in this case, the gains for the 
period to the insureds; and (ii) positive net inflows for the period (+€27.7 million). 

 
10  “Monthly map of assets under management”, March 2020. For the companies not included, the “Quarterly map of assets under 

management – fourth quarter of 2019”. 

11  We report that at the end of January 2020, the Credem Group transferred its intragroup management mandate for unit linked 
insurance policies to Credemvita (a company not included in the Assogestioni sample). The operation resulted in a loss of €3 billion 

from the survey perimeter, recorded as a decrease in assets under management and as a negative net inflow in January 2020. 
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General banking business with customers: 
lending 

Considering that the Group conducts mainly conventional banking business and holds a portfolio of loans originated in 
order to finance individuals and companies in their business activities as well as households, ‘Hold to Collect’ 1is the 
business model adopted for the management of almost the entirety of the loan portfolio. The contractual characteristics of 
the UBI Banca Group’s loans to customers are normally such that they pass the SPPI test. They are therefore classified 
predominantly within financial assets measured at amortised cost (asset item 40 in the consolidated balance sheet) with 
recognition of net impairment losses determined in compliance with IFRS 9 rules on impairment recognised through profit 
or loss. 
However, loans which do not give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest 
on the principal amount outstanding, where the SPPI test has not been passed, are recognised at fair value with changes 
in fair value recognised through profit or loss (asset item 20 in the consolidated balance sheet). 

 

Total loans and advances to customers

Figures in thousands of euro amount % amount %

Loans and advances to 

customers measured at 

fair value through profit or 

loss

 [Asset item 20. 2) in the 

Reclassified Consolidated 

Balance Sheet] 275,614 0.3% 260,667 0.3% 14,947 5.7% 270,169 0.3% 268,043 0.3% 270,459 0.3% 5,155 1.9% 

Financial assets 

measured at fair value 

through other 

comprehensive income 

(*)

 [Asset item 30. 2) in the 

Reclassified Consolidated 

Balance Sheet] -                      -             -                      -             -                   -             -                      -             -                      -             15                   0.0% -15 -100.0% 

Loans and advances to 

customers measured at 

amortised cost

 [Asset item 40. 2) in the 

Reclassified Consolidated 

Balance Sheet] 85,778,114   99.7% 84,564,033   99.7% 1,214,081 1.4% 85,179,308   99.7% 86,074,151   99.7% 87,095,528   99.7% -1,317,414 -1.5% 

Total 86,053,728 100.0% 84,824,700 100.0% 1,229,028 1.4% 85,449,477 100.0% 86,342,194 100.0% 87,366,002 100.0% -1,312,274 -1.5% 

31.3.2020

A
% 

Changes (A/B) 30.6.2019

D
% % 

31.3.2019

E

Changes (A/E)
% 

31.12.2019

B
% 

30.9.2019

C

 

(*)  The former Banca Popolare di Ancona policy that was included in this item as at 31st March 2019 was cancelled in the second quarter of 2019. 
 
 

As at 31st March 2020 the total loans of the UBI Banca Group stood at €86.1 billion which, as 

stated in the introduction, are primarily classified within “Financial assets measured at 
amortised cost” and to a residual extent within “Financial assets measured at fair value 

through profit or loss”. 

The total recorded an increase of €1.2 billion compared with the end of 2019 (+1.4%), even 

though it included non-performing exposures down by €138.1 million, while a reduction of 

€1.3 billion (-1.5%) was recorded year-on-year, which included non-performing exposures 
down by €1.7 billion.  

 

 

Loans and advances to customers measured at fair value 
through profit or loss 
Asset item 20. 2) in the Reclassified Consolidated Balance Sheet 

As shown in the table “Total loans and advances to customers”, at the end of March those 

loans which had not passed the SPPI test, and which were therefore classified within 

“Financial assets measured at fair value through profit and loss”, totalled €275.6 million, up 

by €14.9 million compared with December (+€5.2 million over twelve months). Those 

exposures, which related exclusively to the Parent, were completely negligible compared with 
the total size of the Group’s lending assets, and were related also to business in gold with 

customers and the financing activity of the Corporate & Investment Banking (CIB) Division.  

 
1  Financial instruments associated with the “Hold to Collect” business model are held within the framework of the management model 

the objective of which is to collect cash flows the contractual terms of which give rise to cash flows that are solely payments of 

principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding. 
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Loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost 
Asset item 40. 2) in the Reclassified Consolidated Balance Sheet 

“Financial assets measured at amortised cost” are classified, in accordance with IFRS 9, within three different credit risk 
stages depending on the state of creditworthiness of the financial instrument as at the measurement date compared with 
the grant date. In detail:  
- performing exposures are divided into stage one (loans for which credit risk has not increased significantly since 

initial recognition) and stage two (loans for which credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition); 
- non-performing exposures (past-due exposures, unlikely-to-pay exposures and bad loans) are allocated within stage 

three (loans which present objective evidence of impairment loss). 

 

 

Performance of the loan portfolio 
 

 

 

Composition of loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost

Figures in thousands of euro amount %

Current account overdrafts 5,982,952 428,820 92,917 6,411,772   7.5% 6,365,913 461,231 100,795 6,827,144   8.1% -415,372 -6.1% 

Reverse repurchase agreements 2,390,338   -                  -                    2,390,338   2.8% 850,699       -                  -                   850,699       1.0% 1,539,639 181.0% 

Mortgage loans and other 

medium to long-term financing
53,114,482 2,764,822 253,033      55,879,304 65.2% 52,799,167 2,852,501 257,702      55,651,668 65.8% 227,636 0.4% 

Credit cards, personal loans and

salary backed loans 3,648,142   62,740      2,060           3,710,882   4.3% 3,728,056   72,679      2,251          3,800,735   4.5% -89,853 -2.4% 

Finance leases 4,594,092   411,147    46,297        5,005,239   5.8% 4,761,923   415,195    46,388        5,177,118   6.1% -171,879 -3.3% 

Factoring 2,020,835   32,639      -                    2,053,474   2.4% 2,366,313   33,231      -                   2,399,544   2.8% -346,070 -14.4% 

Other financing 9,993,880   333,225    45,366        10,327,105 12.0% 9,520,498   336,627    47,727        9,857,125   11.7% 469,980 4.8% 

Total Asset item 40. 2) in the 

Reclassified Consolidated 

Balance Sheet 81,744,721 4,033,393 439,673      85,778,114 100.0% 80,392,569 4,171,464 454,863      84,564,033 100.0% 1,214,081 1.4% 

of which: Stage one 72,587,071 84.6% 71,606,086 84.7% 980,985 1.4% 

          Stage two 9,157,650 10.7% 8,786,483 10.4% 371,167 4.2% 

       Stage three 4,033,393 4.7% 4,171,464 4.9% -138,071 -3.3% 

  of which: Short-term 20,388,005 21,182,689 24.7% 19,103,423 19,934,512 23.6% 1,248,177 6.3% 

            Medium to long-term 61,356,716 64,595,425 75.3% 61,289,146 64,629,521 76.4% -34,096 -0.1% 

31.3.2020

Stages one 

and two

 A

Stage

 three

 B

of which:

 purchased or 

originated 

credit 

impaired

Total 

A+B

% 

Changes

(A+B)-(C+D)

31.12.2019

Stages one 

and two

 C

Stage 

three

D

of which:

 purchased or 

originated 

credit 

impaired

Total 

C+D

% 

 

 

As at 31st March 2020 loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost 

amounted to approximately €85.8 billion (accounting for 99.7% of the Group's total loan 

portfolio) and were up by €1.2 billion (+1.4%) in the FIRST QUARTER. 
The change in the item incorporates: 

• on the one hand overall stability for medium to long-term performing types of lending 

together with a further reduction in non-performing exposures; 

• on the other, an increase in exposures to the Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia (“CCG” - 

central counterparty clearing house) (reverse repurchase agreements and margin deposits 

totalling +€1.6 million)2, by nature subject to a certain degree of variability over the course 

of the year. 

Net of the components relating to the CCG, loans to the economy, consisting of net performing 

loans, totalled €79.17 billion compared with €79.44 billion at the end of 2019 (-€272.5 million; 

-0.3%). 

 
In a context which has seen the beginning of an economic crisis without precedent since the 

Second World War caused by the Covid-19 endemic, this trend is only a marginal reflection of 

the initial initiatives adopted by the Group starting in March to support businesses and 

individuals, most of which have been concretely implemented starting in April and also in 

application of the different measures introduced by the government.  

 
2  As at 31st March 2020, the exposure to the CCG totalled €2.58 billion, of which €2.39 billion consisted of reverse repurchase 

agreements with Italian government securities as the underlying, entered into as an investment of liquidity, and €185.1 million 

attributable to margin deposits required to secure repurchase agreements, correlated with average volume performance (included 
within "Other financing"). At the end of 2019, reverse repurchase agreements of €850.7 million existed together with margin deposits 

of €100 million. 
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From the standpoint of maturities, the above decline of €272.5 billion in loans to the economy 

(performing loans considered net of the CCG) in the quarter was due: 

• for -€340.1 million (-1.9%), to types of short-term lending, which totalled approximately 

€17.8 billion, accounting for 22.5%, at the end of March3. 

The average balances of short-term interest-bearing gross loans (i.e. excluding bad loans) grew by €337 billion 
(+2.2%) according to management accounting figures. 

The downtrend affected “Current accounts” (-€383 million) and “Factoring” (-€345.5 

million), while “Other financing” 4  increased by €388.4 million (+€473.4 million if CCG 

business is included); 

• for +€67.6 million (+0.1%) to medium to long-term types of lending, which at the end of 

March totalled €61.4 billion, accounting for 77.5% of the total. 

During the quarter, new medium to long-term grants as a whole performed well, as a result 

of TLTRO products in particular, and were able to compensate for maturing loans. At the 

end of March the outstanding debt on financing to customers from TLTRO funds rose to 
€7.2 billion from €6.84 billion in December, an increase of €0.36 billion. 

The average balances of medium to long-term interest-bearing gross loans (i.e. excluding bad loans) again declined 
slightly (-€688 billion; -1%) according to management accounting figures. 

By type of instrument, the decline in leasing (-€167.8 million), where selective policies 

continue to prevail, and in consumer lending (-€79.9 million) were more than offset by an 

increase in “Mortgage loans and other medium to long-term financing” (+€315.3 million).  
 
Of the €53.11 billion of mortgages and other performing medium to long-term financing outstanding at the end of 
March, on the basis of management accounting figures residential mortgages totalled €23.91 billion, of which €22.86 
billion granted to consumer households and €1.05 billion to businesses, a slight decline over the quarter [€24.2 billion 
at the end of December 2019 (€23.1 billion to consumer households and €1.1 billion to businesses); €24.7 billion in 
March 2019 (€23.5 billion to consumer households and €1.2 billion to businesses)]. 
If loans classified within stage three are also included, mortgages totalled €24.94 billion, of which €23.52 billion 
granted to consumer households and €1.42 billion to businesses [€25.24 billion at year-end (€23.77 billion to 
consumer households and €1.47 billion to businesses); €26.2 billion in March 2019 (€24.5 billion to consumer 
households and €1.7 billion to businesses)]. 

 
If, however, we consider performance over TWELVE MONTHS, outstanding loans measured at 

amortised cost (performing and non-performing) declined by €1.3 million (-1.5%), which 

factors in a significant fall in non-performing exposures (-€1.7 million; -30%), owing in part to 

the wholesale disposals completed between April and December 20195. 

 
 
Composition of loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost

Figures in thousands of euro amount %

Current account overdrafts 5,982,952 428,820 92,917 6,411,772   7.5% 6,459,735 584,487 129,000 7,044,222   8.1% -632,450 -9.0% 

Reverse repurchase agreements 2,390,338   -                  -                     2,390,338   2.8% -                    -                  -                    -                    -             2,390,338  -              

Mortgage loans and other medium

 to long-term financing
53,114,482 2,764,822 253,033       55,879,304 65.2% 55,185,808 3,634,640 308,542       58,820,448 67.5% -2,941,144 -5.0% 

Credit cards, personal loans and

salary backed loans 3,648,142   62,740      2,060            3,710,882   4.3% 3,452,612   72,680      2,929           3,525,292   4.0% 185,590 5.3% 

Finance leases 4,594,092   411,147    46,297         5,005,239   5.8% 5,101,385   791,187    57,842         5,892,572   6.8% -887,333 -15.1% 

Factoring 2,020,835   32,639      -                     2,053,474   2.4% 1,927,012   213,731    -                    2,140,743   2.5% -87,269 -4.1% 

Other financing 9,993,880   333,225    45,366         10,327,105 12.0% 9,208,244   464,007    54,596         9,672,251   11.1% 654,854 6.8% 

Total Asset item 40. 2) in the 

Reclassified Consolidated 

Balance Sheet 81,744,721 4,033,393 439,673       85,778,114 100.0% 81,334,796 5,760,732 552,909       87,095,528 100.0% -1,317,414 -1.5% 

of which: Stage one 72,587,071 84.6% 69,207,390 79.5% 3,379,681 4.9% 

          Stage two 9,157,650 10.7% 12,127,406 13.9% -2,969,756 -24.5% 

       Stage three 4,033,393 4.7% 5,760,732 6.6% -1,727,339 -30.0% 

  of which: Short-term 20,388,005 21,182,689 24.7% 17,594,991 18,857,216 21.7% 2,325,473 12.3% 

            Medium to long-term 61,356,716 64,595,425 75.3% 63,739,805 68,238,312 78.3% -3,642,887 -5.3% 

31.3.2020 31.3.2019 Changes

Stages one 

and two

A

(A+B)-(E+F)of which:

 purchased or 

originated 

credit 

impaired

Total

E+F

% Stage 

three

B

of which:

 purchased or 

originated 

credit 

impaired

Total 

A+B

% Stages one 

and two

E

Stage 

three

F

 

 

3  Including the CCG, short-term forms of lending increased by €1.3 billion to €20.4 billion (+6.7%). 
4 The item includes credit through advances, portfolio lending, import/export transactions, very short-term lending, etc. 
5  Reference is made to the section “Significant events in 2019” in the 2019 Consolidated Management Report for further details of 

these transactions. 
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The year-on-year trend for net performing loans incorporates increased transactions with the 
CCG (+€2.4 million, which relate entirely to reverse repurchase agreements) 6 . Net of 

components relating to the CCG, loans to the economy declined over twelve months by 

approximately €2 billion (-2.4%)7. 

In terms of type of lending, medium to long-term loans declined by €2.4 billion – due in part to 

the general economic situation and the policy of safeguarding the spread – of which -€2.1 

billion attributable to “Mortgage loans and other medium to long-term loans”. Notwithstanding 
the improvement in the first quarter of 2020, the year-on-year figure was still affected by the 

predominance of repayments over the new grants (-€1.5 billion of outstanding debt on loans 

drawn from TLTRO funding).  

However, the decline recorded for leasing (-€507.3 million) was only partly offset by the 

favourable performance of consumer credit (+€195.5 million), generated entirely by Prestitalia 
salary and pension-backed loans. 

The average balances of medium to long-term interest-bearing gross loans (i.e. excluding bad loans) declined by €3.2 
billion (-4.7%) on the basis of management accounting figures. 

By contrast, shorter-term loans, considered net of business with the CCG, were up over twelve 

months (+€422 million)8, attributable mainly to “Other financing” (+€805 million), but also to 

factoring business (+ €93.8 million), while current accounts declined (-€476.8 million). 

The average balances of short-term interest-bearing gross loans (i.e. excluding bad loans) declined by over €1 billion 
(-6.2%) on the basis of management accounting figures. 

In consideration of the different trends for these two items, the loan-to-deposit ratio (net loans 
and advances to customers at amortised cost to direct banking funding from customers) 

stood at 91.2% compared with 88.5% at the end of 2019 (93% at the end of March 2019). 

 

 

 
Loan concentration9 

 

From the standpoint of concentration, the 

figures at the end of March were essentially 

stable compared with December 2019, but 

were slightly up on the other comparative 
periods mainly due to the downward trend 

for gross loans as a whole in 2019, caused 

partly by a significant reduction in non-

performing exposures. However, the levels 

are still low, which confirms the constant 

attention paid by the Group to this important qualitative aspect of the portfolio. 
 

As concerns “large exposures”10, the supervisory report as at the 31st March 2019 reports the 

UBI Banca Group as compliant with the provisions of Art. 4 of Regulation (EU) 575/2013 

(CRR) which, in line with “Guidelines on connected clients under Article 4 (1)(39) of Regulation 

(EU) 575/2013”, requires groups of customers connected on the basis of legal or economic 

relationships to be reported. 
 

Specifically, with regard to the UBI Banca Group’s large exposures, the nominal and weighted 

values reported in the table also include groups connected with the Ministry of Economics and 
Finance (MEF) but, in terms of the number of positions, the latter has been considered once 

only. 

Consequently, the supervisory report as at 31st March 2020 shows seven positions (unchanged 

compared with December 2019) for amounts equal to or greater than 10% of the eligible 
capital for a total of €39.01 billion. In detail: 

 
6  As at 31st March 2019 exposures to the CCG amounted to €204.4 million, consisting entirely of margin deposits recognised within 

“Other financing".  
7  A year-on-year change of +€0.4 billion, which also includes business with the CCG. 
8 The change over twelve months which also includes business with the CCG was + €2.8 billion. 

9  Concentration and large exposures are defined as relating to the total loan portfolio of the Group consisting of the sum of loans to 
customers classified within “Financial assets measured at amortised cost” and those classified within “Financial assets measured 

at fair value”, even if the unit and overall size of the latter are not sufficient to affect the results of the measurements. 
10  Reports prepared on the basis of the provisions of the Basel 3 rules, in force from 1st January 2014: Bank of Italy Circulars No 285 

and No 286 of 17th December 2013 and subsequent updates. 

Customers or 

Groups
31.3.2020 31.12.2019 30.9.2019 30.6.2019 31.3.2019

Largest 10 4.7% 4.7% 4.4% 4.6% 4.5% 

Largest 20 7.4% 7.3% 7.0% 7.1% 7.0% 

Largest 30 9.1% 9.0% 8.7% 8.7% 8.8% 

Largest 40 10.4% 10.3% 10.0% 10.1% 10.1% 

Largest 50 11.5% 11.5% 11.2% 11.1% 11.1% 

Concentration of risk
(largest customers or groups as a percentage of total gross loans, unsecured 

guarantees and securities - management accounting figures) 
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• €20.89 billion relates to central government (€19.19 billion in December 2019; €19.42 
billion in September; €19.40 in June; and €19.26 billion in March). Of this, €16.55 billion 

relates to the MEF (€14.73 billion; 

€15.03 billion; €15 billion and 

€14.90 billion), consisting mainly of 

investments in government 

securities by the Parent (and to a 
minor extent of current and deferred 

tax assets), while €4.34 billion 

(€4.46 billion, €4.39 billion, €4.40 billion and €4.36 billion) relates to counterparties 

connected with them (almost entirely corporate), which considered singly would not have 

exceeded the aforementioned 10% threshold; 

• €6.64 billion relates to liquidity deposited with the Bank of Italy (€9.62 billion; €12.62 

billion; €10.45 billion; €9.03 billion);  

• €5.52 billion relates to Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia (a central counterparty clearing 

house), mainly for reverse repurchase agreements and commitments to renew reverse 

repurchase agreements (€1.82 billion; €1.70 billion; €1.48 billion; €1.63 billion); 

• €1.77 billion relates to investments in Spanish government securities (€1.30 billion; €1.14 

billion; €1.29 billion; €1.13 billion); 

• €1.76 billion relates to investments in securities issued by the United States Treasury 

(€1.78 billion; €1.85 billion; €1.56 billion; €1.69 billion); 

• €1.25 billion relates to a major banking counterparty, primarily for reverse repurchase 

agreement business and current accounts (€1.14 billion; €1.27 billion; €1.09 billion; and 

€1.35 billion); 

• €1.18 billion relates to a second major banking group, primarily for repurchase agreement 

business, derivatives and current accounts in foreign currencies (€1.03 billion in December 

2019). 

 

As a result, amongst other things, of the predominant application of a zero weighting factor for 
positions held with governments, actual risk positions of the Group after weighting totalled 

€4.81 billion, of which €3.43 billion attributable to central government (of which only €81.54 

million relating directly to the MEF and the remaining part, on the other hand, to groups of 

companies connected with it). The percentage of the eligible capital is well below the limit of 

25% set for banking groups for each of the exposures reported, considered singularly. 

 
 

 

Risk 

 
The entry into force of international reporting standard IFRS 9 determined a revision of the procedures used for 
calculating impairment losses on loans, with a changeover from the concept of incurred credit loss to one of expected 
credit loss (ECL). The standard requires a different way of calculating impairment (ECL) based on the deterioration of 
credit quality as follows: 1-year ECL for positions classified within the stage one and lifetime ECL of an instrument for 
those included within stages two and three. Estimates of ECL involve the inclusion of forward-looking scenarios and, in 
relation to portfolios to be sold, it reflects not only recovery through the ordinary management of loans, but also the 
presence of a “sales scenario” consistent with the Group's goals for the reduction of its outstanding non-performing 
exposures. 

 

 

A dramatic deterioration in the macroeconomic scenario occurred in the first quarter of 2020, 

as a consequence of restrictive measures imposed by government to contain the Covid-19 

pandemic. Notwithstanding the unfavourable context, the UBI Banca Group continued with 
the reduction of its gross non-performing exposures (which are still benefiting from a 

progressive containment of inflows from performing status) by giving priority to its internal 

credit management and recovery strategy (confirmed in the new 2020-2022 Business Plan). 

Large exposures

Figures in thousands of euro

31.3.2020 31.12.2019 30.9.2019 30.6.2019 31.3.2019

Number of positions 7                   7                   6                   6                   6                   

Exposure 39,006,925 35,878,381 37,996,841 35,265,157 34,088,207 

Risk positions 4,809,663   4,590,240   4,043,917   3,960,660   4,074,174   
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Loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost as at 31
st

 March 
(*)

Figures in thousands of euro

Impairment

losses 
Coverage 

(**)

Non-performing exposures(Stage three) (7.51%) 6,673,244 2,639,851 (4.70%) 4,033,393 39.56% 

 - Bad loans (3.84%) 3,414,032 1,758,613 (1.93%) 1,655,419 51.51% 

 - Unlikely-to-pay exposures (3.55%) 3,154,776 872,276 (2.66%) 2,282,500 27.65% 

 - Past-due exposures (0.12%) 104,436 8,962 (0.11%) 95,474 8.58% 

Performing exposures (Stages one and tw o) (92.49%) 82,195,800 451,079 (95.30%) 81,744,721 0.55% 

 - Stage one (81.85%) 72,739,841 152,770 (84.62%) 72,587,071 0.21% 

 - Stage two (10.64%) 9,455,959 298,309 (10.68%) 9,157,650 3.16% 

Total 88,869,044 3,090,930 85,778,114 3.48% 

The item as a percentage of the total is given in brackets.

Loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost as at 31
st

 December 2019 

Figures in thousands of euro

Impairment

losses 
Coverage 

(**)

Non-performing exposures(Stage three) (7.80%) 6,838,473 2,667,009 (4.93%) 4,171,464 39.00% 

 - Bad loans (4.05%) 3,555,090 1,847,960 (2.02%) 1,707,130 51.98% 

 - Unlikely-to-pay exposures (3.62%) 3,172,926 809,849 (2.79%) 2,363,077 25.52% 

 - Past-due exposures (0.13%) 110,457 9,200 (0.12%) 101,257 8.33% 

Performing exposures (Stages one and tw o) (92.20%) 80,853,909 461,340 (95.07%) 80,392,569 0.57% 

 - Stage one (81.84%) 71,763,886 157,800 (84.68%) 71,606,086 0.22% 

 - Stage two (10.36%) 9,090,023 303,540 (10.39%) 8,786,483 3.35% 

Total 87,692,382 3,128,349 84,564,033 3.57% 

The item as a percentage of the total is given in brackets.

Loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost as at 31
st

 March 2019 

Figures in thousands of euro

Impairment

losses 
Coverage 

(**)

Non-performing exposures(Stage three) (10.36%) 9,458,410 3,697,678 (6.61%) 5,760,732 39.09% 

 - Bad loans (5.87%) 5,358,071 2,632,265 (3.13%) 2,725,806 49.13% 

 - Unlikely-to-pay exposures (4.42%) 4,039,595 1,059,103 (3.42%) 2,980,492 26.22% 

 - Past-due exposures (0.07%) 60,744 6,310 (0.06%) 54,434 10.39% 

Performing exposures (Stages one and tw o) (89.64%) 81,876,631 541,835 (93.39%) 81,334,796 0.66% 

Total 91,335,041 4,239,513 87,095,528 4.64% 

The item as a percentage of the total is given in brackets.

Gross exposure Carrying amount

Gross exposure Carrying amount

Gross exposure Carrying amount

 
 

(*)  The final allocation of the purchase price to the non-performing exposures of the New Banks acquired in 2017 gave rise to a positive reversal of €7.3 
million in the first quarter of 2020. 

(**) The coverage ratio is calculated as the ratio of impairment losses to gross exposure. 

In accordance with the Group's new policy introduced in the second quarter of 2019, impairment losses and gross exposures for bad loans and unlikely-

to-pay exposures are net of write-offs. Loan write-offs (corresponding to the cumulative amount of write-offs on financial assets still recognised in the 

accounts) amounted to €1.74 billion as at 31st March 2020 (of which €1.08 billion of partial write-offs), up slightly compared with €1.66 billion (of which 
€1.07 billion relating to partial write-offs) at the end of 2019. 

When adjusted to take account of loan write-offs, the coverage ratio for total non-performing exposures was 52.03% (50.92% at the end of 2019, 46.96% 

at the end of March 2019), while the ratio for bad loans was 67.66% (67.12%; 59.68%). 

 
 

At the end of March the total amounted to €6.67 billion, a further fall of €165.2 billion (-2.4%) 

in the first quarter, the aggregate result of the following trends:  

• bad loans decreased by €141.1 million to €3.41 billion, (-4%). 
As part of the overall management of internal credit recovery, disposals of individual bad loan positions 

of the Parent amounting to €15 million in management accounting figures were carried out in the first 
quarter;  

• unlikely-to-pay exposures, amounting to approximately €3.16 billion, recorded a decrease 

of €18.1 million (-0.6%); 

Disposals of individual unlikely-to-pay positions of the Parent amounting to €15 million in management 
accounting figures were carried out in the first quarter;  

• finally past-due exposures, amounting to €104.4 million, decreased by €6 million (-5.5%). 

 

Considering performance over TWELVE MONTHS on the other hand, the reduction was €2.78 

billion (-+29.4%) and was composed as follows: 

• -€1.94 billion euro (-36.3%) for bad loans which benefited from the following disposals: 

- factoring receivables subject to litigation of approximately €0.2 billion of (June 2019); 
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- a property lease portfolio totalling €0.7 billion (September and December 2019); 

- a securitised portfolio of residential mortgage loans backed by GACS (government guarantees) 
amounting to €0.8 billion (December 2019); 

- a Prestitalia portfolio of €15.5 million (September 2019); 

• -€884.8 million for unlikely-to-pay exposures (-21.9%), due to the good results attributable 

to internal management of credit recovery, but also to the contributions in funds for a total 
of €0.19 billion, the most significant of which took place in December 2019 when a new 

multi-originator platform dedicated to the management of unlikely-to-pay (UTP) real-estate 

loans was created;  

• past-due exposures which increased by €43.7 million (+71.9%), to be viewed in relation to 

the adoption of the new definition of default (DoD) from 1st July 2019.  

As a result of the trend reported above, the percentages of the amounts in gross terms fell 

further to 7.51% from 7.80% at the end of December (10.36% in March 2019).  

 

The table “Loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost: quarterly changes in 
total gross non-performing exposures” confirms the progressive decline in direct net inflows 

from performing status. In the first quarter of 2020 they amounted to €204 million, the lowest 

figure since the second quarter of 2019, to give an annualised default rate11 of 1.01% (1.19% 

in the fourth quarter of 2019; 1.11% for the full year 2019). 

 

Transfers to other classes of deteriorated exposure were also more than halved compared with 
the last quarter of 2019 and lower than in all the comparative periods. 

 

Among the decreases, the trend for collections, down 41.3% compared with the fourth quarter 

of 2019 and 24.5% compared with the first quarter of 2019, basically reflects the progressive 

reduction in total non-performing exposures. 

 
 

A. Initial total gross exposure at beginning of period 9,716,770     9,458,410     9,002,822     8,312,792     9,716,770     6,838,473     

B. Increases 422,342 569,824 523,253 673,326 2,188,745 413,658

B.1      inflows from performing exposures 164,985 251,044 273,261 240,319 929,609 204,016

B.3      transfers from other classes of non-performing exposures 167,072 232,322 200,448 339,940 939,782 143,003

B.4      contractual modifications without derecognition 84 111 63 2 260 131

B.5      other increases 90,201 86,347 49,481 93,065 319,094 66,508

C. Decreases -680,702 -1,025,412 -1,213,283 -2,147,645 -5,067,042 -578,887 

C.1      outflows to performing exposures -83,187 -249,424 -65,768 -67,130 -465,509 -61,149 

C.2      write-offs (*) -177,927 -235,477 -194,969 -200,903 -809,276 -183,937 

C.3      payments received -219,352 -224,226 -199,181 -282,348 -925,107 -165,689 

C.4      profits from disposals -17,476 -34,423 -194,530 -535,868 -782,297 -11,408 

C.5      losses from disposals -1,702 -6,886 -79,785 -57,418 -145,791 -1,925 

C.6      transfers to other classes of deteriorated exposure -167,072 -232,322 -200,448 -339,940 -939,782 -143,003 

C.7      contractual modifications without derecognition -1,119 -737 -644 -3,458 -5,958 -782 

C.8      other decreases -12,867 -41,917 -277,958 -660,580 -993,322 -10,994 

D. Total gross exposure at end of period 9,458,410     9,002,822     8,312,792     6,838,473     6,838,473     6,673,244     

1
st

 Quarter

2020

Loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost: quarterly changes in total gross 

non-performing exposures

4
th

 Quarter

2019

3
rd

 Quarter

2019

2
nd

 Quarter

2019Figures in thousands of euro

Total

2019

1
st

 quarter

2019

 

The quarterly figures have been prepared in compliance with the provisions of Bank of Italy Communication of 30th October 2018 (an addendum) with regard 

to the treatment of write-offs and disposals for consideration. 

(*)  The item includes both cancellations, i.e. write-offs relating to creditor actions concluded during the period, and write-offs of positions on the books 

according to the broader scope of application of the new measurement policy for non-performing exposures adopted in the second quarter of 2019. 

 
 

Accordingly, the annualised recovery rate12 was 9.1% (12.6% in the fourth quarter of 2019; 

7.8% in the entire previous year). If the analysis is limited solely to bad loans, the annualised 

recovery rate was 7.1% (11.4% in the fourth quarter of 2019; 6.5% in the entire previous year). 

 

 
11  The indicator is calculated according to the following ratio: annualised gross movements from performing to non-performing 

exposures/initial balances of gross performing loans. 
12  The indicator is calculated according to the following ratio: annualised receipts/(total gross non-performing exposures at the 

beginning of the period + increases). 
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“Outflows to performing loan status” were more or less unchanged compared with the total 
levels for the last two quarters of 2019. 

Finally, the substantial decreases in the items “profits from disposals”, “losses from disposals” 

and “other decreases” compared with the last two quarters of 2019 must be interpreted in light 

of the already mentioned disposals of non-performing exposures carried out in the second half 

of 2019. 

 
 

Unlikely-to-pay  

exposures

A Initial gross exposure as at 1
st

 January 2020 3,555,090 3,172,926 110,457 6,838,473

B Increases 123,309 227,505 62,844 413,658

B.1      inflows from performing exposures 14,442 128,438 61,136 204,016

B.3      transfers from other classes of non-performing exposures 93,987 48,308 708 143,003

B.4      contractual modifications without derecognition -                           131 -                           131

B.5      other increases 14,880 50,628 1,000 66,508

C. Decreases -264,367 -245,655 -68,865 -578,887 

C.1      outflows to performing exposures -577 -53,575 -6,997 -61,149 

C.2      write-offs (*) -181,460 -2,477 -                           -183,937 

C.3      payments received -65,349 -96,155 -4,185 -165,689 

C.4      profits from disposals -8,538 -2,870 -                           -11,408 

C.5      losses from disposals -790 -1,135 -                           -1,925 

C.6      transfers to other classes of non-performing exposures -1,745 -83,843 -57,415 -143,003 

C.7      contractual modifications without derecognition -2 -777 -3 -782 

C.8      other decreases -5,906 -4,823 -265 -10,994 

D. Final gross exposure as at 31
st

 March 2020 3,414,032 3,154,776 104,436 6,673,244

Unlikely-to-pay  

exposures

A. Initial gross exposure as at 1
st

 January 2019 5,423,214 4,222,577 70,979 9,716,770

B. Increases 181,045 200,357 40,940 422,342

B.1      inflows from performing exposures 14,534 110,111 40,340 164,985

B.3      transfers from other classes of non-performing exposures 135,754 31,309 9 167,072

B.4      contractual modifications without derecognition -                           84 -                           84

B.5      other increases 30,757 58,853 591 90,201

C. Decreases -246,188 -383,339 -51,175 -680,702 

C.1      outflows to performing exposures -739 -72,269 -10,179 -83,187 

C.2       write-offs (*) -143,889 -34,038 -                           -177,927 

C.3      payments received -85,088 -132,167 -2,097 -219,352 

C.4      profits from disposals -9,001 -8,475 -                           -17,476 

C.5      losses from disposals -656 -1,046 -                           -1,702 

C.6      transfers to other classes of non-performing exposures -2,964 -125,221 -38,887 -167,072 

C.7      contractual modifications without derecognition -                           -1,116 -3 -1,119 

C.8      other decreases -3,851 -9,007 -9 -12,867 

D. Final gross exposure as at 31
st

 March 2019 5,358,071 4,039,595 60,744 9,458,410

Loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost: changes in gross non-performing exposures in the first quarter of 2019 

(in compliance with Bank of Italy Communication of the 30th October 2018)

Bad loans
Past-due 

exposures
Total

Figures in thousands of euro

Loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost: changes in gross non-performing exposures in the first 

quarter of 2020 (in compliance with Bank of Italy Communication of the 30th October 2018)

Bad loans
Past-due 

exposures
Total

Figures in thousands of euro

 
 

(*)  The item includes both cancellations, i.e. write-offs relating to creditor actions concluded during the period, and write-offs of positions on the books 

according to the broader scope of application of the new measurement policy for non-performing exposures adopted in the second quarter of 2019. 

 

 

The table “Loans to customers measured at amortised cost: changes in gross non-performing 

exposures in the first quarter of 2020” – prepared in accordance with the provisions of the 

“Communication of 30th October 2018” (addendum letter) published by the Bank of Italy, 

which does not consider any movements occurring during the year – shows new inflows from 
performing status for a total of €204 million (€165 million in the same period of 2019), 

approximately two thirds of which attributable to unlikely-to-pay exposures. The bad loans 

continued to be driven primarily by other categories of non-performing exposures (essentially 
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unlikely-to-pay exposures) with transfers down 30% compared with the first quarter of 2019, 
compared with inflows from performing status that are again modest and stable. 

We report that reductions include outflows to non-performing exposures amounting to €61.1 

million and receipts of €165.7 million, down year-on-year due to the progressive reduction in 

total non-performing exposures, while write-offs grew to a small extent to €183.9 million. 

 

The decline in gross amounts allowed net non-performing exposures to fall to a little over €4 
billion, to record a reduction over three months of €138.1 million (-3.3%). 

The change was due primarily to unlikely-to-pay exposures (-€80.6 million) but also to bad 

loans (-€51.7 million) and to a residual extent to past-due exposures (-€5.8 billion).  

The performance over twelve months (-€1.73 billion; -30%) was driven mainly by bad loans 

(-€1.07 billion) and, to a more moderate extent, by unlikely-to-pay exposures (-€698 million) 

compared with a slight increase (+€41 million) in past-due exposures. 
 

The percentage of net non-performing exposures fell as a consequence to 4.70% from 4.93% at 

the end of December (6.61% in March 2019). 
 
In terms of types of loan, the table “Composition of loans to customers measured at amortised cost”, shows that net non-
performing exposures (stage three) are again mainly concentrated in the item “mortgage loans and other medium to long-
term loans”, backed moreover by collateral and with prudential loan-to-value (LTV) ratios, which results automatically in 
a lower level of coverage. 
 

As a result of the reduction in total non-performing exposures, the Texas Ratio13 , which 

measures the ratio of net non-performing exposures to tangible equity attributable to 

shareholders of the Parent, had fallen at the end of March to 48.4%14 [54.7% in December and 

76.3% in March 2019 (restated figures)15]. 

 

Again as a consequence of the additional impairment losses recognised in the first quarter of 
2020 in relation to the Covid-19 emergency, which affected the unlikely-to-pay category in 

particular, at the end of March the coverage ratio for non-performing exposures had risen to 

39.56% compared with 39% in December and 39.09% in March 2019 (coverage of 52.03% 

recalculated to take account of write-offs, compared with 50.92% at the end of 2019 and 

46.96% twelve months previously). 

It should also be noted that the coverage ratio must always be interpreted in close relation to the high 

percentage of positions backed by collateral which characterises the Group’s loan portfolio16. 

 

In terms of individual categories, the coverage ratio for bad loans fell slightly to 51.51% from 

51.98% at the end of 2019, but had increased over twelve months (49.13% in March 2019)17, 

having benefited from greater provisioning, notwithstanding the deconsolidation of the 

portfolios disposed of in 2019, which largely had higher coverage levels than average for the 
category. 

The coverage ratio for unlikely-to-pay exposures rose to 27.65% from 25.52% at the end of 

2019 due to additional targeted provisioning introduced for those sectors most hit by the 

pandemic18, while compared with a year before (26.22% in March 2019) it suffered partially 

from the effect of the contribution, completed in December 2019, of a portfolio written down 
greater than the average. 

The coverage ratio for past-due exposures of 8.58% (8.33% in December 2019 and 10.39% in 

March 2019) was affected over twelve months by the effects of the application of the new DoD, 

which, although limited in relation to the total of non-performing exposures, resulted in the 

classification as past-due of a series of exposures, the large part of which backed by collateral 

and consequently written down by less than the category average. 

 
13  This indicator is calculated according to the following ratio: total net non-performing exposures/[book equity attributable to 

shareholders of the Parent (exclusive of profit/inclusive of loss for the period) + minority interests – total intangible assets]. 
14  48.8% if calculated excluding minority interests. 

15  The ratios for the comparative periods are different from those published in previous financial reports due to the restatement of 
equity following the change in the method used to measure real estate assets by the Group. Reference is made to the Explanatory 

Notes to the Mandatory interim consolidated financial statements as at and for the period ended 31st March 2020 for further 
details. 

16  More specifically, as may be seen from table A.3.2 of Part E Section 2 of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements as at 
and for the period ended 31st December 2019, 85% of gross non-performing exposures and 92% of net non-performing exposures 

were secured by collateral and/or personal guarantees. 
17  When adjusted to take account of loan write-offs, the coverage ratio for bad loans as at 31st March 2020 was 67.66% (67.12% in 

December 2019; 59.68% in March 2019). 
18 Average coverage for those sectors (retail commerce, transport, hospitality and catering services, textiles and clothing, car hire, 

travel agencies, company support services, etc.) reached approximately 35%. 
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As concerns performing loans, at the end 
of March the distribution between stages 

one and two showed 84.6% of total net 

loans in stage one, largely unchanged 

compared with December (84.7%) and a 

slight increase at the same time in the 
percentage in stage two, which rose to 

10.7% (10.4% at the end of 2019).  

There again, management accounting 

figures for the internal rating perimeter 

confirmed the favourable risk profile of 

the Group’s performing portfolio, with the 
highest risk classes accounting for 2.7% 

of the total and the lower classes rising to 

82.6%. 

In the presence of a significant increase 

in exposures to the Cassa di 
Compensazione e Garanzia (a central counterparty clearing house) which by their nature have 
practically nil provisioning, the combined effect of the factors described above determined a 

fall to 0.55% for the overall coverage ratio for performing loans (0.57% at year-end; 0.66% in 

March 2019). 

 

Finally, as concerns forborne exposures, as may be seen from the relative tables, there was a 

general, progressive decline in these exposures over the twelve months, which extended to 

both non-performing and performing positions, affected, amongst other things, by the 
wholesale disposals carried out between April and December 2019. Overall total exposures fell 

to approximately €4.3 billion gross (-€151 million compared with December 2019; -€1.15 

billion over twelve months) and to €3.3 billion net (-€176 million; -€988 million).  

 
As already reported, the performance of forborne exposures and their composition are also affected by the forbearance 
regulations19 introduced in September 2014. 
In fact non-performing positions must pass a minimum period of one year (“cure period”), after which the return of the 
customer’s credit quality is assessed before it can be reclassified among performing positions. On the other hand 
forborne positions classified as performing must pass a minimum period of two years (“probation period”) before a 
position can be released from its forborne status and therefore be eliminated from the category in supervisory reports. 

 

 

 
19  This term is used to indicate a situation in which a debtor is not considered able to meet due dates and comply with contractual 

terms and conditions as a result of financial difficulties. Because of those difficulties the creditor decides to modify the due date 
and the terms and conditions of the contract in order to allow the debtor to honour the debt or to refinance it, either fully or 

partially. 

High Risk Medium Risk Low Risk Unrated

March 2020 2.7% 10.9% 82.6% 3.8%

December 2019 2.9% 11.3% 81.7% 4.1%
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Figures in thousands of euro

Impairment

losses 
Coverage (*)

Non-performing exposures (63.21%) 2,689,613 831,093 (55.52%) 1,858,520 30.90% 

 - Bad loans (19.40%) 825,489 356,092 (14.02%) 469,397 43.14% 

 - Unlikely-to-pay exposures (43.46%) 1,849,356 473,693 (41.09%) 1,375,663 25.61% 

 - Past-due exposures (0.35%) 14,768 1,308 (0.41%) 13,460 8.86% 

Performing exposures (36.79%) 1,565,517 76,393 (44.48%) 1,489,124 4.88% 

Total 4,255,130 907,486 3,347,644 21.33% 

The item as a percentage of the total is given in brackets.

Figures in thousands of euro

Impairment

losses 
Coverage 

(*)

Non-performing exposures (61.86%) 2,725,615 801,481 (54.61%) 1,924,134 29.41% 

 - Bad loans (18.89%) 832,461 358,545 (13.45%) 473,916 43.07% 

 - Unlikely-to-pay exposures (42.48%) 1,871,713 441,281 (40.60%) 1,430,432 23.58% 

 - Past-due exposures (0.49%) 21,441 1,655 (0.56%) 19,786 7.72% 

Performing exposures (38.14%) 1,680,467 81,245 (45.39%) 1,599,222 4.83% 

Total 4,406,082 882,726 3,523,356 20.03% 

The item as a percentage of the total is given in brackets.

Figures in thousands of euro

Impairment

losses 
Coverage 

(*)

Non-performing exposures (61.87%) 3,343,716 965,729 (54.84%) 2,377,987 28.88% 

 - Bad loans (18.86%) 1,019,468 406,254 (14.14%) 613,214 39.85% 

 - Unlikely-to-pay exposures (42.90%) 2,318,676 558,931 (40.59%) 1,759,745 24.11% 

 - Past-due exposures (0.11%) 5,572 544 (0.11%) 5,028 9.76% 

Performing exposures (38.13%) 2,060,730 102,818 (45.16%) 1,957,912 4.99% 

Total 5,404,446 1,068,547 4,335,899 19.77% 

The item as a percentage of the total is given in brackets.

Forborne exposures measured at amortised cost as at 31
st

 March 2020 
Forborne exposures are composed of one of the categories of non-performing exposures (stage 3) and of performing loans (stages 1 and 2) reported in the 

tab le “Composition of loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost”.

Gross exposure Carrying amount

Forborne exposures measured at amortised cost as at 31
st

 March 2019 
Forborne exposures are composed of one of the categories of non-performing exposures (stage 3) and of performing loans (stages 1 and 2) reported in the table “Composition 

of loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost”.

Gross exposure Carrying amount

Forborne exposures measured at amortised cost as at 31
st

 December 2019
 Forborne exposures are composed of one of the categories of non-performing exposures (stage 3) and of performing exposures (stages 1 and 2) reported in the table

“Composition of loans and advances to customers measured at amortised cost”

Gross exposure Carrying amount

 

(*)  The coverage is calculated as the ratio of impairment losses to gross exposure. 
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The interbank market  
and the liquidity position 

The net interbank position of the UBI Banca Group as at 31st March 2020 was one of debt with 

a negative balance of over €5 billion compared with -€2.6 billion as at 31st December. Net of 

operations with the ECB, which remains the most important counterparty, the balance would 
be negative by €1.3 billion, down from approximately -€2.1 billion at year-end. 

 

 
Net interbank position

Figures in thousands of euro

Loans and advances to banks measured at fair value through

profit or loss

 [Asset item 20. 1) in the Reclassified Consolidated Balance Sheet] 16,875 16,213 16,797 15,365 14,715

Loans and advances to banks measured at amortised cost 

[Asset item 40. 1) in the Reclassified Consolidated Balance Sheet] 9,467,195 11,723,923 14,835,531 12,393,150 11,327,078

Loans and advances to banks 9,484,070 11,740,136 14,852,328 12,408,515 11,341,793

of which: Loans and advances to central banks 6,545,461 9,521,517 12,520,051 10,353,201 8,935,116

Due to banks measured at amortised cost

[Asset item 10. a) in the Reclassified Consolidated Balance Sheet] 14,497,500 14,367,985 15,956,402 17,053,172 17,776,512

of which: Due to central banks 10,284,255 9,998,976 10,862,383 12,355,361 12,367,894

Net interbank position -5,013,430 -2,627,849 -1,104,074 -4,644,657 -6,434,719 

Loans and advances excluding central banks 2,938,609 2,218,619 2,332,277 2,055,314 2,406,677

Due to banks excluding central banks 4,213,245 4,369,009 5,094,019 4,697,811 5,408,618

Net interbank position net of central banks -1,274,636 -2,150,390 -2,761,742 -2,642,497 -3,001,941 

31.3.201930.6.201930.9.201931.12.201931.3.2020

 
 

 

The Group continues to maintain a more than positive position in terms of liquidity buffers, 
demonstrated, amongst other things, by levels well in excess of 100% for both the specific short-

term (Liquidity Coverage Ratio) and structural (Net Stable Funding Ratio) Basel 3 indicators.  

This latter indicator1 would still be greater than one even in the presence of an ordinary funding 
structure not based on existing TLTRO financing. 
 

Loans and advances to banks decreased to €9.5 billion from €11.7 billion at year-end. The table 
presenting quarterly changes in the net interbank position shows the presence of marginal 

exposures (€16.9 million at the end of the quarter) recognised at fair value through profit or loss 

(these relate exclusively to business in gold with banking counterparties, without any 

substantial changes and has in fact been stable since September 2019), while the majority of 

this item continues to consist of exposures measured at amortised cost and is therefore 
responsible for the overall trend in the item. 

 

The table giving details shows that the change in loans and advances to banks measured at 

amortised cost that occurred during the first three months of 2020 is attributable to loans to 

the central bank. The table shows the following: 

 “loans and advances to central banks” of over €6.5 billion were down by approximately €3 

billion in the period as a result of lower compulsory reserve deposits, of which the amount in 

excess2 of the mandatory part was used more efficiently by using the cash available for 

financial investments through seizing market opportunities. The account with the Bank of 

Italy opened in 2019 held for the “Instant credit transfer” service, contained a balance at the 

end of March of approximately €10 million, unchanged compared with year-end;  

 
1  In addition, since 30th June 2019 the indicator has included the reduction of the weighting relating to the TLTRO tranche. 
2 Until 17th September 2019, a negative rate of -0.40% applied to the amount in excess of the compulsory reserve; this rate was increased 

to -0.50% with effect from 18th September 2019. The “tiering” on bank deposits introduced by the ECB on 30th October 2019 allows 
banks to be exempt from payment of the negative rate (-0.50%) for deposits held with the European Central Bank up to six times the 

obligatory minimum compulsory reserve. 
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 “current accounts and sight deposits”, amounting to €1.3 billion compared with €923 million 
in December 2019: the item includes deposits relating to ordinary interbank business as well 

those connected with margin deposits on derivatives held with international counterparties;  

 “term deposits” of €5 million, unchanged over three months and with a very small balance 

that is gradually reducing to nil; 

 “other financing” amounting to €1.6 billion (€1.3 billion at the end of 2019): this item includes 

credit exposures to banks linked to industrial and/or financial groups that operate in the 
consumer credit sector and those relating to international business with foreign banks used 

to support commercial transactions with customers. The item also includes lending through 

reverse repurchase agreements amounting to €364 million relating mainly to foreign 

counterparties.  

The item “Other” includes an exposure classified in stage three with a value of €1.8 million 
relating to an unlikely-to-pay exposure to a foreign bank originated in July 2019.  

 

 
 

Composition of loans and advances to banks measured at amortised cost

Figures in thousands of euro amount %

A. Loans and advances to central banks 6,545,461 -         6,545,461 69.1% 9,521,517  -         9,521,517 81.2% -2,976,056 -31.3%  8,935,116 8,935,116 78.9%

2. Compulsory reserve requirement 6,535,465 -         6,535,465 69.0% 9,511,521 -         9,511,521 81.1% -2,976,056 -31.3%  8,935,116 8,935,116 78.9%

4. Other 9,996         -            9,996          0.1% 9,996          -            9,996          0.1% -                   -               -                  -                  -          

B. Loans and advances to banks 2,919,919 1,815   2,921,734 30.9% 2,200,586  1,820   2,202,406 18.8% 719,328 32.7%  2,391,962 2,391,962 21.1%  

1. Financing 2,919,919 1,815   2,921,734  30.9% 2,200,586  1,820   2,202,406  18.8% 719,328 32.7%  2,391,962 2,391,962 21.1%  

1.1 Current accounts and sight deposits 1,312,572 -         1,312,572  13.9% 922,794      -         922,794     7.9% 389,778 42.2%  837,533     837,533     7.4%  

1.2 Term deposits 5,006         -         5,006          0.1% 5,006          -         5,006          0.0% -                 -            9,562         9,562         0.1%  

1.3 Other financing: 1,602,341 1,815   1,604,156  16.9% 1,272,786  1,820   1,274,606  10.9% 329,550 25.9%  1,544,867 1,544,867 13.6%  

Reverse repurchase agreements 364,317    -        364,317    3.8% 2,145          -        2,145         0.0% 362,172 n.s. 459,466    459,466    4.0%  

- other 1,238,024 1,815  1,239,839 13.1% 1,270,641  1,820  1,272,461 10.9% -32,622 -2.6%  1,085,401 1,085,401 9.6%  

Total Asset item 40. 1) in the Reclassified 

Consolidated Balance Sheet 9,465,380 1,815 9,467,195 100.0% 11,722,103 1,820 11,723,923 100.0% -2,256,728 -19.2%  11,327,078 11,327,078 100.0%  

31.3.2019  

% Total
Stages one

and two

Changes 31.3.2020  

Stages one

and two

Stage

three 
Total % 

31.12.2019  

Stages one

and two

Stage

three 
Total % 

 
 

 

Interbank funding of approximately €14.5 billion, was unchanged compared with the balance 

at year-end (€14.4 billion). 

 
The main form of funding, amounting to €10 billion nominal 3 , continues to consist of 

unconventional refinancing operations with the ECB (TLTRO IIs – targeted refinancing operations 

designed to increase lending to businesses and households): UBI Banca was allotted funds of 

€10 billion nominal with a value date of 29th June 2016 (maturing in June 2020) and an 

additional €2.5 billion nominal with value date 29th March 2017 (maturing in March 2021). In 

2019 €2.5 billion nominal was repaid in advance against the amount due in June 2020: €1.5 
billion with a value date of 25th September and €1 billion with value date 18th December. 

The balance recorded an increase of approximately €0.3 billion in the quarter due to 

participation in an auction in dollars for $470 million nominal, which matured at the beginning 

of April.  

 
With regard to the TLTRO III auctions announced in March by the ECB, the Group did not 

participate in the first two transactions undertaken in September and December 2019, reserving 

the right to assess, in its new Business Plan, the amount and structure of any draw-downs, to 

plan for gradual repayments ensuring greater flexibility for the instrument and substantial 

alignment with the maturities of the loans disbursed to eliminate possible repayment risks. 

 
3  The balance recognised in the accounts shown in the table is inclusive of interest expense accruing. The application of a negative rate 

of -0.40% is resulting in a decrease in the debt contracted at auction. The decline in debt should be viewed within the framework of 

Decision (EU) 2016/810 of the European Central Bank, which established that final interest rates applied to the amounts allotted to 
counterparties in each auction of the second series of longer-term refinancing operations (TLTRO II) are determined according to 

specific calculation procedures and notified to the participating counterparties from 5th June 2018.  
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Composition of amounts due to banks measured at amortised cost

Figures in thousands of euro amount %

1. Due to central banks 10,284,255 70.9% 9,998,976 69.6% 285,279 2.9%  12,367,894 69.6%  

2. Due to banks 4,213,245 29.1% 4,369,009 30.4% -155,764 -3.6%  5,408,618 30.4%  

2.1 Current accounts and sight deposits 650,834            4.5% 689,520         4.8% -38,686 -5.6%  993,847      5.6%  

2.2 Term deposits 14,814 0.1% 14,532 0.1% 282 1.9%  110,757 0.6%  

2.3 Financing: 3,521,797         24.3% 3,609,848      25.1% -88,051 -2.4%  4,265,442  24.0%  

2.3.1 Repurchase agreements 2,388,895 16.5% 2,405,568 16.7% -16,673 -0.7%  2,773,156 15.6%  

2.3.2 other 1,132,902 7.8% 1,204,280 8.4% -71,378 -5.9%  1,492,286 8.4%  

2.6 Other payables 25,800 0.2% 55,109 0.4% -29,309 -53.2%  38,572 0.2%  

Total Asset item 10. a) in the Reclassified 

Consolidated Balance Sheet 14,497,500 100.0%  14,367,985 100.0%  129,515 0.9%  17,776,512 100.0%  

Changes 
31.3.2019 % 31.3.2020  % 31.12.2019  % 

 

 

 

Net of that source of funding, amounts due to banks amounted to €4.2 billion (€4.4 billion at 

year-end), of which: 

 €665.6 million consisting of current accounts and term deposits, the performance of which 

(-€38.4 million over three months) reflects the natural volatility inherent in ordinary 

business; 

 €2.4 billion for reverse repurchase agreements, largely unchanged over the three months: the 
item primarily reflects financing activity for investments, above all in US Treasuries and, to 

a residual extent, in securities denominated in dollars issued by both emerging countries and 

investment grade corporate issuers. The item includes approximately €229.2 million (€245.3 

million at the end of 2019) relating to the transaction involving the senior tranche of the 

securitisation of bad loans carried out in September 2018, self-retained and fully backed by 

the GACS government guarantee; 

 €1.1 billion of “financing - other”, consisting of loans with the EIB, i.e. medium to long-term 

funding transactions with the European Investment Bank for investments designed to 

support SMEs. These loans, €965.7 billion of which relating to the Parent and the remainder 

to UBI Leasing, recorded a decrease over the three months due to amortisations;  

 €25.8 million of other payables, consisting of €16.5 million of funds relating to the credit card 

settlement arrangements with Nexi. The amount was down substantially compared with 

€55.1 million at year-end, €46 million of which related to Nexi, due to the reduction in 
business recorded since February caused by the serious operating context.  

 

 

* * *  
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Available liquidity reserve

ECB pool                                                        (a) 19,281 52.4% 19,552 54.4% -271 -1.4%  

 of which government securities 3,855 10.5% 4,250 11.8% -395 -9.3%  

  of which Italian government securities 3,639 9.9% 4,033 11.2% -394 -9.8%  

Liquid securities non included in the ECB pool        (b) 9,039 24.6% 5,078 14.1% 3,961 78.0%  

 of which government securities 8,998 24.4% 5,019 14.0% 3,979 79.3%  

  of which Italian government securities 5,896 16.0% 3,207 8.9% 2,689 83.8%  

Government securities refinanced                                 (c) 2,666 7.2% 2,502 7.0% 164 6.6%  

  of which Italian government securities 687 1.9% 747 2.1% -60 -8.0%  

Eligible assets (*)   (a)+(b)+(c) 30,986 84.2%  27,132 75.5%  3,854 14.2%  

Liquid part of compulsory reserve 5,831 15.8%  8,796 24.5%  -2,965 -33.7%  

36,817 100.0%  35,928 100.0%  889 2.5%  

ECB auctions (portion pledged) -10,339 -28.1%  -9,865 -27.5%  474 4.8%  

Government securities refinanced -2,666 -7.2%  -2,502 -6.9%  164 6.6%  

23,812 64.7%  23,561 65.6%  251 1.1%  

Changes

amount               %

 

Management accounting f igures in millions of euro - net of 

31.12.2019 %

Total liquidity reserve 

Available liquidity reserve

31.3.2020 %

 
 

 (*)  The composition by type is given in the table “Assets eligible: composition by type of underlying assets”. 

 

 

The Group's liquidity reserve,4 as at 31st March amounted to €36.8 billion net of haircuts, 

recording moderate growth compared with year-end. The reserve was composed of the following: 

• €19.3 billion of assets pledged to the ECB collateral pool to back TLTRO financing, in line 

with the total at year-end. In terms of composition, €3.9 billion consisted of government 

securities, down by €395 million in the quarter, with the main part consisting of ABACO 

loans, self-retained securitisations and self-retained covered bonds (see the table on the 

composition of eligible assets); 

• €9 billion of securities consisting of readily marketable spot and forward assets not lodged 

with the collateral pool (almost entirely government securities of which over 65% are Italian 

government securities), available to the Parent treasury for short-term liquidity management. 

The item increased significantly in the quarter due to the inclusion of new securities 
purchased by using part of the withdrawable liquidity from the deposit with the ECB subject 

to the application of a negative interest rate5. With a view to useful management of that 

liquidity, part of the funds were invested more efficiently involving, amongst other things, 

entering into reverse repurchase agreements;  

• €2.7 billion of government securities refinanced by means of repurchase agreements, (with 

74% of the underlying consisting of USA securities and 26% of Italian securities);  

• €5.8 billion of the withdrawable part of the compulsory reserve (the part surplus to the 
mandatory requirement). The relative funds available reduced during the quarter following 

the action undertaken, just mentioned, which led to a better allocation of the expense bearing 

portion. 

 

As already reported the Group is pursuing a policy to gradually lighten and diversify the portfolios (by 
geographical area and by sovereign and corporate issuer), designed nevertheless to maintain sufficiently 
large investments in European government securities to ensure optimum management of liquidity by means 
of the eligibility of these. In the first months of 2020 the Group nevertheless seized a short-term market 
opportunity to purchase low-risk Italian government securities. 
The total liquidity reserve was equivalent to 54.2% of direct sight funding as at 31st March 2020.  

 

In terms of composition by type of financial instrument, assets eligible for refinancing amounting 

to €31 billion, calculated net of haircuts, recorded growth over the three months, driven by 

proprietary securities and covered bonds.  

 
4  An asset is considered liquid or marketable if the credit institution is able to convert it into cash rapidly without encountering practical 

or legal difficulties.  

5 A negative interest rate of -0.50% is applied on the part in excess of the obligatory part of the compulsory reserve. The “tiering” on bank 
deposits introduced by the ECB on 30th October 2019 allows banks to be exempt from payment of the negative rate (-0.50%) for 

deposits held with the European Central Bank up to six times the obligatory minimum compulsory reserve. 
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In detail:  

 eligible proprietary securities (+€3.19 billion) benefited from the new purchases made using 

the excess liquidity held with the ECB; 

 retained covered bonds (+€1.16 billion) benefited from the inclusion of two issuances for a 

nominal amount of €1 billion (first programme) and €400 million (second programme), which 

obtained the eligibility requirement in January; 

 ABACO loans (-€0.40 billion) were affected by early maturities that occurred during the 

quarter; 

 asset securitisations remained more or less stable. 

 

As a consequence of the movements described above, the margin of available liquidity amounted 
to €23.8 billion, as at 31st March 2020 compared with €23.6 billion at year-end. 
 

 

The margin of available liquidity amounted to approximately 35% of direct sight funding as at 31st March 2020. 
This margin was amply sufficient to meet the Group's bond maturities in coming years (€9.6 billion until the end of 2022). 

 

 
Assets eligible: composition by type of underlying assets

Figures in billions of euro

nominal

amount

amount net of 

haircuts

nominal

amount

amount net of 

haircuts

Proprietary securities (1) 16.16 15.73 12.94 12.54

Covered bonds (self-retained issues) 5.65 4.86 4.25 3.70

Securitisation of residential mortgages of the former B@nca 24-7 0.38 0.34 0.40 0.36

Marche M6 Srl securitisation 0.39 0.35 0.42 0.38

UBI Leasing assets securitisation 2.10 1.89 2.10 1.91

Securitisation of performing residential mortgages 2.09 1.85 2.09 1.87

Loans eligible due to participation in ABACO (2) 10.22 5.97 10.66 6.37

Assets eligible for refinancing 36.99 30.99 32.86 27.13

31.12.201931.3.2020

 

 

(1)  Proprietary securities, stated both at nominal value and net of haircuts, include the amount for refinanced securities.  

 The item is therefore fully comparable with the figures reported in the table “Available liquidity reserve”, where the allocation (pool, non-pool, 

refinanced) of the government securities included here is reported. These represent over half of the Group’s liquid assets. 
 

(2) ABACO (bank assets eligible as collateral) is the name given to procedures drawn up by the Bank of Italy for the management of loans eligible for 

refinancing. In order to qualify as eligible, an asset must meet specific requirements contained in Bank of Italy regulations concerning the 
following: type of debtor (public sector, non-financial company, international and supranational institutions), credit rating [set by external ratings, 

rating tools of approved providers and internal ratings (for banks authorised by the Bank of Italy to use internal rating models)], minimum amount 

(€0.03 million for domestic loans) and type of asset. 
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Financial activities 

The Group’s financial assets as at 31st March 2020 amounted to €20.07 billion, having 

recorded positive performance both quarterly and annually (€19.15 billion as at 31st December 

and €17.20 billion in March 2019). If financial liabilities held for trading are considered, 

consisting entirely of financial derivatives, then net assets amounted to €19.53 billion (€18.68 

billion and €16.73 billion). 
 

The investment diversification strategy and the progressive reduction in the concentration of 

Italian government securities started in 2015 also remains central in the 2022 Business Plan. 

In the first months of 2020 the Group nevertheless seized a short-term market opportunity to 

purchase low-risk Italian government securities. 
 

As shown in the table, at the end of March the most substantial portfolios consisted again of 

those classified as “Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive 

income” and “Financial assets measured at amortised cost”, which accounted for 57.2% and 

32.1% respectively, of the total. 

In terms of types of financial instrument, 54.6% of the total portfolios consisted of Italian 
government securities, progressively down compared with 55.4% a year earlier, but slightly up 

from 51.1% in December due to actions undertaken. On the other hand, an increase to 38.6% 

from 37.8% in March 2019 can be seen in the percentage of other debt securities, due to the 

progressive diversification of investments into government securities, not only of European 

countries, but also into emerging countries and to a marginal extent into corporate securities. 
Both equity securities and UCITS shares are now of a marginal amount, accounting together 

for 4.5% of the total. 

 

 
Financial assets/liabilities

Figures in thousands of euro

Carrying 

amount

A

% 

Carrying 

amount

B

% amount %

Carrying 

amount

C

% 

Carrying 

amount

D

% 

Carrying 

amount

E

% amount %

Financial assets designated at fair value 

through profit or loss

[Asset item 20. 3) in the Reclassified Consolidated 

Balance Sheet] 2,153,240 10.7% 1,481,850 7.7% 671,390 45.3% 1,530,837 8.1% 1,377,566 7.7% 1,218,936 7.1% 934,304 76.6% 

Financial assets held for trading 1,139,785 5.7% 427,980 2.2% 711,805 166.3% 600,089 3.2% 528,103 3.0% 455,158 2.6% 684,627 150.4% 

of which: financial derivatives contracts 461,710 2.3% 422,571 2.2% 39,139 9.3% 550,520 2.9% 494,317 2.8% 445,552 2.6% 16,158 3.6% 

Financial assets designated at fair value 8,554 0.0% 10,278 0.1% -1,724 -16.8% 11,084 0.1% 10,054 0.1% 8,937 0.1% -383 -4.3% 

Financial assets mandatorily measured at 

fair value 1,004,901 5.0% 1,043,592 5.4% -38,691 -3.7% 919,664 4.8% 839,409 4.6% 754,841 4.4% 250,060 33.1% 

Financial assets measured at fair value 

through other comprehensive income

[Asset item 30. 3) in the Reclassified Consolidated 

Balance Sheet] 11,476,015 57.2% 12,221,616 63.8% -745,601 -6.1% 12,212,586 64.6% 11,618,770 65.0% 11,237,457 65.3% 238,558 2.1% 

Financial assets measured at amortised cost

[Asset item 40. 3) in the Reclassified Consolidated 

Balance Sheet] 6,443,916 32.1% 5,448,333 28.5% 995,583 18.3% 5,171,248 27.3% 4,889,115 27.3% 4,739,311 27.6% 1,704,605 36.0% 

Financial assets (a) 20,073,171 100.0% 19,151,799 100.0% 921,372 4.8% 18,914,671 100.0% 17,885,451 100.0% 17,195,704 100.0% 2,877,467 16.7% 

of which:

- debt securities 18,699,882 93.2% 17,791,763 93.0% 908,119 5.1% 17,569,947 92.9% 16,663,100 93.2% 16,032,726 93.2% 2,667,156 16.6% 

of which Italian government securities (*) 10,968,534 54.6% 9,786,585 51.1% 1,181,949 12.1% 10,043,874 53.1% 9,741,570 54.5% 9,523,000 55.4% 1,445,534 15.2% 

            of which: Italian government securities 

                           excluding insurance 9,527,735 8,384,097 1,143,638 13.6% 8,626,177 8,454,042 8,284,378 1,243,357 15.0% 

- equity instruments 360,737 1.8% 373,349 1.9% -12,612 -3.4% 311,494 1.6% 310,601 1.7% 309,862 1.8% 50,875 16.4% 

- shares of UCITS 550,842 2.7% 564,116 2.9% -13,274 -2.4% 482,710 2.6% 417,433 2.3% 407,564 2.4% 143,278 35.2% 

Financial liabilities held for trading (b) (**) 541,125    100.0% 468,621    100.0% 72,504 15.5% 656,353    100.0% 571,499    100.0% 461,254    100.0% 79,871 17.3% 

  of which: financial derivatives contracts 541,125      100.0% 468,621      100.0% 72,504 15.5% 601,890      91.7% 543,598      95.1% 461,254      100.0% 79,871 17.3%

NET FINANCIAL ASSETS (a-b) 19,532,046 18,683,178 848,868 4.5% 18,258,318 17,313,952 16,734,450 2,797,596 16.7% 

31.3.2019 Changes A/E31.3.2020 Changes A/B31.12.2019 30.9.2019 30.6.2019

 

 

(*) The increase shown in the table for the 2019 comparative periods relates entirely to accounting adjustments, against net nominal disposals. 

(**) The amount for this item differs from the balance sheet because it does not include around €76.6 million (€86.7 million as at 31st December 2019) of investment 

certificates issued during the fourth quarter of 2019, which have been reclassified to “Total amounts due to customers”, for the purposes of the Management 
Report.  
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The chart which reports changes in 
the banking group's Italian 

government securities portfolio 

(excluding insurance companies) 

clearly shows the downward trend for 

the percentage of investments in 

Italian government securities. At the 
same time the mix of these 

investments has also changed and has 

recorded a progressive reduction in 

the percentage of the fair value 

component. In the first quarter of 
2020, following market opportunities 

seized in the short-term to purchase 

low-risk Italian government securities, 

the trends described above reversed partially. 

 

 
 

Management accounting figures1 for 31st March 2020 show the following: 

- in terms of type of financial instrument, the Group’s securities portfolio was composed as 

follows: 

• 91.85% of government securities (83.22% at the end of 2019); 

• 4.10% of corporate securities, almost entirely classified in the banking book (12.45% in 

December). Of these around 50.58% were issued by the financial sector. As much as 

79.05% of total investments in corporate securities had an investment grade rating, 
concentrated in the BBB segment (43.84%) and in the A segment (32.66%); 

• the remaining 4.05% (4.33%) of hedge funds, funds and equities (these include shares 

held in the Atlante Fund and in the Bank of Italy); 

- from a financial viewpoint, floating rate securities accounted for 0.76% (1.10% at the end of 

2019) of the portfolio, fixed-rate securities for 93.85% (93.08%) and securitisations for 

5.10% (5.54%), while the remainder was composed of convertible, subordinated and 
structured securities; 

- as regards the currency of denomination, 87.32% of the securities were denominated in euro 

(84.27% in December) and 12.67% in dollars with natural currency hedges (15.73%), while 

in terms of geographical distribution, 85.99% of the investments (excluding hedge funds and 

equity investments) were issued from countries in the euro area (82.42%); 

- an analysis by rating (for the bond portfolio only) shows that 98.86% of the portfolio 

consisted of “investment grade” securities (99.02% in 2019). 

 
 

 

Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss 

“Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss”, Asset item 20 in the consolidated balance sheet, were 
composed as follows: 

• “Financial assets held for trading" [Item 20 a)], i.e.: 
- financial instruments managed with the objective of realising cash flows through the sale of the assets because:  

(i) they were acquired or incurred principally for the purpose of selling or repurchasing them in the short-term; (ii) they 
are part of a portfolio of identified financial instruments that are managed together and for which there is evidence of 
a recent actual pattern of short-term profit taking; 

- derivatives held for trading; 

• “Financial assets designated at fair value” [Item 20 b)]: financial instruments classified in this category in application 
of the fair value option (FVO); 

• “Other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value” [Item 20 c)]: financial instruments (i) for which the 
management strategy is determined on the basis of their fair value or (ii) they are instruments for which the objective 
contractual characteristics do not give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and 

 
1  The management accounting analysis relates to a smaller portfolio than that stated in the consolidated financial statements, 

because they exclude some smaller portfolios and also financial derivatives contracts held for trading. Securities relating to 

insurance business are not included. 
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interest on the principal amount outstanding where the solely payments of principal and interest test (“SPPI” test) has 
not been passed. 

These financial instruments are measured at fair value with changes in fair value recognised through profit or loss. 

 

 

Financial assets held for trading 

Financial assets held for trading [Asset item 20. a) in the Consolidated Balance Sheet]

Figures in thousands of euro
L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

A

L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

B

amount % L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

C

On-balance sheet assets

Debt securities 673,947 34          100        674,081   258 11          100        369          673,712 n.s. 367 205        100        672          

 of which Italian 

government securities 673,546 -             -             673,546 9 -             -             9 673,537 n.s. 15 -             -             15

Equity securities 3,333      56         2 3,391 5,038      -             2 5,040 -1,649 -32.7% 8,932      -             2 8,934

Shares of UCITS 603          -             -             603           -               -             -             -               603          -               -               -             -             -               

Total (a) 677,883 90 102 678,075 5,296 11 102 5,409 672,666 n.s. 9,299 205 102 9,606

Derivative instruments

Financial derivatives 2,758 370,850 88,102  461,710 641 335,179 86,751  422,571 39,139 9.3% 990 368,857 75,705  445,552

Credit derivatives -               -             -             -                -               -             -             -               -               -               -               -             -             -               

Total (b) 2,758 370,850 88,102  461,710 641 335,179 86,751  422,571 39,139 9.3% 990 368,857 75,705  445,552

Total (a+b) 680,641 370,940 88,204 1,139,785 5,937 335,190 86,853 427,980 711,805 166.3% 10,289 369,062 75,807 455,158

31.3.2020 31.12.2019 31.3.2019Changes A/B

 

 

At the end of March financial assets held for trading totalled €1.1 million, (approximately €428 

million in December and €455.2 million in March 2019), consisting of on-balance sheet assets 
of €678.1 million (€5.4 million and €9.6 million) and of derivatives amounting to €461.7 

million (€422.6 million and €445.6 million). 

 

As shown in the table, the main on-balance sheet item was debt securities, amounting to 

€674.1 million, up compared with both December and March 2019. In the first three months 

of the year net purchases of Italian government securities were made for €675 million nominal 
(BOTs, CTZs and BTPs for €250 million, €300 million and €125 million respectively and for the 

latter this consisted of €191 million of purchases and €66 million of redemptions and sales). 

Transactions were also carried out over the same time period in CCTs, with a nil net effect. On 

the other hand, the change in “Other debt securities”, was attributable solely to end-of-period 

accounting adjustments because the only movements in the items were for the purchase and 

sale at the same time of €6 million nominal of Spanish Bonos. 

 
Equity securities, amounting to €3.4 million (€5 million in December and €8.9 million in 

March 2019), were composed of many investments for small amounts (the changes over the 

three months related almost entirely to accounting adjustments) made by both the Parent and 

the insurance companies for a total of €3.3 million (€4.9 million and €4.8 million) and of €0.1 

million (€0.1 million and €4.1 million) respectively. 
 

Shares of UCITS amounting to €0.6 million classified entirely within fair value level 1, 

consisted of new investments made during period by the company Pramerica SGR. 

 

Finally, with regard to derivative instruments, these consisted solely of financial derivatives, 

for which the changes must be interpreted in strict relation to the corresponding item 
recognised within financial liabilities held for trading. As at 31st March 2020 they amounted to 

€461.7 million, an increase compared with €422.6 million at year-end and with €445.6 million 

in March 2019. These are contracts without complex structures, consisting mainly of interest 

rate swaps attributable entirely to UBI Banca’s activities. 
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Financial assets designated at fair value 

Financial assets designated at fair value [Asset item 20. b) in the Consolidated Balance Sheet]

Figures in thousands of 

euro

L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

A

L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

B

amount % L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

C

Debt securities 8,554      -             -             8,554      10,278    -             -             10,278    -1,724 -16.8% 8,937      -             -             8,937      

of which Italian 

government 

securities 5,149 -             -             5,149 6,323 -             -             6,323 -1,174 -18.6% 5,309 -             -             5,309

Total 8,554 -             -             8,554 10,278 -             -             10,278 -1,724 -16.8% 8,937 -             -             8,937

31.3.201931.3.2019 Changes A/B31.12.2019

 

 
Financial assets designated at fair value, amounting to €8.6 million and relating entirely to the 

Group's insurance business activities, recorded decreases compared with both the 

comparative periods (€10.3 million in December and €8.9 million in March 2019).  

 

Debt securities, the sole component of this item, included Italian government securities 
amounting to €5.1 million (€6.3 million at the end of 2019 and €5.3 million in March 2019) for 
which the performance was the result of purchases of BTPs for €598 thousand nominal, sales 

of BTPs, BOTs and CTZs for €761 thousand nominal and redemptions of CTZs for €975 

thousand nominal. 

As already reported, the changes shown in the tables take account of end-of-period accounting 

adjustments. 
 

Other debt securities, amounting to €3.5 million (approximately €4 million in December and 
€3.6 million in March 2019), are composed of government securities of other countries (i.e. 

Germany, Spain, France, Holland and the United States) and, to a marginal extent, of 

corporate securities. 

 

 

Other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value 

Other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value [Asset item 20. c) in the Consolidated Balance Sheet]

Figures in thousands of 

euro

L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

A

L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

B

amount % L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

C

Debt securities 67,747 27,483     46,999     142,229   79,435 28,267     46,913     154,615   -12,386 -8.0% 41,102 5,876        48,176     95,154     

 of which 

Italian 

government 

securities 3,059 -                -                3,059 3,073 -                -                3,073 -14 -0.5% 8,923 -                -                8,923

Equity securities 56,040 2,713        253,680 312,433 64,718 35             260,108 324,861 -12,428 -3.8% 24,475 358           227,290 252,123

Shares of UCITS 248,184 110,360   191,695   550,239 257,844 112,408   193,864   564,116 -13,877 -2.5% 167,001 200,084   40,479     407,564

Total 371,971 140,556 492,374 1,004,901 401,997 140,710 500,885 1,043,592 -38,691 -3.7% 232,578 206,318 315,945 754,841

31.3.201931.3.2020 Changes A/B31.12.2019

 
 

 

At the end of the quarter other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value amounted 

to €1 billion compared with €1.04 billion at year-end and €754.8 million in the first quarter of 

2019. 
 

The table shows debt securities of €142.2 million (€154.6 million in December and €95.2 

million in March 2019) of which €3.1 million consisted of Italian government securities related 

entirely to the insurance segment. The change over three months was caused solely by 

accounting adjustments with no movements occurring in the item in the period. 

 

Other debt securities amounted to €139.1 million of which 35% relating to banking business. 
The €48.4 million relating to banking business (€48.4 million in December and €49.6 million 

in March 2019) also included: (i) a bond issued by Sorgenia that was converted in the amount 

of €43.2 million, which had already been increased in value by €27.3 million in the last 
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quarter of 2018; and (ii) the remainder of the subordinated bond, amounting to €0.4 million 
(€0.4 million in December and €2.4 million in March 2019), held in relation to the voluntary 

scheme created at the Interbank Deposit Protection Fund (IDPF), which, in relation to the 

actions to support Banca Carige, had directly subscribed subordinated bonds of the bank. The 

decrease of €2 million that occurred in 2019 was due to the conversion of a subordinated bond 

into equity securities, following the increase in share capital completed by Banca Carige in 

December; (iii) 5% of the junior and mezzanine tranches, not sold to third parties, resulting 
from the securitisation of a portfolio of bad loans backed by GACS (a government guarantee) 

carried out for a total stated value of €1.1 million in 2018, and for €0.5 million in 2019. 

The €90.8 million relating to insurance business (€103.1 million at year-end and €36.6 million 

at end-of-quarter in 2019) was composed for over 80% of banking and insurance sector bonds, 

while the remainder consisted of real estate, automotive and pharmaceutical sector securities. 
As no movements occurred in the item in the quarter the changes reflected those in market 

fair values. 

 

Equity securities, classified mostly within fair value level three, amounted to €312.5 million 

(€324.9 million in December and €252.1 million in March 2019). The shareholdings recognised 

in fair value level three were held in (i) the Bank of Italy, SACBO and DepoBank (the former 
Istituto Centrale delle Banche Popolari), totalling €161.1 million, which increased by €2.4 

million in the second quarter of 2019 following the revaluation of SACBO; (ii) the voluntary 

scheme created at the Interbank Deposit Protection Fund (IDPF), following the actions 

mentioned taken to support Banca Carige, amounting to €2.4 million 2 ; and (iii) Nuova 

Sorgenia Holding for a total of €67.6 million: the amount – which was nil in March 2019 – was 
revalued following the acceptance in December of a binding offer to purchase the assets of the 

company. The stake held in NEXI, classified within fair value level one after it was floated on 

the Milan stock exchange in April 2019, was recognised for an amount of €42.6 million (€44.4 

million in December, €29.1 million twelve months before).3 

 

Shares in UCITS totalled €550.2 million at the end of the quarter, (-€13.9 million compared 
with December and +€142.7 million compared with a year before). 

The following are recognised within fair value level one: 

- shares subscribed by the insurance companies amounting to €202.1 million (€208.2 million 

in December and €116.8 million in the first quarter of 2019) for which although there was a 
substantial increase in inflows from the Multi-Sector and Business Sector III products over 

twelve months, this was offset by changes in fair market value due to market trends in the 

first months of 2020;  

- Pramerica Global Multi Asset Moderato funds amounting to €42 million (€44.3 million in 

December, €43 million in March 2019); a residual portion of the Polis fund amounting to 

€0.5 million (down compared with €1.3 million in December. This reduction related almost 

entirely to a further capital redemption that occurred over the three months) and the Tages 

fund, amounting to €1.9 million after disinvestments at the end of 2017. 

Level two was composed of real estate funds (approximately €35 million relating to UBI Banca 

and €25.8 million to UBI Leasing) and it includes insurance investments amounting to over 

€20 million, for which no movements occurred during the quarter. 

In addition to the value of the shares in the Atlante Fund amounting to €40.5 million, level 

three was composed of the investments in closed-end funds acquired in exchange for the 
disposal of non-performing (unlikely-to-pay) loans. 

 

 

 

Financial liabilities held for trading 

Financial liabilities held for trading amounted to €541.1 million in March (€468.6 million in 
December and €461.3 million in March 2019) and consisted solely of financial derivatives, for 

 
2  For further information, see “Part A – Accounting Policies” of the Notes to the Consolidated financial statements as at and for the 

period ended 31st December 2019. 
3  The increase recorded over the twelve months incorporates changes in market fair values. As already reported, the €17.7 million 

revaluation in the first quarter of 2019 was in preparation for the listing. 
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which the amount and the performance must be interpreted consistently with the 
corresponding item recognised within financial assets held for trading. 

There were no on-balance sheet liabilities outstanding at the end of the quarter. However, 

movements did occur during the period with an uncovered short position for €25 million 

nominal in BTPs, entered into in January and fully closed in March. 

 

 
Financial liabilities held for trading: composition [part of Liabilities item 20. in the Consolidated Balance Sheet]

Figures in thousands of euro
L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

A

L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

B

amount % L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

C

On-balance sheet liabilities

Due to banks -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -              -              -              -              

Due to customers -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -              -              -              -              

Debt securities -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -              -              -              -              

Total (a) -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -              -              -              -              

Derivative instruments

Financial derivatives 511 540,609  5              541,125 383 468,158  80            468,621 72,504 15.5% 635 460,619 -              461,254

Credit derivatives -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -               -              -              -              -              

Total (b) 511 540,609 5              541,125 383 468,158 80            468,621 72,504 15.5% 635 460,619 -              461,254

Total (a+b) 511 540,609 5              541,125 383 468,158 80            468,621 72,504 15.5% 635 460,619 -              461,254

31.3.201931.3.2020 Changes A/B31.12.2019

 

 

 

 

Financial assets measured at fair value through other 
comprehensive income 

“Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income”, Asset item 30 in the consolidated 
balance sheet are composed of the following: (i) financial instruments associated with the “Hold to Collect and Sell” 
business model, which is to say they are held within the framework of a business model, the objective of which is 
achieved both by the collection of cash flows and by the sale of the instruments themselves and the contractual terms of 
which give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal 
amount outstanding (the SPPI test is passed); (ii) equity securities for which an “OCI election” has been opted for to 
present changes in fair value in other comprehensive income4. 

The financial instruments referred to in item (i) are measured at fair value with changes recognised within “valuation 
reserves”. Impairment losses and reversals of those losses determined in compliance with IFRS 9 impairment rules are 
recognised through profit or loss against “valuation reserves” in the statement of comprehensive income, while the equity 
securities referred to in item (ii) are measured at fair value with changes recognised within “valuation reserves” within 
the statement of comprehensive income.5 

 

 

Figures in thousands of 

euro

L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

A

L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

B

amount % L 1 L 2 L 3

Carrying 

amount

C

Debt securities 11,307,325 123,777 -               11,431,102 11,962,483 215,685 -               12,178,168 -747,066 -6.1% 11,084,298 104,354 -            11,188,652

 of which 

Italian 

government 

securities 4,804,354 -               -               4,804,354 5,519,587 -               -               5,519,587 -715,233 -13.0% 5,616,846 -            -            5,616,846

Equity securities -                   -               44,913 44,913 -                   -               43,448 43,448 1,465 3.4% -                   -            48,805 48,805

Total 11,307,325 123,777 44,913 11,476,015 11,962,483 215,685 43,448 12,221,616 -745,601 -6.1% 11,084,298 104,354 48,805 11,237,457

Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 
[Asset item 30. 3) in the Reclassified Consolidated Balance Sheet]

31.3.201931.12.201931.3.2020 Changes A/B

 

 

As at 31st March 2020, financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive 

income amounted to €11.5 billion, (€12.2 billion at year-end and €11.2 billion at the end of 

the first quarter of 2019). 

 
4 In fact with reference to the provisions of IFRS 9, an entity may make an irrevocable election at initial recognition for particular 

investments in equity instruments that would otherwise be measured at fair value through profit or loss to present subsequent 

changes in fair value in other comprehensive income. 
5 With specific reference to equity securities, the amount recognised within “valuation reserves” is never transferred to the income 

statement (known as FVOCI with no recycling), not even when the investments are sold. 
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As shown in the table, debt securities, amounting to €11.4 billion (€12.2 billion in December 

and €11.2 billion in March 2019), included €4.8 billion of Italian government securities, of 
which €1.43 billion related to insurance companies (€1.39 billion at year-end and €1.23 billion 

in March 2019), over 90% of which composed of BTPs and, the remainder, of BOTs and CCTs: 

net purchases totalling €50 million nominal were carried out over three months. In contrast, 

Italian government securities held as part of banking business declined compared with 

December due to the sale of BTPs for a total of €650 million nominal. Purchases of CCTs were 

also made during the quarter for €50 million nominal. 

It should be noted that the changes in government securities shown in the table also incorporate the 
impacts of end-of-quarter accounting adjustments. 

 

As regards other debt securities, notwithstanding the movements that occurred in the period, 

the total  remained stable compared with December at €6.6 billion (€5.6 billion in March 

2019), the result of different market trends incorporated in the accounting valuations. 
Purchases were in fact made during the quarter, again in the context of diversification of the 

portfolio, of €470 million nominal net of Spanish Bonos, €350 million nominal net of French 
OATs, €235 million nominal net of Portuguese government securities, €135 million nominal net 

of Belgian government securities, €10 million nominal of Greek government securities and of 

supranational securities in dollars or $25 million nominal. 

Over the same time period sales were made of $140 million nominal net of US Treasuries and 

of €5 million nominal of Finnish government securities. Finally, transactions were carried out 

with a nil net effect in Slovenian government securities and in supranational securities in euro. 

Government securities of emerging countries recorded net sales of approximately €3 million 
nominal and of $102.2 million. 

Disinvestments of corporate securities also took place for €741.7 million nominal net and for 

$341.4 million nominal net. 
 

Debt securities also include BancAssurance Popolari investments of €2.13 billion: the €1.43 

billion of Italian government securities already mentioned and €0.7 billion of non-Italian 

government securities (mainly Spanish Bonos, Portuguese government securities and French 
OATs) and corporate securities diversified by sector and geographical area. 
 

Equity securities, for which the Group has made an OCI election, consisted of many small 

investments for a small total amount and came to €44.9 million (€+1.5 million, compared with 

December and -€3.9 million compared with March 2019). 
 
 
 

Financial assets measured at amortised cost 

Asset item 40 in the consolidated balance sheet, “Financial assets measured at amortised cost”, includes financial 
instruments associated with the “Hold to Collect” business model, which is to say they are held within the framework of 
a business model, the objective of which is to hold the assets in order to collect the cash flows and the contractual terms 
of which give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal 
amount outstanding (the SPPI test is passed). 

These assets are measured at amortised cost with impairment losses and reversals of those losses determined in 
compliance with IFRS 9 impairment rules recognised through profit or loss. 

 

 
Financial assets measured at amortised cost [Asset item 40. 3) in the Reclassified Consolidated Balance Sheet]

Stages one 

and two

Stage 

three

of w hich: 

purchased or 

originated 

credit impaired

L 1 L 2 L 3 Total 
Stages one 

and two

Stage 

three

of w hich: 

purchased or 

originated 

credit impaired

L 1 L 2 L 3 Total 
Stages one 

and two

Stage 

three

of w hich: 

purchased or 

originated 

credit impaired

Debt securities 6,443,916 -          -                     5,413,691 4,280   864,688 6,282,659 5,448,333 -          -                     4,526,906 3,965   898,238 5,429,109 995,583 18.3% 4,739,311 -         -                    

of which 

Italian 

government 

securities 5,482,426 -         -                    5,317,627 -            -              5,317,627 4,257,593 -         -                    4,225,884 -            -              4,225,884 1,224,833 28.8% 3,891,907 -         -                    

Total 6,443,916 -          -                     5,413,691 4,280   864,688 6,282,659 5,448,333 -          -                     4,526,906 3,965   898,238 5,429,109 995,583 18.3% 4,739,311 -          -                     

Figures in thousands 

of euro

31.3.2019

Carrying amount C

31.12.2019

Carrying amount B Fair value

31.3.2020

Carrying amount A Fair value

Changes A/B

amount %
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At the end of March 2020 financial assets measured at amortised cost amounted to €6.4 
billion (€5.4 billion in December and €4.7 billion in March) and they were composed entirely of 

debt securities classified in stage one according to the rules of the IFRS 9 accounting 

standard. The majority consisted of Italian government securities recognised within fair value 

level one. The latter performed positively following the purchases in January and again in 

March of BTPs for a total of €1.1 billion nominal. 

 

Other debt securities, amounting to €961.5 billion (-€229.3 million compared with December 
and +€114.1 million over twelve months) were mainly composed of (i) the senior tranches, 

backed entirely by a GACS guarantee, resulting from self-retained securitisations of bad loans 

for a total amount of €826.2 million: the first for €491.1 million, relating to a transaction 

carried out in 2018, was down €33.8 million over the three months due primarily to the effect 

of capital repayments in the period and the second for €335.1 million resulting from a 

securitisation of residential mortgages carried out in December 2019; and (ii) Spanish Bonos 
for €80 million nominal purchased in 2019. Investments in securities issued by banks, 

totalling €197.4 million in December, were all sold in January. 

As already reported, the changes shown in the tables take account of end-of-period accounting 
adjustments. 

 

 

 

Risk 

FVOCI debt securities were classified as follows: 99.4% of their gross value within stage one 

(98.8% in December and 99.3% in March 2019), 0.55% in stage two (1.1% and 0.6%) and the 

negligible remainder in stage three. The percentage coverage ratios were 0.05%, 3.10% and 

100% respectively (0.05%, 1.41% and 100% in December and 0.05%, 1.59% and 100% in 

March 2019). The increase in coverage for securities classified in stage two that occurred over 

the three months reflects a reduction in total volumes, with provisioning unchanged. 
 

Debt securities measured at amortised cost, on the other hand, were allocated entirely to stage 

one with a coverage level of 0.04% (0.07% and0.04%). 

 

 
 

Exposure to sovereign debt risk  

The table entitled “UBI Banca Group: exposures to sovereign debt risk” (presented with 

separate figures for the insurance business given the different nature of the underlying risk) 

shows that the total carrying amount of the sovereign debt risk exposures of the Group as at 

31st March 2020 amounted to €17.4 billion, of which €15.6 billion consisting of securities held 

in portfolio by the banking Group and €1.8 billion attributable to insurance business. 
At country level the risk continued to be concentrated mainly in Italy, with a share falling to 

66.67% of the total (from 69.56% in December and 71.07% in March 2019), in Spain at 11.75% 

(10.50% and 9.42%) and in the United States at 10.15% (11.58% and 11.42%). 

As already reported, details of Group exposures are given on the basis that, according to the 

instructions issued by the European supervisory authority, (European Securities and Markets 

Authority, ESMA), “sovereign debt” is defined as debt securities issued by central and local 
governments and by government entities and also as loans granted to them. 
 

The table “Maturities of Italian government securities”, on the other hand, shows the 

distribution by maturity of Italian government securities held in portfolio. 
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Maturities of Italian government securities

Figures in thousands of euro

Financial assets 

held for trading 

[Asset item 20. a) in 

the Consolidated 

Balance Sheet]

Financial assets 

designated 

at fair value 

[Asset item 20. b) in the 

Consolidated Balance 

Sheet]

Other f inancial 

assets mandatorily 

measured at fair 

value 

[Asset item 20. c) in the 

Consolidated Balance 

Sheet]

Financial assets 

measured at fair 

value through other 

comprehensive 

income

[Asset item 30. 3) in the 

Reclassified 

Consolidated Balance 

Sheet]

Financial assets 

measured at 

amortised cost 

[Asset item 40. 3) in the 

Reclassified 

Consolidated Balance 

Sheet]

Carrying 

amount
%

Up to 6 months 274,970                2,222                    -                             51                          -                             277,243            2.5% 

Six months to one year 99,979                  458                        -                             1,003                    -                             101,440            0.9% 

One year to three years 298,590                1,061                    -                             167,661                459,440                926,752            8.4% 

Three years to five years 1                            1,074                    -                             2,233,662            703,408                2,938,145         26.8% 

Five years to ten years 3                            218                        3,059                    1,841,993            1,576,969            3,422,242         31.2% 

Over ten years 3                            116                        -                             559,984                2,742,609            3,302,712         30.2% 

Total 673,546 5,149 3,059 4,804,354 5,482,426 10,968,534 100.0% 

31.3.2020

 
 

Figures in thousands of euro

Financial assets 

held for trading 

 [Asset item 20. a) in the 

Consolidated Balance 

Sheet]

Financial assets 

designated 

at fair value 

[Asset item 20. b) in the 

Consolidated Balance 

Sheet]

Other f inancial 

assets mandatorily 

measured at fair 

value 

[Asset item 20. c) in the 

Consolidated Balance 

Sheet]

Financial assets 

measured at fair 

value through other 

comprehensive 

income

[Asset item 30. 3) in the 

Reclassified 

Consolidated Balance 

Sheet]

Financial assets 

measured at 

amortised cost 

[Asset item 40. 3) in the 

Reclassified 

Consolidated Balance 

Sheet]

Carrying 

amount
%

Up to 6 months 1                     2,569               -                      11,411             -                      13,981             0.1% 

Six months to one year -                      1,195               -                      1,058               -                      2,253               0.0% 

One year to three years 2                     1,108               -                      834,220            -                      835,330            8.5% 

Three years to five years 1                     1,122               -                      2,574,305         514,107            3,089,535         31.6% 

Five years to ten years 2                     153                  3,073               1,501,868         1,761,707         3,266,803         33.4% 

Over ten years 3                     176                  -                      596,725            1,981,779         2,578,683         26.4% 

Total 9 6,323 3,073 5,519,587 4,257,593 9,786,585 100.0% 

31.12.2019

 
 

 

The table shows the almost total concentration of investments in the time ranges “five years to 

ten years” (31.2% in March and 33.4% in December 2019), “over ten years” (30.2%, 26.4%) 

and “three years to five years” (26.8%, 31.6%). In addition to the automatic movements 
between time ranges due to the passage of time, the partial change in the mix between the 

three time ranges that took place since the end of December reflects the aforementioned 

disposals of financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income as 

well as new investments made within financial assets measured at amortised cost and within 

financial assets held for trading. 

 
Excluding securities relating to insurance business, amounting to €1.4 billion (unchanged 

compared with the end of 2019), the average life of the financial assets held for trading 

portfolio was 0.87 years (7.54 years in December), that of the financial assets measured at fair 

value through other comprehensive income portfolio was 5.63 years (5.38 years), while that of 

government securities classified within financial assets measured at amortised cost was 9.53 
years (10.79 years).  
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UBI Banca Group: exposures to sovereign debt risk

  Country / portfolio of classification

Figures in thousands of euro
Nominal 

amount

Carrying 

amount
Fair value

Nominal 

amount

Carrying 

amount
Fair value

- Italy 8,996,188   10,158,375 9,993,240   1,314,036   1,440,799   1,440,799   

financial assets and liabilities held for trading (net exposure) 675,007 673,546 673,546 -                  -                  -                  

financial assets designated at fair value -                  -                  -                  5,073          5,149          5,149          

financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value -                  -                  -                  3,000          3,059          3,059          

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 3,121,050 3,371,763 3,371,763 1,305,963   1,432,591   1,432,591   

financial assets measured at amortised cost (government securities) 4,578,000 5,482,426 5,317,627 -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at amortised cost (financing and other securities) 622,131 630,640 630,304 -                  -                  -                  

- Spain 1,645,000   1,769,323   1,772,824   207,829      274,724      274,724      

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 1,565,000   1,686,558   1,686,558   206,650      273,465      273,465      

financial assets designated at fair value -                  -                  -                  1,179          1,258          1,258          

financial assets measured at amortised cost (government securities) 80,000        82,765        86,266        -                  -                  -                  

- United States 1,670,317   1,764,751   1,764,751   572             603             603             

financial assets designated at fair value -                  -                  -                  572             603             603             

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 1,670,317   1,764,751   1,764,751   -                  -                  -                  

- Belgium 165,000      167,925      167,925      573             600             600             

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 165,000      167,925      167,925      500             520             520             

financial assets designated at fair value -                  -                  -                  73               80               80               

- Finland 10,000        11,436        11,436        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 10,000        11,436        11,436        -                  -                  -                  

- France 890,000      921,030      921,030      28,420        31,025        31,025        

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 890,000      921,030      921,030      28,000        30,537        30,537        

financial assets designated at fair value -                  -                  -                  420             488             488             

- Germany -                  -                  -                  388             620             620             

financial assets designated at fair value -                  -                  -                  388             620             620             

 - Greece 10,000        10,969        10,969        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 10,000        10,969        10,969        -                  -                  -                  

- Holland -                  -                  -                  771             835             835             

financial assets designated at fair value -                  -                  -                  71               76               76               

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income -                  -                  -                  700             759             759             

- Portugal 365,000      450,496      450,496      37,000        43,539        43,539        

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 365,000      450,496      450,496      37,000        43,539        43,539        

- Rumania 8,480          8,951          8,951          5,000          5,342          5,342          

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 8,480          8,951          8,951          5,000          5,342          5,342          

- Abu Dhabi 18,255        18,692        18,692        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 18,255        18,692        18,692        -                  -                  -                  

- Algeria 3,786          2,275          2,275          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at amortised cost (financing and other securities) 3,786          2,275          2,275          -                  -                  -                  

- Saudi Arabia 18,451        18,406        18,406        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 18,451        18,406        18,406        -                  -                  -                  

- Argentina 669             171             171             -                  -                  -                  

financial assets and liabilities held for trading (net exposure) 669             171             171             -                  -                  -                  

 - Bolivia 2,099          2,118          2,118          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 2,099          2,118          2,118          -                  -                  -                  

- Bulgaria -                  -                  -                  2,000          2,257          2,257          

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income -                  -                  -                  2,000          2,257          2,257          

- Brazil 4,564          5,311          5,311          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 4,564          5,311          5,311          -                  -                  -                  

- Chile 5,933          6,284          6,284          1,500          1,530          1,530          

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 5,933          6,284          6,284          1,500          1,530          1,530          

- Colombia 28,604        29,051        29,051        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 28,604        29,051        29,051        -                  -                  -                  

- South Korea 9,127          9,733          9,733          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 9,127          9,733          9,733          -                  -                  -                  

- Croatia 19,127        19,341        19,341        2,500          2,637          2,637          

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 19,127        19,341        19,341        2,500          2,637          2,637          

- Philippines 9,000          8,321          8,321          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 9,000 8,321 8,321 -                  -                  -                  

- Indonesia 18,694        18,199        18,199        2,500          2,311          2,311          

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 18,694 18,199 18,199 2,500          2,311          2,311          

- Israel 4,564          4,779          4,779          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 4,564 4,779 4,779 -                  -                  -                  

- Kazakhstan 5,000          5,076          5,076          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 5,000 5,076 5,076 -                  -                  -                  

- Latvia -                  -                  -                  2,000          2,050          2,050          

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income -                  -                  -                  2,000          2,050          2,050          

- Lithuania 6,389          6,639          6,639          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 6,389 6,639 6,639 -                  -                  -                  

- Morocco 9,127          9,204          9,204          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 9,127          9,204          9,204          -                  -                  -                  

- Mexico 20,744        21,508        21,508        2,500          2,411          2,411          

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 20,744        21,508        21,508        2,500          2,411          2,411          

- Oman 7,986          6,483          6,483          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 7,986          6,483          6,483          -                  -                  -                  

- Panama 16,703        17,321        17,321        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 16,703        17,321        17,321        -                  -                  -                  

- Peru 9,758          11,222        11,222        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 9,758          11,222        11,222        -                  -                  -                  

- Poland 21,906        23,397        23,397        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 21,906        23,397        23,397        -                  -                  -                  

- Qatar 44,195        45,654        45,654        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 20,080        21,516        21,516        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at amortised cost (financing and other securities) 24,115        24,138        24,138        -                  -                  -                  

-  People's Republic of China 1,278          1,342          1,342          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 1,278          1,342          1,342          -                  -                  -                  

- Serbia Montenegro 3,325          3,304          3,304          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 3,325          3,304          3,304          -                  -                  -                  

- Slovenia 10,602        11,356        11,356        -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 10,602        11,356        11,356        -                  -                  -                  

- South Africa 4,564          4,290          4,290          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 4,564          4,290          4,290          -                  -                  -                  

- Hungary 4,564          5,126          5,126          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 4,564          5,126          5,126          -                  -                  -                  

- Uruguay 8,671          9,160          9,160          -                  -                  -                  

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 8,671          9,160          9,160          -                  -                  -                  

Total on-balance sheet exposure   14,077,670 15,587,019 15,425,385 1,607,589 1,811,282 1,811,282

31.3.2020

Consolidated without insurance Insurance
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Equity and  
capital adequacy 

Changes in consolidated shareholders’ equity 

Figures in thousands of euro
Equity

of which: Profit for the 

period

Equity and profit for the period in the accounts of the Parent 9,687,505 63,890

Effect of consolidation of subsidiaries including joint ventures 438,168 42,522

Effect of measuring other significant equity investments using the equity method 68,849 7,808

Dividends received during the period -                                           -20,329 

Other consolidation adjustments (including the effects of the PPA) -98,829 -319 

Equity and profit for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent in the 

consolidated accounts 10,095,693 93,572

Reconciliation between equity and profit for the period of the Parent with equity and profit for the period attributable to the 

shareholders of the Parent for the period ended 31st March 2020

 
Changes in the consolidated equity attributable to the shareholders of the Parent in the first quarter of 2020

31.3.2020

Figures in thousands of euro 

Share capital: 2,843,177 -                     2,843,177 -                     -                     -                     -                      -                      -                         2,843,177

a) ordinary shares 2,843,177 -                     2,843,177 -                     -                     -                     -                      -                      -                        2,843,177

b) other shares -                     -                     -                        -                     -                     -                     -                      -                      -                        -                         

Share premiums 3,294,604 -                     3,294,604 -                     -                     -                     -                      -                      -                         3,294,604

Reserves 3,276,589 -                     3,276,589 233,103        -                     -1,065 -                      -                      -                         3,508,627

Valuation reserves -79,938 -                     -79,938 -                     -                     -796 -                      -                      66,610 -14,124 

Equity instruments -                     -                     -                         -                     -                     -                     397,948         -                      -                         397,948

Treasury shares -28,111 -                     -28,111 -                     -                     -                     -                      -                      -                         -28,111 

Profit for the period 233,103 -                     233,103 -233,103 -                     -                     -                      -                      93,572 93,572

Equity attributable to the 

shareholders of the Parent 9,539,424 -                     9,539,424 -                     -                     -1,861 397,948         -                      160,182 10,095,693

Restatement 

of opening 

balances

Balances as at 

1.1.2020

Equity 

attributable to 

the 

shareholders 

of the Parent 

Balances 

as at 

31.12.2019 

restated 

Allocation of prior year 

profit

Changes January-March 2020

Changes in 

reserves

Equity transactions

Consolidated 

comprehensive 

incomeReserves Stock options

Dividends 

and other 

uses

Change in 

equity 

instruments

 
 

The equity attributable to the 

shareholders of the Parent, UBI Banca, 

as at 31st March 2020 inclusive of profit 

for the period, was €10,095.69 million, 
an increase compared with €9,539.42 

million as at 31st December 2019, 

restated to include the impact of the 

change in the measurement criterion for 

the Group's real estate assets1. 

 
As shown in the table “Changes in the 

consolidated equity attributable to the 

shareholders of the Parent in the first 

quarter of 2020”, the increase of €556.27 

million is the result of the following: 

 
1  Reference is made in this respect to the Explanatory Notes to the Mandatory interim consolidated financial statements as at and for 

the period ended 31st March 2020 for further details. 

Figures in thousands of euro
31.3.2020 31.12.2019

Equity securities designated at fair value through other 

comprehensive income -17,553 -17,475 

Financial assets (other than equity securities) measured at 

fair value through other comprehensive income -132,807 5,361

Cash flow hedges -31 -4 

Exchange rate differences -243 -243 

Financial liabilities designated at fair value through profit or 

loss (changes in creditworthiness ) 6,536 -                    

Actuarial gains (losses) for defined benefit pension plans -114,588 -127,302 

Special revaluation laws and property, plant and equipment 244,562 59,725

Total -14,124 -79,938 

Valuation reserves attributable to the shareholders of the Parent: 

composition 
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• firstly, an increase of €397.95 million in relation to the first Additional Tier 1 issuance in 

January2; 

• an increase of €65.81 million in the balance on valuation reserves, generated mainly by the 

impact of the change in the criterion for the measurement of real estate assets which 

increased “Special revaluation laws and property, plant and equipment” by €184.84 million. 
We also report the following further changes: +€12.71 million of actuarial gains/losses 

relating to defined benefit pension plans; +€6.54 million of financial liabilities designated at 

fair value through profit or loss (changes in creditworthiness); -€138.17 million of financial 

assets (excluding equity securities) measured at fair value through other comprehensive 

income; -€78 thousand of equity securities measured at fair value through other 

comprehensive income; -€27 thousand of cash flow hedges; 

• an aggregate negative impact of €1.06 million for other reserves; 

• the recognition of profit for the period of €93.57 million. 

 

 

Figures in thousands of euro Positive reserve Negative reserve Total Positive reserve Negative reserve Total

1. Debt securities 29,994 -162,801 -132,807 56,001 -50,640 5,361

2. Equity securities 2,492 -20,045 -17,553 2,542 -20,017 -17,475 

3. Financing -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       

Total 32,486 -182,846 -150,360 58,543 -70,657 -12,114 

31.12.201931.3.2020

Fair value reserves of financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income attributable to the 

shareholders of the Parent: composition

 

 

Figures in thousands of euro

Debt 

securities

Equity 

securities
Financing Total

1. Opening balances as at 1
st

 January 2020 5,361 -17,475 -                               -12,114 

2. Positive changes 111,215                 3,338                      -                               114,553                 

2.1 Increases in fair value 106,975                 2,693                      -                               109,668                 

2.2 Impairment losses for credit risk 1,313                      X -                               1,313                      

2.3 Transfer to the income statement of negative reserves from disposal 2,926                      X -                               2,926                      

2.5 Other changes 1                              645                         -                               646                         

3. Negative changes -249,383 -3,416 -                               -252,799 

3.1 Reductions in fair value -203,816 -3,276 -                               -207,092 

3.2 Reversals for credit risk -82 -                              -                               -82 

3.3 Transfer to income statement of positive reserves from disposal -45,485 X -                               -45,485 

3.5 Other changes -                               -140 -                               -140 

4. Closing balances as at 31
st

 March 2020 -132,807 -17,553 -                               -150,360 

Fair value reserves of financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income attributable to the 

shareholders of the Parent: changes in the period 

 

 

As shown in the table, the overall reduction of €138.25 million in “Fair value reserves of 

financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income” is attributable 

almost completely to debt securities held in portfolio (for which the balance worsened by 
€138.17 million to -€132.81 million net of tax and minority interests) and one quarter of it 

relates to the Parent’s Italian government securities portfolio, the reserve for which decreased 

by €34.9 million to -€69 million, while the remainder relates to the portfolio of non-Italian 

government securities held by the Parent. 

 

  

 
2  Reference is made for further details on this issuance to the previous section "Direct banking funding". 
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Information on the shareholder structure of UBI Banca 
 

 

The share capital of UBI Banca as at 31st March 2020 amounted to €2,843,177,160.24 divided 
into 1,144,285,146 shares with no nominal value. 

 

With regard to the disclosure of significant shareholdings held in issuers of listed shares with 

Italy as the member state of origin (holdings of greater than 3%, 5% for SMEs), reference is 

made to Art. 120 of Legislative Decree No. 58/1998 (Consolidated Finance Act) and the relative 

regulation to implement it adopted by the Consob (Italian securities market authority) with the 
Resolution No. 11971/1999 and subsequent amendments and additions. 

 
In this respect we report that the Consob issued Resolution No. 21326 of 9th April 2020 

“Reduction of the initial percentage thresholds for disclosure in accordance with Art. 120, 
paragraph 2-bis of Legislative Decree No. 58 of 1998 for shareholdings in the capital of listed 

companies, with Italy as the member state of origin and a particularly large shareholder base”, 
which repealed the previous resolution on this matter dated 17th March 2020. This introduced 

a stronger disclosure regime – for a period of three months from the entry into force of the 

resolutions mentioned (11th April 2020) unless revoked in advance – with regard to the 

obligation to disclose significant shareholdings in 104 listed Italian companies, one of which is 

UBI Banca. More specifically, for the aforementioned period of three months, the shareholding 

threshold for which disclosure to the Consob must be made by investors has been reduced 
from 5% to 3% for SMEs and from 3% to 1% for other companies (including UBI Banca) that 

are on the list identified by the Consob.  

 

In relation to the above we report that with regard to the information reported in the Separate 

financial Statements of UBI Banca Spa as at and for the year ended 31st December 2019, the 

following notifications have been received: 

- a notification dated 23rd March 2020 received from Edoardo Mercadante who declared that 

he held indirectly through the subsidiary management company, Parvus Asset Management 
Europe Ltd, as part of a non-discretionary investment management mandate, a 7.933% 

stake in the share capital of UBI Banca and a long position consisting of an equity swap 

representing 0.705% of the share capital, with expiry date 5th May 2020;  

- a notification dated 23rd March 2020 received from Upifra Spa, which declared that it held a 

1.025% stake; 

- a notification dated 25th March 2020 received from Società Cattolica di Assicurazione, 

which declared that it held a 1.010% stake; 

- a notification dated 26rd March 2020 received from Domenico Bosatelli, which declared that 

he held a 2.797% stake through the controlled company Polifin Spa; 

- a notification dated 27th March 2020 received from Alberto Bombassei, which declared that 

he held a 1.005% stake through the controlled company Next Investment Srl; 

- a notification dated 30th March 2020 received from Giuseppe Pilenga, which declared that 

he held a 1.042% stake through the controlled company P4P International Srl;  

- a notification dated 30th March 2020 received from Gianfranco Andreoletti, which declared 

that he held a 1.014% stake directly and indirectly through the controlled companies Cospa 
Spa and Scame Spa; 

- a notification dated 20th April 2020 received from Norges Bank, which declared that it held 

a 1.013% stake. 
 

 

Shareholders' agreements known to UBI Banca in accordance with Art. 

122 of the Consolidated Finance Law 
 

 
The “Essential Information” pursuant to Art. 130 of the Issuers’ Regulations and the updated 

List of Participants are available in the Shareholders Section of the corporate website at 

www.ubibanca.it. 

 

 

http://www.consob.it/cnbarchives/documenti/bollettino2020/d21326.htm
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Treasury stock 
 
 

As at 31st March 2020 UBI Banca held 9,251,800 treasury shares with no nominal value, 

unchanged since 31st December 2019, accounting for 0.81% of the share capital, of which:  

- 1,807,220 shares resulting from the exercise of a right of withdrawal, purchased with value 

date 8th April 2016 on the basis of an authorisation issued by the ECB on 31st March 2016; 

- 7,444,580 shares to service incentive schemes. 

 

At the date of this report no changes in the number of treasury shares held in portfolio had 

taken place. 

 

On 8th April 2020 a Shareholders' Meeting of UBI Banca passed resolutions, amongst other 

items on the agenda, on the following: 

• the incentive scheme for 2020 based on financial instruments, which involves the payment 

of part of the short-term (annual) variable component of remuneration for “Identified Staff” 

not belonging to Pramerica SGR through the grant of UBI Banca ordinary shares for a 

maximum amount of €5.5 million, approving as a consequence the relative proposal to 
authorise the purchase of treasury shares and to render them available to service the 

incentive scheme; 

• an incentive scheme based on financial instruments, which involves the payment of long-

term (multi-year) variable remuneration for “Identified Staff” through the grant of UBI 

Banca ordinary shares, for a maximum amount, over the course of the scheme, of 

approximately €18 million, authorising the purchase of treasury shares for a maximum 
value of €6 million and the rendering of these available to service the scheme. 

 
The shares will be purchased on the regulated market, in one or more tranches, within 18 

months of the issue of the shareholders’ authorisation.  

The purchase of treasury shares has received the prescribed authorisation from the European 
Central Bank. 

 
In applying the above schemes and remuneration and incentive policies in general the Bank will apply a 
prudent and far-sighted approach in compliance with recent European Central Bank and Bank of Italy 
recommendations.  

 

 

 

Capital adequacy  

The new prudential rules for banks and investment companies contained in EU Regulation 575/2013 (the 
Capital Requirements Regulation, known as the CRR3) and in the EU Directive 2013/36/EU (the Capital 
Requirements Directive, known as CRD IV 4 ), came into force on 1st January 2014. These transpose 
standards defined by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (known as the Basel 3 framework) into 
European Union regulations.  
In December 2013, the Bank of Italy published Circular No. 285 “Regulations for the prudential supervision 
of banks”, which implemented, within the scope of its remit, the new EU regulations, together with Circular 
No. 286 “Instructions for compiling supervisory reports for banks and stock brokerage firms” and an update 
to Circular No. 154 “Supervisory reporting for credit and financial institutions. Tables for data and 
instructions for filing reports”.  
The introduction of Basel 3 rules was subject to a transitional (phased-in) regime, which concluded in 2018 
except for rules relating to capital instruments no longer qualifying, for which gradual exclusion from the 
capital aggregate used for supervisory purposes is scheduled to occur by 2021.  
Furthermore, the financial reporting standard IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” supersedes the provisions of 
IAS 39 “Financial instruments: recognition and measurement” as from 1st January 2018. As concerns the 
impacts on regulatory own funds, the Group has opted for adherence to the transitional regime provided for 
by Regulation EU 2017/2395, which amends Regulation 575/2013 (“CRR”). These measures allow the 
negative impacts of the adoption of the standard in question to be applied gradually, with the benefit 

 
3  Subsequently updated by Regulation No. 876/2019 (“CRR II”) published in the Official Journal of the European Union on 7 th June 

2019. 
4  Subsequently updated by Directive 2019/878 (“CRD V”) published in the Official Journal of the European Union on 7th June 2019. 
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allowed on the basis of decreasing quotas over a five-year period (95% in 2018, 85% in 2019, 70% in 2020, 
50% in 2021, 25% in 2022). 

Following the authorisations received from the Bank of Italy, the UBI Banca Group uses internal models to 
calculate capital requirements to meet credit risk relating to the corporate segment (exposures to companies) 
and operational risks from the consolidated supervisory report as at 30th June 2012 and relating to the 
retail regulatory segment (exposures to Small and Medium-size Enterprises and exposures backed by 
residential properties) from the consolidated supervisory report as at 30th June 2013. On 18th March 2019, 
the UBI Banca Group received authorisation to roll out internal models for the determination of capital 
absorption relating to corporate and retail portfolios originated by the New Banks and also for the 
progressive rollout of the IRB perimeter to the Other Private Individual and Qualifying Revolving Retail 

Segment. 
As also already reported, as of 1st July 2019 the Group has applied new European rules for the 
classification of a counterparty as in default (the new Definition of Default – DoD) which are set out in the 
new Regulation EU No. 171/2018. This legislation adds to the definition already provided by Art. 178 of 
the CRR and it establishes more restrictive criteria and procedures governing classification as in default 
with respect to that adopted by intermediaries until then. 

The consolidated capital requirements asked of the UBI Banca Group for 2020, disclosed on 5th December 
2019 at the end of the Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP) conducted in 2019, were 
unchanged compared with the previous year and were as follows: 

- a minimum fully loaded CET1 ratio requirement of 9.25%, the result of the sum of the minimum Pillar 1 
regulatory capital ratio (4.50%), the Pillar 2 requirement (2.25%) and the Capital Conservation Buffer 
(2.50%); 

- a minimum total SREP capital requirement of 10.25% [the result of the sum of the minimum Pillar 1 
regulatory capital requirement (8%) and the Pillar 2 requirement (2.25%)]. That requirement, added to the 
Capital Conservation Buffer of 2.50%, gives a minimum requirement in terms of the total capital ratio of 
12.75%. 

We report with regard to the Pillar 2 requirement that as part of measures taken to respond to the Covid-19 
health emergency, the ECB has specified that banks (and therefore also UBI Banca) are no longer required 
to fully meet it with  Common Equity Tier 1 capital, but that that requirement may be met for the part 
exceeding 56.25% also with Additional Tier 1 or Tier 2 instruments.  

On 13th January 2020, the first Additional Tier 1 capital issuance for €400 million was successfully 
completed, details of which are provided in the preceding section “Direct funding”. The new issue, which is 
designed to optimise the capital structure, is designed primarily to strengthen the Tier 1 capital, but at the 
same time it will contribute to increased protection for senior bondholders. 

We report that, as of 31st March 2020, the UBI Banca Group has opted to change its measurement criteria, 
but limited to real estate assets. More specifically the Group has made the following decisions:  

- to change from a cost accounting model to a “revalued” model for the subsequent measurement of real 
estate properties for operational use on the basis of the rules of the IAS 16 “Property, plant and 
equipment” accounting standard; 

- to change from cost accounting to fair value accounting for investment property on the basis of the rules 
of the IAS 40 “Investment property” accounting standard. 

Reference is made to the Explanatory Notes to the Mandatory interim consolidated financial statements as 
at and for the period ended 31st March 2020 for further details. 

 

 

At the end of March, the Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital of the UBI Banca Group, which 

includes the part allocated to charity and the proposed dividend, amounted to €7,498 million, 
up by €333 million on €7,165 million in December 2019. 

 

The changes in the CET1 capital in the quarter are attributable to the following factors: 

• +€152 million resulting from the allocation to reserves of dividends and charitable 

donations relating to 2019 that were not distributed in compliance with an ECB 

recommendation5; 

• +€157 million resulting from changes recorded in valuation reserves, the economic result 

that is eligible for regulatory purposes and other items of accumulated other comprehensive 

income (the “OCI reserve”), due to the revaluation of the Group's real estate assets and to 

the joint effect of trends for market interest rates and asset allocation relating to both 

government and corporate debt securities; 

 
5 Reference is made in this respect to the section "Significant events in the first quarter of 2020”. 
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• +€65 million resulting from trends in the provision shortfall (+€71 million) and the 
percentage reduction (down from 85% in 2019 to 70% in 2020) in the component subject to 

transitional arrangements in application of the IFRS 9 accounting standard; 

• -€41 million approximately resulting from the combined changes recorded for intangible 

assets, prudential filters, the regulatory deduction of DTAs from CET1 capital, the amount 

accruing on AT1 instruments and other residual variations. 

 
As concerns the Additional Tier 1 capital, the increase of €398 million is attributable to the 

new issuance already mentioned of the instruments termed “Non-cumulative temporary write-

down deeply subordinated fixed rate resettable notes”. 

 

Tier 2 capital fell slightly by €19 million to €2,037 million. This trend reflects a change in the 
amount eligible during the quarter. 

 

Risk weighted assets (RWAs) amounted to €58.143 billion at the end of March, a marginal 

increase of €57 million compared with €58.086 billion at the end of 2019, mainly the result of 
an increase in market risk, given the substantial stability of the other risk items. 

With regard to credit risk, this was affected by different events with offsetting effects. We 

report the following in this respect: the issue of a government guarantee for a securitisation of 

NPEs concluded at the end of 2019; trends recorded in the banking book, the hedge 

accounting, changes in volumes and the composition of the loan portfolio; the revaluation of 

real estate assets; changes in deferred tax assets. 
 

With account taken of those changes, compliance with minimum capital requirements as at 

31st March 2020, equal to total capital requirements for credit, counterparty, credit valuation 

adjustment, market and operational risk, required capital of €4,651 million (€4,647 million in 

December 2019), against which the UBI Banca Group recorded Total Own Funds of €9,932 
million (€9,221 million in December 2019). 

 

At the end of the quarter, the UBI Banca Group’s capital ratios consisted of a Common Equity 

Tier 1 capital ratio of 12.90% and a Tier 1 capital ratio of 13.58% (12.34% for both ratios in 

December 2019), well above the target thresholds set for 2020 at the end of the SREP (9.25%), 

and a total capital ratio of 17.08% (15.88% in December 2019), also well above the required 
level6. 

The fully loaded CET1 ratio, calculated on the basis of the rules that will be in force at the end 

of the transitional period, currently relating exclusively to IFRS 9, was estimated at 12.86% 

(12.29% at the end of 2019) without including either future DTAs or optimisation actions. 

The main benefits recorded in the period were attributable to the change in the criterion for the 
measurement of real estate assets (a total of approximately +38 basis points), to the inclusion of the 
portion of 2019 profit set aside for dividends which were not declared following the already mentioned 
ECB recommendation (+26 basis points approx.) and to profit for the period (net of the pro rata dividend 
provided for under the 2020 Business Plan), factors which more than offset the negative impact of wider 
spreads on the securities portfolio and the inclusion of the impact of the “Targeted review of internal 

models” (TRIM) inspections. 

On the other hand, the fully loaded total capital ratio was 17.05% (15.83% in December 2019), 

benefiting from both an increase in the CET1 capital and the aforementioned issuance of AT1 

instruments. 
As already reported, as a result primarily of the changeover to advanced models for credit 

positions previously subject to the standardised model, the phased-in ratio is now 

substantially in line with the fully loaded ratio7. 
It is also underlined that even net of the amount set aside for the 2019 dividend which was not 

declared following the ECB recommendation, the CET1 ratio would still be higher than 12.5% 
forecast under the 2020-2022 Business Plan. 

 

 
6 It is underlined that the UBI Banca Group as had no need to make resort, even temporarily, to the measure provided for by the ECB 

with regard to the Covid-19 emergency to make use of capital reserves formed in past years to address stress situations (capital 

conservation buffer and Pillar 2 Guidance). 
7  The main difference remaining between the phased-in CET1 capital and the fully loaded CET1 capital relates to the progressive 

recognition in the phased-in CET1 of adjustments made on first-time adoption of IFRS 9 to lease positions still subject to the 
standardised model. 
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As already reported, from 1st January 2016 banks are obliged to hold a countercyclical capital buffer. If it 
is considered that, as reported in the press release dated 20th December 2019, the Bank of Italy set the 
countercyclical capital buffer for the first quarter of 2020 at 0% for exposures to counterparties resident 
in Italy and also that the Group mainly has exposures to domestic counterparties, then the Group’s 
countercyclical capital buffer is negligible. 
With a communication dated 27th March 2020 the Bank of Italy also confirmed a coefficient of 0% for the 
countercyclical buffer also for the second quarter of 2020. 

 
At the end of March, the leverage ratio8 according to Basel 3 stood at 5.89% (5.44% at the end 

of 2019), while the fully loaded ratio was 5.87% (5.42% in December 2019). 
 

With regard to the insurance business, we report that management accounting measurements 

of the solvency ratio comply with Solvency II regulations. 

 

 
 

Capital ratios (Basel 3)

Figures in thousands of euro

31.3.2020 31.12.2019

Common Equity Tier 1 capital net of prudential filters 7,572,552 7,254,585

Deductions from Common Equity Tier one capital -74,978 -89,392 

of which: Deductions from Common Equity Tier 1 capital in relation to

                negative items for shortfall of provisions to expected losses -13,423 -84,454 

Common Equity Tier 1 capital (CET1) 7,497,574 7,165,193

Additional Tier 1 capital before deductions 397,948           -                         

Deductions from Additional Tier 1 capital -                         -                         

of which: Negative items for shortfall of provisions to expected losses -                         -                         

Additional Tier 1 capital (CET1)             397,948                          - 

Tier 1 capital (Common Equity Tier 1 + Additional Tier 1) 7,895,522 7,165,193

Tier 2 capital before transitional arrangements 2,094,516 2,114,612

Effects of grandfathering provisions on Tier 2 instruments                          -                          - 

Tier 2 capital after transition arrangements 2,094,516 2,114,612

deductions from Tier 2 capital -57,976 -58,449 

of which: Negative items for shortfall of provisions to expected losses -                        -                        

Tier 2 capital after specific deductions 2,036,540 2,056,163

Total own funds 9,932,062 9,221,356

Credit risk 4,238,168        4,240,176        

Credit valuation adjustment risk 4,074                3,806                

Market risk 87,260             80,977             

Operational risk 321,949           321,949           

Total prudential requirements 4,651,451 4,646,908

Risk weighted assets  58,143,142 58,086,349

Common Equity Tier 1 ratio

 (Common Equity Tier 1 capital after f ilters and deductions/Risk w eighted assets) 12.90% 12.34% 

Fully Laded Common Equity Tier 1 ratio 12.86% 12.29% 

Tier 1 ratio

 (Tier 1 capital after f ilters and deductions/Risk w eighted assets) 13.58% 12.34% 

Fully Loaded Tier 1 ratio 13.54% 12.29% 

Total capital ratio

(Total ow n funds/Risk w eighted assets) 17.08% 15.88% 

Total capital ratio (fully loaded) 17.05% 15.83% 
 

 
8  According to Basel 3 the leverage ratio is calculated as the ratio between the Tier 1 capital and the measure of the institut ion’s total 

exposure. The ratio was calculated according to the provisions of the CRR, as amended by the Commission Delegated Act (EU) No. 
62/2015. 
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Consolidated companies: the principal 
figures 

Net profit for the period

Figures in thousands of euro

1
st

 Quarter

2020

A

1
st

 Quarter

2019

restated (*)

B

Change 

A-B

% change 

A/B

FY

2019

restated (*)

C

Unione di Banche Italiane Spa 63,890 111,059  (47,169)  (42.5%)  203,316 

Centrobanca Sviluppo Impresa Spa (**) -                         (72)  (72)  (100.0%)   (196) 

IW Bank Spa 4,940 2,043 2,897 141.8% 10,886 

Pramerica SGR Spa 23,403 19,078 4,325 22.7% 97,759 

Zhong Ou Asset Management Co. Ltd (25%) 3,110 2,242 868 38.7% 9,154 

UBI Leasing Spa 7,915 3,972 3,943 99.3%  (54,214) 

UBI Factor Spa 3,593 2,226 1,367 61.4% 1,211 

Prestitalia Spa 5,666 3,765 1,901 50.5% 11,854 

BPB Immobiliare Srl 364 202 162 80.2%  (11,974) 

UBI Sistemi e Servizi SCpA (***) 4,495 2,528 1,967 77.8% -                

BancAssurance Popolari Spa 464 1,334  (870)  (65.2%)  5,482 

BancAssurance Popolari Danni Spa (****) -                        13  (13)  (100.0%)   (81) 

Aviva Vita Spa (20%) 2,100 1,800 300 16.7% 12,100 

Lombarda Vita Spa (40%) 2,533 2,330 203 8.7% 18,973 

Pramerica Management Co. Sa (*****) 216 142 74 52.1% 706 

UBI Trustee Sa (*****) 180 138 42 30.4%  (299) 

CONSOLIDATED 93,572 83,435 10,137 12.1% 233,103 
 

 

(*) The figures for the comparative periods may differ from those published in previous financial reports because they been restated as a 

consequence of the change in the criterion used to measure real estate assets by the Group. Reference is made to the Explanatory Notes to 
the Mandatory interim consolidated financial statements as at and for the period ended 31st March 2020 for further details. 

(**) This company was removed from the Company Register of Milan on 24th December 2019, on conclusion of the liquidation procedures. 

(***) Since this is a consortium company with mutual, not-for-profit objects, UBI Sistemi e Servizi ended the financial year 2019 year with a 
break-even result. 

(****) The profit for 2019 relates to the part earned up until the disposal of the company which took place in May 2019. 

(*****) The result shown is from the financial statements prepared for the consolidation according to the accounting policies followed by the Parent. 
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Net loans and advances to customers 

Figures in thousands of euro

31.3.2020

A

31.12.2019

B

31.3.2019

C

Change 

A-C

% change

A/C

Unione di Banche Italiane Spa (1) 85,566,300 84,532,699 86,897,175 -1,330,875 -1.5%  

Prestitalia Spa 1,774,565 1,715,557 1,539,212 235,353 15.3%  

IW Bank Spa 474,929                479,224                520,628                -45,699 -8.8%  

UBI Factor Spa (1) 2,174,151 2,524,749 2,223,269 -49,118 -2.2%  

UBI Leasing Spa (1) 5,226,617 5,415,878 6,161,196 -934,579 -15.2%  

CONSOLIDATED 86,053,728 84,824,700 87,366,002 -1,312,274 -1.5%  

 

Loans and advances to customers include items 20. 2), 30. 2) and 40. 2) in the asset section of the Reclassified Balance Sheet. 

 

 

 

 
Risk indicators

Percentages
31.3.2020 31.12.2019 31.3.2019 31.3.2020 31.12.2019 31.3.2019

Unione di Banche Italiane Spa (1) 1.75%  1.83%  2.36%  4.13%  4.33%  5.37%  

Prestitalia Spa (1) 0.01%  0.01%  0.09%  2.00%  2.07%  2.12%  

IW Bank Spa 1.46%  1.39%  1.24%  2.92%  3.03%  2.97%  

UBI Factor Spa (1) 0.65%  0.56%  8.46%  1.69%  1.47%  9.85%  

UBI Leasing Spa (1) 2.75%  2.62%  7.91%  8.18%  7.98%  13.72%  

CONSOLIDATED 1.93%  2.02%  3.13%  4.70%  4.93%  6.61%  

 Net bad loans/ 

Net loans and advances to customers at 

amortised cost

Total net non-performing exposures/

Net loans and advances to customers at 

amortised cost

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
(1) The figures shown as at 31st December 2019 incorporate the effects of transactions to reduce non-performing exposures concluded 

in 2019 (in this respect see the section entitled “Significant events in 2019” in the Consolidated Management Report as at and for 

the period ended the 31st December 2019). 
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Direct banking funding from customers

Figures in thousands of euro

31.3.2020

A

31.12.2019

B

31.3.2019

C

Change

A-C

% change

A/C

Unione di Banche Italiane Spa 91,618,851 93,097,806 91,561,987 56,864 0.1%  

IW Bank Spa 3,248,603 3,365,781 2,944,484 304,119 10.3%  

CONSOLIDATED 94,048,596 95,513,706 93,633,045 415,551 0.4%  
 

 

Direct funding from customers includes amounts due to customers and debt securities issued, excluding bonds and other debt securities subscribed 
directly by companies of the Group. 

 

 

 
Indirect banking funding from ordinary customers (at market prices)

Figures in thousands of euro

31.3.2020

A

31.12.2019

B

31.3.2019

C

Change 

A-C

% change

A/C

Unione di Banche Italiane Spa 81,971,296            90,068,634            87,994,188          -6,022,892 -6.8%

Pramerica SGR Spa 33,369,537            36,728,256            34,725,702          -1,356,165 -3.9%

IW Bank Spa 8,019,774               9,203,031               8,768,930            -749,156 -8.5%

BancAssurance Popolari + BancAssurance 

Popolari Danni Spa (1) 2,354,663               2,410,916               2,090,578            264,085 12.6%

Lombarda Vita Spa (2) 8,026,031               8,151,477               8,046,991            -20,960 -0.3%

Aviva Vita Spa (2) 16,246,295            16,122,501            14,757,562          1,488,733 10.1%

CONSOLIDATED 92,244,042            101,452,337          98,765,473          -6,521,431 -6.6%

 
 

 

 
Assets under management (at market prices)

Figures in thousands of euro

31.3.2020

A

31.12.2019

B

31.3.2019

C

Change

A-C

% change

A/C

Unione di Banche Italiane Spa 60,082,468            64,073,658            60,679,115            -596,647 -1.0%  

Pramerica SGR Spa 33,369,537            36,728,256            34,725,702            -1,356,165 -3.9%  

IW Bank Spa 5,912,509               6,788,525               6,322,995               -410,486 -6.5%  

BancAssurance Popolari + BancAssurance 

Popolari Danni Spa (1) 2,354,663               2,410,916               2,090,578               264,085 12.6%  

Lombarda Vita Spa (2) 8,026,031               8,151,477               8,046,991               -20,960 -0.3%  

Aviva Vita Spa (2) 16,246,295            16,122,501            14,757,562            1,488,733 10.1%  

CONSOLIDATED 68,297,353            73,091,588            69,016,848            -719,495 -1.0%  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
(1) The comparative figure for 31st March 2019 is for the total managed by the two companies in the period 1st January – 31st March 

2019. As they are fully consolidated, the total is included in consolidated funding in full: the portion subscribed by customers of 
UBI Banca is included in the aggregate relating to the Parent. 

(2) The figure stated is for the total managed by the companies. Since these companies are consolidated with the equity method, it is 
underlined that only the part subscribed by Group customers is considered in the calculation for consolidated funding. 
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Other information 

Inspections and legal proceedings 

European Central Bank and Bank of Italy Inspections 
 

On 19th February 2018 the European Central Bank started an internal model investigation in 
the context of a TARGETED REVIEW OF INTERNAL MODELS for the retail mortgages model perimeter, 

which ended on 4th May 2018. On 31st October 2018, the ECB sent its final assessment report 

to the Bank and on 5th July 2019 its final decision arrived. The Bank submitted a remedial 

action plan with details for each obligation identified on 2nd August, for scheduled completion 

by the end of 2020.  Consequently, a quarterly status report must be prepared to be submitted 

to the ECB, the most recent of which was sent on 31st March 2020, which reported that the 
actions taken had met all the planned deadlines. The results are in line with the information 

given at the time of the inspection and do not imply any possible impacts on capital with respect 

to the models currently in use. 

 

As already anticipated by the European Central Bank in a communication dated 28th March, on 
7th May 2018 it commenced an inspection into INTERNAL GOVERNANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT with 

a focus on IT strategy and governance, management of the IT projects portfolio and on recent 

initiatives taken regarding the digital distribution channel and payment services in the light of 

regulatory developments. The on-site inspection was concluded on 27th July 2018. The ECB sent 

its final report on 21st December 2018 and then on 7th May 2019 its final follow up letter, 

containing results broadly in line with the evidence that had already come to light in the final 
report, focusing on ensuring that the allocation of financial resources remains optimal and on 

the monitoring of IT services. On 14th June 2019 the Bank sent an action plan drawn up during 

the inspection, which was concluded in the first quarter of 2020 in accordance with the plan 

submitted to the authority. 

 
On 14th May 2018, as announced by the European Central Bank with a letter dated 6th April, 

an investigation into the INTERNAL MODEL commenced to approve the extension of the perimeter 

for credit risk internal models, consistent with the Group’s rollout plan. The inspections were 

concluded on 3rd August 2018. On 26th October 2018 the Bank received the final assessment 

report and on 18th March 2019 the ECB’s final decision arrived with authorisation to apply the 

new models, starting with supervisory reports as at 31st March 2019 (i.e. the rollout of internal 
models for the determination of capital absorption relating to the corporate and retail portfolios 

originated by the New Banks and also for the progressive rollout of the IRB perimeter to the 

Other Private Individual and Qualifying Revolving Retail Segment). On 12th April 2019 the Bank 

sent the ECB the action plan to resolve the matters raised by the supervisory authority by the 

end of 2020, in relation to which a quarterly status report must be made and sent to the 

authority. The most recent state of progress report was submitted on 31st March 2020 which 
reported that the actions taken had met all the planned deadlines. 

 

In a letter dated 26th June 2018, the European Central Bank announced the start of an 

inspection regarding a CREDIT QUALITY REVIEW for the Residential Real Estate (RRE) portfolio. 

Started on 1st October 2018, the inspection was concluded on 15th February 2019. The ECB 
sent the final report on 2nd August. On 19th December 2019 the final follow up letter was received 

and on 14th January 2020 the Bank submitted an action plan, with the completion date set for 

before the end of 2020. 
 

On 10th September 2018 the European Central Bank commenced an internal model 

investigation in the context of the TARGETED REVIEW OF INTERNAL MODELS on the perimeter of the 
Corporate-Other and Corporate-SME models. The inspections were concluded on 23rd 

November. On 20th February 2019 UBI Banca received the final assessment report, while on 2nd 

March 2020 the final decision arrived with which the Group was authorised to continue using 

the internal models used for corporate exposures. On 31st March the Bank sent an action plan 
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with the overall deadline for completion set for the third quarter of 2021, for which quarterly 
status reports must be sent starting in June 2020.  

 

With a letter dated 18th March 2019, the European Central Bank informed the Bank of an 

inspection relating to GOVERNANCE PROCESS, with a focus on governance culture, which took place 

from 9th May to 9th July 2019. On 8th October the draft report was received, which was discussed 

in an "exit meeting" on 22nd October, preliminary to submission of the Bank's considerations on 
15th November. The final report was received on 8th January 2020. A substantially positive 

situation emerged from the assessment based on best practices of the conduct observed with 

regard to the previous governance system in which the Bank's risk culture is moving in the right 

direction, favoured by the change in the governance system.  The Bank is waiting to receive the 

follow up letter from the authority.  

We report that at the date of this report the overall planning for the conclusion of the actions currently being 
completed based on the recommendations received from the European Central Bank is currently on schedule 
with regard to the original deadlines submitted to the authority.  This planning may be subject to revision as 
a consequence of measures undertaken by the ECB itself in response to the Coronavirus Covid-19 emergency 
(with particular reference to the decision dated 30th March 2020, “Decision to extend deadlines set out in 
supervisory decisions and operational acts”). 

 

On 6th November 2017 the Bank of Italy had commenced inspections designed to assess: (i) the 
state of implementation of corrective action requested following the previous inspections on ANTI-

MONEY LAUNDERING, reported in detail in the 2016 Annual Report; (ii) the suitability of the 

organisational structure for producing accurate reports of average effective interest rates and 

preventing violations of USURY regulations. The inspection was concluded on 14th February 2018. 

On 17th April the Bank of Italy communicated the results of the inspections in question, giving 
a partially negative assessment, which included some allegations regarding anti-money 

laundering (with the commencement at the same time of administrative sanctioning procedures 

against the Bank, in accordance with Law No. 241 of 7th August 1990). UBI Banca sent its 

objections to the sanctioning on 15th June 2018 and on the following 13th July it sent its full 

reply and plans for corrective actions to be undertaken of an organisational, procedural and 

operational nature with an indication of the time needed to complete them (the “Plan”).  
On conclusion of the proceedings, on 22nd March 2019 the Bank of Italy notified the Bank of a 

provision concerning the imposition against it of an administrative fine of €1.2 million (compared 

with a statutory minimum “equal to 10% of total annual revenues1"). An appeal was lodged 

against the sanctioning provision with the Court of Appeal of Rome in accordance with the 

procedures and time limits pursuant to Art. 145, paragraph 4 of the Consolidated Banking Law. 
The hearing to debate the case, originally scheduled for 24th October 2019, was postponed by 

the Court to 6th December 2019, then again to 3rd April 2020 and now to 6th November 2020.  

On 25th January 2019 the Bank of Italy wrote to the Bank asking it to act more swiftly and to 

complete the action not later than 2019 concerning the identification, assessment and reporting 

of potentially suspect transactions in relation to which the Bank had planned to upgrade its 

dedicated IT platform (“Anti-money Laundering Portal”). 
The competent units promptly took action to implement the requests made by the Supervisory 

Authority and prepared a new work plan, communicated to the Bank of Italy on 8th February 

2019. 

On the following 5th July, as requested by the supervisory authority in the aforementioned 

Communication of 25th January 2019, the Bank provided an update on the reorganisational 
measures, together with the assessments made by the management and supervisory bodies, 

which the supervisory authority would later verify as necessary in accordance with the 

 
1 In accordance with a Bank of Italy provision dated 18th December 2012 containing measures on penalties and administrative penalty 

procedures, as last amended by a provision dated 3rd May 2016, revenue is defined as “the aggregate defined in Art. 316, Table 1 of 

Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013 (the ‘CRR’)”. 

Table 1 of the provision cited contains the following items: 
1 - Interest receivable and similar 

2 - Interest payable and similar charges 
3 - Income from shares and other variable/fixed-yield securities 

4 - Commissions/fees receivable 
5 - Commissions/fees payable 

6 - Net profit or net loss on financial operations 
7 - Other operating income 

On the basis of the approach followed for the calculation of the relevant indicator with regard to operational risk, in accordance with 
the provisions of Art. 316 of the CRR, the revenue of the UBI Banca Group (Regulatory Perimeter) for the year ended 31st December 

2017 (IAS 39) amounted to €3,491,640 thousand. 
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procedures it considers most appropriate. As at 31st December 2019 the relative actions had 
been completed. 

 

On 16th November 2018, the branch inspection into TRANSPARENCY at 20 branches of UBI Banca 

was concluded. It had been commenced by the Bank of Italy on 17th September. The findings of 

this inspection were received on 27th May 2019. The problems detected related to the 

remuneration of credit lines and overdrawn accounts, pre-contractual information concerning 
contracts for real estate loans to consumers and the early closure phase for some types of 

banking relationship. 

The Bank’s considerations on the inspection outcome along with its action plan were submitted 

to the authority on 2nd August 2019. Quarterly updates on these actions were also scheduled; 

the latest update was sent on 10th February 2020 with reference to the situation as at 31st 
December 2019. 

The remedial action involves a schedule of progressive releases based on the different types of 

recommendations and will be completed by June 2020. In certain cases, the aforementioned 

anomalies also involved requiring customers to make payments that were not due. For most of 

these the Bank has already made repayments to the customers concerned and implemented 

corrective actions to the related procedures. 
 

On 4th March 2019 a Bank of Italy inspection of Prestitalia commenced regarding COMPLIANCE 

WITH LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS AND SUPERVISORY GUIDELINES ON THE TRANSPARENCY OF 

TRANSACTIONS AND INTEGRITY WITH CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS CONCERNING THE SALARY AND PENSION- 

BACKED SECTOR. It was concluded on 5th April. The inspection report giving details of the results 
of the activities conducted was delivered to the Board of Directors of Prestitalia on 18th December 

2019. On 11th February 2020, the Parent and the company submitted its considerations to the 

Bank of Italy on the results of the inspection and also the action plan in which the company 

reported that it had identified and put remedial actions in place in response to the 

recommendations. These were already in progress in the quarter following the end of the 

inspection. 
 

With a letter dated 3rd October 2019, the Bank of Italy announced the commencement of an 

inspection into CUSTOMER PROTECTION ASPECTS OF CREDIT RATING ASSESSMENTS as part of a thematic 

campaign on transparency conducted on the sector, with a focus on consumer protection in the 

assessment of customer creditworthiness and customer assistance. The assessments were 
commenced on 7th October 2019 and were concluded on the following 8th November. On 23rd 

March 2020, the report on the results of the inspection was received in which the authority 

observed that after the entry into force of consumer credit and consumer residential mortgage 

regulations, additions had been made to company regulations to take account of obligations at 

both the pre-contractual stage and that of creditworthy assessment and customer assistance. 

In a context of growing attention to the aspects in question, room for improvement exists in 
operational areas, and in this respect the Bank is drawing up a remedial plan and is also 

reporting on the consequences of the measures already undertaken, or those it intends to take.  

 

On 14th October 2019 the Bank of Italy announced the commencement of an inspection into the 

IRB SYSTEM AUTHORISED UNDER THE ECAF AREA, conducted from 27th to 29th November. The aim of 

this inspection was to verify whether the Bank possesses adequate information systems and 
administrative and organisational processes in order to correctly acquire the requested 

information concerning the set of debtors that may be eligible for the purpose of monetary policy 

refinancing operations (i.e. concerning the ‘static pool’) assessed using an internal ratings-based 

(IRB) system.  On 17th February 2020, the results were received from the authority, stating that 

the processes relating to management of the static pool were deemed satisfactory.  
 

With a letter dated 23rd October 2019, the Bank of Italy announced a general, ordinary and 

periodic, inspection into the company PRAMERICA SGR SPA. This inspection began on 28th October 

2019 and ended on 7th February 2020.  On the following 24th April, the company received the 

relative results which give a mainly favourable assessment of the inspection activities carried 

out across a broad spectrum, regarding in particular the business model and the strategic 
development of the company, the adequacy of its governance and control procedures and the 

situation of its assets under management.  
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On 29th October 2019 the Bank of Italy’s Milan Office commenced an ordinary ANTI-MONEY 

LAUNDERING BRANCH INSPECTION at a Bergamo branch of UBI Banca located in via Jacopo Palma 

il Vecchio to investigate anti-money laundering prevention provisions. Access for this inspection 

was arranged as part of a pilot phase for this inspection module, by activating checks on a 

sample of 20 UBI Banca branches. During the week of 10th February 2020, the inspection began 

at the Bergamo main branch (in Piazza Vittorio Veneto), which was the twentieth branch in the 

sample, leading to the conclusion of this inspection module on 14th February 2020. The Bank 

is waiting to receive the results of the inspections. 

 

Legal proceedings 
 

Information is reported below on specific issues. 

• With regard to the ongoing proceedings at the Court of Bergamo (see the information given 
in the 2018 Annual Report for details) the Bank is certain and has no doubt that by examining 

the facts, the proceedings of the trial will demonstrate that there are no grounds to these 

accusations directed at the Bank and its senior officers, because it considers that there has 

been no hindrance to the supervisory authorities, no secret pact, no failure to disclose 

information and no undue influence in determining majorities in Shareholders’ Meetings. 

The court proceedings are currently under way and to-date hearings are scheduled until the 
first half of October 2020. 

If UBI Banca is convicted of the offences with which it is charged in accordance with 

Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, a fine will be imposed on it. That fine for the predicate 

offence pursuant to Art. 2636 of the Italian Civil Code would be comprised between a 

minimum of €37,500 and a maximum of €511,170, while the crime pursuant to Art. 2638 of 
the Italian Civil Code would be comprised between a minimum of €51,600 and a maximum 

of €619,600. 

To complete the information we report that following the renewal of the governing bodies of 

UBI Banca in the Shareholders’ Meeting held on 12th April 2019, only one of the 28 senior 

officers of the UBI Banca Group involved at the time in the proceedings currently holds office 

as a member of the Board of Directors. 
The Bank stresses its proper conduct and is confident that its compliance with the law and 

with organisational regulations will be confirmed in the courts at all levels, as already clearly 

demonstrated by the judgment No 879/2017 of 17th May 2017, published on the following 

19th June issued by the Court Appeal of Brescia which recognised UBI Banca’s proper 

conduct and that of its senior officers in relations with the supervisory authorities and with 
the market, and nullified the Consob’s decision to sanction some members of the UBI Banca 

Supervisory Board at the time. 

On 14th November 2017 UBI Banca received notification of an appeal by the Consob against 

ruling No. 879/2017 before the Supreme Court of Cassation and it immediately filed its 

defence. The Consob immediately filed a counter appeal against the Bank’s incidental appeal. 

At the public hearing on 11th July 2019 the Public Prosecutor set out his reasoned 
conclusions, associating himself with the defendants and therefore requesting that the appeal 

filed by the Consob should be rejected. On 25th February 2020, Ruling No. 4962-20 was 

published regarding a similar appeal by the Consob against other senior officers of the Bank, 

who, previously, had also been issued sanctions by the supervisory authority.  This ruling 

rejected the Consob’s five arguments because the Supreme Court of Cassation judged that in 
this case, the omissive conduct penalised by the Consob is not governed by any law and is 

therefore not punishable.  On the following 7th May Ruling No. 8636-20 was deposited with 

which the Cassation rejected the Consob's main appeal, also with regard to UBI Banca's 

position and that of the other senior officers and declared the incidental conditional appeal 

absorbed, on the same grounds used in the similar Ruling No. 4962-20 on 25th February 

2020.  

In consideration of the nature of the matter, it is felt that it can have no repercussions on Group assets. 
 

* * * 

 
In order to implement board resolutions passed on 23rd July and 31st July 2019, on 7th August 

2019 UBI Banca Spa and UBI Leasing Spa initiated ordinary civil legal proceedings before the 

Court of Bergamo in order to obtain compensation for patrimonial and non-patrimonial damages 
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resulting from the broadcast of a programme entitled “L’onnipotente” that aired on the RAI 3 
television channel on 1st April 2019 during the transmission of the “Report”. At the first hearing 

on 18th February 2020, having noted the attendance of all those summoned, the Judge granted 

extensions of the time limits pursuant to Art. 183, paragraph 6 of the Italian Code for Civil 

Proceedings and set the date of the preliminary hearing for 23rd June. 

 

Reference is made to the 2019 Consolidated Annual Report for additional facts and the affairs, 
already reported there, for which no developments have occurred in quarter. 
 

 

 

Litigation 

Ordinary litigation 

Compared with the situation reported in the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements as 

at and for the year ended 31st December 2019, which may be consulted, for the period of this 

financial report, with regard to significant litigation for which a possible risk (or a contingent 
liability has been estimated, we give, an update to the litigation between UBI FACTOR and the 
Latium Region, relating to health credits received for which the legal proceedings are ongoing 

(in execution of a court of second instance ruling, which is provisionally enforceable).  The Region 

has appealed to the Supreme Court of Cassation to annul the Court of Appeal sentence with 

reference to the 2007-2008 non-budget credits only. The Supreme Court of Cassation has: (i) 

accepted the Region's appeal, but has not denied UBI Factor the right to be paid the 2007-2008 

non-budget credits; (ii) recognised the competence of the Administrative Judge. The time limit 
for filing an appeal against the ruling of the Supreme Court expires on 12th June 2020, while 

the action before the Administrative Judge is extinguished by prescription in 10 years (2029). 

 

* * * 

 
For the purposes of full disclosure, we provide an update on the preliminary proceedings which the Autorità 
Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato (AGCM – Italian Competition Authority) initiated against UBI Banca 
on 19th June 2019 for alleged unfair commercial practices related to the sale of insurance policies offered or 
marketed by the Bank in conjunction with consumer credit contracts (specifically, residential mortgage loans), 
requesting information and the presentation of documents. On 2nd August 2019 the AGCM extended the 
proceedings to include the opening of current accounts jointly with the aforementioned contracts and a request 
for related information and documents.  
With a provision notified on the 13th March 2020, the AGCM imposed an administrative fine on UBI Banca of 
€3,750,000, solely for the case involving the sale of insurance policies, also prohibiting their distribution or 
continuation. However, the AGCM did not find evidence of undue conditioning with regard to the offer of 
current accounts alleged in the second claim. An appeal may be lodged with the Administrative Tribunal of 
Latium within the legal time limits. 

 

 

Tax litigation 

No further updates occurred in the reporting period with respect to the information provided in 

the 2019 Consolidated Annual Report, to which reference may therefore be made. 
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Tax aspects  

The main changes on tax matters introduced during the quarter are related to the health Covid-
19 emergency and to the clarifications regarding administrative practices on tax measures 

introduced at the end of 2019. Those considered important are reported below. 

 

Decree Law No. 23 of 8th April 2020, "Urgent measures on access to credit and on tax 

obligations for businesses, on special powers for strategic sectors, on interventions on 

health and work and on the extension of administrative and court deadlines". (The 

"Liquidity Decree") 

Decree Law No. 23 of 8th April 2020 (the "Liquidity Decree"), currently being converted with the 

possibility of even substantial amendments, contains various measures of a tax nature. The 

following are of particular note: 

- deferment of tax and contribution payments: this legislation provides for the deferment of self-

assessed payments of withholding taxes on employee and similar income, of VAT, pension 

and welfare contributions and obligatory insurance premiums for April and May 2020 if 

certain conditions are met (dimension parameters and turnover and fee reduction, compared 

with April and May 2019). The deferred payments must be made by not later than the 30th 

June 2020, with no interest and fines applied;  

- deferment of withholding taxes on self-employed income and commissions: if certain conditions 

are met, persons who earn self-employed income and commission income may ask their 
clients not to subject payments made in the period 17th March 2020-31st May 2020 to 

ordinary withholding taxes. Where withholding taxes have not been applied, these must be 

paid on a self-assessment basis by and not later than 31st July 2020, with no interest and 

fines applied;  

- taxes paid on account: in cases where IRPEF (personal income tax), IRES (corporate income 

tax and IRAP (regional tax on production) taxes are paid on account using the forecast 

method, fines and interests are only due if the total amount paid on account in 2020 is less 

than 80% of the actual amount due for the tax year 2020;  

- extension of the validity of regular tax payment certificates: certificates issued by the Revenue 

Agency (“Agenzia delle Entrate”) prior to 29th February 2020 that contractors and 
subcontractors are required to delivered to their clients as proof of regular tax payments, 

remain valid until the 30th June 2020; 

- amendments to the tax regime for profits earned by ordinary partnerships: the tax regime for 

profits earned by ordinary partnerships has been amended again, to be considered 

"transparent" for tax purposes, having already been affected by the Tax Decree at the end of 

2019; 

- adjournment of tax litigation: hearings set for the period 9th March 2020-11th May 2020 are 

automatically adjourned by the courts to a date subsequent to 11th May 2020. Obligations 

connected with tax litigation (including notifications of appeals in the first instance and 

mediation activities) with deadlines that expire in the period 9th March 2020-11th May 2020 

are suspended and the time limits resume with effect from 12th May 2020; 

- compulsory online tax litigation: the legislation introduces the compulsory online continuation 
of tax litigation proceedings that began using hardcopy/non-digital procedures. 

 

Law No. 27 of 24th April 2020, “Conversion into law, with amendments, of Decree Law No. 

18 of 17th March 2020, containing urgent measures to strengthen the National Health 

Service and provide economic support for householders, workers and businesses in 

relation to the emergency” 

Law No. 27 of 24th April 2020, which converts Decree Law No. 18 of 17th March 2020 (the "Cura 
Italia" – care for Italy) Decree contains measures of a tax nature including the following: 

- transformation of deferred tax assets into tax credits: regardless of whether they are actually 

recognised in the accounts, deferred tax assets (DTAs) relating to tax losses and ACE  (“aid 

to economic growth”) tax allowance surpluses, may be converted into tax credits within the 
limits set and on the basis of the conditions laid down in the legislation, if the taxpayer to 

which the DTAs relate disposes of receivables due from non-performing debtors; 
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- deferment of tax payment deadlines: the deadline for compliance with tax obligations (except 

for payments and submissions of Certificazioni Uniche (tax return certifications to the 
Revenue Agency) due between 8th March 2020 and 31st May 2020 has been postponed until 

the 30th June 2020. This measure affects the UBI Banca Group for various obligations, one 

of which is the VAT return for the UBI Banca VAT Group; 

- tax incentives for charitable donations : charitable donations made in cash and in kind in 

2020 by natural persons, non-commercial organisations and legal entities to fund action 

taken to contain and manage the Covid-19 emergency epidemic are treated as an allowance 

for IRPEF (personal income tax) purposes and deductible for IRES (corporate income tax) and 

IRAP (regional tax on production) purposes within the limits and conditions set by the 

legislation; 

- suspension of the time limits for assessment and control activities by the tax authorities: the 
time limits for payment, control, assessment, collection and dispute activities set by tax 

authorities (including the Revenue Agency) are suspended in the period 8th March 2020-31st 

May 2020. The suspension also regards activities related to tax clearance applications; 

- deferment of the payment time limits for cases passed to tax collection agents: the time limits 

for payments relating to tax demands due in the period 8th March 2020-31st May 2020 are 

deferred.  The payments must be made by 30th June 2020, with no interest and fines relating 

solely to the deferment applied. 

 
* * * 

 

Mention is made of the following administrative practices documents issued in 2020: 

▪ Circular No. 1/E/2020: the Revenue Agency has commented on new control measures that 
clients are required to make for proper payment of withholding taxes by their contractors 

and/or subcontractors; 

▪ Circular No. 2/E/2020: the Revenue Agency has illustrated the new tax concessions termed 

“Bonus Facciate” (building facade bonus) introduced in the 2020 Budget Law; 

▪ Circular No. 4/E/2020, Circular No. 5/E/2020, Circular No. 6/E/2020, Circular No. 8/E/2020, 
Circular No. 10/E/2020, Resolution No. 14/2020, Resolution No. 17/2020, Resolution No. 
18/2020 and Resolution No. 21/2020: the Revenue Agency has given indications on the 

provisions contained in Decree Law No. 18 of the 17th March 2020 (the "Cura Italia  Decree") 

and Decree Law No. 23 of 8th April 2020 (the "Liquidity Decree"); 

▪ Circular No. 9/E/2020: the Revenue Agency has commented on measures relating to the 

provisions of Decree Law No. 23 of 8th April 2020, (the “Liquidity Decree"). 
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Events subsequent to the end of the quarter 
and the outlook for consolidated operations 

No events of significance that might affect the balance sheet and the income statement presented 

occurred after 31st March 2020, the reporting date of this interim financial report, and until 8th 

May 2020, the date of its approval by the Board of Directors of UBI Banca Spa. 
 

The following is reported for full disclosure purposes. 
 

Resolutions approved by an Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of UBI Banca 
 

On 8th April 2020 a General Meeting of the Shareholders of UBI Banca was held chaired by 

Letizia Maria Brichetto Arnaboldi Moratti, the Chair of the Board of Directors, convened in a 
single session to resolve on the items on the agenda. 

In accordance with  Art. 106, paragraph 4 of Decree Law No. 18 of 17th March 2020, shareholders participated 
solely through the Designated Proxy Holder pursuant to Art. 135-undecies of Legislative Decree No. 58 of 24th 
February 1998 (the “Consolidated Finance Law”) to whom proxies/sub-proxies had been granted in 
accordance with Art. 135-novies of the Consolidated Finance Law, in derogation of Art. 135-undecies, 
paragraph 4 of the Consolidated Finance Law. 

 

The Shareholders’ General Meeting acted with regard to individual items on the agenda as 

follows: 
 

1. the proposed Annual Financial Statements of UBI Banca Spa as at and for the year ended 

31st December 2019 were approved with the vote in favour of 99.9% of the share capital 

present;  

2. with account taken of the recommendation dated 20th March 2020 issued by the ECB to 
banks that it supervises to refrain from the payment of dividends at least until 1st October 

2020, the Board of Directors meeting of UBI Banca held on 31st March 2020 resolved not to 

submit to the General Meeting of the Shareholders the proposal for “The allocation of profit 

for the financial year 2019 and the distribution of a dividend to shareholders” because it 

would be incompatible with the prudential recommendation made by the supervisory 

authority. Subsequent to 1st October and in the absence of a recommendation to the contrary 
by the ECB, the Board of Directors reserves the right to convene a Shareholders’ General 

Meeting to address this matter.  

As already reported, on the basis of the Group's capital strength and growth in its operating results, when 
the Board of Directors approved the proposed Annual Financial Statements of UBI Banca, it had proposed 

the distribution of a dividend of €0.13 per share; 

3. it engaged the company KPMG Spa for the independent statutory audit of the accounts for 
the financial years 2021-2029, as recommended by the Management Control Committee, and 

determined its fees; 

4. with a binding resolution it approved the first section of the Report on remuneration policies 

and wages which regards remuneration and incentive policies for the financial year 2020; 

5. it also approved the second section of that same report relating to remuneration paid in 2019 

with a non-binding resolution; 

6. it approved a proposal to pay a portion of the short-term (annual) variable component of 

remuneration for “Identified Staff” in financial instruments and authorised the purchase of 

treasury shares and rendering them available to service the incentive scheme; 

7. it approved a proposal to pay a portion of the long-term (multi-year) variable component of 

remuneration for “Identified Staff” in financial instruments and authorised the purchase of 

treasury shares and rendering them available to service the incentive scheme; 

8. it approved criteria and limits for determining remuneration to be agreed in the event of the 

early termination of employment or early retirement from corporate office; 
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9. it approved the proposal to set the ratio of the variable component to the fixed component of 
remuneration for the personnel of Pramerica SGR Spa belonging to the Investments Area up 

to a limit of 4:1. 

 

Ratings assigned by international rating agencies  
 
As already detailed in the initial pages of this report to which reference is made, we report that: 

▪ on 2nd April 2020 DBRS Morningstar reviewed the ratings of nine Italian banks in view of the 

growing risks and uncertainties resulting from the closedown of production due to the 

Coronavirus pandemic. All UBI Banca's ratings were confirmed with a stable trend following 

the review; 
▪ on 28th April 2020, at a much earlier date with respect to the scheduled half-yearly review 

(10th July), justified by developments in the situation in Italy, Fitch Ratings announced that 

it had downgraded its Long-term Issuer Default Rating for Italy from “BBB” to "BBB-” with a 

stable outlook. 

 

* * * 
 

With regard to the outlook for consolidated operations, we report the forecasts given below on 

the basis of information currently available. 

 

The Covid-19 pandemic is a crisis that is different from others both because of how it originated 
and how it might develop, which makes any type of forecast complex. However, even in this 

situation, the key factor is the quality of credit. 

In the meantime, faced with this crisis without precedent, very fast and very incisive measures 

have been taken by national and international institutions to mitigate its impact. These recently 
adopted measures should allow the Bank to preserve its level of net interest income. Weaker 

performance is expected by the fee and commission component resulting from transactions 

relating to a slowdown in the economy, while the fee and commission component relating to 

assets under management will be affected by the crisis in the first part of the year, but will 

depend on the performance of markets in the second part. Maximum efforts will continue to be 
made to contain operating expenses, although in a different manner, driven by smartworking. 

As concerns loan losses, these will be higher than forecast for the first year under the Business 

Plan, although mitigated by the use of the support instruments offered by recent measures. 

Furthermore, the Bank has already made greater provisions for unlikely-to-pay exposures in 

those sectors most exposed to the crisis, with an impact on the first quarter of approximately 

€50 million (an overall loan loss rate of 73 basis points) and it will focus its attention during the 
year on these loans, given the high quality of performing loans (the level of high-risk performing 

loans fell further in the first three months of 2020 to 2.7%, the default rate is expected to remain 

low and coverage for performing loans is among the highest for Italian banks). The strategy for 

the internal management of non-performing exposures will therefore continue. 

From a balance sheet viewpoint, the UBI Banca Group’s capital strength, its solid liquidity 

position and the high quality of its assets enables it to face this period of crisis without any great 

concerns, as has already occurred on previous occasions, continuing to support the 

communities it serves and to generate profits on a continuing basis to the benefit of all 

stakeholders (inclusive of dividends when authorised by the ECB). 
 

 

Bergamo, 8th May 2020 

 

 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
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Mandatory interim consolidated financial 
Statements as at and for the period ended 
31st March 2020 
 
 

Consolidated Balance Sheet

ASSETS

10. Cash and cash equivalents 543,344 694,750

20. Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss 2,445,729 1,758,730

a) financial assets held for trading 1,139,785 427,980

b) financial assets designated at fair value 8,554 10,278

c) other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value 1,297,390 1,320,472

30. Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 11,476,015 12,221,616

40. Financial assets measured at amortised cost 101,689,225 101,736,289

a) loans and advances to banks 9,467,195 11,921,289

b) loans and advances to customers 92,222,030 89,815,000

50. Hedging derivatives 34,039 35,117

60. Fair value change in hedged financial assets (+/-) 651,581 547,019

70. Equity investments 293,676 287,353

80. Technical reserves of reinsurers 104                  -                      

90. Property, plant and equipment 2,590,524 2,370,247

100. Intangible assets 1,731,379 1,739,903

of which: goodwill 1,465,260        1,465,260

110. Tax assets 3,748,151 3,755,895

a) current 1,075,533 1,084,413

b) deferred 2,672,618 2,671,482

- of which pursuant to Law No. 214/2011 1,764,076 1,794,331

120. Non-current assets and disposal groups held for sale 291,766 268,100

130. Other assets 997,059 1,200,966         

Total assets 126,492,592 126,615,985

Figures in thousands of euro
31.3.2020

31.12.2019

restated
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Consolidated Balance Sheet

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

10. Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost 108,386,682 109,795,016

a) due to banks 14,497,500 14,367,985 

b) due to customers 71,435,696 72,577,255 

c) debt securities issued 22,453,486 22,849,776 

20. Financial liabilities held for trading 617,709 555,296 

30. Financial liabilities designated at fair value 285,439 197,610 

40. Hedging derivatives 575,925 386,778 

50. Fair value change in hedged financial liabilities (+/-) 156,033 145,191 

60. Tax liabilities 300,268 210,882 

a) current 80,165 64,547 

b) deferred 220,103 146,335 

70. Liabilities associated with assets held for sale -                      2,331 

80. Other liabilities 3,145,785 2,735,807 

90. Provision for post-employment benefits 264,793 289,641 

100. Provisions for risks and charges: 448,535 489,485 

a) commitments and guarantees granted 54,255 54,005 

b) pension and similar obligations 85,035 86,756 

c) other provisions for risks and charges 309,245 348,724 

110. Technical reserves 2,149,201 2,210,294 

120. Valuation reserves (14,124) (79,938) 

140. Equity instruments 397,948 -                      

150. Reserves 3,508,627 3,276,589 

160. Share premiums 3,294,604 3,294,604 

170. Share capital 2,843,177 2,843,177 

180. Treasury shares (-) (28,111) (28,111) 

190. Minority interests (+/-) 66,529 58,230 

200. Profit (loss) for the period/year (+/-) 93,572 233,103 

Total liabilities and equity 126,492,592 126,615,985 

Figures in thousands of euro
31.3.2020

31.12.2019

restated
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Consolidated income statement:

1Q 2020
1Q 2019

restated

10. Interest income and similar 506,976 551,016 

- of which: interest income calculated with the effective interest method 495,396 501,409 

20. Interest expense and similar  (80,429)  (87,794) 

30. Net interest income 426,547 463,222 

40. Fee and commission income 482,257 456,676 

50. Fee and commission expense  (60,527)  (55,035) 

60 Net fee and commission income 421,730 401,641 

70. Dividends and similar income 4,961 5,333 

80. Net trading income (loss) 3,963 3,711 

90. Net hedging income (loss)  (12,422)  (4,896) 

100. Income (losses) from disposal or repurchase of: 66,127 13,053 

a) financial assets measured at amortised cost 6,428  (658) 

b) financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 61,777 14,406 

c) financial liabilities  (2,078)  (695) 

110. Net income (loss) from other financial assets and liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss  (20,047) 27,206 

a) financial assets and liabilities designated at fair value 26,388 172 

b) other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value  (46,435) 27,034 

120. Gross income 890,859 909,270 

130. Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to:  (157,114)  (130,003) 

a) financial assets measured at amortised cost  (155,182)  (129,104) 

b) financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income  (1,932)  (899) 

140. Profits (losses) from contractual modifications without derecognition  (8,803)  (5,156) 

150. Net financial income (loss) 724,942 774,111 

160. Net insurance premiums 86,121 74,453 

170. Other income/expenses of insurance operations  (75,923)  (81,011) 

180. Net income from banking and insurance operations 735,140 767,553 

190. Administrative expenses  (590,463)  (670,708) 

a) staff costs  (354,975)  (428,117) 

b) other administrative expenses  (235,488)  (242,591) 

200. Net provisions for risks and charges  (33)  (4,029) 

a) commitments and guarantees granted  (942)  (562) 

b) other net provisions 909  (3,467) 

210. Depreciation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment  (36,380)  (33,927) 

220. Amortisation and net impairment losses on intangible assets  (20,775)  (18,526) 

230. Other net operating income/expense 67,594 73,141 

240. Operating expenses  (580,057)  (654,049) 

250. Profits (losses) of equity investments 7,808 6,315 

260. Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets  (8,718) -                          

280. Profit (loss) from disposal of investments 67                       273                    

290. Profit (loss) before tax on continuing operations 154,240 120,092 

300. Taxes on income for the period from continuing operations  (52,382)  (30,282) 

310. Profit (loss) after tax from continuing operations 101,858 89,810 

330. Profit (loss) for the period 101,858 89,810 

340. (Profit) loss for the period attributable to minority interests  (8,286)  (6,375) 

350. Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the Parent 93,572 83,435 

Figures in thousands of euro
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Consolidated statement of comprehensive income 

Figures in thousands of euro 1Q 2020
1Q 2019

restated

10. PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE PERIOD 101,858 89,810 

Other comprehensive income net of taxes without transfer to the income statement

20. Equity securities designated at fair value through other comprehensive income  (17) 1,128 

30. Financial liabilities designated at fair value through profit or loss (changes in creditworthiness) 6,536 -                     

40. Equity hedges designated at fair value through other comprehensive income

50. Property, plant and equipment 185,633       -                     

70. Defined benefit plans 12,728  (7,187) 

90. Shares of valuation reserves of equity-accounted investees  (61) 310 

Other comprehensive income net of taxes without transfer to the income statement

120. Cash flow hedging  (27) 42 

140. Financial assets (other than equity securities) measured at fair value through other comprehensive income  (136,528) 29,014 

160. Share of valuation reserves of equity-accounted investees  (1,640) 1,198 

170. Total other comprehensive income (loss) net of taxes 66,624 24,505 

180. COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS) (Item 10. + 170.) 168,482 114,315 

190. CONSOLIDATED COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS) ATTRIBUTABLE TO MINORITY INTERESTS 8,300 6,367 

200. CONSOLIDATED COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS) ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF THE PARENT 160,182 107,948 
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Statement of changes in consolidated equity to 31st March 2020 
 

Figures in thousands of euro 

Share capital: 2,850,918 -                   2,850,918 -                 -                -             -             -                -                  -                 -              -          -                  -                      2,850,918 2,843,177 7,741

a) ordinary shares 2,850,918 -                   2,850,918 -                 -                -             -                -                  -                 -              -          -                      2,850,918 2,843,177 7,741

b) other shares -                 -                   -                 -                 -                -             -             -                -                  -                 -              -          -                  -                      -                 -                     -                

Share premiums 3,294,700 -                   3,294,700 -                 -                -             -             -                -                  -                 -              -          -                  -                      3,294,700 3,294,604 96

Reserves 3,293,230 -                   3,293,230 266,951 -                -1,066 -             -                -                  -                 -              -          -                  -                      3,559,115 3,508,627 50,488

a) of profits 1,387,843 -                   1,387,843 266,951 -                1,037 -             -                -                  -                 -              -          -                  -                      1,655,831 1,605,348 50,483

b) other 1,905,387 -                   1,905,387 -                 -                -2,103 -             -                -                  -                 -              -          -                  -                      1,903,284 1,903,279 5               

Valuation reserves -80,034 -                   -80,034 -                 -                -796 -             -                -                  -                 -              -          -                  66,624 -14,206 -14,124 -82 

Equity instruments -                 -                   -                 -                 -                -             -             -                -                  397,948      -              -          -                  -                      397,948      397,948           -                

Treasury shares -28,111 -                   -28,111 -                 -                -             -                  -                 -              -          -                  -                      -28,111 -28,111 -                

Profit (loss) for the year 266,951 -                   266,951 -266,951 -                -             -             -                -                  -                 -              -          -                  101,858           101,858 93,572 8,286

Equity 9,597,654 -                   9,597,654 -                 -                -1,862 -             -                -                  397,948      -              -          -                  168,482 10,162,222 10,095,693 66,529

Equity attributable to the 

shareholders of the Parent 9,539,424 -                  9,539,424 -                -                -1,861 -             -                 397,948      -              -         -                  160,182 10,095,693 X X

Equity attributable to minority 

interests 58,230 -                  58,230 -                -                -1 -             -               -                 -                -              -         -                  8,300 66,529 X X

31st March 2020

Changes 

in reserves

Equity transactions

Consolidated 

comprehensive 

incomeReserves

Derivatives 

on treasury 

shares

Equity

attributable to 

the 

shareholders of 

the Parent 

attributable 

to minority 

interests 

Balances 

as at 

31.12.2019

restated

Restatement 

of opening 

balances

Balances as 

at 1.1.2012

Allocation of prior year 

profit

Changes January - March 2020

Dividends 

and other 

uses

New share 

issues

Repurchase 

of treasury 

shares

Extraordinary 

distribution of 

dividends

Change in 

equity 

instruments

Stock 

options

Changes in 

shareholdings 
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Statement of changes in consolidated equity to 31st March 2019 restated 
 

Figures in thousands of euro 

Share capital: 2,852,571 -                 2,852,571 -                 -                -             -             -               -                 -                 -              -          -                  -                     2,852,571 2,843,177 9,394

a) ordinary shares 2,852,571 -                 2,852,571 -                 -                -             -               -                 -                 -              -          -                     2,852,571 2,843,177 9,394

b) other shares -                 -                 -                 -                 -                -             -             -               -                 -                 -              -          -                  -                     -                 -                  -                

Share premiums 3,294,704 -                 3,294,704 -                 -                -             -             -               -                 -                 -              -          -                  -                     3,294,704 3,294,604 100

Reserves 2,939,068 59,109        2,998,177 451,502 -25,074 820 -             -               -                 -                 -              -          -                  -                     3,425,425 3,409,126 16,299

a) of profits 1,035,354 59,109        1,094,463 451,502 -25,074 -474 -             -               -                 -                 -              -          -                  -                     1,520,417 1,504,118 16,299

b) other 1,903,714 -                 1,903,714 -                 -                1,294 -             -               -                 -                 -              -          -                  -                     1,905,008 1,905,008 -                

Valuation reserves -298,699 -                 -298,699 -                 -                -340 -             -               -                 -                 -              -          -                  24,505 -274,534 -274,442 -92 

Equity instruments -                 -                 -                 -                 -                -             -             -               -                 -                 -              -          -                  -                     -                 -                  -                

Treasury shares -25,074 -                 -25,074 -                 -                -             89           -3,530 -                 -                 -              -          -                  -28,515 -28,515 -                

Profit (loss) for the period/year 451,502 -                 451,502 -451,502 -                -             -             -               -                 -                 -              -          -                  89,810            89,810 83,435 6,375

Equity 9,214,072 59,109        9,273,181 -                 -25,074 480 89           -3,530 -                 -                 -              -          -                  114,315 9,359,461 9,327,385 32,076

Equity attributable to the 

shareholders of the Parent 9,163,288 59,109       9,222,397 -                -                481 89 -3,530 -                -                -             -         -                  107,948 9,327,385 X X

Equity attributable to minority 

interests 50,784 -                50,784 -                -25,074 -1 -             -              -                -                -             -         -                  6,367 32,076 X X

31st March 2019

Changes 

in reserves

Equity transactions

Consolidated 

comprehensive 

incomeReserves

Derivatives 

on 

treasury 

shares

Equity

attributable 

to the 

shareholders 

of the Parent 

attributable 

to minority 

interests 

Balances 

as at 

31.12.2018

Restatement 

of opening 

balances

Balances as 

at 1.1.2019

Allocation of prior year 

profit

Changes January - March 2019

Dividends 

and other 

uses

New share 

issues

Repurchase 

of treasury 

shares

Extraordinary 

distribution of 

dividends

Change in 

equity 

instruments

Stock 

options

Changes in 

shareholdings 
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Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows (indirect method)

Figures in thousands of euro

1Q 2020
1Q 2019

restated

456,487 344,146

  -    net (loss) profit for the period (+/-) 101,858 89,810

  -    gains/losses on financial assets held for trading and on other assets/liabilities measured at fair value through 

profit or loss (+/-) 25,827  (10,520) 

  -    gains/losses on hedging activities (-/+) 12,422 4,896

  -    net impairment losses for credit risk (+/-) 165,917 130,003

  -    depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses on property, plant and equipment and intangible assets (+/-) 65,873 52,453

  -    net provisions for risks and charges and other expense/income (+/-) 33 4,029 

  -    net premiums not received (-)  (867)  (1,106) 

  -    other insurance income/expenses not received(-/+)  (3,148) 2,013               

  -    taxes, duties and tax credits not paid/used (+/-) 52,382 91,453

  - net impairment losses on discontinued operations net of tax (-/+) -                        -                        

  -    other adjustments (+/-) 36,190  (18,885) 

 (143,215)  (1,351,317) 

  -    financial assets held for trading  (707,842)  (61,740) 

  -    financial assets designated at fair value 28,112 1,865 

  -    other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value  (20,721) 29,814 

  -    financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income 600,633  (455,084) 

  -    financial assets measured at amortised cost  (116,921)  (497,590) 

  -    other assets 73,524  (368,582) 

 (830,572) 935,706 

  -    financial liabilities measured at amortised cost  (1,408,334) 1,569,666 

  -    financial liabilities held for trading 62,413 50,277 

  -    financial liabilities designated at fair value 87,829 18,460

  -    other liabilities 427,520  (702,697) 

 (517,300)  (71,465) 

6,436 6,654

  -    diposals of equity investments -                        -                        

  -    dividends received on equity investments 4,961 5,333

  -    disposals of property, plant and equipment 1,475               1,192               

  -    diposals of intangible assets -                        129                  

  -    diposals of subsidiaries and lines of business -                        -                        

 (38,490)  (35,464) 

  -    purchases of equity investments -                        -                        

  -    purchases of property, plant and equipment   (26,171)  (24,794) 

  -    purchases of intangible assets  (12,319)  (10,670) 

  -    purchases of subsidiaries and lines of business -                        -                        

 (32,054)  (28,810) 

  -    issues/repurchases of treasury shares -                         (3,441) 

  -    issues/purchases of equity instruments 397,948          -                        

  -    distribution of dividends and other uses -                         (25,074) 

  -    sale/purchase of minority interests -                        -                        

397,948  (28,515) 

 (151,406)  (128,790) 

Reconciliation

Figures in thousands of euro
1Q 2020

1Q 2019

restated

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period 694,750          735,249          

Total net cash flows generated/used during the period  (151,406)  (128,790) 

Cash and cash equivalents: effect of changes in exchange rates -                        -                        

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of period 543,344 606,459

A. OPERATING ACTIVITIES

 Net cash flows from/used in financing activities    

  NET CASH GENERATED/USED DURING THE PERIOD 

1. Ordinary activities

C. FINANCING ACTIVITIES

1. Cash flows from 

2. Cash flows used in 

 Net cash flows from/used in investing activities

2. Net cash flows from/used by financial assets 

3. Net cash flows from/used by financial liabilities 

 Net cash flows from/used in operating activities

B. INVESTING ACTIVITIES
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Explanatory notes 

Accounting policies 
 
 
This Interim Financial Report as at and for the period ended 31st March 2020 of the UBI Banca Group1, 

approved by the Board of Directors on 8th May 2020, which authorised its public disclosure, also in 
accordance with IAS 10, has been prepared in consolidated form and on a voluntary basis in order to 
ensure continuity with previous periodic quarterly reports2. 
 

This report, which includes the Interim Consolidated Management Report (containing the Mandatory 
Consolidated Financial Statements3 and the relative Explanatory Notes) has been prepared in compliance 
with the IAS/IFRS international accounting standards currently in force4, and the relative 
interpretations, to which no exceptions have been made. 
 

The document has not been drawn up in accordance with the provisions of IAS 34 “Interim financial 
reporting”, which relate to interim financial reports, because the UBI Banca Group applies that standard 
to its half-yearly financial reports and not also to its quarterly financial reports. 
It relates to the scope of consolidation as reported in the Consolidated Management Report as at and for 
the year ended 31st December 2019, which has not undergone any changes. 
 

The accounting policies adopted and the criteria for the classification, recognition, measurement and 
derecognition of balance sheet items and also the recognition of income and expense items adopted for 
this Interim Financial Report5 have been updated with respect to those adopted for the Financial 
Statements as at and for the period ended 31st December 20196, due to the change in the measurement 
criteria for the Group's real estate assets, details of which are given in the subsequent section "Other 
aspects" which may be consulted. 
 

Furthermore, on 15th January 2020, the European Commission endorsed “Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 
39 and IFRS 7: Interest Rate Benchmark Reform” through the publication of Regulation EU No. 2020/34 
on 26th September 2019. 
The amendment modifies some of the requirements requested for the application of hedge accounting, 
providing temporary exceptions to these, in order to mitigate the impacts of the uncertainties over the 
"Benchmark Reform" which provides for the following as of 1st January 2022: 

▪ the recent replacement of the EONIA rate (European Overnight Index Average) with the €STR rate 
(Euro Short Term Rate); 

▪ a change in the methodology used to calculate the Euribor in order to make the indicator consistent 
with the new regulations. 

More specifically the amendment makes it possible for hedge accounting purposes to manage the 
uncertainty surrounding the future cash flows in the period prior to the full completion of the reform 
itself and it requires information to be reported in financial statements on the hedging relationships that 
are directly affected by the uncertainties generated by the reform and to which the aforementioned 
exceptions apply. 
UBI Banca Group has commenced a project designed to analyse processes, systems and internal 
regulations for the management of the reform as a whole.  
As at 31st March 2020, the adoption of the amendment has not resulted in any impacts for the Group. 
 

Where it is impossible to measure certain items in the financial statements with precision, the 
application of the accounting standards involves the use by management of estimates and assumptions 
which may have even a significant effect on the amounts for revenues, expenses, assets and liabilities in 
the balance sheet and on information relating to contingent assets and liabilities. 

 
1 The Group’s activity has not been significantly subject to seasonal and/cyclical factors. 
2 That approach, disclosed to the market in compliance with the provisions of Art. 82 ter of the Consob Issuers’ Regulations on 30th 

January 2017, may be subject to re-formulation by the Bank, in view also of the establishment of different practices in the sector. 
Any decision taken to interrupt the publication must be accompanied by the reasons and disclosed publicly; this will take effect 

starting from the subsequent financial year. 
3 Consistent with previous periodic financial reports and in order to ensure better comparability of quantitative data, this financial 

report also includes reclassified consolidated financial statements, prepared again as before in euro as the accounting currency. 
4 Those standards, implemented in Italian law by Legislative Decree No. 38/2005, which took advantage of the option allowed under 

EC Regulation 1606/2002 on international accounting standards, are applied on the basis of events occurring that are disciplined 

by them from the date on which their application becomes compulsory, unless specified otherwise. 
5 On the basis of a going concern assumption and in compliance with accrual accounting principles, the relevance of the information 

and the predominance of substance over form. 
6 See Part A “Accounting policies – A.1 General part” and Part A “Accounting Policies – A.2 The main balance sheet items” in the Notes 

to the Consolidated Financial Statements for full information. 
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An estimate may be adjusted following changes in the circumstances on which it was based or if new 
information is acquired or yet again on the basis of greater experience. 
If in the future those estimates and assumptions, which are based on management’s best judgement at 
the date of this report, should differ from the actual circumstances, they will be modified appropriately in 
the period in which circumstances deviate. 
Part A.1, section 2, sub-section “Accounting policies” in the Notes to the Consolidated Financial 
Statements as at and for the year ended 31st December 2019 may be consulted generally for a fuller 
description of the most significant accounting measurement processes for the Group7. 
 

For full disclosure purposes, we report the following: 

- with particular reference to the determination of the expected credit losses on loans, securities, 
guarantees granted and commitments, see the more detailed information provided in the Notes to the 
Consolidated Financial Statements as at and for the year ended 31st December 2019, Part A.2 “The 
main items in the financial statements” and Part E “Information on risks and the relative hedging 
policies”. We also report that, in accordance with the provisions of IFRS 9 these are also based on 
forward-looking information, including in particular future changes in macroeconomic scenarios used 
in calculating the impairment losses. The development of those scenarios, and also how they are 
weighted, is subject to quarterly assessment with consequent updating if necessary; 

- the Group periodically updates the following aspects of the parameters adopted to measure credit 
positions that may also be recovered through sale to third parties to reflect any developments relating 
to possible disposals: 
▪ the set of positions that may actually be sold; 

▪ the probability of occurrence of the scenarios in question; and 
▪ the sales price in the sale scenario. 
The measurement impact resulting from that update is recognised within the relevant item in the 
income statement. 

 

In this respect, we report that no changes were made in the reporting period to the criteria already 
employed for estimates in the preparation of the financial statements as at and for the year ended 31st 
December 2019, except for that which mainly regards the calculation of expected losses on financial 
instruments which, in accordance with IFRS 9, are subject to provisions on impairment based on the 
update to the main forward-looking scenarios relating to the three-year period 2020-2022, the estimate 
of which was calculated during March 2020.  
With account taken of significant procyclical factors and volatility induced by the macroeconomic 
estimates in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, which forecast a significant deterioration in 2020 and 
a sustained recovery beginning as early as 2021, the methodology for defining the forward-looking 
parameters through the application of macroeconomic scenarios attributes greater weight, compared 
with the estimates made as at 31st December 2019, to medium-term estimates instead of specific annual 
forecasts.  
This decision, which is consistent with European Central Bank recommendations dated 20th March and 
1st April, tends to emphasise past events, current conditions and future economic conditions in 
compliance with IFRS 9, avoiding an excessive focus on procyclical factors.  
 

We report that the following has been applied, in continuity with the preparation of the 2019 Annual 
Report:  

▪ the models and staging criteria used to verify the significant increase in credit risk compared with the 
initial measurement, for which we also underline that the measurements adopted to assist customers 
did not involve an automatic identification of the significant increase that occurred; 

▪ the processes for the classification and measurement of performing exposures, together with the 
relative company regulations;  

▪ the processes and internal regulations for forborne exposures, designed to identify and monitor 

forbearance measures. In this regard we underline that the UBI Banca Group will apply the EBA 

recommendations given in its document “Guidelines on legislative and non-legislative moratoria on 
loan repayments applied in the light of the Covid-19 crisis” dated 2nd April. 

More specifically, with regard to moratoria granted to customers, we report that as at 31st March 2020, 
almost all the applications received were still at the processing stage. The remaining applications which 
had been fully processed did not have any significant impacts on the accounts. They were recognised in 
compliance with Group rules on "contractual modifications to financial assets" for which reference is 
made to Part A.2 – “The main items in the financial statements", in section “16. Other information" of the 
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements as at and for the period ended 31st December 2019,  
 

 
7 The measurement of real estate properties at fair value must also be included in the information as at 31st March 2020, because of 

the already reported change in the measurement criteria for the Group's real estate assets. 
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The Mandatory Financial Statements, prepared in euro as the accounting currency, have been drafted in 
compliance with the IAS/IFRS international accounting standards and also with Bank of Italy Circular 
No. 262/2005 and subsequent amendments and additions. 
In addition to figures relating to the balance sheet date as at 31st March 2020, they also provide the 
following comparative information: 

- Consolidated balance sheet: 31st December 2019 "restated"8; 
- Consolidated income statement: first Quarter 2019 “restated”8; 
- Consolidated statement of comprehensive income: first Quarter 2019 “restated”8; 
- Statement of changes in consolidated equity: first Quarter 2019 “restated”8; 
- Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows (indirect method) first Quarter 2019 “restated”8; 
 

For the purposes of the inclusion of profit for the period in the common equity tier 1 capital, the financial 
statements have been subject to a limited audit by the independent auditors Deloitte & Touche Spa for 
the sole purpose of the issue of the certification provided for by Art. 26 (2) of European Union Regulation 
No. 575/2013 and by European Central Bank Decision No. 2015/656. 
 

The report contains a statement by the Senior Officer Responsible pursuant to Art. 154 bis of Legislative 
Decree No. 58/1998. 
 

* * * 
 

With regard to the provisions of IAS 10, concerning events occurring after the reporting date of the 
Interim Financial Report, subsequent to 31st March 2020, the reporting date of the report in question, 
and until 8th May 2020, the date of its approval by the Board of Directors, no events occurred to make 
adjustments to the figures presented in the financial statements necessary. 
 
 

Other aspects 
 

Change in the criterion for the measurement of the Group's real estate assets  

As of 31st March 2020, the UBI Banca Group has opted to change its subsequent measurement criteria, 
but limited to real estate assets. More specifically, the Group has made the following decisions:  

- to change from a cost accounting model to a "revalued" model for the subsequent measurement of 
real estate properties for operational use on the basis of the rules of the IAS 16 “Property, plant and 
equipment” accounting standard; 

- to change from cost accounting to fair value accounting for investment property on the basis of the 
rules of the IAS 40 "Investment property” accounting standard. 

 

The underlying rationale for the change in the criterion for the measurement of the Group's real 
estate assets  
The UBI Banca Group's real estate property is not uniform in nature due to the variety of situations 
which led to the recognition of the individual properties in the balance sheet. More specifically, the dates 
and the background contexts are not comparable, or in any event have now changed. This is seen in 
particular with regard to properties acquired through business combinations which, in accordance with 
the IFRS 3 standard, has led to the recognition of a property on the basis of its market value at the time 
of the business combination. 
In the context described, numerous useful reasons can be seen for considering the adoption of fair value 
as the measurement criterion for all real estate assets. In fact, fair value provides better information, 
giving a single and up-to-date view of the value of the Group's real estate assets, independently of when 
or why an individual property was recognised.  
Fair value, compared with cost, provides current information that relates more closely to the nature of 

the property subject to estimate. Furthermore, this measurement method allows a more uniform 
comparison between different financial periods both in the balance sheet and in the income statement, 
because the statement at current values improves the relevance and quality of the information, especially 
when it is periodically re-estimated. 
 

Change in the criterion for the measurement of real estate assets  
IAS 8 states, as a general rule, that voluntary changes in accounting policy must be stated 

retrospectively, starting as far back as is practicable, proceeding to the restatement of the opening 
balances of the earliest prior comparative period and the information for comparative periods. This rule 
applies fully within the scope of IAS 40, however an exception to it exists within the scope of IAS 16. In 
fact IAS 8 states that for the purposes of real estate assets pursuant to IAS 16, the transition from the 
cost criterion for "revaluation", must be stated as a normal application continuing with the last criterion, 
which is prospectively. The change in the accounting criterion in the context of IAS 16 (i.e. real estate 

 
8 This comparative figure is different from that published as at that same balance sheet date, because it has been restated on the 

basis of the restatement of figures for investment properties (pursuant to IAS 40) subject to change in the measurement criterion. 
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properties for operational use) does not therefore involve any adjustments to the opening balances and to 
the comparative information. 
 

Change in the criterion for the measurement of real estate assets (pursuant to IAS 40) 
In compliance with IAS 8, the Group proceeded to restate the comparative information as of the opening 
balances as at 1st January 2019.  
In detail: 

- the differences for each individual real estate property between the fair value as at 1st January 2019 
and the amount recognised in the balance sheet as at that date has been recognised within equity 
under the item “150. Reserves"; 

- the impacts in the income statement resulting from the measurement at cost of the aforementioned 
real estate assets in the financial year 2019 (depreciation for the year and also impairment) have been 
reversed and the change in the fair value of the properties for the year have been recognised against 
the item “150. Reserves – Retained earnings”;  

- in the first quarter of 2020, only changes in the fair value of real estate properties for the period were 
recognised in the income statement. 

 

Change in the criterion for the measurement of properties for operational use (pursuant to IAS 16) 
As of 31st March 2020, the date of the change of the measurement criterion, the Group proceeded to 
recognise properties for operational use according to the "revalued" criteria.  
As a consequence of the prospective application of the change in the measurement criterion, the 
difference between the net carrying amount and the fair value of each individual property as at the date 
of transition to the new measurement model was recognised as at that date with the balancing entries in: 

- the income statement, if negative, within item “260. Net income (loss) from fair value change in 
property, plant and equipment and intangible assets”; 

- in equity, if positive, recognised in particular in a special reserve within item “120. Valuation 
reserves". 

 

Methodology for estimating the fair value of real estate assets as at the First-Time Adoption date  
The UBI Banca Group has opted to use external appraisers to measure the fair value of real estate assets 
as at the date of change of the measurement criterion, with these alternative methods: 

- the use of “full” appraisals where the fair value is determined on the basis of all information on the 
asset and is based on on-site inspections; or 

- The use of “desktop” appraisals where the fair value is determined on the basis of the average value of 
comparable properties and does not require an on-site inspection.  

When estimates were made, the external appraiser employed generally accepted appraisal methods and 

standards, as follows: 

1. the synthetic-comparative or sales comparison method: where reliable information is available on 
sales prices practised recently on properties comparable to the one to be valued on the same market 
or on competitive locations, based therefore on a comparison between the property concerned and 
similar properties subject to sale or currently offered on the same market or on competing locations. 
Conditions for the application of this method depend on the quantity and quality of the market 
information available, capable of allowing a significant sample of comparable transactions to be 
constructed;  

2. the income method: this is used for properties that are able to generate income because it is based on 
the present value of potential market incomes for a similar property, obtained by capitalising the 
income at a market interest rate. The latter depends on the type of property, its location and trends 
on the property market. 

 

As at the date of the first application of the change in the measurement criterion, the Group had 
approximately 70% of the Parent's property portfolio appraised.  
 

Effects of the change in the criterion for the management of real estate assets 
A summary is given below of the effects on equity and on the income statement as at and for the period 
ended 31st March 2020. 
 

figures in thousands of euro Gross tax impact Net tax impact 

Impacts on equity  +351,938 +236,626 

Impacts on the income statement  -8,718 -5,839  

 

CET1 ratio: the change in the measurement criterion in question determined an increase in the fully 
loaded CET1 ratio of 38 basis points. 
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Since the change in the measurement criteria was adopted as of 31st March, depreciation of properties 
for operational use relating to that period was recognised in the income statement for the first quarter. 
 

The tables below give a reconciliation of amounts in the balance sheet as at 1st January 2019 and as at 
31st December 2019, following the impacts of the retrospective application of the change in the criterion 
for the measurement of investment properties. The changes stated in the first reconciliation show the 
impact on the opening balances of the earliest prior year for which the comparative information for 
investment properties pursuant IAS 40 is restated in compliance with IAS 8. Changes in the income 
statements for the year ended 31st December 2019 and the period ended 31st March 2019 are also given.  
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ASSETS 
(figures in thousands of euro) 

1.1.2019(*)  
Change 1.1.2019 

restated  

10. Cash and cash equivalents 735,249  735,249 

20. Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss 1,463,529  1,463,529 

  a) financial assets held for trading 405,716  405,716 

  b) financial assets designated at fair value 11,028  11,028 

  c) other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value 1,046,785  1,046,785 

30. 
Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive 
income 

10,726,179  10,726,179 

40. Financial assets measured at amortised cost 102,798,587  102,798,587 

  a) loans and advances to banks 10,065,881  10,065,881 

  b) loans and advances to customers 92,732,706  92,732,706 

50. Hedging derivatives 44,084  44,084 

60. Fair value change in hedged financial assets (+/-) 97,429  97,429 

70. Equity investments 254,128  254,128 

90. Property, plant and equipment 2,394,858 86,130 2,480,988 

100. Intangible assets 1,729,727  1,729,727 

 of which:    

 - goodwill 1,465,260  1,465,260 

110. Tax assets 4,210,362 2,454 4,212,816 

  a) current 1,376,567  1,376,567 

  b) deferred 2,833,795 2,454 2,836,249 

 - of which pursuant to Law No 214/2011 1,804,988  1,804,988 

120. Non-current assets and disposal groups held for sale 2,972 4 2,976 

130. Other assets 1,243,320  1,243,320 

  Total assets 125,700,424 88,588 125,789,012     
 

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 
(figures in thousands of euro) 

1.1.2019(*)  
Change 1.1.2019 

restated  

10. Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost 109,839,891  109,839,891 

  a) due to banks 17,234,579  17,234,579 

  b) due to customers 68,815,614  68,815,614 

  c) debt securities issued 23,789,698  23,789,698 

20. Financial liabilities held for trading 410,977  410,977 

30. Financial liabilities designated at fair value 105,836  105,836 

40. Hedging derivatives 110,801  110,801 

50. Fair value change in hedged financial liabilities (+/-) 74,297  74,297 

60. Tax liabilities: 162,272 29,479 191,751 

  a) current 30,287  30,287 

  b) deferred 131,985 29,479 161,464 

80. Other liabilities 3,092,941  3,092,941 

90. Provision for post-employment benefits 306,697  306,697 

100. Provisions for risks and charges  505,191  505,191 

  a) commitments and guarantees granted 64,410  64,410 

  b) pension and similar obligations 91,932  91,932 

  c) other provisions for risks and charges 348,849  348,849 

110. Technical reserves 1,877,449  1,877,449 

120. Valuation reserves (298,616)  (298,616) 

150. Reserves 2,923,589 59,109 2,982,698 

160. Share premiums 3,294,604  3,294,604 

170. Share capital 2,843,177  2,843,177 

180. Treasury shares (-) (25,074)  (25,074) 

190. Minority interests (+/-) 50,784  50,784 

200. Profit (loss) for the year (+/-) 425,608  425,608 

  Total liabilities and equity 125,700,424 88,588 125,789,012 

 

(*) Includes the impacts of the First-Time Adoption of IFRS 16 
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ASSETS 
(figures in thousands of euro) 

31.12.2019  
Change 31.12.2019 

 restated  

10. Cash and cash equivalents 694,750  694,750 

20. Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss 1,758,730  1,758,730 

  a) financial assets held for trading 427,980  427,980 

  b) financial assets designated at fair value 10,278  10,278 

  c) other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value 1,320,472  1,320,472 

30. 
Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive 
income 

12,221,616  12,221,616 

40. Financial assets measured at amortised cost 101,736,289  101,736,289 

  a) loans and advances to banks 11,921,289  11,921,289 

  b) loans and advances to customers 89,815,000  89,815,000 

50. Hedging derivatives 35,117  35,117 

60. Fair value change in hedged financial assets (+/-) 547,019  547,019 

70. Equity investments 287,353  287,353 

90. Property, plant and equipment 2,298,145 72,102 2,370,247 

100. Intangible assets 1,739,903  1,739,903 

 of which:    

 - goodwill 1,465,260  1,465,260 

110. Tax assets 3,740,039 15,856 3,755,895 

  a) current 1,084,413  1,084,413 

  b) deferred 2,655,626 15,856 2,671,482 

 - of which pursuant to Law No 214/2011 1,794,331  1,794,331 

120. Non-current assets and disposal groups held for sale 265,370 2,730 268,100 

130. Other assets 1,200,966  1,200,966 

 Total assets 126,525,297 90,688 126,615,985 
    

 

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 
(figures in thousands of euro) 

31.12.2019  
Change 31.12.2019 

 restated  

10. Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost 109,795,016  109,795,016 

  a) due to banks 14,367,985  14,367,985 

  b) due to customers 72,577,255  72,577,255 

  c) debt securities issued 22,849,776  22,849,776 

20. Financial liabilities held for trading 555,296  555,296 

30. Financial liabilities designated at fair value 197,610  197,610 

40. Hedging derivatives 386,778  386,778 

50. Fair value change in hedged financial liabilities (+/-) 145,191  145,191 

60. Tax liabilities: 170,937 39,945 210,882 

  a) current 64,547  64,547 

  b) deferred 106,390 39,945 146,335 

70. Liabilities associated with assets held for sale 2,331  2,331 

80. Other liabilities 2,735,807  2,735,807 

90. Provision for post-employment benefits 289,641  289,641 

100. Provisions for risks and charges  489,485  489,485 

  a) commitments and guarantees granted 54,005  54,005 

  b) pension and similar obligations 86,756  86,756 

  c) other provisions for risks and charges 348,724  348,724 

110. Technical reserves 2,210,294  2,210,294 

120. Valuation reserves (79,938)  (79,938) 

150. Reserves 3,207,751 68,838 3,276,589 

160. Share premiums 3,294,604  3,294,604 

170. Share capital 2,843,177  2,843,177 

180. Treasury shares (-) (28,111)  (28,111) 

190. Minority interests (+/-) 58,230  58,230 

200. Profit (loss) for the year (+/-) 251,198 (18,095) 233,103 

  Total liabilities and equity 126,525,297 90,688 126,615,985 
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INCOME STATEMENT 
(figures in thousands of euro) 

FY 2019  
Change FY 2019 

 restated (**)  

10. Interest income and similar 2,180,444  2,180,444 

20. Interest expense and similar  (377,933)  (377,933) 

30. Net interest income 1,802,511  1,802,511 

40. Fee and commission income 1,894,864  1,894,864 

50. Fee and commission expense (229,295)  (229,295) 

60. Net fee and commission income 1,665,569  1,665,569 

70. Dividends and similar income 8,514  8,514 

80. Net trading income (loss)  28,692  28,692 

90. Net hedging income (loss) (15,429)  (15,429) 

100.  Income (losses) from disposal or repurchase of: (21,171)  (21,171) 

  a) financial assets measured at amortised cost (50,827)  (50,827) 

  
b) financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive 

   income 
33,580  33,580 

 c) financial liabilities  (3,924)  (3,924) 

110. 
Net income (loss) from other financial assets and liabilities measured at 
fair value through profit or loss: 

114,812  114,812 

 a) financial assets and liabilities designated at fair value 569  569 

 b) other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value 114,243  114,243 

120. Gross income 3,583,498  3,583,498 

130. Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to: (744,098)  (744,098) 

 a) financial assets measured at amortised cost (740,755)  (740,755) 

 b) financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive 
    income 

(3,343)  (3,343) 

 140. Profits (losses) from contractual modifications without derecognition (25,283)  (25,283) 

 150. Net financial income (loss) 2,814,117  2,814,117 

 160. Net insurance premiums 314,314  314,314 

170.  Other income/expenses of insurance operations (337,153)  (337,153) 

 180. Net income from banking and insurance operations 2,791,278  2,791,278 

190. Administrative expenses (2,493,634)  (2,493,634) 

 a) staff costs (1,561,333)  (1,561,333) 

 b) other administrative expenses (932,301)  (932,301) 

200. Net provisions for risks and charges (24,835)  (24,835) 

 a) commitments and guarantees granted (26)  (26) 

 b) other net provisions (24,809)  (24,809) 

210. 
Depreciation and net impairment losses on property, plant and 
equipment 

(157,609) 13,547 (144,062) 

220. Amortisation and net impairment losses on intangible assets (77,585)  (77,585) 

230. Other net operating income/expense 283,120  283,120 

240.  Operating expenses (2,470,543) 13,547 (2,456,996) 

250. Profits (losses) of equity investments 40,343  40,343 

260. 
Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment 

and intangible assets 
- (39,386) (39,386) 

280. Profit (loss) from disposal of investments 6,101  6,101 

290. Profit (loss) before tax on continuing operations  367,179 (25,839) 341,340 

300. Taxes on income for the year for continuing operations (82,133) 7,744 (74,389) 

310. Profit (loss) after tax from continuing operations 285,046 (18,095) 266,951 

330. Profit (loss) for the year 285,046 (18,095) 266,951 

340. Profit (loss) attributable to minority interests (33,848)  (33,848) 

350. 
Profit (loss) for the year attributable to the shareholders of the 

Parent  
251,198 (18,095) 233,103 

 

(**) In order to provide fuller information on "Retained earnings" restated in equity as at 31st December 2019  
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INCOME STATEMENT 
(figures in thousands of euro) 

1Q 2019  
Change 1Q 2019  

restated  

10. Interest income and similar 551,016  551,016 

20. Interest expense and similar  (87,794)  (87,794) 

30. Net interest income 463,222  463,222 

40. Fee and commission income 456,676  456,676 

50. Fee and commission expense (55,035)  (55,035) 

60. Net fee and commission income 401,641  401,641 

70. Dividends and similar income 5,333  5,333 

80. Net trading income (loss)  3,711  3,711 

90. Net hedging income (loss) (4,896)  (4,896) 

100.  Income (losses) from disposal or repurchase of: 13,053  13,053 

  a) financial assets measured at amortised cost (658)  (658) 

  
b) financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive  

    income 
14,406  14,406 

 c) financial liabilities  (695)  (695) 

110. 
Net income (loss) from other financial assets and liabilities measured at 
fair value through profit or loss 

27,206  27,206 

 a) financial assets and liabilities designated at fair value 172  172 

 b) other financial assets mandatorily measured at fair value 27,034  27,034 

120. Gross income 909,270  909,270 

130. Net impairment losses for credit risk relating to: (130,003)  (130,003) 

 a) financial assets measured at amortised cost (129,104)  (129,104) 

 b) financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive  
    income 

(899)  (899) 

 140. Profits (losses) from contractual modifications without derecognition (5,156)  (5,156) 

 150. Net financial income (loss) 774,111  774,111 

 160. Net insurance premiums 74,453  74,453 

170.  Other income/expenses of insurance operations (81,011)  (81,011) 

 180. Net income from banking and insurance operations 767,553  767,553 

190. Administrative expenses: (670,708)  (670,708) 

 a) staff costs (428,117)  (428,117) 

 b) other administrative expenses (242,591)  (242,591) 

200. Net provisions for risks and charges (4,029)  (4,029) 

 a) commitments and guarantees granted (562)  (562) 

 b) other net provisions (3,467)  (3,467) 

210. 
Depreciation and net impairment losses on property, plant and 
equipment 

(35,736) 1,809  (33,927) 

220. Amortisation and net impairment losses on intangible assets (18,526)  (18,526) 

230. Other net operating income/expense 73,141  73,141 

240.  Operating expenses (655,858) 1,809 (654,049) 

250. Profits (losses) of equity investments 6,315  6,315 

260. 
Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and 

equipment and intangible assets 
-  - 

280. Profit (loss) from disposal of investments 273  273 

290. Profit (loss) before tax on continuing operations  118,283 1,809 120,092 

300. Taxes on income for the period for continuing operations (29,700) (582) (30,282) 

310. Profit (loss) after tax from continuing operations 88,583 1,227  89,810 

330. Profit (loss) for the period 88,583 1,227  89,810 

340. Profit (loss) attributable to minority interests (6,375)  (6,375) 

350. 
Profit (loss) for the period attributable to the shareholders of the 

Parent  
82,208 1,227  83,435 
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The main items of the financial statements 

The following relates solely to the item “Property, plant and equipment”. It describes the accounting 
criteria employed as of 31st March 2020 following the change in the criterion for the subsequent 
measurement of real estate assets adopted by the Group starting from that date, with respect to the 
version published in the 2019 Annual Report. 
In compliance with the 6th update of Bank of Italy Circular No. 262/2005, these same details will be 

reported in Part A.2, on the main items of the financial statements, in the Notes to the Consolidated 
Financial Statements as at and for the year ended 31st December 2020. 
 

- Property, plant and equipment 

Definition and classification 
Property, plant and equipment includes assets for functional use (i.e. operational assets)9, investment 
property10, land, moveables, furnishings and equipment of various types, which it is considered will be 

used over a time horizon of longer than one year. 
This item also comprises property, plant and equipment, measured according to IAS 2 “Inventories”, 
resulting both from the enforcement of guarantees and purchases at auction. 

From 1st January 2019 it also comprises right-of-use assets acquired through lease contracts and the 
relative use of the physical assets (for the lessees) that are granted under operating leases (for the 
lessors) and also improvements and costs for additions incurred on owned assets and right-of-use 
physical assets arising from lease contracts. 
 

Recognition criteria 
Property, plant and equipment, both operational and for other use, is initially recognised at cost (item 
“90. Property, plant and equipment”), inclusive of all costs directly connected with bringing it to working 
condition and purchase taxes and duties that are not recoverable. This amount is subsequently 
increased to include expenses incurred from which it is expected future benefits will be obtained. The 
costs of ordinary maintenance are recognised in the income statement at the time at which they are 
incurred. However, extraordinary maintenance costs (improvements) from which future benefits are 
expected are capitalised by increasing the value of the relative asset. 
Such improvements and incremental expenses from which future benefits are expected, where incurred 
on leased assets under contracts as per IFRS 16, are recognised as follows: 

▪ within the most appropriate category of item “90. Property, plant and equipment” if they are 
independent and can be separately identified; 

▪ within item “90. Property, plant and equipment”, if they are not independent and cannot be separately 
identified, as an increase in the right-of-use asset to which they relate on the basis of the provisions 
of IFRS 16. 

Improvements and expenses incurred to increase the value of leased assets other than those in the 
preceding paragraph are recognised: 

▪ within the most appropriate category of item “90. Property, plant and equipment” if they are 
independent and can be separately identified; 

▪ within item “130. Other assets” if they are not independent and cannot be separately identified. 
 
Measurement criteria 

Subsequent to initial recognition, items of property, plant and equipment for use in operations are 
recognised at cost, as defined above, net of accumulated depreciation and any cumulative impairment, 
except for real estate properties for functional use which are measured according to the revaluation 
method. The “revalued amount” is calculated as the fair value at the measurement date net of 
accumulated depreciation and impairment.  
For operational real estate properties measured according to the revaluation method:  

▪ if the carrying amount is increased following a revaluation, then the increase is recognised against 
item “120. Valuation reserves" in equity, except for reversals of previous revaluation decreases 
recognised through profit or loss which are recognised in the income statement in item "260 Net 

income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets", within 
the limits of the previous write-down;  

▪ if the carrying amount of an asset is reduced following a revaluation, then the decrease is recognised 
in the income statement in the item “260. Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant 
and equipment and intangible assets", unless the asset has been written down previously, in which 

 
9 “Assets for functional use” are defined as tangible assets possessed to be used for the purpose of carrying on a company’s business 

and where the use is planned to last longer than one year.  
 Assets for functional use also include properties rented to employees, ex employees and their heirs, as well as works of art. 
10 “Investment property” is defined as properties held in order to earn rentals or for capital appreciation. As a consequence, 

investment property is to be distinguished from assets held for the use of the owner because they generate cash flows that are very 

different from the other assets held by the banking group. 
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case the reduction in value is recognised as a decrease in the item “120. Valuation reserves" down to 
the amount of that item.  

If a property is sold, the valuation reserve accruing is transferred to other items of equity and is therefore 
not transferred to the income statement. 
Periodically, following predetermined multi-year schedules, the values of operational properties are 
updated by means of appraisals carried out by independent appraisers with the relative reports.  
In any event, before end-of-year balances are closed, a scenario analysis at least is carried out to identify 
any significant changes in the market value associated with a property subject to analysis in order to be 
sure that the carrying amount gives a good approximation of the fair value of the property and does not 
differ significantly from what it would be if a new appraisal was carried out annually for all properties. 
 

On the basis of IAS 16, property, plant and equipment held for functional use, included in operational 
properties measured at the "revalued amount” is depreciated over its useful life. 
The depreciable amount, equal to cost (or the net revalued amount, if it is measured using the 
revaluation method) less the residual value (i.e. the amount that would be normally obtained from 
disposal, less disposal costs, if the asset was normally in the conditions, including age, expected at the 
end of its useful life), should be allocated on a systematic basis over the asset's useful life by adopting 
the straight line method of depreciation. The useful life of an asset, which is reviewed periodically to 

detect any significant change in estimates compared to previous figures, is defined as: 

▪ the period of time over which it is expected that the asset can be used by a company or, 

▪ the quantity of products or similar units that an entity expects to obtain from the use of the asset. 

Depreciation starts when the asset is available for use and ceases as at whichever is the most recent of 
the date when it is classified as held for sale and that when it is derecognised.  
For property, plant and equipment measured at cost, depreciation does not cease when an asset is left 
idle or is retired from active use, unless the asset has already been fully depreciated. 
Where an operational property is left idle or has been retired from active use, the change in use must be 
immediately assessed with its consequent reclassification either within investment properties or assets 
held for sale. In these cases, depreciation ceases. 

Land, whether by itself or as part of the value of a property, is not depreciated since it constitutes a fixed 
asset with an indefinite useful life. For functional properties, measured according to the "revaluation" 
method, the value of the land is separated from the overall value of the property, on the basis of 
indications resulting from the appraisal.  

Works of art are not depreciated because they generally increase in value over time.  
Improvements and expenses which increase the value are depreciated as follows: 

▪ if they are independent and can be separately identified, according to the presumed useful life as 
described above; 

▪ if they are not independent and cannot be separately identified, then if they are held under an 
ordinary lease contract, over the shorter of the period in which the improvements and expenses can 
be used and that of the remaining life of the lease contract with account taken of renewal options if 
the lessee is reasonably certain that the option will be exercised. When the lease contract involves the 
transfer of ownership of the asset at the end of the lease term then the depreciation period can be the 
same as the useful life of the underlying asset. 

If signs exist which show that a tangible asset measured at cost (or the net revalued amount, if it is 
measured using the revaluation method) may be impaired, then a comparison is made between the 
carrying amount of the asset and its recoverable amount. Any impairment is immediately recognised in 
the income statement in item 210 "Depreciation and net impairment losses on property, plant and 
equipment". Any future appreciations in value will be recognised in this item if the causes of the original 
write down no longer exist. The appreciation in value may not exceed the value that the asset would have 
had, net of the depreciation calculated, in the absence of the previous impairment.  
 

Properties held for investment purposes are measured, after initial recognition, using the fair value 
method against item "260. Net income (loss) from fair value change in property, plant and equipment and 

intangible assets" in the income statement. 
For the purposes of the measurement of the real estate assets in question at fair value, a process is 
employed to recalculate the fair value of the investment properties on at least an annual basis.  
Investment properties measured at fair value are not depreciated. 
Property, plant and equipment recognised in accordance with IAS 2 is measured at the lower of the cost 
or the net realisable value, which is the estimated net amount11 that the entity would expect to realise 
from the sale. 
 
Property, plant and equipment shown as right-of-use assets relating to lease contracts 
According to IFRS 16, a lease is a contract or part of a contract, that conveys the right to use an asset 
(the underlying asset) for a period of time in exchange for consideration. 

 
 11 This is the estimated cost of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale. 
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A finance lease contract transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incident to ownership of an 
asset to the lessee (the user). Otherwise the lease is considered an “operating lease”. 
The Group has identified the following types of contracts that fall within the scope of application of the 
standard: 

a) property lease contracts; 

b) motor vehicle lease contracts; 

c) enterprise server lease contracts and other hardware lease contracts. 
 

The beginning of the lease term is the date on which the lessee is authorised to exercise its right to use 
the asset leased and corresponds to the date on which the lease is initially recognised and includes any 
“rent-free” periods, i.e. periods under the contract during which the lessee uses the asset free-of-charge. 
When the contract commences, the lessee recognises: 

▪ a right-of-use asset for the asset underlying the lease contract. The asset is recognised at cost 
calculated as the sum of the following:  

- the lease liability;  

- any lease payments made before or at the commencement date (net of any lease incentives already 
received);  

- direct initial costs; and  

- an estimate of any costs for dismantling or restoring the underlying asset; 

▪ a lease liability equal to the present value of the payments due for the lease. The discount rate used is 
the implicit interest rate12 if it can be determined. Otherwise the incremental borrowing rate of the 
lessee13 is used. 

If a lease contract contains non-lease components (e.g. the provision of services such as ordinary 
maintenance to be recognised according to IFRS 15 rules) the lessee must account for the lease 
components and the non-lease components separately and allocate the consideration for the contract to 
the different components on the basis of the relative standalone prices, for the contracts specified in 
letters b) and c) the UBI Banca Group decided to separate the non-lease component, the recognition of 
which is subject to the provisions of IFRS 1514. 
A lessee may opt to recognise lease payments as follows:  

▪ directly as an expense in the income statement on a straight-line basis over the lease term;  

▪ by using another systematic basis representative of the pattern of the lessee’s benefit, where: 

− it is a short-term lease (equal to or less than twelve months) which does not include a purchase 
option on the asset leased by the lessee; 

− it is a lease for which the underlying asset is of low value15. 

The UBI Banca Group opted for direct recognition as an expense in the income statement on a straight-

line basis over the lease term. 

The lease term is determined with account taken16 of: 

▪ periods covered by an option to extend the lease if the lessee is reasonably certain to exercise that 
option; 

▪ periods covered by an option to terminate the lease if the lessee is reasonably certain to exercise that 
option. 
 

Regarding the duration of leases, specifically real estate lease contracts, the Group has decided to 
consider as reasonably certain, as a rule at the initial recognition date, the option of a first renewal 
period, except in special circumstances linked to individual contracts subject to separate measurement. 

Finally, the Group has decided to adopt: 

▪ €5,000 as the materiality threshold; 

▪ in order to calculate the incremental borrowing rate used to calculate lease liabilities, discount rate 

curves were constructed internally with consideration given to the interbank risk-free rate plus a 
credit spread which reflects the groups real unsecured funding operations from institutional 
customers adjusted to take account of the asset underlying the lease contract. 

 

 
12 The interest rate implicit in the lease is the discount rate by which, on commencement of the lease, the present value of a) the lease 

payments and b) the unguaranteed residual value is equal to the fair value of the underlying asset and any initial direct costs of the 
lessor. 

13  The incremental borrowing rate of a lessee is the rate of interest that a lessee would have to pay to borrow over a similar term, and 
with a similar security, the funds necessary to obtain an asset of a similar value to the right-of-use asset in a similar economic 
environment. 

14 Thereby waiving the option under the standard to use the practical expedient which allows entities not to separate lease 
components from non-lease components for certain classes of goods, by recognising the entire contract on the basis of the 

provisions of IFRS 16. 
15 It is not possible to classify assets that are subleased by a lessee as being of low value. 

16  Termination options held solely by the lessor are not considered when determining the lease term. 
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During the course of the lease term a lessee shall:  

▪ measure the right-of-use at cost less accumulated depreciation17 and accumulated impairment losses 
determined and recognised on the basis of the provisions of the IAS 36 “Impairment of assets”, 
adjusted to take account of any remeasurement of the lease liability; 

▪ increase the liability arising from the lease following the accrual of interest expense calculated at the 
interest rate implicit in the lease or alternatively at the incremental borrowing rate and increase it for 
payments of principal and interest made.  
If changes are made to the lease payments then the lease liability must be reassessed. The impact of 
the reassessment of the liability is recognised as an adjustment to the right-of-use asset as the 
balancing entry.  
 

Nevertheless, if a lessee opts for the measurement of investment properties governed by IAS 40 at fair 
value then it must also apply the fair value model to right-of-use assets which meet the definition of an 
investment property under IAS 40. 
 

If right-of-use assets relate to a class of property, plant and equipment to which the lessee applies the 
revaluation model under IAS 16, the lessee may choose to apply the revalued measurement criterion also 
to those assets. With regard to that aspect UBI Banca Group has opted to maintain subsequent 

measurement at cost. 
 

Derecognition criteria 
Property, plant and equipment are derecognised in the balance sheet when they are disposed of or when 
they are permanently retired from use and no future economic benefits are expected from their disposal. 
Any gains or losses resulting from the disposal or retirement of a tangible asset, calculated as the 
difference between the net consideration on the disposal and the carrying amount of the asset are 
recognised in the income statement within item "280. Profits (losses) from disposal of investments". 
The right-of-use asset arising from a lease contract is derecognised at the end of the lease term. 
 
 

Considerations on goodwill impairment tests  

The economic crisis resulting from Covid-19 has caused steep falls in stock market indices, but would 
now seem to be coming to an end due to massive fiscal and monetary action taken to counter it. 
International research institutes have limited their macroeconomic scenario forecasts to the next 24 
months and forecast a “short and sharp” impact. So far there are no reasons why most businesses 
cannot return to normal operations in the medium-term. However, uncertainty is nevertheless still very 
high.  
 

In this context of great uncertainty, a disciplined approach must be taken towards impairment testing 
and an impairment test has been planned for the first half report for the period ended the 30th June 2020, 
when a picture of the effects of the crisis will be available, which may be translated into medium-term 
forecasts. For this quarterly report it was considered best to carry out a qualitative analysis by analysing 

three main factors and the related verifications:  

▪ the Group's exposure to the crisis (i.e. its effects on income over the next 12 to 24 months);  

▪ the Group's vulnerability to the crisis (i.e. verification of its ability to maintain a balanced financial 
and capital position);  

▪ the Group's resilience to the crisis (i.e. verification of the strength of its earnings capacity over the 
medium to long-term).  

Firstly, it should be recalled that the impairment test as at 31st December 2019 based on the dividend 
discount model with excess capital gave a core recoverable amount (inclusive of minority interests and 
net surplus assets) distributed as follows:  

▪ excess capital amounting to approximately 14% of the total amount (an amount not exposed to the 

impact of Covid-19);  

▪ present value of freely distributable profits once supervisory requirements have been met in the 
period 2020-2024, amounting to approximately 24% of the overall amount (an amount exposed to the 
impact of Covid-19 over the short-term);  

▪ present value of freely distributable profits beyond the explicit forecast period, amounting to 
approximately 62% of the total amount (an amount which, from the viewpoint of a short and sharp 
supply crisis, should not be exposed to the impact of Covid-19).  

 

 
17  Account must be taken when determining the depreciation period of whether or not ownership of the underlying asset may be 

transferred at the end of the lease term or whether or not the cost of the right-of-use asset reflects that the lessee will exercise a 

purchase option. In the first case the depreciation period is that of the useful life of the underlying asset determined at the 
commencement date. In the second case the depreciation period is the useful life of the right-of-use asset or the lease term if it is 

shorter. 
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Secondly, the following is underlined:  

▪ there was a positive difference as at 31st December 2019 between the value in use and the carrying 
amount;  

▪ the carrying amount – after profit – as at 31st March 2020 had reduced compared with the same 
estimate as at 31st December 2019, due mainly to a reduction in valuation reserves (-€138 million 
approx. relating to debt securities). Therefore, the margin before the Covid-19 effect would have 
increased. 

 

On the basis of the above, qualitative assessments of the three fundamental factors of analysis described 
are as follows:  

1) Exposure to the crisis (i.e. its effects on income over the next 12 to 24 months): 

A) no gaps between forecast and budgeted figures were recorded as at 31st March 2020;  

B) as things now stand a reduction in net profit for 2020 is forecast compared with budget forecasts. 
The reduction in profit would be due to greater loan provisioning and a reduction in net fee and 
commission income;  

C) the cash flows according to the Business Plan used for the impairment test for the period 2020-
2024, are prudently lower than those approved as at 17th February 2020 and disclosed to financial 

markets, which do not include action taken regarding personnel; 

D) when the impairment test as at 31st December 2019 was carried out, a value reserve was found as 
a consequence of the approval of the action taken regarding personnel (and the consequent 

recognition of the relative provisions);  

E) the cash flows used for the purposes of the impairment test as at 31st December 2019 were in line 
with the consensus cash flows up to 2023 (the last year for which forecasts from analysts are 
available) dated 27th January 2020 for which FactSet was the source. During the day on Monday 
17th February 2020, before the announcement of a public exchange offer by Intesa Sanpaolo (made 
on the evening of 17th February 2020 after markets had closed), the Management presented its 
new 2020-2022 Business Plan. UBI Banca share prices reacted positively to the news, with a rise 
of 5.50% compared with prices recorded on Friday 14th February, against a background on 
financial markets in which both the sector benchmark index (Stoxx Europe 600 Banks) and the 

Italian benchmark index (Ftse Italia All Share) performed below UBI Banca at 0.70% and 1.09% 
respectively (source Datastream). The rise in stock market prices is evidence that financial markets 
had factored in the new estimates implicit in the Business Plan.  

2) Vulnerability to the crisis (i.e. impact on financial and capital balance).  
UBI Banca's strong capital position (above minimum regulatory requirements) and the absence of 
losses forecast for 2020, guarantees the UBI Banca Group's ability to resist even a crisis that lasts 
beyond 2020;  

3) Resilience to the crisis.  
As already mentioned previously, no medium to long-term macroeconomic estimates exist. It should 
be noted that the yield curve as at 29th April 2020 has not changed significantly compared with 31st 
December 2019. The interbank interest rates expected as at 29th April 2020 for 2023 implicit in the 
forward and future yield curve are not different from those assumed for the Business Plan announced 
to markets, while those expected for 2024 are slightly lower (-17 basis points) than the estimate 
hypothesised for impairment testing purposes. This should guarantee the resilience of net interest 

income over the long term. 
 
Given the above relating to the UBI Banca Group, as at 31st March 2020 Management did not consider 
that it was possible to repeat the impairment tests on the basis of reliable medium to long-term forecasts.  
Furthermore, analyses of elasticity, vulnerability and resilience to the crisis do not provide information to 
suggest that a quantitative analysis would give more reliable results than the qualitative analysis given 
above. The uncertainty lies in the severity of the crisis in the short-term and not in the long-term 

operating conditions. In this sense the current supply crisis is very different from previous crises caused 
by the burst of speculative bubbles and demand crises, where recovery in the long-term is very slow and 
complex.  
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Statement of the senior officer responsible for the preparation 
of company accounting documents 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    The undersigned, Elisabetta Stegher, as the senior officer responsible for the preparation of 

the company accounting documents of Unione di Banche Italiane Spa, hereby declares, in 
compliance with the second paragraph of article 154 bis of the “Testo unico delle disposizioni 
in materia di intermediazione finanziaria” (consolidated finance act), that the information 
contained in this “Quarterly financial report as at and for the period ended 31st March 2020” 
is reliably based on the records contained in corporate documents and accounting records.  

 
 
 
 
 

The Senior Officer Responsible for the 

preparation of the company 

accounting documents 
 

Elisabetta Stegher 
 

(signed on the original) 

 
 

Bergamo, 8th May 2020  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 Financial calendar 

Calendar of corporate events of UBI Banca 
for 2020 

 

Date Event 

4th August 2020 

Board of Directors Meeting: 

approval of the interim financial report as at and for 

the period ended 30th June 2020 

9th November 2020 

Board of Directors Meeting: 

approval of the interim financial report as at and for 

the period ended the 30th September 2020 

 

 

 
The dates reported above may be subject to change, which will be promptly announced to 

markets if they occur.  

 

The dates of the presentations of accounting data to the financial community, will be 

communicated from time-to-time. 
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Contacts 

All information on periodic financial reporting is available on the website www.ubibanca.it 

 
 

Investor Relations: 
Tel. 035 392 2217 

email: investor.relations@ubibanca.it 
 
 

Media Relations: 
Tel. 02 7781 4213 / 02 7781 4938 / 02 7781 4139 

email: media.relations@ubibanca.it 
 
 

Corporate & Regulatory Affairs: 
Tel 035 392 2312 / 035 392 2155 

email: soci@ubibanca.it 
 

 

http://www.ubibanca.it/
mailto:investor.relations@ubibanca.it
mailto:soci@ubibanca.it
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